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Tbe object of this thesis is to ~bow how it .; c· .... ., pos s:i.. 1)1'0 . 

to provide :'5imu'lntod runni:ag conditions to a prime 

mover in the laboratory and to develop a test facility 

to provide such conuitJ_cn::;. A generalised mathematical 

model is developed fo:r' prime mover/dynamomcter combi-

nations wh:!.ch is U80d as Cl. basis for the design of a 

wide ran~~c of lO;ld,s:i.mu.lation systems. The mathematicdl 

model i:= va.1 :i..da·Lcd by eXp'eril~l~n.tal inv(,H3tignt;ions of :' 

.tow pow'er s.in11.Llo.tion syst.0i!1 1'or \,h'ich the prime mover 

','irlraulic dynamomE·t';)r to e.rw.hlc comp;:tri.:':ion .. s ' .... 0 be made 

i. 



load si:nulacion methods, ill order that the most 

Sl.J~. Labl0 dynanwrueter and simulation me"thod may bo 

de·l.erH·~;.ned l'nr ei:\(~h prime mover. 

To aid in the supervision of the engine test colI 

under running conditions, a low cost microprocessor

based monitoring system is developed to a1low early 

warning ot: any large changes from the required 

operating conditions. 

ii. 
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viii. 

The neeu -for sinlUlating vehicl (; 10a(l c~)ndi tions for 

prime movers ill the labora:tvr.{ has already lieen well 

est,:::.blislwd. (Hul's. 13, 23, 2..'-!.-, 25). In particu.ll'r, 

recent: American and European l.c~;islation (Hefs. 1, 2) 

provide speed/time curves for i,:csting o'ngine exhaust 

emiss:Lons on c.hass:1.s dynEl.mometers to enable ·typical 

running conditions to be simu.' ated. Simulation of 

·transient peri'onlwnee charac C" r ;.B ti.cs are also of 

;·.rrneh have 110\'1' aJ.mo;::d; c()mpletely replaced npd:urt\l1.y 

rd:~p:Lratcd cngincf-: in. hea.vy a:u.t.~)",otiyl:.l a:nd electric 

.~cnerato:i' uppl lca t.i o:ns • 

0ll ·the ~~ansient parrorE~nce 0f turboch~r~ed uie~Bl 

16, ..... , 
t. / • 

black smoke and ·U.nder f1ova.LO y_'ncl:::. tion~ "(.(\0 eng;.Luc 

lttay st.aLl. 

:impr(.Ive the perfo.:cmanco 0:[' clec.L:cie v,.~hic1.e;5 to) 

b 'j •. , V"" b~1·tAl··'·/""o·J.or/·I-"·<·1'··!Jl·!·-'·.1· I al,,·J r. i 1 €:na .... c ,LIUjJ.t 0 \,'.' <."~';" j '.A t,. "'.t. ,U,;::, -'.;:,;~ 0 ~ ........ ·orl ;1'0 

~pplic~':l-tionf1 01.1:3 C ~~ 1 

ate. ) • 



ix. 

In ordot to .cmi?ly::;.:! the Vnri,YllS methods by which 

autom()t:.i ve lo<:'.din.s c.Ol1rli ·;:,i 011;5 may be silllula tcd, :i.t 

is fj.r3t ShOHTl in rart "1 how· a simple block dj.agram 

approach may be used to obtain a mathematical model 

:for a range of prime mover and dynamometer systems. 

The model is develop8C1 using information which is 

generally available from the manufacturers of the 

prime ".over or dynamometer system, i. c., torqu'::/speed 

characteristics, inertia of rotating parts and time 

lags. Since the form of the block diagram is similar 

for ea.c·b of the systems a.nalysed, a geueralised block 

diagram is proposed for typical prime mover/ctyncmorueter 

configurations. Al so in Part 1 it is shown how t.lw 

vehicl~ characteristics may be simulated by usin~ one 

of ·two basic techniq, .. cs ~ 

In tl-le i'irst technique -:';-;0 vehicle charact.)risi:i·.:.s 

are simulated", p:.t:'ovi'lilJ.gtorque and speed feedback 

COl) .. ~.::ol to the engin('/dynamometer system so that the . 
fevels c:ochieved are r'~.)r~::;entat:lve ot: ty·pical <lriving 

condition;;, 4 For tht~ ::."cond technique th.~ pri.me mover 

signal (i. e ., throttle r..on·trol of a pc·t ro . .l engi.r.0) 

and the vehicle characteristics are s~mulate~ by the 

use of a filter in either o£ the tor~lC or sp~6d 

feedback paths to thB dynamomctcr input. l·t i.s ~;limvn 

• 
ho'" the root locu;:; method provides a very S1.~ i·tab~~ 0 

mover/dynamomctcr systems usi.ng these mC.1.H:3 c.f 



a low flO"\~'er load simulation system in 'Khich a hydro

static dynamomcter is used to control an electric 

prime mover. The -torque/speed chara~ tel.':i::d;j.("; s a.rtc~ 

reasonably linear compared to other t-.;.rpes of prime 

mover ·?nd dynamomcter system, so t,hf\·t "1:.1\0 perf'tl~:,ma:nce 

predictions can be made for large changes in the 

opera~ing conditions. For the typical dynamometcr/ 

prime ;u.)ver c oEfis,-urat.i{:,ns c .. ualysed in Pa=-t s J, l1 und 

5 a li.'u'ge Ul.UUher of t.ile syst.c:1U va:r:iablE::S ar~ no1l.

linear and vary ·K1. l:h ei th(:r tl10 prime move."!:' :::;pee',J or 

torque (or both). For those systems a simplit·i.c~ 

analysis is performed by dGtnrm:i.n:i.:::I8 the clH'l.nge i.n 

root vositions vdtil .;;.;.:;c:' {i.e: .• a root 10''::'us} ~,·t 

both high Dnd low tOt 'lu,: ~.C'·'V·ol~:.;. 

In f':u+: 3 the Q.ll.D..1.ysi ~ -is ".fJpli(~d to a 70 JxW' natural1.y 

aspirated governed djJ~cl engine system controlled by 

two types of hyd:rauli r 'I,:/lHJ!llOr:1ctor. 'rho use of a 

governor ill the system '. ~;qulres the ano.lys:Ls t,~ include 

maxirmlm fuel deli ..,rery c o:r:.d:i..·tions LH~ well as the .1t.1l.'m "'1 

fuel delivery and motering conditions. 

wi th the vehicle \-:.haract.erj.stics simulated by meClr~s CIf 

a filter in ft foedback path of the system, it i~ 

necessary to analyse the system \vit.h the di fi.'€.:1:'ing 

vehicle characterist~cs obta~ncd i.n tioth hJgh And low 

geur settings. 1'hus ox-ccl1sivc analY'sis of the sysi..c!TI 

x. 



xi. 

is necessary si-:':lce t:he cllt~rati .. l1.g conditions can vary 

considernbly. For the pUl'pO.:3CS of' comparison wi·th 

the performance of the hydraulic dynamometers,furthe:r. 

anaJ.ysis is mC\de of the system u.sing typica.l coefficients 

for an electric dynamometer. 

In Part 4 a similar theoretical analysis is appli~d to 

a 100 kW naturally asp~.rilted petrol engine using the 

same range of dynamometers and l.oad sirnulation me·thod::;. 

It is not necessary to follow the same extensive analy~iH 

as for the governed di.esel engine system, since maxi mu", 

i'uel delivery conditions are rare ly encou.:ntored by the 

petrol engine in practic0, although the high torque low 

spe ed condi tion.s can havH a greater E-!:(,f'ec t upon the 

stability of tbe petrol engine system than for the 

diesel engine system. 

1:;.). Part 5 the analytical procedu.re is repeated for a 

40 kW electric prime mover 1l.sed in deli v,~r'y vchicJ.o 

D."pplications. 1'ho ana1ysi3 Ol load simu.lation t.cchn:!.r.·~:·I?'::; 

t'or t.his syst(,i1l :is much s:.i.mj)loJ: thH.Jl. fot' t.b.e int~rnaJ. 

,"~ombustion engi.r~e sys t.or.ms du e 1;0 the elimina ti on o:f.:-

(1) the prirnH mover act1:'<.~·tor' :;-t~:; (il) the flexible 

coupling bethoen prime mover and dynamomcter; t.he 

silllula tion of gear changes; cmd (i v) the .t::ov·,?x rlOr !.ag 0 f 

the diesel eng~ne system. However, the el.8ctric prime 

mover ~as a very stoop torq;;.G/ c5pcod slo~o ~), t; .In,\"' speed 

compared to the inL (-'!J:!1al Gonll1 u..:3 ti.Ol1 enEj,lue s, -whi ch .lti 

abruptly C1J.t oft' as t.he maximum cu.r-rcnt J~.::(!i t. of' tl~e 



motor ~B renched, so that the root positions of the 

system must also be invest,ignted in thi.s region. 

In Par·t 6 it is show11 hm-'" one of the hydraulic dyna

mometers has been developeu in an attempt to obtain 

a fast response together \·rith linear performance and 

high discrimination. The dynamometer is based upon 

the operation of a uni(lue val~\re, for "'hich previous 

workers have performed preliminary investigations on 

a low power prototype (Ref. 37). Extensive theoreticvl 

and experimental investigations 011 sma.11 scale valves 

are used to enable a f'ull scale valve ·to be const.ruct,~d 

and incorporated into th~ engine test cell for con-

trolling the load on a 7~".J kW diesel en~ille. A hydro-

~tatic dynamometer is also constructed for use in the 

engine test cell (based l'.pon t~l€ prinCiple ofoperuti('::'l 

q';: the low power sys·tem c: nulys ed in Part 2) so that a 

cvmparison may be made betw'ecn the performance of the 

two dynamometcr systems. 

xii. 

Fart 7 shows how the engine to~t cell has been developed 

,dth particular cmphaB.is upon tlH3 saf'ety of th~) start 

up a.ad shut down prOCedli..~es. It is also shown how a 

].o,\" cost mic1.'oprocesso't'-based moni toring system has 

been developed to perform routine supervision of the 

test ccJ.l under nOf.'r.1C11 r'l.t..'1nin:2; condi tion:~, unci to ilU.to

ma ticn~ ly shut do\ .... n the system ill the eV(~iJ.L of pre-· 

defined limits being exceeded. Preliminary testlng o~ 

the system is reported in Part 8, together with a 



xiii. 

genet1 i:\]. discussio:n on the analytical techniques 

benefit. 



xiv. 

The great nF:l.jori ty of prcviolls "Work reported on 

prime mover/dynamometor control ~nethods ha;:; heell 

in conjunction wi. -th eJ.ectri.cuJ. dynamometer ,=,ysteluS, 

although many papers have been presented in which 

hydrdulic dynamometers have been used. The Il:,ethod 

of control of these systems pOJ:millly falls \'Tit.hin 

two categories:-

(i) Torque feedback contJ:'ol by dynamorneter and speed 

feedback control by prime mover (e. g., Hef's. 15, 

(ii) Speed i'cedback control bj" <l~i'namonwte:c ;:~nd t .~rque 

.t'ee':lbo ck control by prilnc Jllov~r (e. g., Hofs. 23, 

<"16· 'I"'" "q\ ""J, ~~" .... u) .. 

manifold vacuum control i.'or t:r.uck engineB ,\ihi.~~ll :Ls 

BtipuI!.\ted .i.n COl'tD .. 'i.n Al!1Crican legLslatioll. (Rot'.:,:> .1., 2')). 

dyn;'llP.(Itr:ot 0.1" are ]'I at d.i:-: l:l.lS sed in Ll.ny of the::: fl 



X'V. 

the perl'ormanc~~ of 1:ho systei'i f,)r the two control 

methods. 

The control method u.sed in a ]arge number of cases 

consists of :2 or J term acti.on. on the torque aud speed 

loops (Rafs. 24, 25, 27). However, Oatley (Ref. 28) 

has used proportional control with passive lead/lag 

networks ,\vhereu.s elements and Hichard (Ref. 25) have 

used just proportional control on an amplidync type 

dynamometer, and Bow-ns (Ref. :~ 1) has used proportional 

conirol. of a hydrostatic dynan:Jmeter. Dj_rect digital 

control (ODC) of prime mover/dynamometer systems has 

b~c~ undertaken by Winterbone et al. (Ref. 15) on a 

j·.'ast response 'vater brake dynat:!ometer for loadi.ng a 

S cylinder diesel cn~ine. DD~ has also been u~~d by 

r .",.' '.' "nl R·]]······,·'" (Re-(' ...... c.ls;.:,:.lc ... ' __ ( .J. ]~ __ .lll~:..,i:J ",.1.. 
') ,:. ) 
~-' and Rillin~s C~ ~l • 

(Ref'. 6"n on an SCH controll8d cl. c. dynamomet0'C .for 

0xhaust emission o.ne-lysis of l'ct:r'ol engillns, and by 

Pacey and Edw~rd5 (Ref. 30) on a thyristor controlled 

d. c. (~\Tnamometor l'or testing 'If electric priml' ['~i:-'ver 

syst:en~s • 

Su.!?erviso!'y digital control over the set point s of three 

te:CID c.ont.rollers has bec:.>n used by .darzouk and Watson 

(Ref. 19) OIi. un eddy currc:!:.t dynamomoter sy s Lem a.nd by 

AJ.-DerH.dfii ulld Gc:\v0s!.;ock on a d.c. thyris cvr control] cd 

(1.ynalllome·b;'r ~ystl.:}m for loading of di".Ls('l engines. 



:xvi. 

r 

Comput.f'.r ('.on trol langunges fo t' ,~~ngine .!., est ce lIs :.!!~j 

discussed by \{arma.n (Rcfs. 3~, JJ) and certain i.,speet.5 

01 inst:rumentation for computer cont.t'olled test cells 

are discussed by Connor (Ref. 34) and Marzouk and Watson. 

For the use of dynamometers to simulate au-tomotive loads 

Bates and Grimshaw first published a paper on the ~d_lllU-

lation of locomotive loads for studies on the utilisat.ion 

and control o£ traction motors (Re£. 68). The system 

was, however, very complex, consisting of an amplidyne 

plus two generators, and an e~e0tromechanical system to 

solve the equation o£ mo'tion for simuJ.ation of the 10co-

motive inertia. Also, stahiliiy problems were encountered 

if' the simulated j.nertia was .low in comparison to the 

inertia o£ the loading generator. A method :)': ~imulating 

load;:; if' this mannor (using s :'andard dynaIHc.n"c i,t":t".:i) is 

;icscribcd i.n detail in sectioll 1.2.2.2 of th~.s -~ ~lesi s 

In 1972 elements and Richard ~30d a dynamome~~= control 

svstcru to simulate the driving conditions of ~h~ ... 

Califn:Jlinn Seven Mode Cycle by uu~ng engine ~i~2d and 

::tccc.~crat:i.on curves (Ref - 25). These cury<:~s "";Yt! used 

to olJta1n Co. dYl1.al11om{~ter torque contraJ. signal by .mCC~lli'''; 

of a.i.1. analog1':'c CQmputHr to Silm..l:late the vebicle charac-

teri::.;tics and t~lC t:hrottJ.e ~:d_g-('.B.l \';as 'J..sed to control 

the engine spoed. This method 0f simulating loads is 

descri'!Jed i.n dctaiJ. in sect:i011 :t.2.1. J or this thesis 

(method 1. '1:1. J:n Ute same ye<.~:t· Cusf;:idy (H.0£. 69) 



;;3ir.ill::.atcd ·the Co.ILfornian c:{c.Lc for petrol engines by 

x"ecording the required throttle position to rollow the 

speed/time curves on a chassis dynamometer. Using the 

speed curves to control an engine dynamometer and the 

reeorded throttle Cl.l.rves to p:coduce the required torque 

levels he showed that the engine dynamometer resulted 

in greater repeatability from test to test than the 

chassis dynamometer. This mct;lOd of simulating loads 

(using torque control on the Jchrot·tle) is described in 

detail in section 1.2.1.2 of ~his thesis (method 1.2). 

Also in 1972 Od:Ler (Ref. 70) reported on a manu.a1.ly 

controlled chassis dynamometer to simulate all aspects 

0f the dynamic behaviour of a passenger car (braking, 

traction, steering, etc.). 'I'owards the end c< 19'72 

Uuffm:'\n et al. (Ref. 24) used a 190 kW Chd.~15:i.~J dyna

!1l0IDf!ter to simulate vehicle dynamic loads f'o:t t .... ;.ting 

of' engine :fuels and lubricants. The engine spt-)"~'.J was 

used to produce a torque de;(lar~d si~.nal to ·the -lyna

mometer by emp.loy:ing analogul;! l"l1odu.les to sinn.<.I....tto ·the 

vehi.cle charact~riRtics. The ~Oll :~rol of en~i-:~<) speed 

to £ol~ow certain duty cycles was made initiaJ~, by 

.nanuul control of the thro·ttJ.e, f'ollm\i"ed by f,u~:onw. tic 

three term control. A system of this type for 

sinrulating vehicle J.oads is ~escribed in section 

1.;2.2.1 of t.':ir..; t.hcsLJ (method ~.1). 

In :l97J Snl]l:'uU (HoC. 26) prosC'tlLed wod~ (In th(c, hyl).riJ. 

sinnllat:ion 01' vehicle loads. In the same year 

xvii. 



xviii. 

Kar"riltZI.::i (Ref. 13) employed a hydrostatlc trallsmis:-;:l.on 

SystC:ll! to simulate vehicle .loads on ad. c. trac t.iou 

motor 'iJy using thl?, primo mover ·torque to obtain a ~5pt.'!cd 

reference control si.gnal :for the dynamometer t with the 

vehicle charac'teristics simulated on an analogue 

computer (method 2.2). The paper by Winterbone et al. 

(1977) shows how the loading characteristics o:f a 

heavy truck were simulated on a governed turbo;.;:-:arged 

diesel engine. Under mid fuel dolivery conditions the 

dynamr;meter was used to control the torque (method 1. 1 -

.secti()u 1.2.1.1), whereas when the governor moves the 

f'uel control rod to TIlcXiDium delivery a changeover was 

made to enable the dynamometer to control the engine 

sppcd (method 1.2 - section 1.2.1.2). One major dis-

advan·tnge widl the sys';,-oSm is that the "'"ater brakl'l type 

dynamometer used in ,-j"o experimental work cannot; prov;ct", 

the ,notoring condition. 

Also Ll 1977 the papf';.'t' by J?ac ay and Edw'ards show'ed how 

duty cycles for clccb";.e pri.me JIH)VerS were simulated 

using ~he prime mover ~p~ed and acceleration sj.gnals 

to obtain a load. t.orque: .hmand i~or. dynamometcr cont:r.ol 

(method 2.2 - section ~.2.2.2). Prcl~m~nary st~b~liLy 

inve:,::d:iga tions were made by simul<ltin,p"; the en·tire 

system on an analogue computer. At I>r~sent a. Inrgr:; 

amount of work is being undert'JK.o:n to develop e:lectrie 

vehic.los in Great Britain (e.g., n~fs. 71, 72, 73) and 

recent ll!gislat:i on ha.s h.-:~en i.n\~J".'()cluee.·l ,to i:ncrease s'tlch 

devc].opmcnt in th.l' H.S.A. (Hei'. 31). 
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The advhncerncnt of' prime mover/dynamometer control 

mcthod.$ relieE: i·wavily upon the development of sui tal)l::: 

mathew~tical model~ for such systems. The models 

presently available are either analytical in nature 

(using linearised transfer functions in the con~lex 

frequ.ency or sampled data domain) or involve computer 

simulation (using analogue, digital or hybrid computers). 

Analog\ .. e simulations were used by Ledger and W~] msley 

in 1971 for a turbocharged diesel engine (Ref. 74), and 

by Al·-Bermani and Gravestock in 1975 for the analysis 

of a complete diesel engine, dynamometer and control 

system. 'I'hey point out that a dynamometer having a 

1o,,, inertia and time constant "wuld provide an j mproved 

performance for transient response testing ot: tl\~~ engine. 

In 1973 Soliman (He£ 27~ analysed a petrol eng~ne aad 

eddy current dynamometer system, employing hybr~d 

s]nrulation techniques, iu which a digitul computer wa~ 

usect to interpolate t.!·~L' engine and dynamotrwter torques 

for g,iven values of Clt'(l~tle setting, engine spi?ed and 

dynamo~et~r field cur~~u~. .Earlier, in :l971. H'l.rrows 

et al. (Ref. 75) had used hybrid simulRtio~ te(·hni~le~ 

to investigate sampled data models of diesel Qn~.tnes. 

'l"hey conclude that sampled data. modE-Is provide an 

improvement over Laplace domain transfer functions, 

since the pure time delay between firing cycles of an 

engine is sampled data in na.ture. This cCllclu;,ion j.g I 

however, of greater signi.ficance for low speed engi.nes, 

since at. high speed the pure time delay bet::.omes small. 
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'I'he u.;:,.,!~ of fC8.mplcd data techni.ques for int.ernaJ COlil-

bas·ti,_,n engtncs ,";as proposed first by BO\vn3 (Ref'. :2 t) 1 

followed by Hazell,and Flower (Refs. 76, 77) in 1971. 

Digital simulation techniques have also received wide-

spread at·tentioll in ·the development of engine/dynamometer 

models. In 1968 Janota et al. (Ref. 4) used a digital 

simulation of the combustion. process to predict the 

perfo:;:'mance of mul ti-cylinder tu.rbocharg(~d diesel 

engines and made comparisons with an experimental 2-

stroke single cylinder engine. In 1971 Strait and 

Borman (Rei'. 17) .p.ceseld:ed a su.:rvey of llH~ development 

of' sub-models necessax'y for the detailed simulat ion of 

turbocharged diesel engines. In the same year a survey 

of internal combustiun engine research in the U.K. was 

preseuted by the Universities Internal Combu$tiort. 

Engin~ ~roup (Ref. 78). N'umerous refinements i:u the 

digital sinrulations ha,~e been proposed to date (e.g., 

Refs. 5,15,16,1.8,22). 

Of gr8ht 3ignificance ~n the analysis of diesel engin~s 

(nat,urally aspi.ra ted 0 n 1;urbochar.~ed) is the m:y' ... hcl11.-:\ ti':al 

description of the govar~or, which is normally highlf 

non-linear due to B'Liction and coulomb frj.ctioll t:ffects. 

Massey and Oldenburger presented a detailed deslgn 

technique f'or diesel gove.t'llOr.;:; in 1958 (Hur. 79) and 

the fo110·".1" ng "real' \vc.l.1)ol.1J:'n et [;..1. iJ·I)P, lipd ~0n t:"ol' , • ,"-;.~ .J ... 

theory tc investigate the time :U:1.gs and nQn-J.i..rle~l.r 

( TJ ." friction effects of diesel governors .ne~. bOle Further 
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anal ytl ~al 'l:cchniqucs, inclu.ding describing functiollS 

and phase plane analysis to describe the non-linear 

behaviour of gove:r:""l.ors, wero presented by Parnaby in 

1971 (Uef. 81). In 1973 Bowns (Ref. 82) used both 

analogue and digital computer simulations of a naturally 

aspil'ated diesel engine to determine the e1'f'ect upon 

engine stability of variations in governor gain, damping 

and undamped natural l'requency. 

Fair1',' simple ana.lytical models have also been developed 

for P~'il1H=' mover/dynamometer systems with some success. 

In 1970 Monk and Comfort (Ref. 83) used electrical 

analogies to analyse the dynami.c characteristics of a 

petrol engine and eddy current dynalnOmeter systt-"!m. The 

model gave good agre'~I~liHlt. with the experimenta.l responses 

of' the system for :p:3~udo'-randoBl and frequency r.::,sponse 

tests, as well as f'or step input tests. The model is 

similar to that. develo):.,ed by block diagr0m techniques 

in 3ection 4.4 of this thesis for a petrol engine and 

elecL:tical dynamometer system. lwlonk and Comfort's 

model was used as a bosis for the development of control 

parameter;; employing rr.odern con·trol theory by Hunx·() emd 

Hirbod in 1977 (Ref. 8~). Their analysis is ccnfined 

to onc point of the operating range of the enginc/dyna

mometer system and they note that' any change from this 

point may degrade the perform~nce of the control system. 

In torest tn the u.s e of hydro;,>l cd~ic dYPic\l'dOlueter sy s-Lems 

has increased since 0. commerciaLLy aVf!ilable uni t was 



i.ntroau.:..ed in '1967 (Ref. 8.5). Bow'us published (h-' tn:i.].~ 

of L)·"alve cuntrolled hytlro:.:d;atic dynamolf,etcr in 1071 

(net'. :31). In 197J \\'oolvet and K<:lrwatz.ki (Ref. 86) 

reported on a hydrostatic traDsmission system used to 

control the loael on a d.c. traction motor. The 

following year Caputo and Carnevale (Ref. 87) presented 

information on a fast response dynamometer using a 

special purpose valve to control the flow from f. 

hydrostatic pump. 

Analysi~ of hydrostatic transmission systems has 

received much attention. Thoma produced comparisons 

of various mathematical models for hydrostatic systt)ms 

in 1969 (Ref. 88) aml in the same year McCallio~ et al. 

presen.ted exper:i.mel1.tc-.l r")sl.11ts 'of dynamic testIS on Cl 

hydro::;tatic trans1lii~,.:'i.ou .system (Ref. 89). In 1f.J70 

Olson provided a theoretical analysis on the critical 

lower speed of hydrostatic transmissions (Ref. 20). 

xxii. 

The .following year Green and Crossley used frequency 

reSp0n'5C techniques to a.na1yse the dynamic characteriHtics 

o:f the cm:,trol rnechani~m of variable delivery hydrostatic 

pumps (Ref. 90). }i'urt:l(:;t" analysis of' hydrostatl.c trans-

mission systems was m~ie by Bowns and Worton-Griffiths 

in 1972 (net'. 9), and o-p"timising techni(lu8s fo.£' hydro

static systems wero investigated by Steel in t9?J (Rei'. 91). 
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PART 1 

THE GENERALISED APPROACH 

In order to perform a generalised analysis of the methods 

used to simulate dynamic loads, it is helpful to first 

examine the actual loading situation met under automotive 

condi.°!..:ioons • 

. 
1.1 Automotive Loadin~ Conditions --.- . 

The analysis of automotive loading conditions requires 

an ~xamination to be made of both the prime mover and 

the load. 

1.1.1 The Prime Mover 

A generalised block diagram for prime movers is shown 

in Fig. 1.1. Under steady stateconclitions the inter

nally developed torque will be equal to the external 

torque (on the prime mover shaft) and there will be no 

change in speed. The input to th~ prime mover provides 

changes in the internally developed torque, and hence 

the speed changes at a rate dependent upon the prime 

mover inertia. This particular form of block diagram 

has been developed since the coefficients for each 

block are easily determined t'or yarious types of prime 

mover. (Such information will also normally be 

available from the manuCacturer.) It is not the 
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i.ntention bere to develop highly detailed matllerr.atj.cal 

models for prime movers since these models would then 

only be appropria~e to specific prime movers and l~ould 

not be suitable for a generalised analysis. Also, 

detailed models for internal combustion engines require 

digital. simulation of the combustion process which, in 

turn, requires large amounts of computer memory and 

processor time, Ref. (4), Ref. (5). 

For a petrol engine the input consists of a throttle 

setting, whereas a diesel engine input is a fuel rack 

setting and an input to a d.c. traction motor is the 

vol tage applied to the wind,ings (these being the three 

types of prime mover most widely used for transportation 

purposes). 

.~ 

The prime mover lag will vary according to the type of 

prime mover used. A d.c. traction motor will have a 

first order lag due to the inductance of the w1ndings. 

The lag for internal combustion engines is more pom

plicated than this. For a spark ignition engine with 

naturally aspirated carburettor a sudden change in 

throttle setting 'till have the following effect:-

The first cylinder to fire ·after the change in throttle 

setting will produce a change in torque developed 

dependent upon the time taken for the combustion phase 

to begin. This represents a pure time delay the 

magnitude of which depends upon the time at which a 
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throttle change is made in rela.tion to the engine 

firing cycle (this being·n random effect) as well as 

the eng~ne sp~ed. Since the change in throttle 'i~ 

unlikely to occur at the beginning of a suction stroke, 

then in general the full change in torqu~ developed 

will not occur until the second or third combustion 

phase after the throttle change. 

For compress~on ignition engines there is a similar 

pure ti.me delay for the next combustion phase to occur, 

although the torque/speed characteristics for this type 

of prime mover remain virtualLy f'lat over th~ speed 

range. Typical torque/speed c'haracteristics for these 

~hree prime movers are shown in grapbs G1 ~ GJ of 

Appendix A. It can-be seen from graph G2 that'the 

comprossion igiUtion engine provides 1itt1e·':1i., tl19W'Y 

of torque/Speed f . .eedback path shown in the g~r".~l~.alised 

block diagram 'of Fig. 1'.1. However, for automotive 
.. 

purposes, an extra feedback loop is ,often added in the 

form of' a governor. The operation' ot.: the governor' i.s 

to adjust the-fue'l rack PO'$i.t'1otr'bY> an"'~1'Ii'61r11lt d~pendent 

upon the dfffer'ence bo"twe.entbe' requ:tre(!<i ettgirli' speed 

and the ac.tual engine Speed".' Although tbe torque/speed 

characterLsties. ion Fig. 1.1 are shown to 'be lil a po~'ltive 

:feedback loop '(this be.ing all'- unstable condition) t tbis 

will, in fact, only' occur for'internaI'combustion engines 

under certain conditi:ons. . . For' the eharacteristicso£ 

tho d.c. traction -motor'<.graph (3) the torque ean:be seon 

to reduce as the- spe~d Is inc.reased. .This :r'e~ltis in a 
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stable system since as the speed increase.s, the torque 

deve10ped wi11 reduce unti1 it equa1s the externa1 

torque and the prime mover wi1l be in a steady state. 

If the external torque is removed the motor wi1l run 

up to dangerously high speed, which is characteristic 

of a series wound d.c. motor under no load conditions. 

For the characteristics of the interna1 combustion 

engines (graphs G1 and G2), the right-hand side of the 

curves indicate that the torque reduces as the speed 

in~reases, so that these prime movers are also stable 

over this part of the response. However, for the 1eft

hand side of the curves the torque increases as the 

speed is increased, so that the prime movers are unstable 

over this range unless a stabi~singnegattve feedback 

loop is added •.. For the compr.ession igniti.on ensilio&.a 

stabilising negative feedbackl.oop is provided by the 

governor (with its inherent Lag). 

However, for. petrol engine.J!l the negative f'ee.dbac\C l.oop 

is provided by the l.oad~which Ls. ex~ed ia t~e next 

section. As long as the s10pe of the torque/s~eed 

characteristic of the loa~ ia greater than that of the 

engine (when operating over toe left-band side of the 

curve) " then the positi..ve £e.edbaok -e.f'fect i. overcolD8 

and the eqiae is s.tAbl.e·.. Hnderautoanot.i v.e ..colldi tiolUl 

the gea~box is used to change the· torque/speed charao

ter;stics ot the load so that the ,performance is stabl.e 

for a wide range of' load:!.n, ~o.ndition8. For exampl..1 
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j.n the case of a vehicle ascending an increasing slope 

in high gear and full -throttle, the torque will increase 

and the speed will reduce until the engine is operating 

over the left-hand side of the torque/speed characteristic. 

The engine will consequently stall unless a change is 

made to a lower gear. If this change is made then the 

engine speed will increase (in proportion to the change 

in gear ratio) so that it once again is operating over 

the right-hand side of the curve and is therefore stable. 

For the purposes of linear analysis it is more con

venient to have the genera1ised b10ck d'iagram for the 

prime mover as shown in Fig. ~.2. In order to change 

the input to the prime mover, there must be some form 

of input actuator. Under actual d~vtng condi~ions 

this is the "accelerator pedal:" whicb is'Jdanlutily con

trolled and therefore has an inherent lag. (t;nder' 

simulated driving conditions this will be a servo. 

actuator which will also have an inherent time las.) 

The result of a chan,e in the ac~uator setting is to 

produce a torque Tb which, together with the~orque Tc 

from the torque/speed characterist~c slope, p~v~des 

the internally dave10ped torque for the prime mover. 

A simple method o~ linearising the torque/speed Cl~ve 

is shown in Fig. 1.). In range (1) tho maximum torque 

available from the input is X, and the torque/speed 

characteristic slope is. A (positive). In range (2) the 

maximum-torque available is Y with slope of zero, and 



in range (3) there is a maximum available torque of Z. 

with slope C (negative). Although the slopes A and C 

and the magnitudes X and Z will change at lower values 

of prime mover input (e.g., throttle setting), average 

values may be taken in order to perform a linearised 

analysis at each range of speed. 

1.1.2 The Load 

For automotive conditions the load equation at the 

prime mover shaft wi.ll be of the followi.ng form:-

C C N CwN
2 

Te = c + r + + J~N + Ta • • • •• (1) 

where Te = torque on prime mover shaft, 

cc: cou~omb friction coe:ft'icient :£or t.be vehicle, 

er = rolling red...stanc. coef'ficient for the vehicle, 

e" = wind resistance coef'ficdeat f'or the v.htcle t 

6. 

J~ = inertia of vehicle referred to priae mover sha~t, 

N = prime mover shaftapeed, 

Ta = additional tor~. effects due ~ ~adients, 

wind gusts,corDering and :tran4laaiss.iOIl "noise". 

For small changes in conditions from a &iven working 

point the equation may be rew:ritten:-

••••• (2) 

where.'/.f is a speed depel'ldent f'riction coefficient 



(non-linear for large signals), 

Tx is the non-speed dependent friction torque. 

The generalised block diagram for the prime mover Ullder 

automotive conditions is shown in Fig. 1.4. The 

disturbance torque applied at the point shown enab1es 

the speed/torque transfer function to be obtained for 

the prime mover under automotive loading conditions. 

The point chosen for the disturbance torque input is 

particularly convenient, since the relationship between 

the prime mover input and the torque at this point may 

be easily combined into the speed/t~rque transfer ~nction 

to give the relationship between the vehicle speed and 

prime mover input (e.g., throttle). Similarly, when a 

prime mover is to be loaded by a dynaBlometer (as' mown 

in fol1owing sections), it is possible tode~e1"IDin. th.e 
. , 

relationship between the dynamometer input anj{,.he torque 

at this point. Hence the transfer function between the 

prime mover speed and the dyn«mometer input may be 

obtained. For this reason tlM speed/torque tranl!JTer 

functions developed henceforth rill ·be for chtl'Dg8'8 ·in 

the prime mover speed resu1ting £rom the appli~~tion of 

a s·tep d'ist'Urbance torque at the point shown in Fig. 1.4. 

It is now possible to perform a<l~earised dynamic 

analysis of the three previously mentioned prime movers 

under automotive conditions. The block diagram for the 

operation of a series wound d.e. motor under automotive 

conditions is shown in Fig. 1.5. By block diagram 



reduction the spe~d/torque transfer function can be 

obtained:-

. . . . . (3) 

The dynami.cs of the d. c. motor under these conditions 

are governed by the roots of the characteristic equation 

(which in this case can be seen to be second order). 

Thus any means used to simulate these conditions must 

provide roots as close as possible to those produced 

from the above characteristic equation for all values 

In practice the time constant for the 
1i ' 
(~) will be a fraction of a second and motor windings 

will therefore be small compared to the time constant 

of th~ load (J4/F4> so that the response approximates 

to that of a first ord~r system. 

For a petrol engine under automotive conditions the 

block diagram is as shown in Fig. 1.6. For convenience 

the pure time delay trllnsfer function (e-T1s ) is replaced 

by a first order expansion 1-T i s, so that the speed/ 

torque transfer ~nction becomes:-

n 1 
t dis = (J

i
+J4+K

i
T

i
}s + (-K

i
+F 4 ) ...... (~) 

i '\ . , . 

This produces a first order root the time constant ot 
";'-

which vari •• ,q,th :speed due to the eft'ect of Fit. T 1 1'" 
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and K1 (which can be positive or negative depending on 

uhich side of the torque/speed curve is in operation). 

The value of the pure time delay can vary from .05 

seconds for a 4 cylinder engine running at 600 rpm to 

.0033 seconds for a 6 cylinder cngLne running at 6000 

rpm (assuming 4 stroke operation). Once again, in order 

to simulate these dynamic loading conditions it is 

necessary to provide a load such that a first order 

root is obtained which is as'close as possible to that 

obtained for the real system over the full range of 

running conditions. 

For a governed diesel engineund«n" automotive conditions 

the block diagram is shown in Fig. 1.7. Tbe block 

diagram is similar to that 'of thepe't.rol enp __ except 

for the inclusion of tbe go'Vernor lag whicb :t.apprwx

imated by a first order ~ransferfunction. 

The speed/torque. traD&f'er f\ulction reduce,s to:-

• • • •• (5) 

This transfer function is seen to be second order, the 



roots of whi~h will vary with speed over the range of 

F4 , T1 and K1 in the same manner as the petrol engine, 

together w'i th an extra variable T4 (the time constant 

for the first order approximation to the governor 

response). Frequency response curves performed by the 

manufacturer for a 4 cy~inder GX High Speed ~unimec 

governor and pump system are shown in graph G4 for both 

low and high engine speeds (engine speed = twice pump 

speed). Al.though the inertia terms for a g.overnor result 

in a second order transfer tuac.ion, the damping is often 

sufficiently high to result in a damping ratio greater 

than unity, e.g., Ref. (3)~ Ref. (t1). Hence two real 

roots exist, one of which pro~des a dominant first order 

response as indicated by graph ,G4 at low speed. If the 

-)dB point is used to Ob~ain the corner frequ~ncy so that 

a first order lag may be used as an appro~~oD to ~he 

response, it can be seen that tke time constaat will va~ 

from 0.58 seconds at low speed to 0.01 seconds at high 

speed (750 ~ )000 rpm). 

It should be noted tha~ this chanle i.n -t:L.e co1'l8tant 

occurs under the same eonditioa5 as the pure time delay 

(i. e., .04 seconds at 750 rpm ..... 01 seconds at )000 rpm 

for It cyl.i.der ~ stroke 8Ilg1ae) aad tbere~or&.has. a 

considerable effect on tbe dy,aam1c performance of the 

engine. HolRtver, even wi tit .i.01r va.lues ofT 1 andT 1i t the 

second order,respoDse ef the .4iesel. engin.e uader noraaa.1. 

concli tio •• ',:ril1 still be ,b •• ri.1y da~edsu.ch -that the 

perf"ormance will appro_ ... e~o ..a fi,rat olMi.~ system. 
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The time constant of tbis system will be g~ven by tbe 

dominant root of the se·colld order response which will, 

, in turn, depend upon F4, Tit K1 and T~ (all of which 

vary with engine speed, but may be assumed constant for 

small perturbations). 

It has been shown that the three types of prime mover 

most widely used under automotive conditions will respond, 

under normal loads, in the manner of a first order system. 

It has been further shown that this first order approx

imation to the response will be affected by such highly 

non-linear variables as prime mover and load torque/speed 

characteristics and the prime mover inherent lag. Several 

methods by whicb it is possible to provide loading con

ditions which are as cl.ose as possibl.e to tbeaotual. 

automotive conditions ar'e suggested ~!l the next section. 

1.2 Simulated Loading Conditions 

In order to provide simulated l.oading c~nditions.it is 

necessary to bave a l.oading device (dynamometer) which 

may be controlled to provide the complete range of torque 

and speed of which the prime mover is capable. The 

dyn~o.eter should al.so be able to provide power to the 

prime mover for s imu.lai;.i on of the "motorillSU condition, 

as well as being able to absorb power from the prime 

mover foraimulation ot·the "loading" condition. Tbe 

ideal.dy~lIlOIIleter wouldbaveno inherent dynamie e1'fec·ts 

ot its own to cont.ribute .to the simulatiOB ill order to 
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provide loading conditions identical to the actual 

automotive loads. It would therefore have an infinitely 

fast response with no inertia and no frictional loads. 

Since no such dynamometer is available, then any 

simulation method used will only be an approximation to 

the actual loading conditions. 

A generalised block diagram for a prime mover connected 

to a dynamometer is ShOWll in Fig. 1.8. It can be seen 

that the dynamometer operation is virtually id~ntical 

to that of the prime mover. In spite of the differing 

torque/speed characteristics of the two deVices, it is 

possible to meet the.torque/speed reqUirements ot the 

prime mover, tor fixed prime mover input, by varjiftg 

the dynamometer input. Similarly, it is possible to 

meet the dynamometer torque/speed reqUirements, ~or 

fixed dynamometer input, by varying the prime mover 

input. In this way the torque/speed eharaeteristic::r of 

the two devices may be determined and this is, iA fact, 

how the torqUe/speed curves for prime movers are 

i.nvariably obtained. There are two basic dynamometer 

systems which are suitable for providing both loading 

and motoring conditions, these being electrical dyna

mometer systems and hydrostatiC dynamometer systems. 

(Mechanical variators have been used, but these suffer 

from l·imited speed range and slow speed of response." 

. The -block diagram for ad. c. motor/gellerator type 
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dynamometer with thyristor control is shown in Fig. 1.9. 

As with the prime movers, the torque/speed characteristics 

are linearised by. assuming small perturbations and 

include the input torque effect to offset the base of 

the torque/speed slope from the origin. The time 

constant for the winding lag of the d.c. dynamometer 

will generally be in the order of 0.1 ~ 1 seconds, 

whereas the time lag f~r the thyristor controller can 

be considered to be negligib1e. 

The block diagram for a hydrostatic dynamometer system 

is shown in Fig. 1.10. It will be Shown in Part 2 that 

the hydrostatic loop time constant is proportional. to 

the pressurised volume of. oil in the 100p and ~"v.rsely 

proportional to the ·eCfective b~k modulus «Dd1eakage 

flow from the l.-oep .i.Jepending on the const%'Qcti.len of' 

the hydrostatic systew.ttum '. the time constantcoul'd b. 

greater than 1 second or .a low as 1 millisecond. The 

input actuator ].ag ·for a swasbplate control servo

mechanism will normally be secon.d order, as ShOWll, with 

an undamped naitura1 freip1-eJlcy ift the order '.f:3 'Hz f'or 

medium power rated units {graph G 5). {In, Part 5 a 

unique loading/motoring valve is introduced which can 

take the place of the actuator ~ag .ad which can be 

designed to have a very IRUcb. t'aster speed 'of' response.) 

In genera1·. vhen a dynaaaome'teri.8 to be used to test an 

internal ~olDbu,stiOlW _gi •• , it. is neeessary to have some 

form. o~ £lexib1e coup~"ac ltetwGen 'the· .RKin. and 
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dynamometer in order to- reduce vibration on ,the input 

shaft of the dynamometer. If the stiffness and 

damping coefficients of the coup~ing are low, then a 

further ~ag is introduced to the system as shown in the 

block diagram of Fig. 1.11. It can be seen that a 

torque wi~~ only appear on the connecting shaft when 

there is a relative displacement from one end of the 

shaft to the other. in fact, it is the displacement 

across part of the shaft which is normally measurod by 

a strain gauge bridge and amplifier network to provide 

a torque signal. The value K2 is the stiffness 

coefficient, so that K2 (Np - Nd)/s provides the steady 

state torque on the shaft and F 2 (Np - Nd) provides the 

transient torque (where ~2 is ~be viscous friction 

coefficient of the coupling). ,The DlGCk diasram .ay. 
be reduced to that shown i.n Fis. 1.120, froa ~~cb ::i.t.\ call 

be seen that the coupling can ~e treated as ~roducins 

aD extra lac to the dynamometer sideo'! the system. 

For very ~gh values of F2 and K2 in r~~::i.on to ~2T it 

can be seen that the coupling lag wil.lbe t •• t 8JlOUgh 

to be eOlUidered necligibla, resultin'S ia tbe .same· 

block diagram for the systea without .. f~.xi'ble ~oupling. 

A simplified generalised block diagram for ,the prime 

IDOTer and dynalllOmeter with input actuators is sho'WU in 

Fig- 1.1), and thi& will be used to describe the 

'V&rio~ .. t.h~d.a .by which it is possible 't..os,i.mulate 

auto.o-t.i",.. conckltioas. In general. f~ tbe purposes of 

aiaJ,J.&tioa, :Ltj,s' ,aeces-.ary fozo the e.n&ine .and 

1~. 



dynamometer to follow' a speed/time curve such that·the 

load provided by the dynamometer is as near as possible 

to that obtained by running the prime mover through the 

same speed/time curve under actual automotive conditions. 

Thus there will be a required speed signal and a 

required torque signal to the prime mover/dynamometer 

system. The Federal Register Emission Standards for 

1977, Ref. (1), stipulate a total of 1372 values of 

vehicle' speed at. 1 second intervals to be run 011. a 

chassis dynamometer. 

To be able to run such a test on an engine dynamometer 

it is necessary to evaluate the torque response of the 

vehicle under automotive conditions as a result of such 

changes in speed. This evaluation may .be obt4iDoe'd by 

measuring and recording the torque obtained, ·tUNer actual. 

automotive conditions.· Alternatively, the tor-que could 

be eval.uated by computer using derived ·coefficients for 

a particul.ar vehicl.e. The .conrputation may be. ]iaertormed 

prior to the test run to obtain a torque/time CU2"Ve 

which woul.d be run in conjunction with tho speed/time 

curve. or the computation could b$ carr:itedout on .... line 

(either by an ,anal.ogueor digital. computer). 

There are two basie methods o~ simMlatingautomotive 

10ading conditions on a prime mover. In the first the 

required torque and .speed l.~vel.s are fed ~ndependently 

to the controllers' of the. prd.meDtover/dynamometer syst·em. 

These leval.s may be .recorded. .~rom a ~ea1 vehicl.e driven 
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over a given route prior to the simulation run, or the 

tox'que levels may be determined from a given speed 

signal using the simulated characteristics of' the 

vehicle and used either on line or recorded prior to 

the test run. 

In the second basic method the simulated characteristics 

are in a feedback path of the prime mover/dynamometer 

system and the dynamometer is controlled so as to 

provid~ the same loading conditions as the vehicle 

throughout the speed range of the prime mover. 

1.2.1 Basic Simulation Method (1) 

1.2.1.1 Method (1.1) §~eed control on prime mover 

!r..rque control on dynamoll1~ter 

The block diagram for this method of simulating'auto

motiY'e loads is shol\'1l i"1. Fig. 1.14. The prime mover 

control signal is the error between the "required-speed" 

signal and the "actual speed" signal, whereas the 

dynamometer control signal is the error between ~he 

"required -torque" signal and the "actual torque" signal. 

If the speed transducer is of the d.c. tachogenerator 

type, then there will normally be a response time in 

the order of 1 millisecond associated with the windings 

of the tachogenerator, together with another lag also 

approximately 1 mill.iseoond for 1"~ rmsripple snloothing. 

Other methods of measuring the speed ~~ll involve 
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frequell~Y to d.c. conversion or pu.lse counting, both ot 

which mny havc an appreciable time lag it reasonable 

accuracy is requir~d over the low speed range ( 1000 

rev/min) • 

For the measurement of torque a .train gauge bridge 

mounted on a torsion shaft and connected to an amplifier 

via slip rings will have a response time much fa.ter 

than 1 mil.lisecond (typically 20 microseconds) which 

may be considered negligible. Inductive type torque 

transducers (used to elimdnate slip ring noi.e) will 

have a response time dependent upon the filtering 

arrangement used in the demodulator system as well a. 

the frequency ot the oscillator. Measurement ot torque 

by means of a load cel~ connected to the dynamometer 

carcase result. in a nugligible time lag with low noiue 

characteristics, but t.',. the disadvantage ot requiring 

calibration and there may be difficulties in mounting 

the dynamometer. 

The speed/time curves are given in km per hour so that 

the "required" torque I1nd speed s:l.snal. depend upon 

the vehicle torque/.peed characteristics. transmission 

ratio and driving wheel dia .. ter. Goar changes may be 

simulated by reducing the output trom the simulated 

torque/speed characteristic block and the output trom 

the km/hour to rev/min conversion block to zero, 

followed by a gradual increase in the outputs £1"om 

these blocks to the new torque/speed levels (i.e., tor 
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. · 

a change dOlVll in gear ratio the required speed will 

increase and the required torque will reduce by an 

amount corresponding to the change in ratio). 

1.2.1.2 Method (1.2) Torque control on prime mover 

Speed control on dynamometer 

This method of simulating automotive loads is similar 

to method 1.1 as shOlm in the block diagram of Fig. 1.15. 

The difference in response to these two methods depends 

upon the dynamics of the prime mover in relation to the 

dynamometer. In particular it should be real~sed that 

the friction characteristics between internal combustion 

engines of the same model may vary considerably 

(especially at varying temperatures). However, 'the 

simulated load (representing the inertia and friction 

characteristics of the vehicle') will not change 

appreciably for vehicles of the same type. This means 

that simulating the motoring condition using method 1.1 

(i.e., torque control by dynamometer) is likely to 

cause large errors in speed due to the di1':Cering friction 

characteristics of prime movers under the motoring 

condition. To avoid this possibility when repeating 

simulation runs for several prime mover~ of the same 

model, it is necessary to use method 1.2 (speed control 

by dynamometer) for the most accurate simulation of the 

motori~g condition • 
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1.2.2 Basic Simulation 1-1ethod (2) 

1.2.2.1, Torque Reference System 

With this method of load simulation the speed dependent 

torque characteristics are obtained not from the speed/ 

time curves as with method (1), but from the actual 

speed of the prime mover shaft, as shown in the block 

diagram of Fig. 1.16. This method has the advantage 

that it is not essential to follow speed/time curves, 

since the system l~ill respond to manual inputs to the 

prime mover in the same malUle:c as under automotive 

conditions. 

It can be seen that the speed is controlled by the 

prime mover input, whereas the dynamometer input is a 

torque/speed control signal. This control siinal is 

obtained from the difference between the simulated 

torque signal (obtained from the "actua.l speed" signal 

via the simulated torque/speed characteristics) alld 

the actual torque signal. Th't,lS this control system is 

termed "torque reference If , although the dynamo.~:!e.ter 

input. signal is controlled indirectly by speed feedback 

as well as torque feedback. 

Examination of Fig. 1.16 show"S that an extra block is 

required for basic simulation method (2), namely the 

dynamometer characteristic slope correction ,block. 

This block is necessary since the dynamometer torque/ 
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speed characteristic slope is, in general, very much 

greater than that of the simulated friction value. 

Thus the block eff~ctively reduces the steady state 

dynamometer torque/speed slope to zero and the required 

value of simulated friction is o"btained from the 

simulated characteristics. The inertia of the dyna-

mometer could be taken into account by including a 

derivative term into the dynamometer characteristic 

slope elimination block, but since the dynamometer 

inertj.a will normally be much less than that of the 

simulated inertia, this action is assumed to be 

UlUlecessary. 

1.2.2.2 Speed Reference System 

. 
The difference betweer. this system and the torque 

reference system is th~t the dynamometer input signal 

is the error between the actual speed signal and the 

simulated speed signal. The simulated speed signal is 

obtained from the actual torque signal via the simulated 

torque/speed characteristics of the vehicle, as shown in 

the block diagram of Fig. 1.17. The method of changing 

gear for simulation method (2) is the same as that 

suggested for method (1), although the simulated torque 

signal must be evaluated on line and not prior to the 

simulation run. It can be seen, therefore, that method 

(2) could be used to provide accurate simulation of 

automotive conditions for a manually driven vehicle 011 

a chassis dynalllOmeter, as lfell as to provide fully 
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automatic simulation on an engine dynamometer. Method 

(1) however, may only be used i.n conjunction li'i th 

speed/time curves'on an engine dynamometer or with 

automatic speed control on a chassis dynamometer. 

One basic difficulty with both method (1) and method (2) 

is the ability to reproduce exact automotive conditions 

with high repeatability. Static loading tests may be 

corrected for such variables as temperature, atmospheric 

pressl~re and humidity, Ref. (12). However, these 

variables will affect the dynamics of both the prime 

mover and d)"Ilamometer and consequently may have an 

adverse effect upon the control system performance .(i.e., 

the dynamic error may become large) • 

. 
It is possible that grea-!;er repeatability may be 

obtained by following prime mover input curves, rather 

than prime mover speed curves. Thus the error in prime 

mover lnput could be kbpt very small using a suitable 

servo system, and the dynamometer input signal c~uld 

be used to obtain, as near as possible, the required 

torqu13/ speedcondi tion::; using cotltrol method 2.1 or 2.2. 

However, since current legislation is concerned only 

l~i th speed/time curves for dynamometer systems, Ref. (1), 

Ref. (2), this approach will not be examined further. 

1.3 Controller Design ~Iethod 

. It has been shown that a generalised block diagram may 
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be constructed £or typical prime mover/dynamometer 

configurations and tha't two basic methods of simulation 

may be used. Timt! lags £or these typical con£igurations 

have been discussed and it has been noted that there 

are several sources o£ non-linearity in the load 

simulation system, namely the torque/speed characteristics 

of the prime mover and dynamometer, as well as the 

(simulated load torque/speed characteristics, the 

) governor lag £or governed diesel engines and the pure 

time 1elay £or all internal combustion engines. Since 

all o£ these non-linearities are dependent upon the 

prime mover speed, it is possible to per£orm a linearised 

analysis by giving the non-linear variables constant 

values at various points of the speed range for small 

perturbations • 
. ~ 

The problem is to design a controller to provide a good 

per£ormance o£ load simulation under the £ollowing 

conc.litions:-

(i) Wide range o£ simulated inertias and £riction 

terms (of the typ~ given in equation (1». 

(ii) Wide range of prime ~overs having di££erent 

inertias, torque/speed characteristics and 

inherent lags. 

(iii) Changes ill dynamometer coefficien·t.s due to 

heating effects (these may be signi£icant £or 



hydrostatic, hydrodynamic, eddy current and 

brake type dynamomcters). 

The meaning of good performance for the purposes of 

load simulation will depend upon the method of 

simulation used. 
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With method (1) the only criterion of good performance 

which can be used is to have miniuru.m error between the 

"required" and "actual" torque and speed signals 

consistent with a stable system. Due to the inflexibility 

of this method of load simulation i.t is not possible to 

provide step changes in torque and compare the response 

to that of the "real" system under automotive conditions, 

as discussed in sectiDn 1.2. Since the error for the 

tl .. O inputs of torque a(.d speed is to be minimised it 

, .. ould seem advantageo·.l .. ~ to determine the optimum control. 

of the system·using multivariable control theory. 

However, optimal control can only be attempted if an 

exact mathematical model of the system is available. 

Even with the simple models previously described ~t has 

been found that the order of the system is high, contains 

several non-linear functions, has a fast response time 

and has' characteristics which are highly dependent upon 

temperature and which therefore change with operating 

conditions. Also, for a comprehensive range of siluulation 

capability a wide range of prime movers will be used, each 

of which will have physical differences and will therefore 



have a different mathematical model. Each of these 

effects is a major difficulty in providing optimal 

control using mult.,ivariable control theory. 

(
It is therefore suggested that the most convenient ''lay 

of controlling load simulation systems of the method (1) 

type is to use three term control, in which the integral 

action is as high as possi~Le, consistent with a 

reasonably damped response in the prime mover/dynamometer 

loop. In spite of the disadvantages previously discussed 

for this method of load simulation, it is probably the 

simplest to set up from the control point of view, and 

in most circumstances should be quite adequate for 

following speed/time curves as reqllested by various laws 

concerned with em.i.ssiC.i.l cont.rol, Ref. (1), Ref. (2). 

For method (2) the colllpJ.ote load simul.ation system has 

been seen to contain a large nlllllber of lags, so that 

the speed/torque transfer function will be of a high 

order. Hence the design specification is to cho().se a 

controller such that one first order root of the s~eed/ 

torque transfer functir...n is as close as possiblt;) to that 

of the prime mover response to actual automotive con-

ditions, and that all other roots are made insignificant. 

One method of determining the relative ,importance of the 

various roots of a transfer fWlction in response to a 

step input is to display the r.oots on the complex 

frequency plane. It is 1'lell knOl'nl that a step ill,PUt 

in the time domain Jnaps into a root at the .origin in 
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the complex frequency plane. 'rhus the importance of 

the roots in response to a step input depend upon 

their proximity to the origin in the complex frequency 

plane. 

It is possible that closed loop zeros (roots which 

make the closed loop transfer function numerator zero) 

may distort the relative magnitude o£ the closed loop 

pole responses. Poles are roots which make the closed 

loop ·".ransfer function denominator zero and therefore 

are tbe roots of the characteristic equation of the 

system which completely specify the closed loop dynamic 

performance. The magnitude of the response for each 

pole may be determined as the product of the phasors 

from the zeros to that pole divided by the product of 

the phasors from all re~lining poles to that pole. 

However, i t ,~ill not normally be necessary to det~rmine 

the magnitude. of the responses by this means Since, in 

general, any "secondsr/" closed loop poles in the region 

of the "dominant" closed loop pole will have a d6tri

mental effect upon the performance of the system,un1ess 

their relative magni tUllSS of response are very small. 

The three-dimensional sketch of Fig. 1.18 shows how the 

relative positions of the roots of a third order system 

affect the response of the system to a step input in 

the time domain. It can be seen that ~le first order 

root (on the real axis) is close to the origin and 

therefore has a large effect upon the response to a 



step input compared with the compl.ex roots. Thus ·'the 

dominant response is ~irst order with an initial 

oscillatory effec~ due to the second order roots, as 

shown in Fig. 1.19. 

The suggested approach to determine control.l.er gains 

is as fol.l.ows:-

-t For a given type of control.ler (e.g., three term action) 

and simulation method (e.g., method 2.1), evaluate the 

speed/torque transfer function for the complete system 

using block diagram reduction techniques. From the 

closed loop transfer function, obtain the characteristic 

equation which will give a polynomial in s of an order 

dependent upon the number of significant time constants 

in the system." Then evaluate the coefficients of the 

polynomial at three s~~ed ranges (low, medium and high) 

and, using a root solving algorithm on a digital computer, 

e.,raluate the roots for various values of controller gains 

with Illl other variables set to average values (1:e., 

~imulated torque/speed terms). If a reasonable response 

can be obtained with certain controller gain values at 

each speed range (i.e., if the secondary roots can be 

made insignificant), then use these gain values for the 

next step of the controller design method. 

If no suitable response can be obtained, then follow 

the same procedure for the other simulation methods. 

If' still no suitable response can be obtained, then 
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determine the effec·t of pl.acing fil.ters in the torque 

or speed signal paths, or determine the effect of 

changing the physical. parameters of the system, i.e., 

by increasing the dynamometer inertia with an inertia 

wheel., or reducing the dynamometer l.ag (possibl.e onl.y 

with hydrostatic type systems). 

The next step of the design method, having determined 

suitabl.e control.ler gains, is to examine the effect of 

changing other variabl.es (e.g., simulated inertia, 

friction, etc.) over the required range on& at a time. 

If the effect o£ the secondary roots is negl.igible over 

the range, then this step of the contr·oller design 

Dlethod is complete. It is possible, however, that for 

certain variables the secondary roots will. become 

~ignificant over part of" the :t"ange and that a change 

in controller gain wi11 be required to reduce the effect 

( of the secondary roots. Thus an adaptive gain control.l.er 
\ 

may well prove advantageous for certain systems. It is 

! not th~._~nte~~i~n.()f'_thi~_._:work, however, to..~lyse_ 
) 

i 
such contro~.~ys~~~s. Instead, tbe effects of linear 

three term control action will be analysed for each of 

the methods of load simulation in the :following sections. 

The final stage of the controller design for method (2) 

is to compare the response of the complete simulation 

syste~ having zero prime mover control to a step change 

in torque ~~th that of the actual automotive response 

(equations 3 + 5) in order to determine any differences 
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in both dynamic and steady state effects. If there are 

significant differences, then it may be necessary to 

have a calibration factor for the coefficients of the 

simulated torque/speed characteristics to improve the 

accuracy of the load simulation system. Due to the 

various approximations made in the development of the 

transfer functions for the load simulation system, it 

is necessary for any calibration of the sinmlated 

vehicle characteristics to be performed on the actual 

system (rather than use the mathematical model). 

However, it may be difficult to provide a step change 

in the actual torque of the system for the purposes of 

calibrating the simulated inertia, although calibration 

of the other simulated c~efficients should provide no 

problem, since this can be done under steady state 

conditions. 

1.4 The Generalised Model 

By combining all tbe conlponents of the prime mover/ 

dynamometer systems previously discussed, as well as 

the variolls methods of simulating loads, it is possible 

to develop a generalised block diagram of these systems 

as ShOWll in Fig. 1.20. By setting the coefficients 

G
1 

+G4 individually to zero or unity it is possible 

to set up in the block diagram anyone of the four 

previously discussed load simulation methods. Further 

to this, by setting the coefficients of the block 

diagram to the required values and setting all other 
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coefficients to zero, it is possible to set up any of 

the previous.ly mentioned prime movers or dynamometer 

systems. (Note! the programming language used in 

this analysis is BASIC which accepts all coefficients 

as zero unless defined otherwise.) These techniques 

will be used in chapters 2 -"5 to analyse a ,dde range 

of prime mover/dynamometer systems and load simulation 

methods. 

The individual coefficients of the block diagram are 

defined as follows:-

J
1 

= Prime mover inertia 

J 2 = Dynamometer inertia 

J
3 

= Simulated inertia for method (2.2) 

J q = Simulated inertia for method (2.1) 

J a = J 2 for flexible coupling or 0 for no coupling 

J = Input actuator inertia 
9 

= Viscous damping of flexible coupling 

= Simu.lated speed dependent friction coefficient 

for method (2.2) 

Fq = Simulated speed depelldent friction coefficient 

for method (2.1) 

F9 = Input actuator viscous friction coefficient 

K1 = Torque/speed characteristic sl.ope for prime mover 
, 

K3 - Torque/speed characteristic slope for dynamometer 

K2 = Stiffness of flexible coupling 

Kq = Torque/voltage coefficient for dynamometer input 

K5 = Velocity transducer coefficient 
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K6 = Torque transducer coefficient 

K7 = Torque/voltage coefficient for prime mover input 

KS = Torque/speed coefficient for governor on 

compression ignition engine 

K9 = Input actuator gain (dynamometer) 

)0. 

Tl = Pure time delay (for internal combustion engines) 

T2 = Prime mover time constant (for d.c. tra~tion motor) 

T) = Dynamometer time constant 

T4 = Governor time constant (for compression ignition 

engine) 

T5 = Velocity transducer t:';me constant 

T6 = Input actuator time constant for prime mover 

T7 = Time constant for filter on differentiator (to 

reduce noise from simulated inertia effect) 

a = derivative action time 'for dynamometer input 

d = derivative action time for prime mover ini)ut 

b = dynamometer input gain 

e = prime mover input gain 

c = integral action gain for dynamometer i!l,!,ut 

f = integral action gain fer prime mover inp'~t 

G
1 

= 1 for velocity feedback to prime mover input, 

otherwise 0 

G
2 

= 1 for torque feedback to prime mover input, 

other,,,,ise 0 

G
J 

= 1 for torque feedback to dynamometer, otherwise 0 

G4 = 1 for method (2), otherwise 0 

J 4 = T7 ; 0; F4 = 1 or 0 for velocity feedback to 

dynamometer input 
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For d.c. motor/generator type dynamometer: 

For d.c. traction motor as prime mover: 

For spark ignition engine as prime mover: 

KS = T4 = T2 = 0 

For governed compression ignition engine as prime mover: 

T2 = 0 

For Method (1.1): 

6 2 = J
3 = J 4 = T7 = F4 = 0 

6
3 = 6 1 = F3 = 1-

For Method (1.2): 

6
1 = J

3 = J 4 = T7 = 6 3 = 0 

F) = 6 2 = F4 = 1 

For Method (2.1) : 

6
2 = J) = 0 

6
1 = G

3 = G4 = F) = i 

For Method (2.2): 

G2 = J 4 = T7 = 0 

G1 = G) = G4 = F4 = 1 



The complete block diagram reduces to give a 14th order 

speed/torque transfer function n 
td' 1S 

, for which the 

characteristic equation coefficients are given in the 

BASIC computer program COEF of Appendix B. Once the 

coefficients have been entered into the generalised 

mathematical model it is likely that the resulting 

differential equation will have an order much less than 

14 although normally greater than 4. The normalise 

procedure at the end of COEF is to remove any closed 

loop integrators which may have emerged in the co-

efficient determination routine. This is necessary 

since the speed/torque transfer function does not 

contain single integrators under most circumstances, 

although they may have been created as pole-zero pairs 

in the block diagram reduction. The normalise procedure 
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is also used to determine the order of the polynomial (Pt). 

The method of determining the roots of the characteristic 

equation is shown in the BASIC computer program ROOTS of 
. 

Appendix B. Lin's method is initially used to determine 

root pairs. If convergence is not achieved upon a pair 

of roots within 200 iterations, the Newton-Raphson method 

is used to determine the lowest real root of the poly-

nomial. Convergence problems are normally encountered 

in complex root solving algorithms when matched quadratic 
~ 

pairs become separated, as ShOlOl in the complex frequency 

plane 6f Fig. 1.21. This difficulty is overcome by ~he 

use of the Newton-Raphson routine to eliminate a real 



root whenever such a convergence problem is encountered 

by the Lin routine. 

Due to the limits of machine accuracy (six figures on 

the BASIC assembler used in this analysis) it is 

necessary to determine the lowest valued roots first 

and continue through to the highest value. The self 

starting Lin's method performs this function auto

matically whereas the Newton-Raphson method has no 

direc~ control over which root it is to converge upon. 

To overcome this difficulty a low initial guess is made 

of the root value, say (-0.1). If the routine passes 

over the low valued root and convergences upon a root 

with much higher magnitude, then significant err.orsare 

likely to occur in th(a 'follow'ing roots due to the limits 

of accuracy of "the pl.·c.;rarnming l~nguage. Hence if' the 

roots are not determi".~ed in an increasing order of' 

magnitude, it is necessary to reduce the initial root 

guess (although this w~s rarely found to be necessary 

in practice). 
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It was mentioned (in st',ctioI:J, 1.3.1) that it is possible 

for a pole to emerge near the origin having a zero in 

close proximity which reduces the magnitude of its effect.' 

To determine the zero positions an extension was made to 

the computer program COEF as shOlm in the program ZEROS 

of Appendix B. If the coefficient U9 is set to unity 

in the computer program VALUES then the computer li'ill 

determine the numerator coefficients for the system 



closed loop transfer ~nction (instead of the denominator 

coefficients) and continue to the root searching 

algorithm ROOTS. 

In general, the program was found to give fast solutions 

with few convergence'problems. 
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PART 2 

ANALYSIS OF A LOW PO\vER SI~ruLATOR SYSTEM 

2.1 Introduction 

The pu~pose of this section is to apply the mathematical 

model and analysis techniques introduced in Part 1 to a 

low power simula-tion system. The low power system was 

used since it was easily reconstructed from an earlier 

system described elsew'here, Ref. (1)}, and could be 

experimentally tested to validate the mathematical 

model and gain experience in the controller design 

method. The results will lend greater credibility to 

the theoretical analysis (using manufacturers' data) of 

a ful~ scale load simulation system ('iO kW cap,".bi.lity) 

for a :3. 5 litre diesel engine, the construct;' ~ ... \ of which 

is described in Part 7. Further analysis of load 

simulation methods for other types of prime mO".'"er are 

gi ven in Part 4 (petrol enginA) and Part 5 (d. c. -traction 

motor). 

2.2 System Descripti~ 

The operation of the system is based upon a hydrostatic 

transmission system, as shown in the schematic diagram 

of Fig. 2.1. The prime mover is a d.c. traction motor 

(9 kW) which is supplied by a manually adjustable d.e. 

supply (limited to )8 amps). The system performanc.e 

)5. 



was used to val:ida"ce the genera~ised model developed 

in section 1 based on control method (2) with manua1ly 

applied inputs to the prime mover. 

Adjustment of the variable capacity hydrostatic unit 

flow rate may be used to control the oil pressure on 

either side of the fixed capacity unit at any speed of 

the prime mover. Thus pressure on one side of the 

hydrostatic loop will load the d.c. motor and pressure 

on the other side of the loop will provide the motoring 

condition to the d.c. motor. The variable capacity 

unit is of the axial piston, variable swashplate type, 

36. 

in which the s"l'fashplate position is controlled by an 

clectrohydraulic servo system. The swashplate position 

is measured by an LVDT plus oscil.lator/deDlodulator system. 

"." 

The electrohydraulic servo valve supplying th~ hydraulic 

actuator is of the two stage type with a rated flow of 

0.076 litres/s and having a low" current (15 mAl torque 

motor for flapper actuation.. In order to prevent side 

loads to the fixed capacity hydrostatic unit '(due to 

the torque transducer and c?uplings) the input shaft 

was retained by a ball race type bearing. The power 

ratirlg of the hydrostatic units is 8 kW and that of the 

three phase induction motor 6 kW. The three phase 

induction motor was also used to pOl.,er a double pump 

unit for supplying make up oil to the hydrostatic loop 

and high pressure oil to the swashplate servo system. 

This unit was of the gear type mounted externally to 



the oil reservoir and flexible hose was used on the 

inlet side. This had the effect of reducing audible 

noise under normal ruruling conditions from 85 dBs to 

70 dBs. 

The circuit diagram for the electrohydraulic system is 

shown in Fig. 2.2 and overall views of the system are 

shown in Plates 2.1and 2.2. The block diagram for the 

system using speed reference control is shol~ in Fig. 

2 • .3. The individual coefficients are given in the 

following section. 

2.2.1 System Identification 

The time constant for the hydrostatic loop ma~l be 

determined from examination of the block dia"'rc:..m of 
~ .. 

Fig. 2.4. The main flow of oil into the presi~rised 

side of the hydrostatic loop '\Till be equal to the 

difference in f10'\\T between the primary and secondary 

hydrostatic units. Assuming the three phase motor speed 

remains constant, then the flow from the secclndary unit 

is proportional to the s'\Tashplate setting, lv-hercas the 

flow from the primary unit is proportional to the prime 

mover speed. If a control signal is applied to the 

swashpla te servo l'ihich is proportional to the prime 

mover speed, then the flow to either side of the hydro-

static loop at any prime mover speed l\Till be zero. Any 

extra control signal applied to the swasbplate servo 

w'i1l produce a proportional i'low of oil into either side 

.37. 



of the hydrostatic loop. 

Referring once again to the block diagram of Fig. 2.4, 

it can be seen that oil flowing into one side of the 

hydrostatic loop will increase the pressure at a rate 

dependent upon the effective bulk modulus <p e) and 

volume of oil (V) in that side. The pressure will 

increase until the leakage flow (which is approxi-

mately proportional to the pressure) is equal to the 

input flow unless the maximum pressure is reached and 

the pressure relief valve opens (representing saturation 

of the system). The block diagram results in a first 

order transfer function of the form:-

p 
Q = . . • •• (6) 

Thus the ·time constant for the hydrostatic loop is 

proportional to the volume of oil in each side of the 

loop, and inversely proportiol.1al to the leaka::;e coef-
• 

f'icient of the two hydrostatic units. It sho'~lc.: be 

noted that the time constant obtained will only be a 

linear approximation since the leakage coefficient is 

also dependent upon temperature and hydrostatic unit 

speed and the relationship with pressure normally 

followS! a pOl-Ter lal{ curve, Ref. ( 6). However, the 

effect thiR has upon the system performance may easily 

be seen by substituting a range of values into the 
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root solv~ng alsor~thm to determine how the root 

positions are altered. 

Various values have been suggested for the effective 

bulk modulus, Ref. (7), Ref. (8), although previous 

workers on a similar system suggest a value of pe = 
6.8 x 103 bar, Ref. (9). The leakage coefficient may 

-4 be obtained from the manufacturers' data as 0.93 x 10 

litres/min/bar giving a value of KL for the hydrostatic 

loop of 1.86 x 10-4 litres/min/bar. 

In order to keep the volume of' oil between the primary 

and secondary hydrostatic Ullits as small as possible 

(and therefore reduce the hydrostatic loop time constant) 

a manifold was constructed, as shown in Fig. Z.5. A 

photograph of the manifold I together with the _(llal~e up 

check valve, high pressure relief valve, cros.;, port 

shut off valve and pressure transducer, is shown in 

Plate 2.3. The volume of oil in the manifold, t'lgether 

with the dead oil volume of the two hydrostatic units, 

is estimated at 0.025 litres, w-hich results- :tn a hydro-

static loop time constant of 0.02 seconds. HO'Nover, 

the other side of the loop (used for the motoring 

condi tion) has an oil volume of approximately 0.1 litre,s, 

which gives a time constan-t; in the order of 0.08 seconds. 

The torque/speed characteristic slope for the prime 

mover (K 1) was ob-tained by holding the prime mover input 

fixed at V:nr, m~dium and high settings. For each setting 
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the torque and speed 'were recorded for a range of 

s''l'ashplate pos! ti.ons, as ShOl'l'n i.n graph G6 of Appendix 

A. The average slope was found to be -0.376 Nm 5, 

although this value is slightly higher with low prime 

mover input settings. The slope was found to be 

reasonably linear over the range of operation, unlike 
, 

the typical torque/speed characteristic for this type 

of prime mover, due to the "pulling down" of' the voltage 

supply as the current through the prime mover windings 

is increased. 

By holding the secondary hydrostatic unit swashplate 

f'ixed and varying the prime mover input, the dynamometer 

torque/speed characteristic slope (K
3

) ",'as determined, 

as shown in graph G7. It can be seen that thf~ slope 

varies with prime mover speed so that three rc.ilg~s of 

the slope values need to be taken (as discuss~d in 

section 1.1.1), these being: 

LOl4" speed, K3 = 
Medium speed, K3 

2 Nm 5 

= 1.3 Nm 5 

High speed, K3' = 0.75 Nm 5 

• 

Also, with the hydrostatic loop pressure relief valve 

set at 300 bar, the torque available from the dYllamometer 

begins to saturate at approximately 20 Nm. This effec-

tively reduces K3 to zero, the result of which is 

described in section 2.4. 



The jynamometer input coefficient (X4) was obtained by 

applying a range ot: input vol tages to· the sl.,ashplate 

servo amplifier, and for each value the prime mover 

input was adjusted to keep the speed constant. The 

results are shown in graph GB, t:rom which it can be 

seen that K4 also varies w'i th speed so that it is 

necessary to use three values: 

Low speed, K4 :: 64 Nm/V 

Medium speed, K4 = 55.7 Nm/V 

High speed, K4 = 41 Nm/V 

Under the motoring condition the prime mover torque/ 

speed characteristic slope becomes the mechanical 

friction effect of the prime mover (assuming l~egligible 

windage), which was measured at approximately -0.03 Nm S. 

The time constant for the prime mover ,,!'indin2,~' was 

obtained by holding the prime mover shaft fixed and 

applying a medium value ot: current (20 amps) to the 

windings. The torque respons~ ,.,as recorded as tHe prime 
, 

mover input ,.,as suddenly switched off, and this resulted 

in an exponential response ot: time constant 0.')17 seconds 

The prime mover time constant (J 1/K 1) t:or the speed/ 

torque response was determined by applying a step change 

in prime mover input and this was found to be 0.35 

seconds. Thus the prime mover inertia (J 1) is givon by 

0.35 x K1 , i.e., 0.129 kg m2 • It can be seen that the 
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winding lug is small enough to justify this method of 

obtaining the prime mover inertia. The inertia of the 

hydrostatic unit rotating parts is given by the 

manufacturers as 4.52 x 10-4 kg m2 • 

The velocity transducer is a permanent magnet d.c. 

tachogenerator rated at B.o volts per 100 rev/min. To 

reduce the ripple effect upon the electrohydraulic 

servo system at high values of controller gain it was 

found necessary to introduce a time lag on the tacho-

generator output baving a time constant of 1.0 seconds 

(T
5
). The torque transducer is of the strain gauge 

bridge and amplifier type (via slip rings) and has a 

coefficient of 0.0656 V/Nm with negligible time constant. 
\(b 

The transfer function for the electrohydrault(' servo 

system lras determined by a frequency response t(.~'3t, as 

ShOl~ in graph G9. using an input signal of 0.1 volts 

peak-to-peak amplitude. It can be seen that the transfer 

function approximates to that of a second order ~ystem 

with Wn = 68 5- 1 and ~ = 0.6 for small signals. 

The range of inertia to be simulated on the prime mover 

shaft (J
3

) is 0.1 + 10 kg m2 with the value of viscous 

friction = 0.13 Nm S. The most suitable gains for the 

controller coefficients are inyostigated in the next 

section. 



2.3 COI.!!E<lrison of Theoretical and Experimental Analysis 

2.3.1 Torque Re£erence System 

The block diagram for the torque reference system is 

shown in Fig. 2.6, from wh{ch it can be seen that the 

simulated inertia effect is obtained by the use of an 

angular accelerometer, rather than by differentiating 

the speed signal. The first order lag having a time 

constant T7 is necessary to reduce extraneous high 

frequency signals from the accelerometer in just the 

same manner as the tachogenerator lag is used to reduce 

low speed ripple effects. Obtaining the simulated 

characteristics in this manner requires the following 

addition to be made to the BASIC computer pro~ram COEF:-

463 Z4 = z4 + K4*K9*A*T5*J4*E3 

473 Z3 = Z3 + K4*K9*J4*(A*E3 + B*T5*E3 - A*K5) 

483 Z2 = Z2 + K4*K9*J4*(B*E3 + C*T5*EJ 

493 Zl = Zl + K4*K9*C*J4*(E3 - K5) 

B*K5> 

where E3 is the accelerometer coefficient (0.01 v/r/s2 ). 

The following change was made to the program VALUES:-

66 EJ = .01 

67 J4= J4*K6/E3 

Since the secondary roots have an inherently faster 

response than the primary ~oot it was decided to use 



the low speed coefficients for KJ and K4 in order to 

determine the response of the system to a step change 

in prime mover input. It was also decided to initially 

determine the effect of proportional control only (i.e., 

A = C = 0) and, using an accelerometer time constant of 

---I,~ 1 second, a root locus was constructed for a range of 

proportional control (B), as shown in graph Gl0. It 

can be seen that the proportional gain should be 0.1 v/v 

or less for a reasonably well damped response. However, 

a low value of proportional gain can have a very large 

effect upon the simulated characteristics. This is duo 

to the value of gain chosen for the swashplate signal 

used to eliminate the dynamometer torque/speed charac

teristic slope (Kf'5). This value should be approxi

mately 0.24 v/vat high speed, increasing to c.-ver o. % 

'v/v at low speed, although in practice the vdl~c may be 

kept constant for simplicity. If Cl value of '-;.3 v/v is 

chosen as an average, then at low speed the actual 

friction effect will be larGer than the required value 

and at high speed it 'W'ill be smaller. With low propor-

tional gain the signal provided by the simuldt~d friction 

characteristic may be much IOlqer at high speed than the 

signal provided for the dynamometer torque/speed slope 

elimination. Such a condition may lead to positive 

feedback and hence an unstable system. 

If a value of 0.24 v/v is chosen for the gain of the 

dynamometer torque/speed characteristic elimina"tion 

signal, then higb speed stability is ensured~ although 
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the 101'" speed friction coefficient will be much larger 

than the required value, which 1'i'ill have a consequent 

detrimental effect upon both the dynamic and steady 

state performance of the simulator. 

It is therefore important to note that the dynamometer 

torque/speed characteristics can have a large effect 

upon the performance of a load siM~lator system. For 

this system in particular, the dynamometer torque/speed 

characteristic slope is much greater at low speed than 

at high speed. For automotive loads however, the effect 

of wind resistance is such as to increase the equivalent 

friction effect at high speed, which is opposite to the 

.)f'fect of the dynamometer. l·t can be soen, therefore, 

that linear control of such systems will be limited in 

its ability to 'provide the best performance c.on.lp;:~red to 

a non-linear adaptive controller. 

It is not the intention her~, however, to attempt to 

simulate a non-linear load using non-linear adaptive 

gain control, but to validate the generalised Model 

developed in section 1 by s~nru.latj_l1g sj.mple ir.":l,~tia and 

viscous friction loads. It is expected that if reason

able performance can be obtained using linear control, 

then introducing non-linear adaptive control to improve 

the performance will not prove to be a problem. 

With B = 0.1 v/v a root locus was 'performed for a range 

of simulated inertia, as shown in graph Gl1. An analogue 



coDtpu.ter was used to perform the load simulation and 

control action on the real system, for which the ci~4cui t 

diagram is shown in Fig. 2.7. Using a gain on the dyna-

mometer torque/speed characteristic elimination signal 

(p9) of 0.24 v/v, responses were obtained for sudden 

changes in the prime mover input setting, as shown in 

graph G12. It can be seen that the responses are in 

close agreement with the primary root responses predicted 

by the root locus method. Even with the simulated inertia 

set to JO kg m2 the actual torque response indicates a 

highly oscillatory condition at low speed which gradually 

becomes less oscillatory as the speed is increased. By 

replacing the low speed· values of KJ and K4 ,~i th the high 

speed values, the root locus method shows that the 

previously unstable roots are pulled back to the le£t-
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hand side of the complex plane raBul ting ill ,\ .:..tnble system. 

If the real inertia and viscous friction loads were 

connected to the prime mover. shaft, instead of simulating 

the values on the dynamometer, then the response .to step 

changes in the prime mover input '~ould be f'i:t'st order 

(since the winding lag is negligible) with tiJl1e constant 

~Of'/' w\--..(i
c 
(J1 + J4) /(F4 - K1). The time constants obtained in this 

I 
;1 malUler are compared to those obtained from the load 

I 

sj.nmlator system, as well as the predicted values using 

the root locus method, in the following table:-

} ~ 0,Y' (;11 @ 
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Inertia Real Response Computer Predicted Actual 
2) Time Constant (s) Simulator Response Sinmlator Response 

(kg m Time Constant (s) Time Constant (s) 

/ 

\ 

.. 
0.1 0.45 4.69 3.56 

1 

3 

10 

30 

2.23 5.34 4.7 

6.18 6.78 6.0 
• 20.0 11.8 12.76 

59.5 26.1 28.1 

Table 1 

It ca:;:A be seen that for this particular simulator system 

the effect of changing the simulated inertia is much 

less than actually changing real inertial loads on the 

prime mover at both ends of the range. Since the 

required range of simulated inertia is up to 10 kg m2 

(for which the real ~stem has a time constant of 20 

seconds), then this c~u ~asily be met by re-calibration 

of the higher values ' .. ,;!: simulated inertia. However, at 

the low end of the range, even with zero simulated 

anertia, a time constal~t of 3.3 seJ'onds was obtained 

'from ~he system, which is equivalent to a real inertia 
, 

This effect is due to the time constant 

on the tachogenerator ~~stricting the speed at which 

the swashplate servo system call respond as a result of 

changes in prime mover speed. In fact, by reducing the 

tachogenerator time constant (T5) to 0.1 seconds and 

with zero simulated inertia, a response with time 

constant of 1.0 seconds was obtained. Since a low 

proportional gain is necessary for this system, then 

the tachogellerator ripple will have much less effect 
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on the electrohydraulic servo system, so that a time 

constant of 0.1 seconds is suitable. Using this value 
~----- .. --.--------- .. ---.~---- .. -----~---. _. 
a root locus was constructed for the range of simulated ,. 

inertia (.1 - 30 kg m2 ) which indicated negligible 

effect upon the secondary roots (compared to a tacho 

time constant of 1 second), although the range of 

'primary time constant was no'~ extended at the lower 

end to give 1.2 - 23.1 seconds over the range of 

simulated inertia. This enables the system to have a 

response equivalent to a real inertia as low as 0.5 

kg m2 and as high as 10 kg m2 with no significant 

secondary root effects by suitably calibrating the 

simllated inertia potentiometer (p6) on the analogue 

computer. Using suitable values for p6 responses are 

shown in graph G13 for the actual system with effective 

inertl.as of 0.5,_ 1.0,3 and 10 kg m2 • 

Although the performance of the system appears to be 

good so far, it was found in practice that on repeating 

test runs several times the effective friction o~ the 

system varied by as ~~ch as 50% per run, even though 

the oil temperature wae kept \d thin ±3° C of the 

average temperature (300 c). The reason for this effect 

is that using a constant gain for the dynamometer torque/ 

speed characteristic slope elimination, changes in tem-

perature will alter the magnitude of the torque error 

(due to the use of a constant gain), which correspondingly 

changes the effective viscous friction of the system. It 

the proportional gain (B) is low, then, referring to 



F~g. 2.S, ~t can be seen that a 1% change in the dyna-

mometer torque el~m~nation signal (P9) ~s equ~valen·t 

to a 22.4~ change.in the simulated friction signal (Fq) 

b~ith B =·0.1 v/v, pS = .112, P9 = 0.24). Therefore 

either a proportional ga~n (B) of at least 1 v/v should 

be used, or integral action should be included in the 

controller (or make the gain of the dynamometer torque 

elimination signal non-l~near to match the dynamometer 

torque/speed characteristic exactly). 

\} It was decided to use the root locus method to determine 

! whether the system could be stabilised using a propor

t~onal gain (B) of 1.0 v/v. It was found that a stable 

response could be obtained with this value of B, for high 

speed KJ and K4, by ~llcreasing the accelerometer time 

COllstant (T7) in pr-opc):tion to the magn~ tude of the 

simulated acceleration coefficient. By setting T7 (in 

seconds) equal to J4 (in kg m2 ) a root locus was con-

str-,1cted for a range o~ simulated inertia (J4), as shown 

in graph G14. It can be seen that using the high speed 

values for K3 and K4 the response is just sthble. Using 

the computer program Z.BROS it was found that a zero 

resides in very close proxim~ty to the highly oscillatory 

second order poles and therefore reduces the magnitude 

of their effect upon the response. In practice, this 

zero exists because the swashplate servomechanism 

calU\ot follow the high frequency of the second order 

poles (SS r/s). 



Responses were obtained for the actual system as seen 

in graph G15 using a modified analogue computer circuit 

diagram, as shown in Fig. 2.8. It can be seen that the 

actual responses a~e quite stable over the range of 

simulated inertia, and comparisons bet,~een the primary 

root time constants for the real, simulated and computer 

predicted responses are given in the following table:-. 

Inertia Computer Predicted Actual 

50. 

Real Response 
(kg m2 ) T: .. me Constant (s) Simulator Response Simulator Response 

Time Constant (s) Time Constant 

0.1 0.45 0.51 1.0 

1.0 2.23 ~.75 3.1 

3 

10 

6.18 7.84 7.2 
20.0 25.7 24 .• :3 

Table 2 

If the time constant ~7 is left constant at 1 second, 

then the root locus (using high speed values for K:3 and 

K4) predicts that the ~ystem will go unstable for a 

si~Jlated inertia of ~U3t over :3 kg m2 and this was 

found to be the case en the actual system. One 

noticeable difference between the "actual" responses 

with T7 = 1.0 seconds and the "actual" response with 

T7 (s) = J4 (kg m2 ) call be seen by comparing graphs 

G15 and G1:3. From graph G15 it can be seen that for 

large values of simulated inertia a secondary root 

becomes apparent with a time constant of approxi-

mately 0.5 seconds. This root is not obtai~ed on 

graph G1:3 (with T7 = 1.0 seconds) and is not indicated 

(s) 



by the root locus me"thod. This effect is not due to 

the torque limit being reached by the dynamometer, 

since the response. remained identical for small changes 

in prime mover input. In practice, however, it is not 

possible to provide a step change in torque by means 

of the prime mover input (resulting in a root at the 

origin), but the input is more closely approximated by 

an exponential change (resulting in two roots: one at 

the origin and the other at a position on the negative 

real axis determined by the time constant of the 

e~-ponel1tial change). It is this second root which 

becomes apparent on graph G 15 since, with T7 = 1. 0 s, 

a zero occurs at -1. This reduces the magnitude of 

the secondary pole effect for graph G1J, but with T7 = 
J4 the zero moves tOlq-p.rds the origin for large values 

of J4 and, consequent.l.f, the magnitude of the s~condary 

root is not reduced. 

OncQ again, when tests were performed on the actual 

system for repeatability, it was discovered that.the 

effective simulated friction of the system r~duced as 

the simulated inertia "\las increased. Examination of 

the accelerometer revealed a d.c. offset at zero speed 

of between -4 and +5 mV (depending upon its rest 

position). Above zero speed the offset increases from 

3.8 mV at 10 rls to 4.5 mV at 100 rls. Although these 

values appear small, it can be seen from Fig. 2.8 that 

with a simulated inertia of 10 kg m2 the torque error 

could be as high as 20 Nm at 100 rls. This is because 
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/ the setting up procedure requires the swasbplate 

position to be zero when the hydrostatic loop is closed, 

so that any initid1 offset (including the accelerometer 

output) is eliminated. Thus, if the initial offset of 

the accelerometer is -4 mY, then at a prime mover speed 

of 100 r/s this is equivalent to introducing an offset 

I of 8.5 mV which, in turn, produces a torque offset of 
/ 

20 Nm. (Note that with a proportional gain (B) of 

'" J."I X, 0.1 v/v the maximum possible offset becomes 0.2 Nm.) 

<a 
Thus with a low proportional gain ~= 0.1 v/v) it has 

been found that the dynamometer temperature sensitivity, 

with linear swashplate control, causes large errors in 

) the simulated viscous friction of the system, and for 

higher settings of pr!Jportional gain (B = 1 v/v) the 

1 d.c. offset of the accelerometer also creates large 

errors in the simulal~~ viscous friction. It is possible 

to reduce the effect of the accelerometer offset by 

performing the ini tie.} start up procedure with the prime 
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mover input shaft set to a position for zero accelerometer 

\ 
I 
I 
I 

, 
output and introducing ~ d.c. offset of -4.5 mV once the 

system is runni.ng wi tl.l prime mover speeds greater than 

zero, but this procedure increases the complexity of 

start up. It should be noted that the d.c. offset is 

COlmDOn to all seismic. angular accelerometers and for 

this reason it is likely that a simple passive network 

of the type shown in Fig. 2.9 will prove more effective 

(a.nd '\"ill certainly be less expensive) for the purposes 

{ of' si.mul.ati.ng 

fy'f 

inertia (unless the simulated inertia 



effect is calculated by digital computer}. 

To determine the ~ffect of adding integral action to 

the system a root locus was constructed for a range of 

integral gain (cl with the proportional gain (B) at 

0.1 v/v. The root locus, shown in graph G16, indicates 

that the dominant root has a very long time constant 

for small values of integral gain. However, examination 

of the system zeros showed that as the gain was reduced 

below 0.1 s-1, a zero moved in towards the low valued 

pole and made its effect negligible. In fact, with 

C = 0, the pole and zero coincide and cancellation 

occurs so that -the order of the system is reduced by 

one. As far as the secondary-rQots arc concerned, an 

integral gain of 10 s-l is indicated as giving the best 

performance, since lo' .... or values create low frequency 

roots near the origin and higher values create 

oscillatory high frequency roots causing instability 

for a value of C just over 20 s-1. 

Using an integral action gain of 10 s-1, a r~ot locus 

was constructed for a J.".:mge. of simulated inertia (J'*) , 

as shown in graph G17, which may be compared to the 

actual system responses shown in graph G1B. From G18{b) 

it can be seen that one effect of integral action is to 

amplify low frequency torque oscillations l'rom the 

system. Also, from graph Gi8(d), a secondary root 

occurs {although not indicated by the root locus} for 

the same reason as that shown in graph G15{d). In 

53. 
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practice, integral action increased the complexity of 

starting up the system by causing "hunting" at zero 

speed due to dead~and around the central position of 

the secondary unit swashplate. This can be seen at 

zero speed in the torque response of graph G18(b). 

The effect of the accelerometer d.c. offset was also 

found not to diminish ,cl th integral action, the reason 

for this being that the offset occurs in a feedback 

path of the system and not a forward path, so that the 

steady state torque error can.."1.ot be integrated out. 

Thus, due to the accelerometer d.c. offset, the use of 

proportional plus integral action was not found to 

improve the system performance. However, for systems 

which simulate the inertia characteristic by di-freren- rAt rh od 
tiating the speed sigri.al (and which, therefore, do not 

suffer from the d.c. o~fset), the use of proportional 

plus integral action is necessary to counteract the 

effect of the torque elimination signal error when the 

proportional gain (B) is low. 

, 
Using the root locus method it was possible to determine 

the effect of three te=i4 control on the system. In 

general, for low values of proportional gain, it was 

found that a wide range of derivative action time had 

little effect on the system performance (although poles 

wi th 10'" damping were produced their effect was made 

small by zeros in the same neighbourhood). However, it 

was found possible to increase the proportional gain (B) 

to 10 v/v with a derivative action time (A) of 10 seconds 

\) 



/ and integral action gain (C) of from 0 + 10 s-l without 

adversely affecting the performance (although once 

again poles with low damping were produced with zeros 

in close proximity). However, due to noise effects, 

it is not usual practice to use high derivative action 

times with elcctrohydraulic servo systems and this was 

not attempted on the actual system.Jr 

. /'/ /,1 Having determined the effect of various control actions 

I with the system in the loading condition, it 11'aS 
I 

I 
I 
i 
I' 
I 

I 

I 

decided to determine the performance under the motoring 

condition. For the root locus method of analysis it 

was necessary to replace the prime mover torque/speed 

characteristic slope (Kl' by the prime mover viscous 

friction effect (-.0) Nms) , as well as to set the hydro

static loop time constant (T)) to 0.08 s (for the 

J:lotoring side of the l.oop) and to eliminate the prime 

mover lag time constant (T2). Using a proportional 

gain (B) of 1.0 v/v toge~her with high speed values for 

K3 and Kit, the root locus is shown in graph G19 1:or a 

range of simulated inertia (J4:). The respon~es are 

ShOlnl to be highly stable (compared to the near 

instability of the loading condition) and the dominant 

root time constants are in good agreement with those 

obtained for the actual system as sho~~ in graph G20. 

It was shown in section 2.2.1 that the leakage coefficient 

\. \ of the hydrostatic loop affected the time constunt (T) \nd gain (included in K3 and K4:) of the loop. Since 

, 



the leakage coefficient depends upon the oil viscosity 

which, in turn, varies with temperature, it can be 

seen that the oil temperature may have a large effect 

upon the dynamic performance of the system. To 

determine the magnitude of this effect a root locus 

was constructed for a range of temperature by simul-

taneously varying TJ, K3 and K4 in relation to the 

change in viscosity. The viscosity changes were 

obtained from a temperature-viscosity chart supplied 

by Shell for the oil used in the hydrostatic system 

(Tellus 27). It can be seen from graph G21 tha-t with a 
,-....;;... 

proportional gain (B) of 1 v/v the root locus indicates 

that the system will go unstable at an oil tempe~ature 

below 230 C. Over the range 230 
.. 400 C it can he seen 

that the effect upon the primary root time constant is 

small. 

--~However. on the actua1 system ~t was found that the 

\ response was stab1.e even at 17 C. A frequency response 

~ analysis on the electrohydraulic servo system showed 

that both ~ and Wn for the servo system had increased 

at -this lower temperature, resulting in values of Io'9 = 

0.114 Nsm- 1 and K9 = 6.673 Nm- 1 • Using these values ---------together with U7 = 1.76 (for 17° C), the root locus 

method indicated a stable response, with little effect 

upon the primary root time constant. The effect of 

other variables upon the system performance 'fas inves-

tigated by the root locus method as £ollows:-
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(a) Simulated friction (F4) was found to have little 

effect upon the secondary roots and the primary 

root time constant was reduced for values of 

simulated friction larger than the prime mover 

torque/speed characteristic slope (as would be 

expected under real running conditions). 

(b) D)~amometer inertia (J2) increases the stability 

of the secondary roots as the inertia is increased, 

although the primary root time constant increases 

for dynamometer inertias greater than 1 kg m2 • 

(c) Dynamometer lag· (T.3) 'fas found to increase the· 

stability of the secondary roots as the time constant 

was increased, with little effect upon the primary 

root for a time constant as high as 1 seccv.d ~ Thus 

for this particular method of simulating l,pads it 

may be concluded that a fast response dynamometer 

with low inherent inertia actually gives a poorer 

performance than a slow response dynamometer~ith 

large inherent inertia such as.a d.c. moi!or/ 

generator t'ype dynamome~er. 

(d) Tachogenerator ~ag (T5) has little effect upon the 

sec~ndary roots, although for time constants greater 

than 0.1 seconds the range of simulated inertia is 

reduced at the low end. 
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(e) Accelerometer lag (T7) was found to cause the 

secondary roots to go unstable as the time constant 

was reduced. Large values of time constant had 

little effect upon either the secondary roots or 

the primary root time constant. 

(f) Dynamometer input actuator lag K9/{J9s 2 + F9s + K9). 
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By setting J9 and F9 to zero to eliminate the actuator 

lag the secondary roots in the region -50 ~ J50 were 

eliminated, which has, in fact, negligible effect 

upon the system performance. Increasing J9 by a 

factor of 100 and F9 by 10 reduces the response time 

of the input actuator by a factor of 10 l~i thout 

affecting the damping. This li'aS also found to have 

little effect upon either the primary or Eccondary 

responses of the system. 

Having investigated the effect of a large number of 

parameters upon the performance of the torque reference 

system, the effect of these parameters upon the s~eed 

reference system is investigated in the next ,bec·cion. 

2.3.2 Speed Reference System 

The block diagram for the speed reference system is 

shown in Fig. 2.3. Initial investigations were performed 

with proportional gain only (i.e., A = C = 0) and a root 

locus was constructed for a range of' proportional gain (B) 

as sholl."Jl in graph G.22. It is shown that much higher gains 



are possible with this system compared to the torque 

reference system and, since the siM11lated characteristics 

are now in the torque path instead of: the speed path, 

the size of the speed signal incorporated in the control 

signal is now much greater. This results in a time lag 

of 1 second being required on the tachogenerator (T5) 

to eliminate low speed ripple effects. Using the 

analogue computer to perform the simulated charac-

teristics and control action, as ShOWll in the circuit 

diagram of Fig. 2.10, actual responses for a range of 

B were obtained, as shown in graph fo2'2. It can be 
Gt'l3 

seen that there is good agreement between the actual 

and computer predicted values, and the oscillatory 

nature of the secondary roots can easily be seen in 

graph G23(c) and (d) for B = 10 v/v. Note that this 

oscillatory response is well within the range of the 

swashplate servomechanism frequency response, so that 

-# the effect of the oscillatory poles is not l."educed by 

(/\ zeros to the same extent as for the torque reference 

system. 
, 
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Using a proportional gain (B) of 2 v/v a root locus . ,t, 
~~,~ 

as constructed for a range of simulated inertia (J4). 

It was discovered that the system became unstable for 

low values of simulated ~ertia (whereas the torque 

reference system had the opposite effect). Thus, 

using a gain (B) of 1 v/v, a further root locus was 

constructed as shoWll in graph GZ4. Highly oscillatory 

roots are obtained for low values of simu.lated inertia 
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~:! 
(J4 <0.1 kg m2 ) and this is in agreement with the 

act.ual responses shown in graphs G25 (a) and (b). Foz' 

high values of simulated inertia the root locus , 

indicates l.ow frequency secondary roots which can be 

seen in the actual responses of graphs G25(d) and (e), 

although the actual secondary roots have lower damping 

than those predicted by the root locus. Time constants 

for the system with a "real" load are compared to the 

computer predicted values and the actual simulator 

values, for a range of inertia, in the following table:-

Inertia Computer Predicted Actual Real Response 
(kg m2 ) Time Constant (s) SiM~lator Response Simulator Response 

Time Constant (s) Time Constant 

0.1 0.45 ·0.92 0.75 

1 

J 

10 

2.2) , 3.3 ).1 
6.18" l 8.6 9.1 

20.0 I 27.1 29.4 , 
l 

\c ~~ v.)-l. 

Table J 

One effect of the hi~,er gain of the speed signal is , 
that the dynamometer -t-;,rque/speed characteristic 

elimination signal has a much smaller effect upon the 

system response. In fact, a 1% change in this signal 

(due to, say, temperature effects) is equivalent to a 

change of only 0.24% in the simulated friction charac-

teristic, as can be seen from the analogue computer 

circuit diagram of Fig. 2.10. This effect is small in 

comparison to the torque reference system, for which a 

(s) 



change of 1~ in the dynamometer torque/speed charac-

teristic elimination signal was shown to produce a 

22.4% change in t~e simulated friction characteristic 

with B = .1 v/v. Also, the simulated inertia is 

obtained by a simple first order lag (A5 and p6 of 

Fig. 2.10), rather than by the use of an accelerometer, 

so that the starting up procedure is straightforward, 

without the need to take account of a d.c. offset at 

zero speed. In fact, after several test runs there 

was fuund to be no measurable difference in the 

simulated characteristics, so that calibration of 

potentiometer p6 for simulated inertia and P7 for 

simulated friction (Fig. 2.10) may be made with high 

repeatability. 

~o determine the efte,,';' .,1: running under the motoring 

condition a root locu~ was constructed, as shown in 

graph G26. which may be compared to the actual responses 

shown in graph G27. The primary response time constan·ts 

61. 

compa~e well with the p~edicted values and the oscillatory 

2 • secondary roots for J3 = 0.1 kg m can clearly be seen 

in the torque response uf graph G27(b). Time constants 

for real responses, computer predicted and simulator 

responses under the motoring condition are shown in the 

following table:-
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Inertia Computer Predicted Actual Real Response 
(kg m2 ) Time Constant (s) Simulator Response Simulator Response 

/ 

Time Constant (s) Time Constant 

0.1 1.43 t.Jn = 1. 02 rls; ~ =0.93 1.3 
1 7.1 7.'1 7 

3 19.6 19.7 19 
10 63.3 63.5 64 

Table 4 

Under the motoring condition, the simulated charac-

teristics produce a response ~hich is almost identical 

to using real values of inertia and friction on the 

prime mover. Since, under the loading condition, the 

simulator responses have a larger time constant than 

,,~,_ the "real" responses, it can be seen that a compromise 

/ "must be reached: in calibratin~: the simulated cj'l.arac-

teristics (or use a non-linear control system 'fhl.ch 

can automatically change calibration factors bctween 

the loading and motoring conditions). 

To determine the effect of adding integral actton gain , 

to the system a root locus was constructed as .f'hown in 

graph G28. It can be seen that l.ow val.ues of integral 

gain have the same effect as for the torque reference 

system, i.e., a pole moves towards the origin but is 

closely fol.lowed by a zero which makes its effect 

negligible and results in cancellation when C = o. 

Higher val.ues of integral gain, however, have a greater 

effect upon the system performance than for the torque 
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reference system. The secondary roots have low damping 

for integral gain greater than 3 s-l, resulting in 

instability at just over 20 s-l. Using an integral 

-1 gain of 3 s a root locus was performed for a range 

of simulated inertia as shown in graph 629, which may 

be compared to the actual response of the system shown 

in graph 630. It can be seen that low values of 

simulated inertia produce high frequency secondary 

roots whereas high values of simulated inertia produce 

low frequency oscillatory roots in just the same manner 

as the system without integral action. Thus the intro-

duction of integral action with gain less than) -1 s 

has little effect upon the dynamic performance of the 

~ystem. This is, in fact, similar to the effect of 

integral action upon the torque reference sys~em. 

To determine the effect of three term control Upon the 

system the root locus method was used to determine the 

pole positions for a wide range of gain settin~s (At B 

and C) of the three term controller. It was found that 

for high values of proportional gain (B> 5 vlv) the 

stability of the system was increased by the i.»tro-

duction of a low derivative action gain (A< 2 s) for a 

wide range of integral action (C = 0 + 10 s-1). Higher 

values of derivative action (A> 3 s) caused the system 

to go unstable for high and lm'l settings of both 

integral action (C) and proportional gain (B). 
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f -Tho cff'ects of other va.riables upon the system perfor-

mance were determined by the root locus method as 

fo110w5:-

(a) Temperature was found to have less effect on this 

system than on the torque reference system. The 

root locus indicated a stable response at a 

temperature as low as 100 C even without the extra 

damping effect of the electrohydraulic servo system. 

The effect upon the prima:i.'y root response was shown 

to be small over the range 10 + 40° c. 

(b) Simulated friction (F 3) had the same effect as 011 

the torque reference system, i.e., negligible effect 

upon the secondary roots and a large effect upon the 

primary root. for values greater than the .t:'.L~j ~lle mover 

torque/speed characteristic slope (Kl). 

(c) Dynamometer inertia (J2) had the opposite ~ffect to 

the torque reference systom in that increasing the 
, 

dynamometer inertia reduced the stability of the 

secondary roots. 
2 For an inertia above 1 ka m t 

however, the secondary roots became more stable, 

although the primary root response became slightly 

faster. 

(d) Dynamometer lag (T3) was found to have neglig~hle 

effect upon the pri.mary root time constant over the 

range 0 ;.. 1 s 1 although the secondary roo·ts became 
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highly oscillatory for T3> O.Os s. Thus for -this 

method of simulating loads (speed reference) it 

may be concluded that a fast response dynamometer 

with low inherent inertia provides a better 

performance than a slow response dynamometer with 

high inherent inertia (this being the opposite 

result to that obtained for the torque reference 

system). 

(e) Tachogenerator lag (T5) raused the secondary roots 

to become highly oscillatory for TS<:O.5 sand 

reduced the time constant of the primary root 

response. Values of T5~1.0 s caused the primary 

root time constant to increase and thereby reduced 

the range of simulated inertia at the low end. 

(f) Elimination of the dynamometer input actll~\-tor lag 

was found to have negligible effect upon system 

performance (as w-i th th'3 ·torque reference system). 

However, increasing the lag by a factor of t~n 
, 

introdu-ced highly oscillatory secondary roots of 

low frequency to the system~ although the effect 

upon the primary root response w-as negligible. 

2.4 Discussion 

It has been shown that the generalised model, developed 

in section 1 and applied to -the low po,,""er simulator 

system, has given considerable insight into the effect 



of various parameters upon the system performance. In 

spite of the linear approximations used to describe the 

non-linear system, the root locus method has been found 

to be very effective in predicting responses under a 

wide range of conditions. Under certain conditions, 

however, it was discovered some effects indicated by 

the root locus method were not obtained on the actual 

system responses, and that other effects were obtained 

on the system responses which were not indicated by the 

root locus method. In all cases this ,qas found to be 

the effect of cancellation of the system poles by zeros. 

In particular, it was found that where the root locus 

method indicated high frequency poles with very low 

damping <t < .1), then if _ the frequency is large compared 

to the dynamometer cut off frequency the effect on system 

perfol:mance is' negligible, and zeros are obtui.ned in 

close proximity to the high frequency poles. Uowever, 

if the frequency of the poles is lower than.the dyna

mometer cut off frequency, ~hen high frequency torquo 

oscillations of large magnitude -may be obtained ~although 

this has little effect upon the speed respont\e - see 

graphs G25(a) and (b». 

One difficu1ty encountered with high frequency poles 

having low damping is that of accurately determining 

the relative stability of the system. It is known that 

as the poles cross the imaginary axis the system will 

go unstable, but just how oscillatory the response will 

be as the poles approach the imaginary axis is not easy 
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)~/. to determine •. For example, graph G 11.1: indicates a //\ 
complex conjugate pole pair having a damping rati.o (~) 

of 0.05 and an unqpmped natural frequenc~ (Wn ) of 84 rls. 

The torque and speed responses were found to have no 

oscillatory tendencies over the range of simulated 

inertia and this is due to the cancellation effect of' 

the zeros in close proximity to the poles. However, a 

very small movement of' the poles to the right causes 

the system to go unstable. 

Another effect of zero cancellation was f'ound with low 

values of' integral gain. As the gain is reduced the 

dominant pole, indicated by the root locus, moves 

towards the origin. However, the response of the actual 

system was found to relnain constant as the gain is 

reduced. It was sho .... /n that as the low valued pole, 

moved towards the ori9tn a zero followed closely behind 

(causing exact cancellation when the gain = 0) and 

another pole moved in to the position occupied by the 

previous pole. The effect of these pole movements was 

that the response actuQ.lly remains constant ~see the 

increased scale of gra?h G28)'. 

Yet another effect of zero cancellation was found in 

the response of the prime mover input actuator. Since 

the actuator is not part of a feedback loop (f'or this 

particular method of Simulation), then the lag of the 

actuator introduces an extra (secondary effect) pole 

to the root locus diagram. In practice the actuation 



was performed manually so that it was only possible to 

determine an approximate position for this pole 

(-0.5 ± JO). In general, it was found that a zero 

existed in this region, which caused a reduction in 

the magnitude of the effect of the pole on the system 

response. Under certain conditions however, the zeros 
// 

moved from this region, causing the magni"91de of the 

input pole to have a larger secondary effect, as ShOWll 

in the actual responses of G15(c) and (d) and G18(c) 

and (d). 

,X'Since the zeros can have a 1arge secondary effect on 

the system response it is in~ortant to check their 

relative positions when determining root loci for a 

range of system parameters. 

/~/ It has a1so been shown that the non-1inear torque/speed 
1 

characteristic of the dynamometer can have a large 

effect upon the system performance, especially when a 

low value of proportional gain on the controller~is 

required for stability purpo~es. It was found that 

the best estimates of the system performance resulted 

from using values of the dynamometer torque/speed 

characteristic at the higher end of the speed range. 

It is, however, necessary to check the effe~t of both 

low and high speed values for the dynamometer and prime 

mover characteristics (linear in this case) to determine 

the possible range of performance indicated by the root 

locus method. 
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Fig. 2.11 it can be seen that for the same cont-

roller gain (B = 1 v/v) the effective steady state gain 

of the torque reference system is much lower than that 

of the speed reference system (using a value of 

sinntlated friction F3 = F4 = 0.13 Nm s). 

this is that errors in the signal used to elimipate the ----------- -'-""'--'-~--- --- - ---'--- .. - -------. ---------------- --...---.---- --.-----

torque/speed characteristic of the dynamometer have ,~ -- _. ---_. 

much larger effect on the torque reference system than 
------------~---- --------- ~ 

on the speed reference system. In fact, with a prop or-

tional gain {j:i)' of 0.1 v/v on the torque reference 

system (to keep secondary poles well away from imaginary 

axis) errors in the simulated friction effect were as 

high as 50% from one test run to another. With the 

speed reference system using a proportional gain (B) of 

1 v/v there was no measurabJ.e change in the simulated 

friction characteristic 'between test runs • 

It may therefore be concluded that if stability con-

siderations of the system require that the proporticnal 

gain of the controller must be low and, if this causes 

the torqu~/speed characteristics of the dynamometer to 

have a large effect upon the sinal.lated friction, then 

it is necessary to add integral action to the controller. 

Of particular importance to electrohydraulic systems, 

it has been seen that filters must be employed to 

reduce high frequency oscillations of the swashplate 

servomechanism. Such filters are not necessary with 

electrical dynamometer systems, since high frequency 



signals will effectively be filtered by the winding lag, 

and will therefore not reach the mechanical system. It 

has been shown that the time constant of the filter can 

have a large effect upon the dynamic performance of the 

system, especially for the lag associated with the speed 

transducer. For this particular system the speed trans

ducer is a high speed tachogenerator (10,000 rev/min) 

which has particularly large ripple effects at low speed 

« 300 rev/min). It '\'i'as therefore found necessary to 

have a time lag as high as 1 s to reduce these ripple, 

effects, and this was found to be the value indicated 

by the root locus method as giving the best performance 

for the speed reference system. Over the speed range 

required for testing of internal combustion engines 

(600 - 6000 rev/min) tachogenerators are available which 

require a lag of only 1 ms to produce 1% rms s~oothin~ 

c,f the ripple effect. It '~ill be sho'\m in Part 3 wheth&l.'!' 

or not this speed of response ~s necessary. 

For both methods 01' load simulation it has been ~hown 

that variation of the simulated friction cha~acteristic 

over a wide range has the desired effect upon the 

primary root response of the system without af'fecting 

the secondary roots. 'rhis suggests that the intro

duction of non-linear friction effects (such as wind 

resistance) will also have the desired effect upon the 

primary response without causing stability problems of 

the secondary roots. It is possible to take account of 

the non-linear torque/speed characteristic of the 
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dynamometer within the wind resistance effect (to 

avoid incorporating two non-linear loops into the 

system), but this method reduces the flexibility of 

adjusting the magnitude of the wind resistance (for 

simulating a range of bodyshells, for example). 

Although it was stated in section 1.2 that the ideal 

dynamometer for the purposes of load simulation would 

be one with an infinitely fast response and zero 

inherent inertia, it was found for the torque reference 

method that a slow" response dYl'lamometer with large 

inherent inertia actually gives a better performance 

than a fast response dynamometer. It can be seen, 

therefore, that it is difficult to form general con

clusions about load simulation techniques and that 

obseryutions for one type of prime mover/dynamt.moter/ 

simulation method will not necessarily apply "to other 

types. 

It was shown that temperature changes can have a-large 

effect upon the dynamometer performance by cl\anging the 

torque/speed characteristic~ as li"ell as the re:iponse 

time of the dynamometer and the input actuator. However, 

due to these large changes in the dynamometer charac

teristics occurring simultaneously it was found that 

over a wide temperature range the effect upon the 

overali simulator performance was negligible (whereas 

changes in these characteristics occurring 011e at a 

time were each found to have a large effect upon the 
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(secondary root responses of the system). If, however, 

)

there is an error in the dynamometer torque/speed 

characteristic el~mination signal and if the controller 

gain is low (as with the torque reference system), then 

temperature effects may cause very large errors in the 

simulated friction characteristic. 

The use of three term control action was found to 

enable much higher values of proportional and integral 

gain to be used, without affecting the systelD stability, 

than was possible w'ithout the use of derivative action. 

The result of this is to increase the repeatability of 

the system perf'ormance, especially for systems which 

otherwise require a low value of proportional g&in (i.e., 

the torque reference ~ystem). The use of integral 

action was found to CftU8e difficulties in the s~art up 

procedure of the hydr~Rtatic system. This is due to 

the fact that the initial start up of the system must 

be performed with the hydrostatic loop open, since high 

pressure transients may cause sudden changes in the 

sl~ashplate position with the loop closed. 
, 

However,_ 

with the loop open the integral action will operate 

upon any drift or d.c. offset in the system, causing 

the swashplate to move hard over before the loop can 

be closed. 

this effect it is necessary to introduce the 

integral action after the hydrostatic loop has been 

closed and this action may be easily programmed if 
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digital control o£ the system is to be used. One 

d:ther e£:fect o£ integral action was to cause "hunting" l ~n the closed loop system at zero pr~me mover speed 

(see graphs G18{b) and G30{b». This is due to the 

£act that £or zero prime mover speed the secondary 

)

' swashplate is required to be in its mid-position (for 

zero £low) w'here there will be a certain amount of 
rI 

deadband. Due to the dead band the integrator action 

will cause the system to hunt backwards and forwards 

in thp. dead region, since the torque will continuously 

be pushed positive and negative around the zero position. 

If the dynamometer is incapable of providing the maximum 

torque level required by the simul.atj.on system (due to 

current l.imit of an eIectrical dynamometer, or the 

relie~ valve opening a~ maximum pressure OD a hydro-

static dynamometer), ".len this saturation ef£e-ct will. 

result in the type of response shown in graph G31. 

The~e responses were o~tained by providing very large 

changes in the prime mover input (i.e., applied voltage 

level). It can be seen that the initial inc~ease in 

speed :is far higher than th~ required value, and the 

resulting large error causes the secondary swashplate 

to move to maximum displacement so that both hydrostatic 

units are pumping into the same side of the loop (with 

the relie£ valve opening at maximum pressure). When 

the required torque signal reduces below the maximum 

dynamometer torque it can be seen that the speed 

response gradually recovers to follow the required 
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first order dominant response (at which point the 

relief valve is completely closed). 

Another factor which is of importance for e1ectro-

hydraulic systems is that of deadband and stiction in 

the e1ectrohydrau1ic servo valve. The effect this has 

upon the frequency response characteristics of the 

system is shown in graph G32(a) and the effect upon 

the load simulator performance is shown in graph G32(b). 

It call be seen that after a period of remaining 

stationary the system will suddenly jump to a new 

position of the speed and torque response. A dither 

signal of frequency 100 Hz and peak-to-peak amplitude 

0.1 volts ,,,as used to el.iminate this effect. 

~ Wi th a11 method (2) s:inru.J.ation systems it may be 

necessary to ca1ibrat·.; the simulated torque/speed 

characteristics on the actual system. Calibration of 

all che.racteris tics exc.ept inertia may be easily 

calib~ated in the steady state, but calibration ~f the 

inertia effect is not so straightforward. The best 

approach is probably tv compute the speed response to 

a step disturbance torque for a range of inertia with 

the simulated characteristics constant. Then for each 

computed inertia value adjust the simulated inertia to 

obtain the best fit to the computed response. This 

approach will be particularly necessary ,,"hen both the 

prime mover and dynamometer torque/speed characteristics 

are highly non-linear. 
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It has been found that the generalised model developed 

in section 1 has been highly successful in predicting 

the performance of method (2) type simulation systems. 

Since method (1) type systems do not contain the 

sinmlated torque/speed characteristics (as do method 

(2) systems), then the model is less complex and, it 

is assumed, will be just as successful in predicting 

system performance. The model is used to determine 

the effect of various simulation methods on typical 

prime mover/dynamometer systems in Parts 3 • 5. 
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PART 3 

DIESEL ENGINE SYSTEMS 
J 

3.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this section is to apply the method of 

analysis introduced in Part 1 to a 71.6 kW Ford diesel 
,-{w o 

engine (Model 2402E) using t~e types of dynamometer 

system for each of the methods of load simulation 

discuesed in section 1.2. The results of the analysis 

will be used as a basis for the control system of an 

engine test cell (which is introduced in Part 7) using 

the Ford diesel engine and two versions of hydraulic 

dynamometer (for conq:..u-ison). One version of the 

hydraulic dynamom~terg j~ basad on a hydrostatic trans-
. 

mission system of the t)pe used i~ Part 2. The other 

version is based 011 a unique electrohydraulic valve 

lV"hich ::'s of simple cC.l,lc;truc~ion and has a much faster 

speed of response than the hydrostatic system. The 

e.nalYE:'.s and development of the valve is undGrtaken in 

Part 6. 

It should be noted that for basic method (1) the root 

locus will'be used to determine the effect of various 

system parameters upon the s,t,abili ty only, and not to 

determine the dominant mode of response to step inputs, 

as required for basic method ·(2). 
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3.2 Hydros~atic Dynamometer 

3.2.1 Transfer Ch~racteristics of Engine and Dynamometer 

The block diagram :Cor the diesel engine and hydrostatic 

dynamometer combination is shown in Fig. 3.1. This is 

obtained from a combination o:C Fig. 1.7 (diesel engine), 

Fig. 1.10 (hydrostatic dynamometer) and Fig. 1.12 

(flexible ceupling). Fer the purposes o:C analysiS, 

manufacturers' data will be used where available, 

other.,d.se estimates will lie made in the determination 

of the system coefficients. 

Diesel Engine Data (supplied by the Ford Motor Company 

Ltd.):-

Inertia o£ rotatil~g tmd reCiprocating parts 

2 
.11 = 0.38 kg m 

Prime mover torquc!sl'eed characteristic slope 

(£rom graph &2) 

K1 (low speed) = ~O.122 Nms 

K1 (medium speed) = 0 

K1 (high speed) = -0.15~ Nms 

Under the motoring condition K1 is estimated by 

assuming a friction coe£ficient o£ hale maximum 

torque at maximum speed, to give 

K1 (motoring) = -0.265 Nms 
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Pure time delay 

Tl (low speed) = .0333 s (600 rev/min) 

Tl (medium speed) = .0133 s (1500 rev/min) 

T1 (high speed) = .00667 s (3000 rev/min) 

Governor Data tHigh Speed Ninimec Governor):-

Loading:-

Ka (l~w speed) = 13.2 Nms 

KS (medium speed) = 7.~ Nms 

KS (high speed) = 10.3 Nms 

Motoring:-

• 

Governor time constaui; (mal'.l.u1'.cturers' data avail.able 
. . 

for 4 cylinder pump unit only, ·see graph G4) 

T4 (low speed) = 0.5 s ) 
) 

T~ (medium speed) = 0.07 s } Estima~ed val.ues 
) 

Tq (high speed) = 0.01 s ) 

lnput Actuator:-

From Fig. 1.7 the input actuator gain (K) may be 

taken to give maximum prime mover speed (3600 revl 

min) for maximum input signal (assumed 10 v), i.e., 

K = 37.7 r/s/v. Transferring this value to the 

generalised block diagram shown in Fig. 3.1, the 

prime mover input gain becomes K7 (= K X K8). 
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Hence K7 (loading condition) becomes 

K7 (low speed) = 498 Nm/v 

K7 (medium speed) = 279 Nm/v 

K7 (high speed) = 388 Nm/v 

K7 (motoring condition) = 0 

Hydrostatic Units (data supplied by Lucas Ltd.):-

• 

Inertia of rotating parts of primary hydrostatic 

unit = 0.02 kg m2 

2 Also inertia of flexible coupling = .089 kg m 

••• J
2 

= 0.109 kg m2 

Input actuator frequency response characteristics 

(see graph G5) + 

Using 900 phas~ shift point for second order 

approximation. 

w ~ 3.2 Hz (20 r/s) 
n 

~ ~ 0.7 (i.e., let J 9 = .001; F9 = .028; ~9 = O~%) 

79. 

Leakage coefficient (obtained from manufacturers' 

performance characteristics for pump and motor at 500 C) 

KL (low speed) = 0.057 litres/min/bar 

KL (medium speed) = 0.066 litres/min/bar 

KL (high speed) = 0.091 litres/min/bar 



Oil volume on loading side of loop 

= 0.15 litres (estimated) 

••• time constant under lo&ding condition 

(from equation (6» 

T3 (low speed) = 0.023 s 

'T 3 (medium speed) = 0.02 S 

T3 (high speed) = 0.015 I 

Whereas oil volume on motoring side 

= 0.6 litres (estimated) 

••• time constant under motoring condition 

T3 (low speed) = 0.092 s 

T3 (medium speed) = 0.08 s 

T
J 

(high speed) = 0.06 a 

Flvw capacity of primary hydrostatic UAit 

= 0.649 litres/min/r/s 

.. 

80. 

Pressure/torque relationship of primary hy~~ostatic unit 

under loading condition (fr.·om pump character;i..$tics) 

= 1. 15 Nm/bar 

P~essure/torque relationship of primary hydrostatic unit 

under motoring condition (from motor characteristics) 

= .97 Nm/bar 

Hence, the dynamometer torque/speed characteristic 

slope (K
3

) under the loading condition is obtained 

from ~ x 1.15 x 0.649 
KL 

• 



•• K3 (low speed) = 13.09 N~ s 

K3 (medium speed) = 11.31 Nm s 

K3 (high speed) = 8.20 Nm s 

and under the motoring condition 

1 
K3 = KL x 0.97 x 0.649 

.e. K3 (low speed) = 11.04 Nm s 

K3 (medium speed) = 9.54 Nm s 

K3 (high speed) = 6.92 Wm s 

• 

Assuming maximum displacement of the secondary unit 

swashplate will be obtained with a 10 volt signal. 

and that the secondary unit speed remains constant 

at 2800 rev/min under all conditions, then the 

dY::lamome-ter input coefficient (K4) becomes ,. 

81e 

68 x 2.8 x 1.15 Nm/volt under the loadjng condition 
10 x KL 

Henc.e 

K4 (low speed) = 384 N~volt (loading) 

K4 (medium speed) ~ '332 ~m/volt (1oadinSJ 

K4 (high speed) = 241 Nm/volt (l.oading) 

And under the motoring condition 

K4 = 68 x 2.8 x 0.97 
10 x KL 

Hence 

K4 (low speed) = 324 Nm/volt (motoring) 

K4 (medium speed) = 280 Nm/volt (motoring) 

K4 (high speed) = 203 Nm/volt (motoring) 



Flexible Coupling Data (supplied by J. H. Fenner Ltd.) 

Inf:rtia = .089 "kg m2 

Kn = 3438 Nm/radian 
" 

Typical dynamic magnification at resonance = 7 

••• ~ = 1 = 0.071 (second order approximation) 
2 x 7 

With J 8 = J 2 already determined at 0.109 kg m2 

th~n F2 = 2 ,x ~ x JJd x K 

= 2.749 Nm s 

Torque transducer + amplifier 

K6 = .00667 V/Nm (negligible time constant) 

Sp~ed transducer ~ amplifier 

K5 = .00637 V/rls 

T5 6 1 second 

Using These values it was decided to initially deter~ne 

the r~ot positions of \;bo mechanical and hydraulic 

~ystem with no extern~l ~eedback loops, as shown in 

the block diagram of Fig. 3.1. The reason for this 

course of action was to ~iscover the dynamic charac-

teristics of the basic hydro-mechanical system in 

order to determine the effect of the flexible coupling 

and other parameters upon the basic system response. 

The root locus for this system is shown in graph G33, 

from which it can be seen that under the loading 

condition the system is basically third order, all 
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other roots being made negligible ~y zero cancellation. 

This includes the roots due to the flexible coupling 

(approximately 14! J200), for which the natural frequency ,. 

(32 Hz) is well above the dynamometer cut off frequency 

(liT) = 1.7 Hz at low speed). 

However, it can be seen that for the low to medium speed 

range under the motoring condition there exist low 

frequency second order poles with low damping (~= 0.33, 

Ca)n A '1.5 rls). By eliminating each of the feedback 

value~ in turn, it was discovered that these low 

:frequency poles were due to the steep dynamometer torquel 

speed characteristic, as shown in Fig. 3.2. Frqm 

equation (8) of Fig. 3.2 the damping of the sec("/~ld order 

roots could be improv(·.j by either reducing the time 

const.lnt of the hyd.r.':f;ta~ic loop· by a factor of; say, . 
10, or reducing the C"{"'l.i:' l1.ometer torquel speed ch:1rac-

taristic slope by the ~ame factor. 

In f~ct, if the leakagp. rate of the hydrostatic system 

is incraa~ed by afac~~r of " it can be seen that 

this should increase "..,- damping ratio by the same 

factor without af£ecti&1g the undamped natural frequer.cy 

(since '1'3 et l/KL and K30( l/KL from equation (6». It 

is of interest to note that for the low power hydro-

static system analysed in Part 2 the leakage rate is 

high since the hydrostatic units are operated at the 

low efficiency end of their speed range. With the 

present system, however, the prime mover speed rango 
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(600-3600 rev/min) coincides with the maximum efficiency 

range of the hydrostatic units, so that the leakage 

rate is low. Hence, to avoid t.he oscillatory low 

frequency poles imposing their effect upon the load 

simulator response, it is necessary to increase the 

leakage rate from the motoring side of the hydrostatic 

system. 

The characteristics of the hydrostatic units were given 

for an oil temperature of 50
0 

C (viscosity = 21 c.s.). 

Consequently, at an oil temperature of 200 C the vis

cosity will be approximately a factor of 4 greater 

from Shell viscosity charts, and it is assumed this 

""i'ill reduce the leakage coefficient by the same factor. 

Under the loading condition, using the root l"..,c: us method, 

this was found to give highly oscillatory Sec01&\\' order 

roots (~= 0.15, Wn = .34.9 r/s) and under 'the lllCtoring 

condition the roots became even more·oscil~atory 

(~= 0.12, "'n = 15.8 r/s). To increase the d.'~ing by 

a factor of 6 at this tempera~'¥re it is' necessD~y to 

increase the leakage on both sJ.des of the bydroa .... atic 

loop by 0.07 litres/min/bar (at 200 C). This ~~ ~asily 

achieved in practice by connecting each side ot' the 

hydrostatic loop to exhaust with given lengths of small 

bore pipe, as will be shown in Part 7. 

The introduction of this extra leakage path greatly 

reduces the effect of speed upon the dynamometer 

characteristics, enabling average values for T.3, X.3 

8~. 
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and K4 to be chosen. Using these new values a root 

locus was constructed for the basic system with no 

external feedback, as shown ir, graph G34(a) and (b). 

Al though the Dlotoring condition is greatly improved, 

it can be seen that very low frequency secondary roots 

with low damping occur for the low to medium speed 

range under the loading condition. This is due to the 

influence of the governor upon the system, the effect 

of which becomes greater for the lower torque/speed 

characteristic of the dynamomp.ter. 

To determine the most suitable increase in leakage from 

the system under the loading condition the roots of the 

3ystem were examined for a wide range of leakage values 

at the three ranges of speed~ A value of O.CJ lttres/ 

min/bar above the normal leakage rate of the ~'l)+t'.ro

static system gave the best response over the s~~ed 

range, as shown in graph G34(c). Th'e greatest 

improvement ,in the performance of the basic sY'ltem 

would be obtained if the leakage rate cou1d be m~de 

to vary with speed, since suck a system c.ould be tuned 

to eliminate oscillatory second order roots. 'xlt.hough 

this adds to the complexity of the hydrostatic system 

(and will not be examined further), the principle o£ 

operation of the fast response dynamometer, introduced 

in section 3.), is based upon the control of the 

leakage rate of a hydraulic system. 
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The new leakage coefficients at 50
0 

C become:-

Loading: KL (~ow speed) = 0.087 litres/min/bar 

KL (medium speed) = 0.096 litres/min/bar 

KL (high speed) = 0.121 litres/min/bar, 

Motoring: KL (low speed) = 0.34 litres/min/bar 

KL (medium speed) = 0.35 litres/min/bar 

KL (high speed) = 0.37 litres/min/bar 

These coefficients result in new values for T3, K3 

and K4 as shown:-

Loading: 

Low speed T3 = .0 l,~jO s; K) = 8.57 Nm Si Kit = ,252 

Medium speed T3 = .Ol~~ ,11; K3 = 7.77 Nm Si K4 :;: 228 

High speed T3 = .01'JCJ Si K3 = 6.17 Nm 8i K4 III 181 

1"0 t oring : 

Nm/V 

NCl/'l 

Nm/V 

(Averagf! values th.t;"f)'Utihout speed range used due to 

sm3ll change in le~kage coefficient) 
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T3 = 0.01, s; K3 = 1.78 Nm Si K4c 52.7 ~tm/V 

3.2.2 Simulation Method 1.1 Torque control by dynamometer 

Speed control by prime mover 

The effect of closing the speed and torque loops to 

provide simulation method 1.1, as sho'wn in Fig. 1.14, 

was initially determined using proportional gain control 
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for these loops (i.e., A = C = D = F = 0). For a gain 

of 1 v/v on the speed control signal (E) a root locus 

was constructed for a range of torque control signal 

gain (B), as shown in graph G35. This indicates that 

a suitable response may be obtained with a value of 

B = 0:3 v/v over both the lOl~ and high speed range of 

the system. In general, the roots obtained for the 

medium speed range were found to be close to those for 

the low speed range and are therefore not shown. Using 

the value B = 0.3 v/v a further root locus was con

structed for a range of speed control signal gain (E), 

as shown in graph G36. It can be seen that very much 

higher gains are possible for this control signal than 

for the torque control s~gnal (probably due to the fast 

torque response of the system compared to the slower 

Epeed response). However, high values of control 

..!;ignal gain also amplify noise eff~cts from the speed 

t~ansducer (as discussed in section 2.3.1), so that it 

was decided to use a value of E = 10 v/v. 

Using these values of proportional gain for the torque 

and speed contro1 loop~ the possible magnitude of steady 

state errors in speed and torque were examined. Tho 

steady state block diagram for the speed control loop 

is shown in Fig. 3.3, from which it may be seen tha·t 

the effect of torque changes upon the speed error is 

small (70 rev/min at 200 Nm) •. However, a very large 

value of proportional gain is required to keep the 

speed error small and a gain of E = 10 v/v results in 



a speed error of 29~ throughout the speed range. 

Since the gain cannot be increased (due to the effect 

upon the dynamic response as shown in graph G36), it 

is necessary to introduce integral action to eliminate 

steady state errors (or increase the gain of the 

required speed signal by 29~ if steady state accuracy 

is not of prime importance). 

The steady state torque control loop is shown in the 

block diagram of Fig. 3.4. In this case the effect of 

speed upon the torque error is very much greater than 

the effect of the torque control signal. For example, 

with a required torque signal of 2 volts (maximum) the 

torque Ta becomes 100 Nm, whereas this value may be 

achieved by Tb with a speed of only 168 rev/min. This 

m~ans that at the engine idling apeed-(600 rev/min) a . 
~equired torque signal of 7.14 volts (equivalent to a 

r~quired torque of over 1000 Nm) will just be sufficient 

to zero the speed dependent torque Tb- To overcome :b~s 

effect it is once again necessary to introduea integral 

action or use a dynamomoter torque/speed characteristic 

elimination signal, ~s discussed iD section 2.3. 

However, since the dynamomet~~ torque/speed charac

teristic is non-linear (under the loading condition) 

it is necessary for the elimination signal to be non-

linear, so that the introduction of integral action 

provid~s a simpler solution for this method of load 

simalation. 



Root loci ,~ere constructed for a range of integral 

action gain for both the torque and speed control 

signals, as shown in graphs G37 and G38 respectively. 

It can be seen that the maximum integral action gain 

consistent with an adequately damped response is 1 s-1 

for the torque control signal and 10 5-
1 for the speed 

control signal. On examination of the motoring 

characteristic using these controller values the roots 

were found to be adequately damped, but there existed 

a pole close to the origin. It was discovered that 

this pole had negligible effect due to the presence of . 

a zero in close proximity and that as the integral 

action (C) was reduced zero cance11atioD occurred (in 

the same manner as shown· in section 2.,). As the 

integral action was increased, the zero moved towards 

a higher va1ued real p010, lea~iRg the p01e du~ to the 

integral action with a time constant of approximately 

2 s, but also creating low frequency. roots with low 

damping. A value of C = 10 s-1 was found to give a 

well damped response, so that to keep the tor~ue error 

small it is possible to increase the intesral action 

gain to this value when changing from the loading to 

the motoring condition. 

To determine whether three term control could improve 

the damping to allow higher values of proportional plus 

integr~l gain, the root positions were investigated for 

a wide range of controller coefficients for both the 

torque and speed control signals. For each range of 



values investigated the introdu~tion of derivative 

control action was found to actually reduce the 

damping of the system, resulting in instability for 

large values of derivative action on both the speed 

and torque control signals. 

Using the suggested values of controller coefficients, 

other system parameters were investigated as follows:-

(a) Governor Lag (T4). Since the values used in the 

analysis were only estimates (based on manufacturers' 

data for a similar unit), it is necessary to assume 

a large margin of error for these values. It was 

discovered (using the root locus method) that at 

low speed for a governor lag greater than 1.0 s the 

system bad low frequency o'scillatory roo". ,'Which 

became unstable for a lag greater than 2.a. 

(whereas a faster response tban the nominai yalue 

(0.5 s) improved the daapLng). A~ hich speed it 

was discovered that variations of a facto.: .. f 10 

ei ther side of the nomina~ value (Tit = O.'()J,. .) bad 

negligible effec·t upon the root positions. 

(b) Governor Rating (K8). The data supplied by the 

manufacturer was for the same model of governor and 

fuel injection system as used on the Ford engine 

. and the values provided should therefore be 

reasonably accurate. It was found that at low 

speed a reduction in K8 below 10 Nm s resulted in 
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oscillatory low frequency roots which became 

unstable for K8 lower than 1 Nm s. Higher values 

of K8 (above 20 Nm s) were also found to create 

oscillatory low frequency roots. At high speed a 

factor of two change either side of the nominal 

va'lue had little effect upon the low frequency 

roots, although reducing K8 increased the damping 

of the high freque:ucy roots (which would have 

little effect upon the system performance). 

(c) Hydrostatic Loop Lag (T3). At low speed an increasa 

in the hydrostatic loop lag created oscillatory low 

frequency roots, whereas reducing T3 to 1 ms had 

little effect upon the 1.ow frequency roots. At 

high speed a range of T3 from 1 + 100 ms had little 

effect upon the root posit~ons and this wa~ also 

found to be the case for the motoring condition. 

Thus a large margin of error is permissible in the 

estimation of the hydrostatic loop lag'under most 
~ 

running conditions, except that a large under-

estimate may cause oscillatory secondary roots at 

low speed under the loading condition. 

(d) Speed Transducer Lag (T5). At low speed increasing 

T5 above 5 s created very low f~equency oscillatory 

roots and reducing T5 below 0.5 s created low 

fr~quency roots with low damping (although the 

system remained stable for T5 as low as zero). At 

high speed increasing T5 above 5.0 s also created 
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Vt:lr:,- low f'requency oscillatory roots, although 

there were no unstable roots for T5 as high as 

100 s. Reducing T5 created high frequency .. 
oscilla tory roots l~i th very low damping for T5 

<0.1 s. Thus, for this method of load simulation, 

the speed transducer lag must be kept within the 

range 0.5 ~ 5.0 s to avoid creating oscillatory 

roots. 

(e) Prime Mover Pure Time Delay (Ti). Due to the 

difficulty of obtaining a good mathematical model 

to describe the time delay for the combustion 

phases to achieve a change in torque level, it was 

de~ided to use a first order approximation (1 - Tis) 

where Ti is the time between firing cycles. To 

determine possible 3f~ects of inaccuracies iu thiB . 
approximation Ti ·~RS varied from 30% to 300~ of the 

nominal value at lcn~ and high speeds. It was found 

that higher values of T1 created low frequency roots 

with low damping at the low speed range, whereas 

lower values of Ti ha.d negl.igible effect throughout 

the speed range. 

(f) Prime Mover Inertia (J1). The effect ·of changes in 

the prime mover inertia by a factor of 0.2 to 5 

times the nominal value was found to have negligible 

effect at high speed, although higher values of 

inertia created oscillatory l.ow frequency roots at 

low speed. Under the motoring condition it was 
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found that incrcasing the prime mover inertia had 

the effect of increasing the magnitude and time 

lag of the speed/torque re$ponse, whereas low values 

of inertia increased the frequency of the flexible 

coupling roots. 

(g) Dynamometer Inertia (J2). At low speed values of 

2 dynamometer inertia above 0.5 kg m created low 

frequency oscillatory roots, whereas reducing the 

inertia had negligible efrect (except to move the 

flexible coupling roots to higher frequencies). At 

high speed the effect of this range of inertia was 

negligible (except, once again, low values moved 

the flexible coupling roots to high frequencies). 

Under the motoring condition both large and small 

values of dynamometer inertia had little ~f~~ct 

upon the root positions. , 

(h) Dynamometer Actuator La8 ( 2 
J'9s + F9s + 

K9 
By 

simul taneously varying K9 ,'nd J9 it is possible to 

vary the response time of 'the dynamometer :'lctuator 

lag without affecting the damping. A range of 

response times from 30% to 500% of the nominal value 

was found to cause no oscillatory roots over the 

speed range for both the loading and motoring con

di tions. Below 30%, however, low' frequency oscil

latory roots were creatcd at low speed under the 

loading condition and under the motoring condition. 
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(i) Prime Mover Actuator Lag (T6). Faster response 

times for the prime Dlover actuator were found to 

ha7e negligibZe effect on the root positions over 

the speed range •. Increasing the lag above 0.1 s, 

however, created low frequency roots with low 

damping which became highly oscillatory for T6> 

1.0 s at both low and high speeds. 

It can be seen, therefore, that a wide margin of error 

is permissible in the estimation of each of the system 

paramet~rs as long as each error dO"8s not have a 

cumulative effect on the root positions of the system. 

It has been shown that to ensure stability a relatively 

low gain is required on the torque control loop compared 

to the speed control, ~hich may create a large dynamic 

torque error. In particular, it has been shown that 

under the motoring condition, witb a high value of 

integral action gain 011. the torque control signal, the 

system has a speed/tc'rque dynamic lag of' approximately 

2 seconds. To determi!~ whether any improv.ment may be 

obtain~d in these dynami.ceffects, simulatiOIl method 1.2 

is examined in the following section. 

9". 

3.2.3 Simulation Method 1.2 Speed control by dynamometer 

Torque control by prime mover 

As with simulation method 1.1, it was decided to initially 

determine the root positions using proportional action on 

the torque and speed control loops. The root loci for a 

• 



range or prime mover input gain (E) and dynamometer 

input gain (B) are shown for the loading condition in 

graph G.39. For th"is method of load simulation the 

prime mover input gain (torque control) is much smaller 

and the dynamometer input gain (speed control) much 

larger for stability, compared to simulation method 1.1. 

Thus, regardless of whether the torque control is on 

the prime mover or on the dynamometer, the gain must 

be low in comparison to the speed control gain for load 

simula"t;ion method (1) (with this particular prime mover 

and dynamometer system). From graph G.39 the most 

suitable values of proportional control are B = 5 v/v 

and E = 0 • .3 v/v, so that integral action is nececsary 

for the same reasons discussed in section 3.2.2 ti.e., 

to eliminate steady st~te errors, and to avoid the use 

of a non-linear sjgnaJ.rt~ eliminate the dynamometer 

tor~le/speed characteris~ic). Values of dynamometer 

-1 integral action C = 10 sand prime" mover integral 

-1 
action F = 0.3 s we::-~ found to give adequately damped 

roots over the speed r~nte, as shown in graph G40. 

Under ":he motoring condition, however, value .. of dyna-

mometer proportional action B = 10 v/v and integral 

action C = 10 s-1 were found to give a faster response 

with increased damping (also sho~~ in graph G4o). It 

should be noted that the prime mover controller settings 

have no effect when running under the motoring condition, 

since the prime mover input is assumed to be zero. If 

the prime mover input is not zero and negative torque 

is applied (i.e., the prime mover is partially motored), 

.. 
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then the analysis under the loading condition is more 

appropriate. 

By comparing graph G38 to graph G40 it can be seen that 

£or this particular prime mover and dynamometer system 
~ 

method 1.1 results in a faster dominant response than 

method 1.2 with the fuel control rod between its 

minimum and maximum setting under the loading condition. 

Due to the high gain of the governor system, however, 

it is clear that a small change in the required engine 

speed signal (>200 rev/min) will cause the control rod 

of the fuel injection system to be moved to its maximum 

extent. The system will remain in this condition until 

the actual engine SpCE"tl is o£ the same ord'er C~ 200 rev/ 

min approximately) as ~he required speed signal. Thib 

means that under normal transient conditions the control 

rod will be in either its maximum or, minimum condition. 

ThuD, under these condttions, the system can be analysed 

as bei ug in a sa'turatcd ·,Ztate by setting the prime mover 

controller coefficients to zero as well as the governor 

rating K8. 

A root locus was performed under these conditions £or 

both methods 1.1 and 1.2, as shown in graph G41. The 

effect of saturation of the control rod movement for 

method 1.1 at low speed is to cause the system to have 

a single unstable pole. This is in agreement with the 

discussion on prime movers in section 1.1.1, which 
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shows that torque control of a prime mover operating 

over the left-hand side of its torque/speed charac-

teristic results in unstable operation if there is no , 

speed feedback signal in the system. For this system 

the dynamometer provides feedback through its torque/ 

speed 'characteristic, but this feedback is overcome by 

the use of integral action on the torque control signa1 

(in fa~t, elimination of the integra1 action was found 

to eliminate the non-linear root). 

This instability is not a serious probl.em, however, 

since it occurs only as the prime mover speed is 

increasing from a low value under load. As soon as 

the required speed is reached the contro1 rod i.'ho 

longer in a saturated position and the system is stable. 

Graph G41 also shows t!~t this unstable region does not 

occur using load simu~ation method 1.2, which is to be 

e~~ected, since the sy~tem is basica1ly operating as a, 
, ' , 

speed controller of a friction and inertial ~oad under 

these conditions. The unstab1e root for method 1.1. 

bowever, 18bow's that it. i.s not po~sibl.e to si,_1ate 

steady state maxi mwn , tc.~rque conditions with this method 

over the 10w to medium speed range. A1so. under the 

motoring condition. the dominant response for method 

1.2 was found to be much faster than method 1.1 

(indicating lower dynamic errors). Hence, for the 

diesel engine and hydrostatic dynamometer system, the 

use of method 1.2 (torque control on engine, speed 

control on dynamometer) provides superior performance 



compared to method 1.1 (speed cuntrol on engine, torque 

control on dynamometer). 

To determine whether any improvement in performance 

could be achieved with method 1.2 using three term 

control, the roots were examined for a wide range 01' 

controller coefficients for both the prime mover and 

dynamometer inputs. For this range of coefficients it 

was found that the use of derivative action created no 

general improvement in the root positions and normally 

caused a reduction in the damping of at least one pair 

of second order roots for both the loading and motoring 

conditions. The effect 01' variations in system parameters 

npon the root positions was round to be the same as for 

method 1.1, except for the following coeftic1~nts:-

(a) Governor Lag (Tlt:). The second order root~ \'."~re 

found to have greater damping at· low speed for 

higher values 01' T~ using simul.ation meth~:l 1.2. 

The roots became oscilla tnry f'or T4" 5 s &nli 

unstable for TI:t > 10 s. 

-
(b) Governor Rating (K8). The roots, once aga~n, were 

found to have much greater damping at low speed for 

a range of K8 from 0 ~ 50 Nm s, with oscillatory 

second order roots being created above this value. 

Hence method 1.2 is less affected by variations in 

the governor system than method 1.1. This result 
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is i)f importance, since the governor systelll has 

already been shown to be highly non-linear with 

lm; repeatabilj. ty betli'een test runs. 

(c) Speed Transducer Lag (T5). At low speed T5 could 

be
o

• as high as 10 s before creating oscillatory roots, 

whereas the roots became oscillatory for T5> 2 at 

high speed. Under the motoring condition 10w 

frequency oscillatory roots were created for T5<: 

.5 5, and for T5;>5 5 oscillatory roots of very low 

frequency «.1 Hz) resulted. 

(d) Prime Mover Inertia (Jl). Under the motoring 

condition there was no increase in the speed/ 

torque response ti.e lag for large values of J1 

(as there was with .ethod.l.1), although 0~~11-

latory roots occu.t'rfHl for Jl> 1 kg 2 
III • 

(e) Dynamometer Inertia (J2). Increasing J2 was found 

to reduce the dampin~. of the flexible coup~ing roots 

throughout the s~d range for both the l.oaclins and 

motoring condition.. Those roota were ~oUDd to go 

unstable with J2 increased to only 0.) kg m2 at high 

speed under the loading condition. 

(f) Dynamometer Actuator Lag r 2 K9 ). 
\J9s + F9s + K9 

Reducing the undamped natural frequency of this lag 

to less than 30~ of the nominal value was found to 

introduce oscillatory low frequency roots (0.4 Hz) 

• 
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throughout the speed ransc for both the ~oading 

and motoring conditions. 

\ 
It has been shown that good performance is possible 

with the diesel engine and hydrostatic dynamometer 

system'using proportional plus integral action for both \ 

control loops, together with simulation method 1.2. 

The analysis for simula·tion methods 2.1 and 2.2 w'ith 

this system is given in the following two sections. 

3.2.4 Simulation Method 2.1 (Torque Reference System) 

For this method of load simulation it is necessary to 

investigate not only the stability of the system (as in 

methods 1.1 and 1.2), but also the dominant response 

time constant and the effect o~ secondary root~ (as in 

the low power system ana~ysed in section 2.3). The 
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approach will be to determine the controll·er coefficients 

£or the dynamometer control loop which produc& the bust 

tit to the required load conditions on the prime mover. 

The best fit will be measured in terms of • comparison 

between the dominant speed response time constants of 

the prime mover under real ana simulated loading con-

ditions resulting from a step change in torque. The 

dominant time constant under real loading conditions 
ft'~ ! 

will be obtained from equation (5) and for simulated 

loading conditions the dominant time constant will be 

obtained from an examination of the root. positions (of 

the load simulation system) on the complex frequency 

plane. 



The dynamometer controller coefricients are chosen to 

give the best fit over the speed range of the engine 

(under both loading and motoring conditions) with the 

prime mover controller coefficients set to zero. This 

is necessary since the speed control system on the prime 

mover input is not present under real loading conditions. 

Under simulated loading conditions, however, the speed 

control system is necessary to enable speed/time curves' 

to be followed, and this extra loop will change the 

dynamics of the load simulaticn system. (In just the 

same way as the dynamic response of a vehicle would 

change if the extra speed control was added to it.) 

Consequently the best fit to actua1 loading conditions 

must be obtained with the prime mover contro11er 

coeff:tcients set to zero to eliminate the spt~e~ contro1 

loop. When sui table coefficients for the dynittnO'!1eter 

input controller have been found, then the pr~ mover 

input controller coefficients may be introduce~ with the 

integra1 action gain set to ~he highest value consistent 

with a well damped response. In order to determ1ne the 

time constants for the prime move.!" under real :,l:~.:1ding 

conditions it is necessary to determine coeffir.ients 

for the load represented by the vehicle. 

3.2.q.1 Vehicle Characteristics 

Typica1 friction characteristics for a Ford A series 

truck were estimated from the following information:-
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A~r resistance = KAV2 x 9.81 (N) 

where K = 0.00298 , 

v = vehic1e speed (km/hour) 

A = effective frontal area - 6.6 2 m 

(Inc1uding a110wance for cooling fan which wi11 not be 

used in test ce11) 

Cou1omb resistance ::k 9.81 x W x 1.1% (N) 

w = vehic1e mass = 5000 kg 

Ro11ing resistance = 9.81 x W x (1.45 - 1.1)% 

at maximum speed 

lliximum vehic1e .sI.ced = 100 km/hour 

Ax1e ratio = 5.13 • 1 . -

whee1 coefficient .- 429 revolutions/km 
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Transmission effic~nncy ~ (100 - gear ratio x axle ratio)~ 

Gear ratios:- 1st 5 · 1 · 
2nd 2.44 · 1 · 
3rd 1 • .33 · 1 · 
4th 1 1 

Henco in top gear 1 m/s vebic1e speed = 13.83 r/s engine speed 



Thus the inertia referred to t11e prime mover shaft 

becomes:-

in 4th 5000/(13.83)2 26.14 kg 2 gear = = m 

3rd 26.14/(1.33)2 14.78 kg 2 
gear = = m 

2nd 26.14:/(2.44)2 4.39 kg 
2 

gear = = m 

1st 26.14/(5)2 1.046 kg 
2 

gear = = m 

Using the values for wind resistance, rolling resistance 

and coulomb friction, togethe~ with the transmission 

efficiency estimation, a graph was plotted of the 

vehicle friction characteristics for each gear setting, 

as shown in graph G42. For each gear setting and range 

"f speed (low, medium and high) the friction charac-

teristics may be approximated by a viscous fr'1 r.tion 

term '35 sholm:-

Engine Speed (rev/min) 600 1500 1 3000 
• ,..-

Gear Setting 
-1 I 

1 
Friction 

0.025 0.0251 (,.v5 Characteristic I 
2 F4 I 0.06 0.06 0.1 

3 
(Nm s) 

0.09 0.21 {..395 

4 0.178 0.395 0.66 

The speed response of the vehicle to a step change in 
~t)-tq 

torque can be obtained from equation (5) with the 

injection pump control rod in one of three states. 

With the control rod at the minimum fuel delivery 

position (for the motoring condition) the speed/torque 
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respons~ becomes f~rst order, the time constant ~or 

which may be obta~ned from equat~on (5) (by setting 

T1 = K8 = T4 = 0 apd K1 = -0.256, i.e., the engine 

friction characteristic):-

Engine Speed (rev/min) 600 1500 3000 

1st 5.04 5.04 4.63 

Time 2nd 15.1 15.1 1).)8 

Constant (s) 3rd 4:3.8 32.5 23.3 

4th 61.1 40.7 28.9 

With the control rod in the central region the speedl 

torque response becomes second order (although the 

dominant response is f~rst order over the higher speed 

range):-

Engine Speed (rev/mini 600 1500 .3000 

1st Wn 4: • .3 r/s; W 8.6 rls; .121 n 
~ 0.16'* ~ .78 

Time Constant 

2nd 
(J 2 • .3 rls; 

.54:7 .4:.38 of D,.)minant '!1. ,.. 
• .39 ) 

Response where 
~"'11 1.3 rIB; .3rd 1.91 1 • .38 

appropriate (s) ~ .74 

4:th W::'l 1 rIB; 
.3.32 2.37 

t .99 

The speed response is shown to be highly OSCillatory at 

low speed and in low gear. However, it should be 

realised that the governor rating is high, so that in 

first gear the nlaximum amplitude of oscillations would 
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be less than ~ o.B km/hour. The time constants of th~ 

speed response are also shown to be very fast (for a 

5000 kg vehicle), but these values are only obtained 

when the fuel pump control rod is between the maximum 

and minimum settings. If an increase in engine speed 

of more than 200 rev/min is required, then the control 

rod moves to the maximum fuel delivery position, so 

that the response becomes first order (obtained by 

setting KB = T4 = 0 in equation (5» with time constants 

as shown:-

Engine Speed (rev/min) 600 1500 3000 

1st -1~.7 57 6.99 

Time 2nd -77 79.5 18.8 

Constant (s) 3rd -473.9 72.2 27.6 

~th +473.6 67.1 32.6' 

At low speed and in low gear the speed response is 

unstable for the same reasons discussed in section 

1.1.1 and ).2.) (i.e., that the negative feedback of 

the load is not large enough to overcome the positive 

~eedback created by the prime mover operating over the 

left-hand side of its torque/~peed characteristic). 

Also, at low speed, the time constants for the speed 

response are seen to be very large (indicating a very 

slow response). However, from equation (5) the steady 

state magnitude becomes 1/(K4 - K1), which therefore 

increases with the time constant. Hence, under this 

unstable condition, the prime mover accelerates at its 
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maximum rate until either the required speed value is 

reached (when the control rod moves back from maximum 

position and therefore stabilises the response) or the 

right-hand side of the prime mover torque/speed charac-

teristic is reached (which, once again, results in 

stable-operation). 

3.2.4.2 Analysis 

Initial investigations were made to determine the most 

suitable values for the dynamometer controller with 

the system running at high speed, fuel delivery at 

maximum, and loading conditions for 4th gear be~s 

simulated. These conditions were choseD since a vehicle 

of the type being simulated will normally be in 4th gear 

for a greater length of time than any other gear. Also • . 
the maximum fuel delivery condition was used (i.e., 

control rod saturated)~ since the initial analysis 

indicated that this caused the load simulation to be 

less stable (due to very low frequency oscillatory roots) 

than unde:.' normal fue'l dp.livery conditions. A root locus 

was constructed for a range of proportional and integral 

gain, as shown in graph G43. The effect of derivativ~ 

action was also investigated for a wide range of COD-

troller coefficients, but was not found to give any 

improvement in root positions. (In general, derivative 

action was found to create low frequency OSCillatory 

roots and also caused the flexible coupling roots to go 

unstable at higher values.) 



From graph G43 suitably stable ",alues of controller 

/ 
-1 gains may be obtained, B = 1 v v and C = 0.3 s • 

Using these values root loci were constructed for the 

speed range with both maximum and normal fuel delivery, 

as shown in graphs G44 (4th gear) and G45 (1st gear). 

Examination of the increased scales of these graphs 

shows that for each condition there are three roots 

with time constants greater than one second (although 

two of the roots become comp~ex conjugate under maximum 

fuel delivery conditions). It is therefore necessary 

to check the positions of the system zeros in order to 

determine which pole has the dominant response. For 

the control rod in the maximum fuel delivery position 

~xamination of the system poles and zeros showed that 

the pole closest to the origin had a mu~h greater 

magnit~de of response than tho. other poles thr~shout 

the speed range (i.e., secondary root et'fects &l'd 

negligible). This enabled the dominant respODlile tilae 

constants to be evaluated t'or the load s~lation 

system as shown:-

Control Rod Maximum Delivery 

Speed (rev/min) 600 1500 3000 

1st -18.8 Wn =·036 ; ~=.99 wn =·091; ~ = .6 
Time 2nd -64.3 78.1 21.3 

Constant 
(s) 3rd -401 84.4 42.1 

4th 444 91.3 56.5 
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Comparison w'i th the time constants t:or the actual 

vehicle response (running with the control rod at 

maximum) shows that the values are ot: the same order 

with the closest agreement at low speed. At high speed 

in t:ourth gear the time constant for the simulation 

system-is almost a factor of two higher than that o£ 

the real vehicle's response. This may be corrected 

by changing the calibration of the inertia coefficient 

on the load simulation system when these conditions 

are entered. 

When the control rod is in a mid fuel delivery position, 

an examination ot: the system poles and zeros requires a 

care£ul evaluation to be made of the magnitude oC the 

change in this region. For example, if the cbanse in 

conditions is sufficient to cause the contro~ rod to . 
move to its maximum fU61 delivery position, then i~ is 

possible that the response of the secondary roots may 

have a larger effect than the dominant root. The pol~ 

zero map for the systom at high speed in fourth gear 

with the control rod between maximum and minimum is 

shown in Fig. 3.5(a) (the scales are distorted to sbow 

all root positions). Possible candidates £or the 

dominant response to a step input are the poles marked 

A, B, C, D1 and D2. 

The residue for each pole is equal to the zero vectors 

divided by all the other pole vectors on the pole zero 

map (including the pole due to the step input at the 
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origin). For a real valued pvl~ such as A the 

magnitude of response to the step input, 

M 
a = 

where Ra is the residue for A 

= 

(= Zero Vectors to 
Pole Vectors to !). 

For a complex conjugate pole, such as D1, the magnitude 

becomes, 

= 

where Rd, is the residue Cor Dl 

and Wn is the distance from 01 to the origi.n. 

The fo11owing magnitudes were obtained for eauQ uf the 

roots in response to a step input:- .. 

Ma = 1.27 x 10-3 ; ~ = 3.7~ x 10-4; M = 1.4- x 10-5 . , c 

Md = Md = 1.2 x 10-7 
t 2. 

The responses due to 01 and 02 are seen to be negligible 

compared to A, Band e, so that the speed response to a 
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step change in torque may be constructed as in Fig. 3.5(b). 

It is shown that ill the linear region the response due 

to pole B has greater effect than that due to pole A 

and is therefore more dominant. A only becomes more 
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dominan .... for very small changes in conditions. For 

large changes in conditions, however, the response due 

to pole C becomes Oluch larger in relation to the linear 

region and may therefore have a more dominant response 

than that due to either A or B. Hence the speed 

respon~e time constant of the system with the control 

rod between minimum and maximum will be very slow for 

very small changes in conditions (approximately 20 s 

time constant for a speed change less than 200 rev/min) 

and fast for large changes in conditions (less than 1 

second for a change in required speed of 2000 rev/min). 

Using pole C as being most indicative of the type of 

response to expect under transient conditions, tbe 

following values were obtained:-

Control Rod be1"'f"een Minimum and Maximum ..-__ -._._'1 

Speed (rev/min) ,600 1500 )000 

1st WrJ. 7.)8 rls; ~~41 .929 .93 

'lime 2nd Co';. 7.)8 rls; ~.41 '1.47 1.28 
ConSlta.nt 

,u, 

(s) 3rd (a; 
'1\ 

',;"'.38 rls; ~.41 1.5 1.28 

4th W)., ,{.38 r/s; ~.41 1.48 1.27 

Comparif:Jon with the predicted time constants for the 

real vehicle response under these conditions shows that 

the values are of the same order, although the agreement 

is not as good as for the system with the control rod at 

maximum displacement. Since the load simulation system 

has been found to have a large number of poles in the 



region of importance on the complex frequency plane, 

then it may be possible to make changes in certain 

coefficients to move the secondary poles from the 

region and place a dominant pole (or complex conjugate 

pole pair) in the required position. 

Changes in the controller coefficients were not found 

to improve the root positions and an examination was 

made of other system coefficients which may easily be 

varied. It was found that reducing the time constant~ 

for both the speed and acceleration signals (T5 = .1 5 

and T7 = .1 s) removed the low value secondary roots, 

leaving a dominant root close to the required position 

throughout the speed range for each gear setting. 

However, this action caused high frequency roots to go 

unstable and no values 01:· conT."('o~ler coefficie~ts were 

.~.,und to stabilise the system. It wil.l be shown in the 

n~xt section whether or not load si~2ation method 2.2 

can improve upon the performance under these conditions. 

Tinder the motoring condition the following dominant 

... ·p.sponse time constant~ were cbtained for the load 

simulation system using the same value of controller 

coefficients (i.e., B = 1 v/v; c = 0.3 8-
1):_ 
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J 
f 

I 

or 

Motoring Condition 

Speed (rev/mill) 600 1500 3000 

1st Wn .099 r/s; ~ .099 rls; ~ .103 rls; 

Time ~.88 t.88 ~ .86 

Constant 2nd 23.7 23.7 21.2 

(s) , 
3rd 62.6 50.0 39.8 

l.l:th 90 70 53 

The values are approximately 50% higher than the time 

constants for the real vehicle response over the range 

or speed and gear settings (as well as causing a second 

order response in first gear instead of a first order 

response). No suitable values of the controller 

coefficients li"ere found -~o cause a signif'icant imp-

rovement in the agreement between the simulat-or response 

3~d the real vehicle response, so that it is necessary, 

,.nce again, for the load simulation system to be calib-

r~ted under these conditions. The root locus for the 

motoring condition is shown in graph &46, from which it 

.: .. ay be seen that the secondary root effect becomes 

rreater for low gear settings. However, this will not 

hr..ve a significant effect up or.. the perforDlance 01: the 

load s:LDlUlator system since it is nqt usual practice 

to "motor" a vehicle ill low gear (a 'vehicle is normally 

brought to a halt in third gear - the clutch being. 

disengaged when the engine begins to labour). 

Having shown that proportional plus integral control 

action on the dynamomcter results in adequate load 
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sinrulation (although calibrat.i.o:l of the simulated 

coefficients of the load simulator is required), it is 

necessary to determine the coe~ficients for the prime 

mover controller in order that speed/time curves may be 

followed by the system (for example, to enable laboratory 

measur·ements of exhaust emission levels to be performed 

for a given vehicle on a given route). Since the prime 

mover controller coefficients only affect the performance 

of the system when the control rod is between minimum 

and maximum, then a root locu,:; "as constructed for this 

condition with a range of proportional plus integral 

action gains, as shown in graph G47. (Derivative action 

was found, once again, to give no improvement in the 

root positions for a wide range of controller coe:C

ficients.) Graph G47 shows that for the cond:.tioDS 

chosel~ (low speed, 4th gear) ~uitabl.e val.ues ~f con

troller gains are E = 1 v/v, F = 3 s-1. Exan:i.nttion of 

the root positions for the other gear settings at each 

speed range showed an improveDient in the damping of the 

low frequeIlcy roots as the speed is increased. 

It has been shol\'l1., therefore, that method 2.1 ~.::; quite 

suit~ble for simulating real loading conditiona (for 

this particular system), although it is necessary to 

calibrate the si~llated load coefficients on the actual 

system. The effect of changes in various parameters 

upon tbe perf'ormance of the system ,q-as determined as 

follows:-
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(a) Governor Lag (T4). At low speed increasing T4 

above 2 s created very low frequency osci1latory 

roots, whereas reducing T4 below .05 s created 

high frequency oscillatory roots. At high speed 

increasing the lag by a factor of 10 created higb 

-
frequency oscillatory roots, whereas a reduction 

of a factor of 10 had negligible effect. (These 

effects being for the fuel control rod between 

maximum and minimum only.) 

(b) Governor Rating (K8). Throughout the speed range 

reducing K8 below 5 Nm s created very low frequency 

oscillatory roots and increasing K8 above 30 Nm s 

created high frequen~y osci1latory roots (once agai.n 

for the fuel control rod bet'W'een maximum and mini.!:IU.D1 

settings). 

(c) Hydrostatic Loop Lag (T3). Throughout the speed 

range and for both normal. and'maximum fuel delivery 

an increase in T3 above 0.1 s created high frequer..cy 

oscillatory roots. Reducing T3 below 1 ms caused 

the f1exible coupling roots to become more osci1-

latory throughout the speed range. This range of 
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T3 had negligible effect upon the motoring condition. 

(d) Speed Transducer Lag (T5). For mid fuel delivery, 

increasing the speed transducer time constant to 

above 3 s caused oscillatory roots of very low 

frequency «.1 Hz) throughout the range of speed 
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and ge.ar settings. Under maximum :fuel delivery 

conditions this increase created very low £requency 

oscillatory poles at high speed and reduced the 

magnitude of the single unstable pole at low speed 

in low gear. Reducing T5 below 0.1 s had negligible 

ef"fect at high speed, although at low speed 10w 

frequency oscillatory poles ( .. 1 Hz) were formed 

under normal fuel delivery conditions, and for 

maximum fuel delivery the magnitude of the unstable 

pole increased. This range of T5 also had negligible 

effect upon the motoring condition (except to cause 

the dominant response to become first order in 1st 

gear for T5<.1 s). 

(e) Prime Mover Pure Time Delay (T1). At low speed 

under mid fuel de1.iv'"ry cO:"lCli. tions increas~llg T1 

by a factor of 3 created low frequency osci1.latory 

roots (~1 Hz). Reducing T1 by a factor of 3 had 

negligible effect under all conditions. 

(f) Prime Mover Inertia (J1). At low speed reducing 31 

2 below 0.1 kg m created low frequency oscillatory 

roots for mid fuel delivery, whereas increasing 31 

above 2 kg m2 created high frequency oscillatory 

roots (>5 Hz) for both mid and maximum fuel delivery 

conditions. This range o:f inertia had negligible 

effect at high speed and under the motoring con-

dition for all gear settings. 

• 



(g) Dynamometer Inertia (J2). Increasing J2 above 

2 - 1 2 kg m caused the flexible coup ing roots to become 

virtually unstable under all conditions except for 

mid fuel delivery at high speed. Reducing the 

2 dynamometer inertia be~Ol" 0 .01 kg m only had the 

effect of increasing the frequency of the flexible 

coupling roots (~100 Hz) under all conditions. 

(h) Dynamometer Actuator Lag ( K9 ) 
\J9s2 + F9s + K9 • 

Increasing the undamped .il': t-ural frequency of the 

dynamometer actuator by a factor of 5 caused two 

roots to move out to high frequency (in the same 

manner as the flexible coupling roots, although 

with increased damping). At low speed, reducing 

the undamped natural frequency by a factC'}' of 5 

created low frequency oscillatory roots td"1j.q",:, 

normal fuel delivery conditions and bad np.~ligible 

effect under all other conditions. 

(i) Prime Mover Actuator Lag \T6). Variationn in the 

time constant for the prime mover input a-\' 7-;,.\.:ltor 

r"nging from 0.1 s to 1 ms had negligible efCect 

throughout the spt:ed range for all gear settings 

under both the loading and motoring conditions. 

(j) Simulated Inertia (Jq). Variations in the simulated 

inertia by a factor of 5 either side of the nominal 

for each gear setting were found to change only the 
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dominant response time con~~tants without affecting 

the secondary roots (except low values of' inertia 

in fourth gear under norm&l fuel delivery conditions 

caused the dominant response to become second order). 

However, under mid fuel delivery conditions in first 

gear, reducing the simulated inertia "ras found not 

to reduce the dominant response time constant. 

This effect is due to the lag on the speed trans

ducer as discovered on the low power system in 

section 2.3.1. For reasons already discussed in 

this section it will be necessary to calibrate the 

simulated inertia on the load simulation system by 

determining the effective inertia obtained for each 

setting. 

(k) Sim\!lated F14 iction (FIt:). Under normal f"ll')1. .ielivery 

conditions large variations in Fit: had ne~)ihible 

effect upon the dynamic response. (as indicfttf4d by 

the root locus method), although these var~at~ons 
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will naturally affect the steady state valu-s of 

torque and speed. The dynamic respon8e ii'!! i.nsensitive 

to changes in simulated fricti.on due to tl'.t.feedback 

~ffect of the governor system being much g~eater 

than that of the simulated friction effect. As soon 

as the governor has moved the fuel control rod to 

maximum or minimum displacement, however, then an 

increase in F4 above the value of the prime mover 

torque/speed characteristic (K1) will have a large 

effect upon the ·dominant response. In general, the 



secondary roots were not af .. :'ccted by variations in 

FIJ: except that in fourth gear, with maximum fuel 

delivery, low values of Fq created oscillatory 

secondary roots of very low frequency. 

(1) Acceleration Lag (T7). As with the low power syst'em 

described in Part 2, the most suitable value for the 

time constant on the simulated inertia signal was 

found to be proportional to the magnitude of the 

simulated inertia effect. Too Iowa value of T7 

caused instability for large values of simulated 

inertia (i.e., in high gear), and too high a value 

of T7 caused the dominant response time constant to 

become too large to enable low values of inertia to 

be simulated. 

(r.t) Prime Mover Torque/Speed Slope (K1). Und~.a.· :'!lid 

fuel delivery conditions large variations in K1 

had negligible effect. Once again, thisi~ due to 

the feedback effect of the governor which ~s large 

compared to K1. If the go"·ernor moves tho f'lel 

control rod to maximum or minimum sett1ngp, then 

7ariations in K1 have a large effect upon ~he 

dominant response with negligible effect upon the 

secondary roots (although oscillatory secondary 

roots of very low frequency occur in fourth gear 

under the motoring cond~tion, as well as for maximum 

fuel delivery at low speed under the loading con

dition). In general, larger values ofK1 reduced 
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the dominant response time constant and smaller 

values of Kt had little effect at high speed. At 

low speed larger values of K1 increased the time . 
constant of the unstable root (under maximum fuel 

delivery conditions) and lOlfer values of K1 reduced 

the time constant. 

Having shown that simulation method 2.1 gives adequate 

performance with few stability problems for large changes 

in conditions, the effect of using simulation method 2.2 

will 't,e examined in the following section. 

3.2.5 Simulation Method 2.2 (Speed Reference System) 

As with method 2.1, the dynamometer controller coef'-

ficie~ts were determ~n3d for maximum fuel deliv~ryat 

high speed in fourth :,;our. as shown in the root .Locus 

of graph G48 (prime mo··.-er inputs set to zero). Values 

of rro.!)ortional gain, B = 20 v/v, and intesral gain, 

C = 30 s-1, were foun1 to give a dominant root in good 

agreement with that oLta~ned for the rea1 vehicle 

response (in the prev:l..·~~~1:J section), together with very 

small secondary root effects. (Derivative action was, 

once again, not found to cause any improvement.) Using 

these values for all other conditions it was found that 

there was good agreement between real and simulated 

responses with negligible secondary root effects except 

in first gear. In first gear highly OSCillatory 

secondary roots were created, so that it was necessary 
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to dp.termine new controller coe1'ficients to improve the 

si tuation, as shown in graph G!!9 (low speed in f'irst 

gear with maximum fuel delivery). Controller values 

/ 
-1 . of D = .3 v v and C = 1 s were found to g1ve the best 

performance under all conditions in first gear, although 

low frequency secondary roots 'fere created «0.1 Hz) 

which will have a significant effect upon the dominant 

response. 

To overcome this difficulty it. was decided to use a 

proportional gain of B = 10 v/v only, and to zero the 

integral action. Although this created high frequency 

osci'llatory roots (Wn :Q: .3 Hz; ~ IIIIIlk 0.35), the effect 

this has upon the dominant response is far smaller than 

that due to the low frequency roots ''ii th intel;:ral action 

ill. the:: uystem. The dominant time constants 1:01.' ~ach 

range of control rod setting are given as follo~3:-

Control Rod Minitmlm (!-tutoring Conditio",,) .. ' ........... 

Speed (rev/min) 600 1500 .3000 

1st 5.39 5.:39 4.93 

Time 2nd 15.4 15.4 1.3.7 
Cons rant 

(s) .3rd 43.4 32.4 23.' 

4th 60.4 40.6 28.9 
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r.:;:Qntrol Rod Central V'lid Fuel Delivery) 

Speed (rev!min) 600 1500 3000 

1st ~ 1.02 1.07 1.05 

(tAl 5.24; 
n 

(W 9.8; n 

~ .111) -~ .47) 

Time 
2nd 1.2 1.6 1.43 

Constant 

(s) 
(W 4.53; n 

~ .36) 

(where 
3rd 1.75 2.86 2.27 

appli(';clble) 
(Wn 1.95; 

~ .75) 

4th 2.45 4.2 3.19 

(wn 1.6; 

t .11) 

The second order root~~ rhown in brackets are the secondary 

roots for -the system '~'hich are close to the values 

obtainod for the rca~ vehicle response. If all the 

dominant root time cOl"L:3t:ants shown above could be made 

:faste1" by 1 second, th~ ... !l the responses would be much 

closer to the require~ values. Tbe reason for the load 

simulation system having a minimum time constant of 1 

second is due to the lag on the speed transducer (T5 = 

1 s). If this lag is reduced the response of the load 

simulation system under normal fuel delivery conditions 

becomes much closer to the required response, although 

the secondary roots become more oscillatory. On the 

actual load simulation system (described in Part 7) it 



is init~ally intended to use a commercially manufactured 

speed transducer which is an integral part ot: the tt)rque 

transducer unit. This speed transducer operates on a 

pulse counting principle (2 pul.ses per revolution) for 

whj.ch the filtering arrangement gives a rise time -of 1 

second _ It is intended to develop a pulse coun·ting 

network on the system (giving 720 pulses per revolution) 

which may be used to provide a speed signal with a very 

much faster speed of response. The use of this fast 

response speed transducer will be analysed in con

junct~on with the fast response dynamometer in the next 

section. 

£.ontrol Rod Maxinrum (Maxinru.m Fuel De.l;i.very) 

Speed (rev/min) 600 1500 .3000 

1st -1/.1: • .3 56.9 7.25 

Time 2nd -75.1 79.1J: 19.' 
Constant 

(5) .3rd -470 72.2 27.9 

4th 471..4: 67.1 .32.7 

These timft constants '-&:, {) very close to t-hoseobtaiaed 

for the real vehicle z-"w90nse (maximum error ot .3"). 

Thus -under all conditions it has been found that, . f01:" 

this particular pZ'ime mover/dynamometer system, load 

simulation method 2.2 provides a far superior perfor

mance compared to load simulation method 2.1. Tho 

predicted responses of the system using method 2.2 are 

so close to the required values tbat calibration of: 

the simu1ated characteristics on the actual 10ad 
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simul.ator system wil.l probably not be necessary. 

The effects of the more significant secondary roots 

are shown in graphs G50 (1st gear) and G51 (4th gear), 

which indicate that high frequency torque oscil.lations 

will. be present under the loading condition in first 

gear. Under al.l. other conditions the secondary root 

effects will be negligible. Having determined the 

dynamometer controller coefficients it is necessary to 

determine val.ues for the prima mover controller to 

enable speed/time curves to be ~oll.owed (as with method 

2.1). Graph G52 sbows the effect of' a range of integral 

and proportional gain of the prime mover for normal 

£ueJ.. del.ivery at high speed in fourth gear. Values of 

proportional gain, E = 10 v/~r, and integral .,gain, F = 
5 s -1'1 1iere found to give adequate damping u:~d·l\r all 

~onditions except in first goar, for which hi,;Yl:tj" oscil

l.atory roots were obtained (becoming, unstable :At low 

speed) • Hence it is necess'lry to change both th.e prime 

mover and dynamometer contro~ler c.oefficients when the 

systew is being used to simulate .first gear Iva'cS,ing 

condi tions. Sui table values oX the prime move.'!" .con-

tralJer coefficients in first gear were found to be 

proportional gain, E = 1 v/v, and integral gain, F = 
3 

-1 which produce the root locus for a range of s , 

speed as shown in graph G53. At low speed it can be 

seen that low frequency roots cu·e produced with very 

low damping which is also the case f'or the actual 

vehicle response at low speed in first gear with the 
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fuel control rod between minimum and maxinrum (see 

section 3.2.4). 

The major differences in the effect of variations in 

system parameters between load simulation methods 2.1 

and 2.2 are given as follows:-

(a) Hydrostatic Loop Lag (T3). The effect of variations 

in T3 was the same as that obtained for method 2.1, 

except for under the motoring condition a reduction 

in T3 caused a reduction in the damping of the 

oscillatory secondary roots. 

(b) Speed Transducer Lag (T5). Under maxinum fuel 

delivery conditions increasing T5 to 3 se~~nds had 

l::.ttle effect in £irst gear, although low t.rriquency 

oscillatory roots were created in higher ~bars as 

well as under the motoring condition. Red'J.cfng T5 

to 0.1 seconds created hlgh frequency oscil~atory 

roots wider all conditioIlS with the roots bftt:om:i.ng 

unstable at low speed in high gear as we11 as for 

maximum fuel delivery at high speed in hig~.i ~ear. 

Also, for mid fuel delivery at high speed the 

dominant response became £irst order (as T5 was 

reduced) under all gear settings. 

(c) Prime MOver Inertia (J1). In first gear, increasing 

J1 to 2 kg 01
2 created high frequency oscillatory 

roots throughout the speed range, as well as causing 
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the dominant response time ~onstant to become 

larger under maximum fuel delivery conditions. For 

higher goar settings incre:lsing J1 caused low 

frequency oscillatory roots for both loading and 

motoring conditions. 2 Reducing J1 to 0.1 kg m had 

little effect under all conditions throughout the 

speed range. 

(d) Dynamometer Inertia (J2). Variations in J2 had the 

same effect as for method 2.1, except that increasing 

J2 also created low ~requency oscillatory roots (as 

well as causing the flexible coupling roots to 

become virtually unstable). 

(e) Dynamometer Actuator Lag ( 2 K9 ". 
J9s + F9s + K9,' 

Variations in the ulldamped natural freQ.u~n.~~' had the 

same effect as for method 2.1, except that r~ducins 

the undamped natural frequency by a factor of 5 also 

created low ~req\lency osci~.latory roots u!1~er 

ml:'ximum fuel delivery con:!i t:lons (becomill~ '.c."\stable 

under the motoring ccnditi~n). 

(f) Simulated Inertia (J). Increasing J) increased 

the dominant response time of the system without 

affecting the secondary roots. Reducing J) to 0.1 

2 kg m t however, also created highly oscillatory 

secondary roots (becoming unstable in first gear). 

Unlike method 2.1, it is probable that calibration 



of this effect will not be necessary on the load 

simulator system due to the close correlation 

between the predicted and ::-equired responses. 

(g) Simulated Friction (F3). A similar effect was 

obtained compared to method 2.1, except that no 

oscillatory roots were obtained in fourth gear. 

(h) Prime Nover Torque/Speed Characteristic (K1). In 

first gear, for mid fuel delivery, increasing K1 

to 1.0 Nm s created highly oscillatory low frequency 

roots. No oscillatory secondary roots were obtained 

under any ether condition. 

All other effects were found to be similar to those 

fJbtail" ... ac for the torque reference system (me.:h~d2. 1) 

analysed in the previous section. "It has beel -:.!lown, 

therefore, that the hydrostatic dynamometer is a 

sui tabl.e device for simulat:'~.ng automotivG lo~.d~ on a 

medium power diesel engine using a variety of' simulation 

methods. In particular, it has been shown th~t ~or the 

basic load simulation method (1), the best per:r:::.'.I.~mance 

is obtained using speed control on· the pr~me mover with 

torque control on the dynamometer (method 1.1) for the 

loading condition, and changing to torque control on 

the prime mover with speed control on the dynamometer 

(method 1.2) when the motoring condition is entered. 

For basic load ·simulation method (2), it has been shown 

that, for this 'Particular prime mover and dynamOlneter, 
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the speed reference system (method 2.2) provides a 

superior performance compared to the torque' reference 

system (method 2.1) under all conditions. ,. 

Having analysed the performance of the hydrostatic 

dynamometer, a unique fast response dynamometer is to 

be analysed (for the same conditions) in the fo110wing 

section to determine whether any improvemen't in 

performance can be obtained. 

3.3 Fast ~eRponse Dynamometer 

,.,.1 Transfer Characteristics 

A full description of i:he design and method of operation 

of the: fast respons~ d:"narnometer is given in PaJ't 6. 

The operation is simi1.1":t' to that of the hydrostat-ic 

system, except that the variable capacity hydrostatic 

unit iR replaced by a unique spo01 valve which operates 
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on hydrodynamic principles. The valve may be used to 

create th,~ 10ading and motoring conditions by controlling 

the flow of oil on either side of the hydrostatic unit 

connected to the prime mover (see Fig. 6.9). This i.~ 

similar to the method of operation of the hydrostatic 

dynamometer and, in fact, the same block diagram may be 

used to describe both systems (Fig. '.1) with differences 

only in the following coefl'icients:- dynamometer torque! 

speed characteristic slope (K3), input actuator gain (K4) 

2 
and lag (K9!(J9s + F9s + K9» and the dynamometer lag (Tl). 



Whereas, for the hydrostatic system, the value of K3 

varies little with variations of the dynamometer input 

signal, for the fast response dynamometer the magnitude 

of K3 is directly proportional to the magnitude of the 

dynamometer input signal (and is therefore highly non-

linear). In order to enable a linearised analysis to 

be performed, the maximum value of KJ will be used for 

each range of speed. This is justified by the fact 

that only high values of KJ create stability problems 

for the load simUlation system. 

By taking into account the leakage characteristics of 

the hydrostatic part of the system, it is shown, in 

Part 6, how the torque/s~eed characteristics may be 

determined for the fast response dynamometer. Graph 

G54 indicates the torque curv~a to be expected for 

,ach range of speed, which enable the following 

approximate values to be determined for maximum K3 

and K4:-

Low Medium High 
Speed Speed Speed 

KJ, loading, (Nm s) 3.2 1.27 0.637 

K), motoring, (Nm s) 3.2 1.27 ·0.298 

K4, loading, (Nm/v) 20 250 500 

Kl.i, motoring, (Nm/v) 133 l.io 10 

The dynamometer time constant may be obtained from 

T3 = v ~" t" 2 2 1 KLf3 e ' as SJlown 1n sec 10n • • • 

• 
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In this CB.se the leakage 1'10"\'1 t,;- determine KL under the 

loading condition is equal to the flow through the 

special purpose valve plus the leakage flow from the 

hydrostatic system. Since the flow through the valve 

varies with the spool position, then K
L

, and therefore 

T3, will also vary with the spool position. The largest 

value of the time constant T3 will occur when the spool 

position is such as to create maximum pressure drop 

across the hydrostatic unit. Since this provides the 

limiting value of T3, then these values will be used to 

enable a linearised stability analysis to be performed. 

Under the motoring condition, the leakage flow to 

determine KL consists of the make up flow minus the 

flow through the primary hydrostatic unit (prcportional 

·I~O the e·ngine speed). Hence l-.'"i th estimated oi 1. volumes 

~£ 0.3 litres (loading side) and 1.3 litres (ru~~orin& 

side) the foll.owing maximum values of T3 are o'btaineds-

Low Medium High. 

Sp~od Speed S-Pdtld 

T3, loading, (s) o .01~9 0.0052 c .. ~1)26 

T3, motoring, (s) 0.0087 0.0139 0.021 (max. 

Note: under the motoring condition the maximum pressure 

is limited by the power of the make up system. In this 

case the make up supply has a power rating of 37 kW 

which limits the pressure to 124 bar at low and medium 

speed. At maximum motoring speed (2qOO rev/min) the 
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required pressure is estimated ~t 73 bar. 

For the input actuator a frequ~ncy response test 

indicated a 900 phase shift frequency of 157 rls (w ) 
n 

for a lv-ell damped response corresponding to a daolping 

ratio, '~=Or 0.7. Hence the following values may be used:-

J9 = .001; F9 = 0.22; K9 - 24.6. 

Since the dynamometer has been developed to have a 

fast response, then the analysis of the load simulation 

system will be performed with a low time constant on 

the velocity transducer (say T5 = .001 s). 

An initial analysis was made for the basic enr;ine -

,..iynamomcter system with no fet:dback control. Root loci 

for the speed range of the system are shown f,J:i.~ :normal 

and maximum fuel delivery, as well as for the '..,o"';oring 

condition in graph G55. Th~ curves obtained are very 

similar to those of the hydrostatic dynamomet.::u" basic 

system (graph G34), except that there are no 3ignificant 

secondar.y root effects lLnder the motoring cond~tion. 

As eApected, the roots due to the flexible cou~ling 

reside in the same area as for the hydrostatic dyna

mometer system (approximately 15 ! J200). 
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3.3.2 Simulation Ncthod 1.1 l2!',9ue control by dynamometer 

Speed control by prime mover 

Using the techniques developed in section 3.2.2 an 

analysis was made to determine the most suitable values 

of controller coefficients for simulation method 1.1. 

For the full speed range under both loading and motoring 

conditions suitable values were found to be:-

Dynamometer: proportional gain, B = 0.1 v/v; 

. t I . C -1 l.n egra gal.U, = 10 s • 

Prime mover: proportional gain, E = 1 v/v; 

integral gain, F = 10 s-1. 

The low' value of proportiollal gain on the dyl'· ... r.lOmeter 

was found to be necessary to maintain stabil:U~:t ;Jf the 

flexible coupling roots at high speed under t.l~3 }.oading 

condition and at low speed under the· motoring ~ol1dition. 

This is due to the high value of dynamometer ~llput gain. 

(Kl:a:) under these conditions (o::ee graph 654). rt.,mparison 

wi th the root loci obtained f(';I' the hydrostat:1.c -:lyna

momet')r system using method 1.1 (graphs G38 aM .. (141) 

shows that ·the fast response dynamometer system has far 

less significant secondary root effects, for the 

purposes of load simulation, than the hydrostatic 

dynamometer. 

Since many of the coefficients of the mathamatical 
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model for the load simulation system have been treated 

as linear, although ill practice they are highly 11011-

linear, it is necessary to determine the effect of 

variations in system parameters upon the root positions:-

(a) Go~ernor Lag (T4). At low speed (600 rev/min) with 

normal fuel delivery a governor lag greater than 2 

seconds created low frequency oscillatory roots 

(wn~.5 Hz; S~.15), whereas at high speed (3000 rev/ 

min) this value of 1ag created high frequency oscil

latory roots (t.)n63 Hz; ~~.15). With a governor 

lag of less than 0.05 seconds the roots indicate 

near instability at ~ow speed (S:6 .0017; Wn~5 Hz.), 

although a well damped response is obtained at high 

speed. 

1)2. 

(b) Governor Rating (K8). For mid fuel deli~e~' reducing 

K8 below 5 Nm s created low frequency oscillatory 

roots at low speed, although this change had neg

ligible effect at high speed. Increasing ·~8 above 

30. Nm s created high frequency oscillatory ... ots 

at low speed, whereas at high speed the spged/terque 

dominant time constant increased to approxilnately 

1.5 seconds. 

(c) Compressibility Lag (T3). At high speed, under the 

loading condition, increasing T3 by a factor of ~ 

(to 0.01 seconds) improved thG damping of the 

flexible coupling roots, whereas redUCing T3 to 



zero (obtained when torqu"," requirement = 0) resulted 

in near instability of the flexible coupling roots 

(approximately 1 ~ J190). At low speed, for mid 

fuel delivery, increasing TJ by a factor of 8 (to 

0.1 seconds) created oscillatory roots of frequency 

WnoO-1.7 Hz (~.a.. .06). This range of T3 had negligibl.e 

effect on the root positions for the motoring con-

dition throughout the speed range. 

(d) Speed Transducer Lag (T5). Variations in T5 from 

0.1 .. 0 seconds had negli~~iule effect upon -the root 

positions u..""1der all conditions througbou.t the speed 

range. This is because the simulated vehicle charac-
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teristics are not part of a speed feedback loop using 

method (1). It wil.l. be shown that this range of T5 

has a much larger effect npon the system using 10ad 

simulation method (2) (analysed in sectic1'\6 j.3.~ 

and 3.3.5). 

(e) Diesel Engine Pure Time Delay (Tt). For normal tuel 

delivery, increasing Tt by a :€actor of 3 .,Te_ted 

highly oscillatory roots at low speed (tu ~"1.5 Hz; n 

t~.03) and slightly reduced the damping of the 
oJ 

flexible coupling roots at high speed. Reducing 

T1 by a factor of 3 had negligible effect under 

all conditions throughout the speed range. 

(f) Diesel Engine Inertia (of rotating and reciprocating 

parts) (J1). 
2 Increasing Jl to 2 kg m caused a 
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rt:>duction in the dominant response time constant 

for maxiw.~m fuel delivery as well as under the 

motoring condition throughout the speed range. At 

high speed under the 10ading condition this increase 

i~ J1 caused the flexible coupling roots to become 

virtually unstable (1.4 ! J165) and at ·low speed, 

for mid fuel de1ivery, oscillatory low frequency 

roots were created (wn.or 0.5 Hz; ~160 .12) • Reducing 

2 
J1 to 0.1 kg m caused a reduction in the dominant 

response time constant for maximum fuel delivery at 

h~gh speed, and created oscillatory roots of high 

frequency (10 Hz; ~60.25) for normal fuel delivery 

(again at high speed). 

(g) Dynamometcr InertiR (J2). Increasing the dyna·mometer 

inertia to 2 kg m~ caused a reduction in th~ frequency 
. 

and damping of tl.f" Ll.exible coupling roots (Cu 617 Hz; 
: n 

~:!:::. 03) under al.l .co.:a.di tiol1.s throughout the speed 

range. For maximum fuel delivery this increase in 

J2 created oscillatory roots at high speed (~~.2J; 

C&b.oor 2 Hz) which bncd.&I!e unstable at low speed. 

Reducing J2 to O.(,~ kg m2 increased the frE:quency 

and damping of the flexible coupling roots ~~ 
n 

100 Hz; t--.25) under all conditions throughout the 

speed range. 

(h) Dynamometer Actuator Lag { K9 
\J9s2 + F9s 

At high 

speed a reduction in the undamped natural frequen·cy 



oi' the dynamometer input actuator by a t'actor ot' 

5 created high t'requency oscillatory roots ~ ~ 
n 

5 Hz;t.orO.15)., Also at high speed an increase in 

the undamped natural t'requency by a t'actor ot' 5 

caused the t'lexible coupling roots to become more 

OSCillatory at maximum fuel delivery and unstable 

for normal fuel delivery. This range of undamped 

natural frequency had negligible effect under all 

other conditions. 

(i) Prime Mover Actuator Lag (T6). As with the hydro-

static dynamometer, variations in T6 from 0.1 + 

0.001 seconds had negligible et'fect on the root 

positions under all conditions. 

(j) Dynamometer Input r:.:ilin (K~). Changes in thj.fl 

variable are likely 1;0 be caused by variations in 

the oil temperaturt.l of' the bydraulic system. The 

ef£ect is identical to that ot' changes in the dyna-

mometer controller proportional gain (B), i.e., 

incre .. \sing the ga:i.,n ~:educes the stability ot' the 

system and vice ve.\"r.l~. Increasing K~ by a £actor 

of 2 was found to cause the flexible coupling ron.ts 

to go unstable at high speed under the loading 

condition. At low speed increasing K~ reduced the 
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damping of the low frequency oscillatory roots. 

Reducing K~ by a factor 01' 5 had negligible effect, 

except to increase the dominant response time constant 

under the motoring condition throughout the range of 

speed. 



(k) Prime Mover Torque/Speed Slope (K1). Since this 

variable is small compared to the goyernor rating 

(K8), then its effect is only of importance for 

maximum fuel delivery and under the motoring 

condition. Under th~se conditions increasing K1 

caused a proportional increase in the dominant 

response time constant, and reducing K1 caused a 

proportional reduction in the time constant. 

(1) Dynamometer Torque/Speed Slope (K3). The values 

of K3 used in tbe anal.ysis of the fast response 

dynamometer system are the maximum values (obtained 

when maximum torque is applied, as dis~ussed' in 

section 3.3.1). For zero torque the va1ue of K,3 

reduces to zero and the diesel engine operates 

under no load condit10ns. At low speed for normal 

fuel delivery this results in an unstable syste., 

since the engine has already been shown to be 

unstable under these conditions in S<ection ,3.2. 

(However, this is not a problem, sinc. the fue1 

control rod will move either to' the id-liDg posi tioR 

or to maximum stroke.) Also at low speed K3 ~ 0 

resul ts in a reduction 0:1: the time con·stant of the 

unstable dominant root, whereas incr&asing .K,3 to 

10 Nm s increases the time constant of the unstable 

root. This range of K,3 had negligible effect at 

hi$h speed under the loading condition. Under the 

motoring condition, an increase in KJ cause~ the 

dominant response time constant to increase and a 
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reduction in KJ caused a reduction in the time 

constant. 

(m) Derivative Action (A on dynamometer; D on engine). 

No value of derivative action was found to cause a 

significant improvement in the root positions. With 

a derivative time constant on the dynamometer of 

only 0.1 s the roots due to the flexible coupling 

were completely unstable under all conditions, except 

for at high speed under the motoring condition. 

Under normal fuel delivery conditions a derivative 

time constant of D = 3 s on the engine controller 

caused a pair of high frequency roots, as well as 

the flexible couplin~; roo·ts, to go unstable. 

In general, the root loc~s method indicated th~t the 

!~st response dynamometer system is less sensitive to 

changes in system parameters than the hydrostatic system 

for method 1.1, except that at high speed the high gain 

of the special purpose valve causes a reduction in the 

d~mping of the flexible coupling roots. It has already 

"teen shown that for the hydrt)static dynamometer it is 

more appropriate to use speed control on the dynamometer 

(i.e., method 1.2) than torque control (method 1.1). 

This form of control is analysed for the fast response 

dynamometer in the following section. 
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3.3.3 Simulation Nethod 1.2 Speed control by dynamome tel~. 

'torque control by l2.rime mov~ 

Using previously developed techniques, the root locus 

method was used to determine the most suitable values 

of controller coefficien'&s for load simulation method 

1.2. Values suitable under all conditions throughout 

the speed range were found to be:-

Dynamometer 

Controller 

Diesel Engine 

Controller 

( Proportional gain, B = 3 v/v 
( 
( Integral gain, C = 10 s-l 

( Proportional gain, E = 0.1 v/v 
( 
( Integral gain, F = 3 8- 1 

As with the hydrostatic c:!ynamomct.er system, the torque. 

~':)ntrol signal proportional gain mu.st be low in co .... 

parison to the speed control signal proportional gain, 

for either method 1.1 or 1.2. Using the above values, 

a root locus was performed for al1 conditions throughout 

t.lle speed range, as shown ill. graph &57. CODq)ar:ison wi tb 

graph G56 (method 1.1) shows that under mid ~el delivery 

conditions method 1.2 has a md.rgillal.ly :faster :response 

than method 1.1 at high speed (although the dominant 

roots become second order, they are well damped). Under 

maximum fuel delivery conditions method 1.2 does not 

produce an unstable root at low speed, as does method 1.1. 

Hence method 1.2 can simulate steady state maximu.m torque 

conditions throughout the speed range, whereas method 1.1 



can only do this at high -speed. 

Under the motoring condition method 1.2 has a much 

faster response time (approximately a factor of 10) 

than method 1.1 (although, on~e again, the roots 

become, second order at high speed, they are well 

damped). Hence method 1.2 provides superior perfor

mance compared to method 1.1 for both the hydrostatic 

and fast response dynamometers used in conjunction 

w"i th the diesel engine system. 

The major differences in the effect of changes in 

system parameters upon the root positions between 

methods 1.1 and 1.2 are given as follows:-

(a) Gav('\rnor Lag (T4). Same SiS method- 1.1, .nrcept that 

no high frequency oscillatory roots ~re ~~?~ted at 

high speed. 

(b) Governor Rating (K8). A~ high speed with mid tuel 

dcdivery, incrGasing K8 c.::..usel.! the domina::1't ~'aspons'O 

to become second order with low damping (waereas 

~~thod 1.1 under these conditions caused an increase 

in the time const&nt of the dominant response). 
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(c) Compressibility Lag (T3). At high speed under the 

loading condition reducing T3 to zero had negligible 

effect upon the flexible coupling roots (although for 

method 1.1 they became virtually '~nstable under these 

conditions). 



(d) S~eQd Transducer Lag (T5). Increasing T5 to 0.1 

seconds created oscillatory roots w'i th low damping 

(Wn::O:2 Hz; ~~0.22) at high speed ldth maximum fuel 
, 

delivery. 

(e) Prime Mover Pure Time Delay (T1). Increasing T1 by 

a factor of 3 had llegligible effect upon the damping 

of the flexible coupling roots at high speed under 

the loading condition (whereas the damping was 

reduced under these conditions using method 1.1). 

(f) Prime Mover Inertia (J1). At high speed under the 

loading condition. increasing J1 to 2 kg m2 also 

had no effect upon the damping of' the flexib1e 

coupling roots, whereas the roots became unstable 

u!lder these condi "&i.ons using method 1. 1. Ho·~eve.r, 

under the motorin~ (~t'ndition, this increase in J1 

at high speed cau;.H,d the dominant response to 

become low frequency second order with low damping 

6,.)n o:e-: 0 Hz; ~aO .35) • 

(g) Dynamometer Inerti'. {J2). Increasing J2 to 2 kg .2 

cal1sed the dominant response to become second order 

under all conditions throughout the speed range in 

the same manner as method 1.1, except that at high 

speed under the motoring condition the damping of 

the dominant response roots became much lower 

11tO. 
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(h) Dynamometer Actuator Lag I - 2 • I K9 ) 
\ J9s + F9s + K9 

Although an increase in the undamped natural frequency' 

of the dynamometer actuatoc by a factor of 5 caused 

the flexible coupling roots to become unstable using 

method 1.1 ~at high speed for normal fuel delivery), 

this increase only slightly reduced the damping o£ 

the flexible coupling roots using method 1.2. 

(i) Dynamometer Input Gain (K4). Increasing K4 was 

found to increase the sp~~d of response of the 

dominant roots under all conditions throughout the 

speed range. Also, increasing Kl had negligible 

effect upon the flexible coupling roots at high 

speed under the loading condition (whereas for 

method 1.1 under these conditions an incra£se in 

Kl of a factor of 2 caused the flexib~e c.)l.li',ling 

roots to become unstable). Reducing K4 W;td found 

to reduce the speed of response of the dominant 

roots under all conditions throughout the ~peed 

range. 

(j) P:~'ime Mover Torque/Speed Slope (Kl). Vary,iD,s.; Kl 

had a similar effect compared to method'l.i, except 

that at lO'i speed under the motoring condition the 

dominant response time constant was only slightly 

affected by these variations. 



(k) Dyn~mometer Torque/Speed Slope (KJ). Reducing KJ 

to zero created a highly oscillatory dominant 

response at low speed for both maximum fuel delivery 

~n..o,O.25 HZjS.O.15) and mid fuel delivery Wn:ll:i:: 

O. 15 Hz; ~~ o. 15) • However, for maxinru.m fuel 

de1ivery maximum torque is achieved and KJ is 

therefore also maximum. (If a low torque value is 

req.uired, then the engine will quickly accelerate 

to high speed away from the low stability region.) 

Hence, in practice, the response of the system will 

only be oscillatory for normal fuel delivery at low 

speed and not for maximum fuel delivery. (This 

oscillatory performance for normal fuel deli·very at 

low torque and low speed has a1ready been shown ~o 

be due to the ~~st~ble nature of the engine under 

tbese conditions.) 

(I) Derivative Contro~ (A on dynamometer; D on engine). 

'8 with method 1.1, no values of derivative action 

It"ere found to imp:r,)ve the root positions, although 

for the dynamometc.~ controller a value of A = 5 .. 

could be reachedb.~,c:'ore causing the flexible 

coupling roots to ~o unstable and the maximu:m va1ue 

of D for stability was 0.1 s. 

It has been seen, therefore, that the fast response 

dynamometer system has greatly reduced the effects of 

the secondary roots compared to the hydl'ostatic dyna

mometer system using method (1). The effects of using 
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load simulation method (2) with the fast response dyna

morneter system are analysed in the following sections. 

3.3.4 Simulation Method 2.1 (Torque Reference System) 

One major difference between simulation methods (1) and 

(2) is that for method (2) it is necessary to have an 

extra control signal to eliminate the steady state 

torque/speed characteristic of the dynamometer (as 

discussed in section 2.3.1). The effect this has upon 

the performance of the basic system is shown in the 

root locus of graph G58, which may be compared to that 

of the basic hydrostatic dynamometer system show. in 

graph GJ4. For mid fuel delivery at low speed the root 

locus for the fast response dynamometer indicates two 

marginally stable roots ,\,,"hereas a comparison with 

~raph GJ4 shows that the hydrostatic dynamometer is 

reasonably stable under these conditions. The reason 

for this is that the engine is unstable ·under };ow torque 

and speed conditions. The use of the dynamometer torque 

elimination signal creates thi~ low torq~e condition, 

although the signal has the lag of the velocity trans

QUcer and of the input actuat·or to dampen its ef'fect. 

'the lag on the hydrostatic dynamometer system is much 

greater than on the fast response dynamometer system 

and therefore the stabilising effect upon the engine is 

mucb greater. 

Thus, at low speed for normal fuel delivery, the basic 
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f'ast response dynamometer system is inherently much 

more oscillatory than the basic hydrostatic dynamometcr 

system using method (2), and this may cause diff'iculties 

ill the control of the load simulation system. By 

closing the feedback loops to provide load simulation 

method.2.1 (setting G1 = 1 and G3 = 1 on the computer 

program VALUES) a value of proportional gain, B = 3 v/v, 

was found to improve the stability at low speed with 

normal fuel delivery. However, this value of gain at 

high speed was found to cause the fl.exible coupling 

roots to go unstable (due to the increased gain of the 

special purpose valve). Hence the gain requiremen~s 

are conflicting, i.e., at low speed a high gain is 

required to stabilise the unstable engine roots, and 

at high speed a l.ow gain is required to maintain 

stability of the flexible coupling roots. It is ther~

fore necessary to use ei'ther an adaptive gain controll'~u." 

or use the gain appropriate to the high speed stabi1ity 

requirements (since it has beeR shown in section 3.2.4.1 

that the actual vehicle performance is highly oscil

latory at low speed for normal fuel delivery). To 

r.~aintain simplicity of the control system the latter 

method was adopted for furthE',r analysis of the load 

simulation system using method 2.1. Root loci are 

shown for the speed range under all conditions in 

graphs G59 (4th gear) and G60 (1st gear) using the 

following values of controller gains:-
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Dynamometer 

Controller 

Diesel Engine 

Controller 

( Proportioned gain, B = .05 'V/v 
( 
( Integral gain, C = 10 s-1 

( Proportional gain, E = 1 v/v 
( 
( Integral gain, F = 10 s-1 

The graphs show that the system is more stable in low 

gear and that in 4th gear the secondary roots are 

highly oscillator~ at high speed under the motoring 

condition and low speed under the loading condition. 

The dominant response time co~stants for each con-

ditioll (which may be compared with the actual vehicle 

response time constants in section 3.2.4.1) are 

tabulated below:-

Motorin~ Con~ition 
Ii ~ 

I --r·-----, 
I Engine Speed (rev/min) 
I 

600 1500 L~OOO 
I 

--. 
1st 5.33 5.84 ! 6.06 

Time 2nd 17.4 18.7 l 17.8 
Constant 

(s) 3rd 52.8 45.9 1 '7. 7 
I 

4th 79.5 65.~ I ,4.6 - ...l.-___ ---J 

Loading Condition (nlid fuel delivery) 

(No engine contro1 as discussed in section 3.2.4) 

Engine Speed 600 1500 ,3000 (rev/min) 

1st Unstable ~ 15 • 8r / s; ~. 256 Wn 35.1Qr/s; ~ .676 
Time 2nd Unstable Ca) 15. 8r / s ; ~ .253 ~35.1r/s; ~.674 n 

Constant 
~.249 (s) 3rd Unstable ~116 .Orls; wn35.5r ls; ~.66 

lfthlunstable f¥u16.2rls; ~.246 <->n35.8r/s; ~.648 



~ - .. -Loading Condition (maxinrum fuel delivery) 
, 

Engine Speed (rev/rai.n) 600 1500 3000 

1st -12.1 57 7.7 , 
Tim\;) 

2nd -64.1 82.1 22.7 
Constant 

(s) 3rd -408 85.2 41.9 

. 4th 450 91.7 58.2 

Comparison with the actual vehicle response shows that 

the time constants predicted for the load ·simulation 

system are of the same order with the greatest dif-

ference occurring under mid ~el delivery conditions. 

The measure of agreement is, in fact, approximately 

the same as for the hydrostatic dynamometer using the 

same load simulation method (2.1), except for the 

unstable response at low speed and normal fuel delivery. 

Hence for load simul.·ti.on method 2.1 the predict,')d 

performance of the fa~t. l'esponse dynamometer sYE:'t.em 

shows no improvement oyer that of the slower hydrostatic 

dynamo~eter system. In fact, it has been shown that 

the faster speed of response tends to de-stabilise the 

system under low spee~ conditions. 

Root positions which were significantly affec-ced by 

changes ill system parameters were determined under the 

worst case conditions (i.e., low speed - loading; high 

speed - motoring) as follows:-

(a) Velocity Transducer Lag (T5). It has already been 

suggested that the reason for the system roots to 
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go unstable at low' speed u~dcr mid fuel delivery 

conditions is due to the fast response of the dYlla-

mometer effectively reducing the damping under 

these conditions. By increasing the velocity trans-

ducer lag to 1 s the unstable roots were found to 

be - stabilised. However, u'i th T5 = 1 s, the low 

frequency roots become virtually unstable for 

maximum fuel delivers. Although instability can 

be tolerated under normal fuel delivery conditions, 

the system must be well damped for maximum fuel 

delivery and motoring so that the faster value of 

T5 (.001 s) must be used. 

(b) Acceleration Lag (T7~. The most suitable value of 

this lag was found to be proportional to the 

simulated inertia (J~), as with method 2.1 for the . 
low power simulation system of section 2.).1. 

Reducing the value of T7 was found to stabiliseUthe 

system at low speed for mid fuel delivery, al thcllgb 

at high speed under both mid and maximum fuel 

delivery conditions this reductj.on caused the 

flexible coupling roots to go ullstable. 

(c) Simulated Inertia (J4). Variations from 1 + 100 

kg m2 of the simulated inertia had a proportional 

effect upon the dominan't; root time constant under 

ma~imum fuel delivery and motoring conditions with 

negligible effect upon the secondary roots. 



(d) S:!.DRalated Friction (Fl;.>. Reducing F4 by up to a 

factor o~ 10 was found to increase the dominant 

response time constant without affecting the 
, 

secondary roots. Increasing F4 was found to reduce 

the dominant response time constant as well as to 

reduce the damping of the low frequency oscillatory 

roots. 

(e) Prime Mover Inertia (J1). Increasing the diesel 

engine inertia of rotating and reciprocating parts 

2 
up to 2 kg m was found to improve the damping of 

the 10l-( frequency secondary roots, lfhereas reducing 

the inertia to 0.1 kg m
2 

caused a reduction in the 

damping of these roots with near instability at 

low speed for maxi~~m fuel delivery. 

(f) Dynamometer Inertl~ ~J2). Increasing the dynam-

ometer inertia to 2 
~ kg m created very low frequency 

oscillatory roots under maximum fuel de~ivery and 

motoring conditions ~n = .1. Hz;~ = .15), as well 

as reGucing the d2..~p:ing of the flexible cO"llpling 

2 roots. Reducing J~ ~o 0.01 kg m merely increased 

the frequency of the flexible couplin« roots. 

{g} Dynamometer Input Gain (K4). At low speed under 

maximum fuel delivery conditions increasing K4 to 

100 Nm/v caused the low frequency oscillatory roots 

to become well damped, whereas reducing K4 to 2 Nm/v 

caused the roots to become unstable. (This is due 
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to the same effect of the dynamometer proportional 

gain controller upon stability as discussed earlier.) 

Under the motoring condition this range of K4 had 

little e1fect upon the damping of the low frequency 

roots. 

(h) Diesel Engine Torque/Speed Characteristic Slope (Kl). 

Increasing this slope at low speed under maximum 

fuel delivery conditions caused the low frequency 

secondary roots to become unstable. At high speed 

under the motoring condition reducing the slope 

crea ted Cl reduction in the damping of' the lo.~ 

frequency roots. 

(i) Derivative Control. The effect of deriYative action 

was found to be the ~nme a~ ~or pre~ous systems, 

i.e., a relatively lcw value of derivative action 

time on either the dynamometer controller or diesel 

engine controller .caused the flexible coupling roots 

to go unstable. 

To determine whether any improvement in performance can 

be obtained with the fast res.ponse dynamoaetl8r (especially 

under normal fuel delivery conditions at low speed), 

simulation method 2.2 is analysed in the following section. 



3.3.5 Sinrulation :r.lethod 2.2 (Speed Reference System) 

Values of controller coefficients found to give 

suitable performance for sinmlation method 2.2 under 

all speeds and gear settings were as follows:-

Dynamometer 

Controller 

Diesel Engine 

Controller 

( 
( 
( 

( 
( 
( 

Proportional gain, B = 5 v/v 

-1 Integral gain, C = 1 s 

Proportional gain, E = 1 v/v 

Integral gain, F = 1 s-1 

Using these values root loci are shown :Cor the speed 

range under all conditions in graphs G61 (1st gear) 

And G62 (4th gear). Under the motoring condition in 

l~t gear the dominant spoed/to~que response is shown to 

!",f: second order at low a:'.'ld medium speeds. However, 

this second order response is well damped and has ·the 

same order of time response as that of the real vehi~lo 

analysed in section 3.2.3.1. Besides this, under 

r .. .;)rmal driving conditions a ve!licle will "motor" to a 

halt in 3rd gear, so that the motoring condition in 

1st gear will not normally oc,~ur in prac·tice. Under 

the loading condition with mid :fuel delivery :for both 

1st and 4th gears the low frequency root effects (shown 

in the increased scales) are made negligible by having 

zeros in close proximity. The dominant response time 

constants are tabulated for each speed and gear setting 

under all loading and motoring conditions as f:"ollows:-
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Notorin~ Cmid~ tion 

Engine Speed (rev/min) 600 1500 3000 

1st Wn .2 r/R; Wn .197; Wn .184 ; 

~ .99 ~ .957 ~ .857 

Time 2nd 14.3 13.5 Wn .099; 
. 

~ Constant .91 

(s) 3rd 42.4 31.2 20.53 

4th 59.6 39.7 27.1 

LoadinK Condition (mid fuel delivery) 

(Engine control = o as discuss~d in section 3.2.4) 

Engine Speed 600 1500 3000 
(rev/lOin) 

1st Wn 7.3 r/s; .232 .173 

~ .08q 

2nd Wn 7.3 r/s; 1.28 .709 
Domirant 

~ .089 
Response 

3rd la) 7.3 rls; Wn .231 riB; (U. .2'7 rls; n n 

~ .089 .816 ~ .965 

4th W 7.3 r/s; n Wn .176 r/s; Wn ~226 rls; 

~.09 .657 ~ .6.~5 

Loading Condition (maximum fuel deli very.l 

Engine Speed (rev/min) 600 1500 3000 

1st -1q.2 57 6.94 

Time 2nd -75.4 79.5 18.7 
Constant 

(s) 
3rd -470 72.2 27.6 

4th +471.5 67.1 32.5 



Under the motoring condition and the loading condition 

for maximum fuel delivery the predicted dominant re~ponse 

time constants are in very close agreement ,\'"i th those 

of the actual vehicle response, analysed in section 

3.2.4.1. This was also found to be the case with the 

hydrostatic dynamometer using simulation method 2.2 as 

analysed in section 3.2.5. For mid fuel delivery con-

ditions the predicted responses are very much closer to 

the actual vehicle response than those using method 2.1 

with the fast response dynamometer, although not as 

good fa .... the hydrostatic dynamometer system using method 

2.2 (section 3.2.5). Significant differences in root 

positions as a result of changes of system parameters 

between methods 2.1 and 2.2 were determined as follows:-

(a) V~locity l'ranscluc~r Lag (T5). Since simulat:\on 

method 2.2 has al.4·~a ('y been shQwu to produce 

significantly grco.t.er damping than method 2.1 (as 

well as providing dominant responses closer to the 

actual vehicle response), then for mid fuel delivery 

conditions at low RpHed, increaSing T5 produced even 

greater damping of \;}.&e low frequency roots. Also, 

for maximum fuel del1very, increasing 1'5 to 1 

second resulted in stable low frequency roots (~.4; 

W .2 rls), whereas for method 2.1 under these 
n 

conditions the low fr~quency roots became completely 

unstable. 

(b) Simulated Inertia (J3). Variations in JJ had 
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neg].igiblo effect upon the secondary roots (as 

with method 2.1) and the dominant response time 

constants were"very close to those for the real 

vehicle. 

(c) Simulated Friction (FJ). Reducing FJ was found to 

have negligible effect upon either the dominant or 

secondary roots at low speed due to the fact that 

FJ is already small in value at low speed compared 

to high speed (resulting from the simulation of 

winrl resistance). 

(d) Prime MOver Inertia (J1). Increasing J1 to 2 kg m2 

improved the damping of the low frequency roots for 

mid fuel delivery 3nd created oscillatory low 

frequency roots for maximum fuel delivery at 10w 

speed. Under the l!a'~,..:~ring condition this increase· 

in J1 caused the dominant response time constant to 

increase by a fact(~t" of 2. Reducing J 1 to 0.1 kg m2 

had llegligible efJ~ect upon the root positions for 

may.imum fuel delivery and motoring conditions, 

although for norma:t ~~uel delivery the lowf'requency 

roots became unstable. (For method 2.1 variation.! 

in J1 had the opposite ef'feet to those reported 

above under all conditions.) 

(e) Dynamometer Inertia (J2). Increasing J2 to 2 kg m2 

caused the dominant response under the motoring 

condi tion to become first order wi.th time eonstants 

• 
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i ... 1 ~:lose agreement with those for the real vehicle 

response. (Whereas for method 2.1 under the 

motoring condition this increase in J2 created low ,. 

frequency roots with very low damping.) Under mid 

fuel delivery conditions this increase improved 

th'a damping of the low frequency roots. 

(f) Dynamometer Input Gain (K4). Increasing K/l by a 

factor of 5 had negligible effect upon the root 

positions, except that under the motoring condition 

thls increase created high frequency secondary roots 

with very low damping (Wn 15 Hz; ~.05). Under the 

loading condition for both maximum and mid fuel 

delivery a reduction in K4 by a factor of 1Q ~aused 

the low frequency J'OO ts to go unstable. and under 

t11e motoring conr':i ~;ion this reduction in K4 cause<! 

a reduction in th!. (i a..mping of the dominant response 

roots. 

(g) Diesel Engine Tore-rue/Speed Characteristic Slope (K1). 

Reducing K 1 under .:;he motoring condition caused the 

dominant response 7~ become first order, the time 

constant of which increased ill proportion to the 

reduction in K1. Increasing K1 under the same 

conditions also caused the dominant response to 

become first order, for which the time constant 

reduced in proportion to the increase in K1. 

(h) Derivative Control. Although derivative action on 



the dynamometer controller was not found to create 

any improvement in root positions, it was found 

th"'.t at low speed for normal fuel delivery a value 

of derivative action on the engine controller of 

D = 1 s caused the oscillatory low frequency roots 
~ 

to become well damped. However, at high speed 

under this condition the same value of derivative 

action caused the flexible coupling roots to go 

unstable. 

It has heen shown, therefore, that the fast response 

dynamometer system has significant advantages over the 

hydrostatic dynamometer system in that secondary root 

effects are much lower. Also, for method 2.2, ,,"ory 

close correlation wi tt. ~ea:t vehicle performance may be 

achieved without ~he ~'~d for changing control~er gai~s 

in first gear (as wa~ tl'~) case for the hydrostat"1c 

dYllamometer system>. Ho,\"ever, one disadvantage with 

the fast response dyna·~ometer system, when used in 

conjupction with a governed diesel engine, is that it 

cannot effectively dampen the oscillatory nature of the 

engine-governor combinaf-i.on at loW" speed under low load 

conditions. These eff~cts do not occur with petrol 

engines or d.c. traction motors used for automotive 

purposes, and the performance of the fast response 

dynamolneter in conjunction with these prime movers is 

investigated in Part 4 and Part 5. 

It should be noted that one further advantage of the 

• 
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fast response dynamometer is that its speed of response 

combined ,~i th low inherent 1.oading characteristics make 

the system suitable for transient and frequency response 

testing of prime movers (since the dynamic effects of 

the dynamometer will be low in comparison to those of 

the prime mover). Because the number of hydrostatic 

dynamometer systems in common usage at present is small 

compared to electric dynamometers, the effects of using 

an electric dynamometer to simulate loads on the diesel 

engine are investigated in the following section. 

3.4 Electrical Dynamometer 

The analysis presented in this section is to determine 

the ability of a separately excited d.e. motor/ 

generator type dynamomei.r to siUlUlate loading charac-. 
teristics of the Ford A Series truck for the diesel 

engine analysed in the preceding sections. The analysis 

is purely theoretical and typical characteristics will 

be chosen for the d.c. motor/g~nerator to enable a 

performance comparison to be made with the hydrostatic 

and fast response dynamometer systems. 

3.4.1 Transfer Characteristics 

The basic block diagram for the diesel engine and 

electrical dynamometer with thyristor control is shown 

in Fig. 3.6. The block diagram is similar to the 

hydrostatic and fast response dynamomcter systems, 
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except that the dynamometer iup,.:.t actuator lag is 

replaced by thyristor control ('~hich is assumed to 

have a negligible time constan~ compared to an 

electrohydraulic actuator). The dynamometer to be 

used in the analysis has 100 kW power rating, for 

which the torque/speed curve at maximum power is 

shown in graph G6,3. Since the internal power losses 

in a d.c. motor/generator are relatively small, then 

the same torque/speed curve will be used for the 

dynamometer as both a motor and a generator. This 

means that under the loading condition the dynamometer 

torque/speed slope (KJ) is negative, there"by resulting 

in positive feedback and possible instability. 

However, for the diesel engin.e the negative fE<ldback 

'~f' thf": governor (K8) is much greater than XJ al"ld hence 

stable operating conditions will result. It :.b(!ltld be 

noted that for a petrol engine not having a go~ernor 

the system will be unstable at low speed (when operating 

over the left-hand side of the engine torquel=rtle-ed 

characteristics) unl.ess all. external feedback :t,").()l';J is 

added. This feedback may be to control engine ~~rque 

(or generator current), engine speed (or terminal 

vol. tage) , or both (i. e., pow"er output). 

For the theoretical system under investigation 

linearised values of the dynamometer torque/speed 

slope (KJ) and gain (Kq) may be obtained at each range 

of speed as follows:-
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KJ, Loati.ing Condition: 

At low speed (600 rev/min) the maximum level of torque 

required by the diesel engine is 170 Nm (from graph G2), 

,whereas the dynamometer is capable of supplying 1590 Nm 

(from graph G6). Hence the maxinum value of K) under 

these conditions becomes:-

KJ (low speed) max = ') t. 7 1iO 
-_":to *1590 

SiJnilal.~!y at medium and high speed:-

K3 (medium speed) max 

K, (high speed) -Max 

K), Motoring Condition" 

= 

= 

= -2.6q Nm s 

= -1.28fl Nm s 

= -0.562 Nm s 

Under the motoring condition the torque available to 

motor the dieselengiu<e-.reduces as the speed is 

increased~ 50 that the dynamometer provides negative 

feedback and KJ i5 therefore positive. Also, the 

torque/speed slope of the diesel engine is estimated 

as linear with a required torque of 100 Nm to reach 

maximum speed ()OOO rev/min). Hence at low speed 

(600 rev/min) the diesel engine requires a torque o~ 

(100.600/3600) Nm, whereas the dynamometer can provide 

1.590·Nru. Thus 
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K3 (low speed) max 
600 100 = +24:.7 * 3600 * 1590 = 0.259 Nm s 

Similarly for medium and high speeds:-

K~ (medium speed) .,Imax = 1500 100 
+4.05 * 3600 >\< 1590 = 0.106 Nm s 

= 3~00 100 0.0488 Nm s +0.931 * 3 00 * 1590 = 

It should be noted that under normal operating conditions 

K3 will vary from zerQ l.lp to these maximum values (in 

the same manner as for the fast response dynamometer), 

so that it will be necessary to determine the effect 

of this range upon the r~ot positions when analysing 

the system performance. 

J'J±, Loading and Motoring Conditions: 

Since the same torque/speed curve has been used for the 

loading and motoring conditions, then tbe dynamometer 

input gain (K4) ,~ill remain th~ same for both conditions. 

~;or a maximum control signal of 1,0 volts the values of 

K4 may be obtained for euch rilnge of speed from graph 

G63 as follows:-

KtJ: (low speed) = 313 Nm/v; 

K4 (medium speed) = 126 Nm/v; 

K4 (high speed) = 61 Nm/v. 
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Other values used for the dynam~meter were:-

Electrical time constant due to windings = 0.2 s (T3) 

Armature inertia = 2 3 kg m (J2) 

Thyristor controller lag zero ••• J9 = F9 = 0; 

K9 = 1 

Flexible coupling to have the same stiffness and 

dynamic magnification as the hydrostatic system, 

i. e • , K2 = 3438 Nm/radian 

1 
2 x 7 = 0.071 

. . F2 = 2 *0.071/3 * 3431J = 14:.4:2 Nm s 

To determine the characteristics of the basic engine-

dynamometer system with no feedback, a root locus was 

constructed for the range of: speed under both l\)ading 

and motoring conditions, as shown in grapll G6 /i:. 

Comparisons ,.,i th the basic system root loci r,,:: "the fast 

response dynamometer (graph G55) and the hydrodtatic 

dynamometer (graph G34) sho",· that the basic e.lectrical 

dynamometer + diesel engine s)stem has a much $lQwer 

speed of response under all ccnditions. Also, f~r 

maxinn'm fuel delivery, there is a single unsta1:1c. root 

throughout the speed range. This is due to the fact 

that under the loading condition the system is stabilised 

by the negative feedback of the governor, which becomes 

saturated for maximlm fuel delivery. 

The only second order roots for the basic system {other 



than the oscillatory engine roots for low speed 

maximum fuel delivery) are due to the flexible coupling 

(approximately -20 ± J100), so that the basic system 

is well damped in comparison to the hydrostatic and 

:fast response dynamometer sys·\;ems. The following 

sections will show how this affects the electrical 

dynamometer system performance under load simulation 

conditions. 
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3.4.2 Simulation Nethod 1.1 Torque control by dynamometer 

~.eod control by prime mover 

Under the loading condition suitable values of controller 

coefficients were found to be:-

.; 

Dynamometer 
( Derivat.:!ve action, A = ~'. 2 s 
( 
( Proportional action, B r..: •• .., .'3 v/v 

Controller ( Integral action, C 1.U -1 
= So 

Diesel Engine 
( Derivt4tive action, D = 0 .. 3 11 
( 
( Proportional action, E = 1 v/v 

Controller ( Integra.!. action, F 3 c:- 1. = 

It ~~a.:; found that derivative action. allowed higlvlr 

values of proportional gain to be used on both the 

engine and dynamometer controllers without de-stabilising 

the oscillatory engine roots at low speed for normal 

fuel delivery. The reason that derivative action 

improves the performance of the electrical dynamometer 

system and not the previously analysed hydraulic 



dynamomHter systems is due to the low cut off frequency 

of the electrical dynamometer windings. This·effectively 

prevents fast changing control signals (amplified by 

the derivative action) from exciting the flexible 

coupling, whereas the faster hydraulic dynamometers 

allow these fast changing signals through. 

Under the motoring condition the above values of 

controller coefficients were found to produce a 

dominant second order response ~~th low damping. To 

improve the performance under this condition it was 

found necessary to eliminate the derivative action and 

increase the dynamometer proportional gain to B= 10 v/v 

(or, preferably, change to simulation method 1.a for 

reasons discussed in section 1.2.1.2). Using these 

values root loci we7'~ ·:-:>r.structed for the speee! range 

under each condi tion ;;,~ =hown in graph 665. 

For "tiel fuel delivery ·"hroughout the speed range the 

10'" frequency roots aJ.~c "4'ell damped and approxiltlately 

the sat'\e magnitude as tl19se for the hydrostat.ic system 

under the same conditi~s (graph G)8). For IIlaximum 

fuel delivery, however~ the dominant first order 
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response is well into the unstable region at low speed, 

becoming second order at high speed (due to the positivo 

feedback of the dynamometer under the loading condition). 

For the hydrostatic and fast response dynamometer 

systems under these conditions (graphs G41 and G56 

respectively) the dominant first order respon&e becomes 
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s-table ;~bove the mid speed range. This would indicate 

that it is not possible to sinmlato" maximum' torque 

conditions (i.e., fuel control rod at maximum) at 

high speed with the electrical dynamometer system 

using method 101, since the dominant response is 

unstable until the control rod is pulled back from 

maxinmm (thereby reducing the maximum torque). It is 

of intcrest to note that this effect may cause errors 

in the steady state calibration of prime mover torquel 

speed characteristics if torque feedback is applied to 

an electrical dynamometer system with three term 

control. Under the motoring condition (with B = 10 v/v 

and A = 0) the dominant response is well damped and ot 

the same order of magnitude as the fast response 

dynamometer system. 

The effect of variati •• x .. s in system parameters was 

determined as follows: o. 

(a) Governor Lag (T4). At low speed for mid fuel 

de1i very increasing 'i:4 to 2 seconds caused the 

oscillatory low fr~·~·~ency roots to go unstable, 

whereas ).4educing Tt, to 0.05 seconds caused the 

flexible coupling roots to go unstable. 

(b) Governor Rating (K8). At low speed for mid fuel 

delivery reducing K8 to 5 Nm s caused one pair of 

low frequency roots to go unstable, whereas 

increasing KB to 30 Nm s increased the dominant 



response time constant and caused the o'l:;her pa.ir 

of ~ow frequency roots to become highly oscillatory. 

(c) Dynamometer Lag (T3). Increasing the dynamometer 

lag to 1 second caused thQ major secondary root 

time constant to increase at high speed for maximum 

fuel delivery, and reduced the damping of the low 

frequency roots at low speed for mid fuel delivery._ 

Reducing the dynamometer lag to 0.01 seconds 

resulted in a very fast secondary root time constant 

(.018 seconds) at high spved for maximwn fuel 

deli very, and an increase in the damping of the. 

flexible coupling roots at low speed for mid fuel 

delivery. This range of T3 had negligible effect 

upon the moto.ring condition. 

(d) Velocity Transducer Lag (T5). Increasin~ r.5 up to 

1 second had negligible effect under a~l conditions, 

except to cause the dominant response to become 

second order at low speed ror mid fuel delivery_ 

(e) Diesel Engine Pure Time Delay (Tl). Valu~D of T1 

.~rom 30% to 300% of the nominal value had negligible 

effect under all conditions~ except to reduce the 

damping of the low frequency roots and flexible 

coupling roots at low .speed for mid fuel delivery. 

(f) Diesel Engine Inertia (Jl). At high speed under 

the motoring condition, increasing J 1 to 2 ltg m2 
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caused the flexible couplinz roots to become 

virtually unstable and the dominant response to 

become second order ,~i th very low natural 

frequency (Wn ~ .013 Hz; ~~. 9). At low speed for 

mid fuel delivery this increase reduced the damping 

of-the low frequency roots and also reduced the 

frequency 01" the flexible coupling roots under all 

conditions. Reducing J1 t~ 0.1 kg m2 was found to 

increase the frequency 01" the flexible coupling 

roots under all conditions. At high speed the 

unstable dominant roots ware stabilised under 

maximum fuel delivery conditions and under the 

motoring condition the dominant response time 

constant was reduced (due ·to zero cance11ation of 

a low valued pole). 

(g) Dynamometer Armature Inertia (J2). Reduc:J.p..g 'the 

dynamometer inertia to 0.:3 kg m2 increased' the 

damping and natural f'reC'~".le7Lcy of' the flexible 

coupling roots under all conditions. At high speed 

under the motoring condition this reductilln .:i.ncreased 

the speed of response of. the dominant firs'~ ')rder 

l'Qot (once again due to zero cancellation ()f' a 

low valued pole) and reduced the damping 01" the 

lOll frequency roots throughout the speed range 

under the loading condition. IncreaSing J2 to 10 

kg m2 caused the dominant response at high speed 

under the motoring condition to become second order 

~n" .01 Hz; ~.:er.65) and under maximum fuel delivery 
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conditions the unstable roots moved closer to the 

left-hand side of the complex frequency plane. 

This increase caused the 10li' frequency roots to 

become virtually unstable a~ low speed for mdd 

fuel delivery. 

(h) Diesel Engine Actuator Lag (T6). Variations in T6 

from .001 to 0.1 seconds had negligible ef~ect 

upon the root positions under all conditions 

throughout the speed range (as with all previously 

analysed systems). 

(i) Dynamometer Input Ga~n (K4). Increasing Kq caused 

the l.Oli' frequency roots to become more oscil.l.atory 

at l.ow speed for mid fuel. del.ivery, whereas at high 

speed for maximum :fuel deJ .i.very the domiuluLt unstabl.e 

roots became stabilised. Also, increasinv .l:.';~ caused 

the damping of the fl~xible coupl.ing roota to be 

reduced at high speed unde:~ the motoring condition 

an.d to be increased at lo,," speed for mid t~el 

delivery. Reducins K4 caused an increase ~u the 

dominant response time constant under the ~toring 

c.\")ndi tion and a reduction in the dominant response 

time constant at low speed for mid fuel. del.ivery. 

(j) Diesel Engine Torque/Speed Slope (K1). Reducing Kt 

to -0.01 Nm s caused the dominant root under the 

motoring condition at high speed to become unstable. 

Increasing Kt to -1 Nm s resulted in a fast dominant 
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resllonse time constant (approximately 1 second) 

under the same conditions, and stabilised the 

dor::inant roots .. at high speed for maximum fuel 

delivery. 

(k) Dynamometer Torque/Speed Slope (KJ). Reducing K) 

tended to stabilise the unstable dominant roots at 

high speed for maxinnun fuel delivery, whereas 

increasing KJ caused the low frequency roots to 

become unstable at 10\" speed for mid :fuel delivery, 

and increased the dominant time constant at high 

speed under the motoring condition. 

(1) Derivative Action. Reducing the dynamometer 

derivative gain to zero created unstable 10. 

frequency roots ~t 1cw speed r.or mid fuel d~liver,. 
. . 

Increasing the dY:i'..urn"meter derivative action 

increased the damp~ng of the flexib~e coupling 

.roots, bu·t caused -the dominant low frequency roots 

to become highly obcillatory. Reducing the 

derivative action en the diesel engine also caused 

the dominant 10w f1.'.Hfuency roots to become highly 

oscillatory, where~s increasing the derivative 

action resulted in a reduction in the damping of 

the flexible coupling roots and of the secondary 

low frequency roots. 

Hence the electric dynamometer system has been shown to 

provide satisfactory load simulation for the diesel 
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engine using method 1.1 (torque contr01 by dynamometeri 

speed control by prime mover), except for possib1y 

1arge dynaDlic errors when the fuel control rod is 

between maximum and minimum. The performance using 

simulation method 2.2 (speed control by dynamometer; 

torque- control by prime mover). is investigated in the 

following section. 

3.4:.3 Sinnllation Method 1.2 Speed control by dynamometer 

168. 

Torque control by prime mQver 

Values of controller gains suitable throughout the speed 

range under all conditions were found to be:-

Dynamometer 

Controller 

Diesel 

Controller 

( Derivative action, A = 3 s 
( 
{ Pr~portional action, B = 30 v/v 

{ Integral action, C = J s~1 

( Proportional action, E = 0.1 v/v 
( 
( I t I t · F 1 B- 1 n egra ac 10n, = 

l'nce again derivative action on the dynamometer con-

'~roller allowed. higher value~ of proportional and 

integral gains without resulting in oscillatory low 

frequency roots. Any value of derivative action on the· 

diesel engine controller, however, resulted in unstable 

flexible coupling roots. Using the above values, root 

loci wp.re constructed for each condition throughout the 

speed range, as shown in graph &66. The dOminant 
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response time constant for each condition remained 

within the range of 9 + 10 seconds and the root loci 

show only the secondary root positions. With a 

dominant time constant of approximately 10 seconds the 

torque and speed errors for the system are likely to 

be large under transient conditions in comparison to 

the fast response and hydrostatic dynamometer systems. 

The root locj., however, show that tne secondary root 

effects are well damped and insignificant compared to 

the primary root response for the maximum fuel delivery 

and motoring conditions. Also, for maximum fuel 

delivery there are no unstable single roots throughout 

the speed range, so that there is no problem simulating 

maximum torque conditions at high speed. 

Significant differences bet,~ecn methods 1.1 L\'wJ; 1 .. 2 in 

the effects of variations in system parameterlt: '"titre 

noted as follows:-

(a) Governor Lag (T4). Variations in Tll bad 1".s5. effect 

than for method 1.1 in that illcreasing T4 to 2 

seconds reduced the damping of the low fre.l'u~ncy 

l',")ots and reducing T4 to 0.05 seconds reduced the 

damping of the fl.exible coupling roots without 

causing either to go unstable. 

(b) Governor Rating (K8). Variations in K8 from 5 to 

)0 Nm s had negligible offect upon the root 

pOSitions at low speed for mid fuol delivery, 
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whereas for method 1.1 reu\l'.::ing K8 created unstable 

.roots and increasing K8 caused highly oscillatory 

low frequency roots under t.he same conditions. 

(c) Dynamometer Lag (T3). Increasing the dynamometer 

lag to 1 second resulted in low frequency oscillatory 

roots fwn ~ .3 Hz; ~ .3) at high speed under both 

maxiRnlm fuel delivery and motoring conditions. 

Reducing TJ to 0.01 seconds caused the flexible 

coupling roots to go unst~ble at low speed for mid 

fuel delivery, whereas method 1.1 increased the 

damping of the flexible coupling roots under these 

conditions. 

(d) Velocity Transducer Lag (T5). Increasiag T~ to 1 

s6cund created highly oscIllatory low fro~4ency 

roots under all conditions, becoming virt!f:U\Jly 

un~table at low speed for mid fuel deliver)"'. 

(e) Diesel Engine Pure Time Delay (T1). Vari,tions in 

T 1 from 30~ to JO~ of the nominal value "~ 

negligible effect under all conditions. 

(t') Diesel Engine Inertia of Rotating and ReCiprocating 

Parts (J1). 2 Increasing J1 to 2 kg m reduced the 

damping of the flexible coupling roots under all 

conditions, becoming nearly unstable at low speed 

for mid fuel delivery. Reducing J1 to 0.1 kg m2 . 

had the same effect as for method 1.1 in increasing 
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the frequency and damping oe the flexible coupling 

roots under al.1 conditions. 

(g) Dyllamometer Armature Inertia (J2). Increasing J2 

2 to 10 kg m had negligible effect under all con-

2 ditions and reducing J2 to 0.3 kg m merely increased 

the damping and frequency of the flexible coupling 

roots at high speed. 

(h) Dynamometer Input Gain (K4). Increasing K4 had 

negligible effect under all conditions, except to 

cause a reduction in the damping of the f'lerlble 

coupling roots at low speed for mid f'uel delivery. 

Reducing K4 caused low frequency oscillatory roots 

under both maximum and mid fuel delivery ,.nditions. 

ard reduced the dominant :a:-esponse time c"'p.gtant 

under the motoring condition. 

(i) Diesel Engine Torque/Spf'ed Slope (K1). Variations 

in K1 of' a factor of' 10 either side of' the nominal 

va1ue had negligible effect under all con.ii4;ions 

throughout the speed range. 

(j) Dynamometer Torque/Speed Slope (K). Increasing K3 

by a factor of 10 reduced the dominant response 

time constant for mid and maximum fuel delivery 

with neg1igib1e effect upon the motoring condition. 

Reducing KJ by a factor of 10 had negligible effect 

under all conditions. 



(k) Dcr:i.vative Action. Increasing the derivative 

action on the dynamometer to A = 10 s resulted in 
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a reduction in the damping of the flexible coupling 

roots at low speed ~or mid ruel delivery. Reducing 

the derivative action to zero resulted in oscillatory 

low ~requellcy roots <&on ~ 1.5 Hz; ~ 0.2) under the 

Same conditions. Derivative action on the diesel 

engine controller o~ D = 0.1 s resulted in unstable 

~lexible coupling roots also at low speed for mid 

fuel delivery. 

The most noticeable effect of variations in system 

parameters for simulation method 1.2 is that the system 

is well damped and insensitive to most changes in con

ditions. Under all coaditions the system roots are 

better placed ~rom tr.e stability point of view t.han 

the roots for the syST~ru ~sing method 1.1 Hence for 

load simulation on a g0verned diesel engine using any 

of tne three previously analysed dynamometer systems, 

the root locus method indicates that better performance 

may be ob1;ained using .",p'~ed control on the dynamometer 

and torq.uf) control on .:hfl! engine (i.e., method 1.2), 

than ~or torque con·trol on the dynamometer and speed 

control on the engine (method 1.1) under both loading 

and motoring conditions. 

Performance comparisons between methods 2.1 and 2.2 

are made in the following sections • 
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3.4.4 Simulation Method 2.1 (.torque Ref'erellce Control) 

As with the hydrostatic and fast response dynamometer 

systems it was f'irst decided to determine the per-

formance of the basic system 'ii th no feedback except 

for the dynamometer torque elimination signal (G4 = 1). 

Root loci for this basic system are shown under each 

condition for the range of , speed in graph G67. The 

dominant roots for the sys'cem are second order at low 

speed under the motoring condition and for mid fuel 

delivery, as well as at high speed for maximum fuel 

delivery. Suitable va~ues of controller coefficients 

to maintain stability under all conditions were found 

to be:-

DYllamometer 

Controller 

Engine 

Controller 

( 
( 
( 
( 

( 
( 
( 
( 

Derivative gaiD t A -3 s 

Proportional gain, B = 5 'v/v 

Integral gain, C = 2 s -1 

Derivative gain, D = 0.) s 

Proportional gain, E = 1 v/v 

Integral gain, F = 10 .-1 

It was found that a reasonably high value of propor-

tional gain was necessary on the dynamometer controller 

to maintain stability under maximum fuel delivery con-

ditions at low speed, even though this reduced the 

damping of the low frequency roots under the mid fuel 

delivery condition. Derivative action on both con-

trollers was used to increase the damping ot: these roots, 



although too high a value on ~he engine controller 

caused the flexible coupling roots to become unstable 

at high speed. Using these controller coefficients, 

root loci were constructed for the speed range, as 

shown in graph G68 (1st gear) and G69 (4th gear). In 

genera~, the secondary roots are much more significant 

than those of the fast response dynamometer system 

(graphs G59and G60) or the hydrostatic dynamometer 

system (graph G47). Although the secondary roots of 

the electric dynamometer are well damped under all 

conditions, these roots are s;ow enough to have a large 

effect upon the performance of the load simulator system 

using method 2.1. Eliminating ~he derivative action on 

~he dynamometer had the effect shown in graph G70. For 

maximum fuel delivery and motoring conditions the 

secondary roots become first order and even r.~osor to 

the origin, so that they have a much 'larger o':ff!l-;t 

upon the dominant response. For mid fuel delivery the 

low frequency roots become virtually unstable at low 

speed. Using the original controller values the 

dominnnt response time constants '.lnder each cm:ld.i.tion 

(which may be compared to those for the real 'vdbicle 

respollse in section 3.2.4.1) are tabulated as follQws:-

Motoring Condition 

Eng.il1e Speed (rev/min) 600 1500 3000 

1st 4.88 Wn .255; Wn .22; 

~ .99 ~ .85 
Time 2nd 17.7 18.9 17.3 Constant 

(s) 3rd 53.8 46.6 37.5 
4th 80.9 66.2 54.5 
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~ding Condition (ml.d fuel delivery) 

(D = E = F = 0) 

Engine Speed (rev/min) 600 1500 3000 

1st Wn 7.5; Wn 14.6; .682 s 

~ .178 ~ .52 

2nd W 7.6); CJJn 14.6 .664 s 
Dominant n 

S .. 179 S .52 
Response 

3rd Wn 7.65; Wu 14.7; .666 s 
I 

~ .182 ~ .53 

4th Wn 7.68; Wn 14.9; .669 s 

~ .19 t .53 

Loading Condition (maximum fuel delivery) 

Engine Speed (rev/min) 600 1500 3000 

1st -13.2 55 .. 5 c,)n .18; 

Tina.a \.9 

Constant 2nd -65.4 81.7 22.8 

(s) 3rd -410.3 ~5.2 42 

4th 449.9 91.7 58.5 

These predicted dominant time constants for the ,'t.oad 

simulation system using method 2.1 are larger t~n tho~e 

for t~e real vehicle response, especially in high gear. 

The values are, however, very close to those of the 

hydrostatic and fast response dynamometer systems using 

method 2.1, as shown in sections 3.2.4.2 and 3.3.4 
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reepectively (except for the mid fuel delivery condition, 

under uhicb the hydrostatic dynamome·ter system has the 

closest correlation with the real vehicle response). 
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l'hus as far as the dominant response is concerned, it 

would appear there is little difference between the 

three types of dynamometer system used in conjunction , 

with t~e diesel engine for method 2.1. 

However, due to the large lag of the electrical dyna-

mometer compared to the hydraulic dynamometer, it was 

possible to reduce the acceleration lag (T7) without 

causing stability problems w"hen simulating large inertias. 

It was found that reducing T7 resulted in the dominant 

respol~se time constants of the simulation system being 

much closer to the real vehicle values. A value of Ti 

~ 1 second was found to improve this correlation under 

all cOllditions in each gear (without causing stability 

problems) as shown:-

Mot.:-ri~lS ----- Condition 

Engine Speed 
600 

(rev/nlin) 1500 .3000 

1st 4:.8~ W n .25.3; ~ .98 Wn .217 ; ~ .85 

Tirte 2nd 15 • .3 15.7 111.06 
Cons taut 

(8) 3rd 4:3.5 33.1 24:.1 

4th 60.8 4:1.3 29.8 

• 
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Loading Condition (mid. fuel delivery) 

(D = E = F = 0) 

Engine Speed 600 1500 3000 
(rev/min) 

1st Wn 7.5; ~ .1S Wn 14.6; ~ .53 .687 

Time 2nd Wn 8; ~ .61 1; ~ 1 .79 Wn 
Constant 

(s) 3rd 2.4 3.74 4.03 

4th 3.04 5.04 4.86 

Loading Condition (maxi!!IU.m fuel delivery) 

Engine Speed 
600 1500 3000 

(rev/min) 

1st -13.2 55.5 ~n .176 ; ~.89 
Time 2nd -74.1 79.7 19.6 

Constant 3rd -468.8 72.9 28.6 
(s) 

4th 472.2 67.9 ~.) 6 
# .., • 

When compared with the actual. vehicle time CO'1.::·t')nts 

shown in section 3.2.4.1, the correl.ation is v~r) cl.ose 

under the motoring conditiofi a~d under the lo~uing con-

dition for maximum fuel deliv~ry. The effect of this 

reduction in T7 upon the secon.1ary roots is negl~.gible 

for ll'w gear settings, although for higher gea:w:- settings 

an improvement is obtained in both the damping and speed 

of response of the secondary roots, as shown in graph 

G71 (4th gear). Hence the electrical dynamometer 

system can provide superior performance compared to 

the hvdrostatic dynamometer system (in that the 
'" 

dominant responses are much closer to the required 



values}, although the secondary root effects are still 

larga compared to those for the fast response dynalnometer 

system. The ei'fects of variations in system parameterS! 

(in 4th gear with T7 = 1 second) were determined as 

follo,~s: -

(a) Velocity Transducer Lag (TS). Increasing T5 up to 

1 second improvedt.h~ damping of the flexible 

coupling roots, but also created oscillatory low 

frequency roots under all conditions, becoming 

virtually unstable at low speed for mid fuel 

delivery. 

(b) Acceleration Lag {T7~. Reducing the acceleration 

lag to 0.1 second caused the flexible coupling roots 

to become unstable u:".der a:'l conditions ~ Increasing 

the lag above 10 sec'.mds improved the damping of the 

flexible coupling roots but caused the dominant 

response time constants to beconle larger than .th"s~ 

for the real vehicle response, as well as to create 

oscillatory low frequency roots at low spe~d for mLd 

fuel delivery in all gears. 

{cl Simulated Inertia (J4). In ~th gear increasing the 
2 . 

simulated inertia by a factor of 10 (to 260 kg m ) 

resulted in the flexible coupling roots becoming 

unstable without a similar increase in the 

acceleration lag T7. Hence if it is required to 

simulate a wide range of inertia using method 2.1, 
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then it is necessary to have a value of T7 propor-

tional to J4. Reducing tbe simulated inertia t.o 

1 kg m2 caused the dominant response to become 

second order under all conditions. 

(d) Simulated It'riction (F4). For mid fuel delivery 

conditions variations in the simulated friction 

coefficient had negligible effect upon the root 

positions. Under maximum fuel delivery and motoring 

conditions variations from 10% to 10 times the 

nominal value had a proportional effect upon the 

dominant response without affecting the secondary 

roots. 

(c) Diesel Engine Inertia of Rotating and Reciprocating 

Parts (Jl). Increas~ng J1 to 2 kg m2 caused a 

slight reduction in the dampinS of the flexible 

couplin.g roots, whereas reducing J1 to 0.1 kg m.2 

resulted in an improvement in the damping of the 

flexible coupling roots w'i th negligible effect 

upon all other root positi~ns. 

(f) Dynamometer Inertia (J2). Variations in J2 had a 

similar effect to Jl in that increasing the dyna

mometer inertia up to 10 kg m2 caused a slight 

reduction in the damping of the flexible coupling 

roots, whereas reducing the inertia to 0.3 kg m2 

resulted in an increase in the damping of these 

roots with negligible effect upon all other root 

positions. 
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(g) Dynamometer Input Gain (K4)., Increasing the dyna

mometer gain by a factor of 10 resulted in an 

increase in the damping o£ the flexible coupling 

roots under all conditions with a slight reduction 

in the dominant response time constant at low speed 

for mid fuel delivery. Under the same condition 

a reduction in the dynamometer gain by a factor of 

10 caused an increase in the dominant response 

time constant as well as a reduction in the damping 

of the f1exible coupling roots with negligible 

effect under all other cond~tions. 

th) Engine Input Gain (K7). At low speed for mid fuel 

delivery increasing K7 by n factor of 10 reduced 

the damping of the flexible coupling roots and of 

tlh-t low -frequency engine roots. Reducill~ ;~7 by a 

factor of 10 caused the dominant response to-oecome 

second order with low natural fr~quency un~er the 

same conditions. 

(i) Dynamometer Torque/Speed Slop(j (KJ). Varia."t:i.ons in 

KJ from 10% to 10 times the nominal values~;i:.ld 

Lagligible effect upon the root positions under 

all conditions. 

(j) Diesel Engine Torque/Speed Slope (K1). Increasing 

K1 by a factor of 10 resulted in a reduction in the 

dominant response time constants for maximum fuel 

delivery and motoring conditions. Reducing K1 by 
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a f~ctor of 10 resulted in a slight increase in 

these time constants under the same conditions 

with negligibl~ effect on all other root positions. 

(k) Derivative Action. Increasing the derivative action 

on"the diesel engine controller to D = 1 s caused 

the flexible coupling roots to become unstable at 

high speed for mid fuel delivery. Reducing this 

derivative action resulted in a reduction in ·the 

daraping of the OSCillatory engine roots for mid 

fueJ. delivery at low s'peed in low gear. Increasing 

the dynamometer derivative action to A = 20 s 

resulted in OSCillatory roots of very low froquency 

under all conditions tun::: .05 Hz; ~ .4) "'1ith ;:In 

increase in the da.Tping of the flexible co:up,l.;lng 

ro\.)ts. Reducin~i: tl.,~ dynamometer derivative. "lction 

to zero resulted ':r.. ,"scillatory low frequency roots 

under all condi tior.s, wi tha reduction in tile 

Jalr..ping of the flexi.ble coupling roots at low speed 

fo:- mid fuel deliyt:ry. 

It has been shown that "',~~e. electric dynamometer using 

simulation method 2.1 produces simulated loads on the 

diesel engine , ... ith dominant responses in very close 

agreement with the real vehicle response. However, it 

has also been shown that the secondary roots, although 

well damped, may have a large influonce upon the 

dominant response. Simulation method 2.2 is investigated 

in the following section to determine whether a.ny 
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improvement can be obtained upon this performance. 

3.4.5 Sinrulation ~{ethod 2.2 (Speed Ref'erence Contro1) 

The following values of controller coeff'icients were 

found to give excellent performance characteristics 

under all conditions:-

Dynamometer 

Controller 

Engine 

Controller 

( Derivative gain, A = 3 s 
( 
( Proportional gain, B = 30 v/v 

( Integral gain, C = 30 5- 1 

( Proportional gain, E = .3 v/v 
( 

( Integral gain, F = 1 s-1 

Derivative action on the engine controller was found 

+.~ reduce the damping o£ the flexible coupling.roots 

ldthout improving the damping of the low frequency 

roots. Derivative action on the dynamometer con-

troller, how'ever, enabled high values of proportional. 

~nd integral gain to be used without creating unstablp 

roots at low speed for mid fuel delivery. Theso high 

values of proportional and integral gain on the dyna-

mometer controller caused the secondary roots to 
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become relatively fast (less than 1 second time constant, 

which therefore has little effect upon the primary 

response) under the maximum fuel delivery and motoring 

conditions, as shown in graphs G71 (1st gear) and. G73 

(4th gear). The roots are well damped under all 



conditions, except for low sp~ef} with mid fuel. del.ivery 

in l.ow gear. Under this condition, however, the oscil.-

latory roots are of the same order of magnitude as 

those of the real vehicle, as shown in section 3.2.4.1. 

In fact, the correlation betw~en the actual. vehicle 

response and the dominant response of the load 

simulation system using method 2.2 is very close under 

al.l conditions, as shown in the fol.lowing table:-

Notorins Condition 

Engine Speed (rev/min) 600 1500 3000 

1st 4.89 4.92 4.55 
Time 2nd 14.6 14.7 1).1 

Constant 

(s) 3rd 42.7 )1.9 23.0 

4th 59.8 40.2 28.7 

Loading Condition (mid fuel delivery~ 

(D = E = F = 0) 

Engine Speed 600 1500 )1)00 
(rev/min) 

1st (JJn 4:.3; {.078 .143 ... 70 

2nd Caln2.J;~.~2 (Vn 1.45 ; ~ .94 Wn 1r- S1~ ~. 78 

3rd ~1;~.7J &c>n. 72; ~. 96 ~ .71;~.74 

11th ~ .7;~.84 2 .. 91 w.n .53; ~.82 



~oading Condition (maximum fuel deliverxl 

Engine Speed (rev/min) 600 1500 3000 

1st -14.7 . 57.0 7.0 

Tima 2nd -77.0 79.5 18.8 
Constant 

(s) 3rd -473.8 72.2 27.6 

4th 473.6 67.1 32.6 

The time constants given for the loading condition with 

maximum fuel delivery are an exact match with those 

given for the real vehicle in section 3.2.4.1. Under 

the Mc.,oring condition the greatest difference between 

the simulation SystCJlI time constants and those for the. 

real vehicle is approximately 2~. Also, for mid fuel 

delivery, the dominant responses of the simulatio~ 

system are closer to those of the real vehicle tbaa 

either the hydrostat:i.c or fast response dynamome!ers 

using method 2.2. He~~~ the electrical dynamometer 

wi th its large lag ano inhel."ent inertia has been shown 

to provide more effective simulation of automotive 
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loading conditions for the diesel engine than the faster 

acting hydraulic dyna~om~ters with low inherent inertia. 

In fact t the addition , .. £ its own inherent charac..;.teristics, 

together with the ability to enable higher controller 

gains to be used compareu to the hydraulic dynamometers, 

results in a basic load on the diesel engine which is or 

the same order of magnitude as the actual vehicle load. 

The result of this is that the load simulation system 

does not have to make very large changes in tll.e dyna

mometer loading characteristics in order t~ meet the 

required conditions. 



The effects of variations in syRtem parameters upon 

the root positions are compared to the effects of such 

variations using method 2.1 as follows:-

(a) Velocity Transducer Lag ('l'5). Increasing T5 up to 

1 second caused the low frequency roots to become 

unstable under all conditions. 

(b) Simulated Inertia (J3). At high speed variations 

in the simulated inertia from 1 to 260 kg m2 had 

negligible effect upon the damping of the flex~ble 

coupling roots, whereas for method 2.1 the flexible 

coupling roots became unstable for J4 = 260 kg m2 • 

(c) Diesel Engine Inertia of Rotating and Reciproc&ting 

Pllrt.3 (Jt). Increasing J:1 to 2 kg m2 ca1.sqd a 

large reduction in the damping of the fl(;t-,;.lb~e 

coupling roots, becoming nearly unstable ~t ~ow 

speed for mid fuel delivery ~n ~ 10 Hz; ~ .05) .. 

(d) Dynamometer Arllla turo Inertia {J2). Increu.ain.g the 

inertia of the dynamometer armature to 10 :~=t m2 

had negligible effect at low speed for mid fuel 

delivery, but created oscillatory low frequency 

l"Oots at high speed for maximum fuel delivery and 

motoring conditions. 

(e) Dynamometer Input Gain (K/J:). Variations in Kl:l had 

the opposite effect for method 2.2 compared to 
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m~U:od 2.1. Increasing K4 by a factor of 10 was 

found to reduce the damping of the fl.exibl.-e coupl.inS 

roots under a1l. conditions, becoming unstable at , 

l.ow speed for mid fue1 de1ivery. Reducing K4 by a 

factor of 10 created osci11atory l.ow frequency roots 

under a11 conditions. 

(f) Engine Input Gain (K7). Increasing K7 by a factor 

of 10 caused the low frequency roots to have very 

low damping in 4th gear at 10w speed with mid fuel. 

du1ivery (a1though the flexible coupling remained 

unaffected). 

(g) Derivative Action. Increasing the derivativo action 

on the dynamomoter controller (A) had a similar 

ei'fect compared .... ., ~E'thod 2.1, except that 1:0. 

damping of the f1t~~l·,'le coupling roots was reduced 

at l.ow speed for m::d fuel delivery. The effect of 

de~ivative action on the engine contro1ler was to 

cause the flexibl~ coupling roots to become 

virtually unstab1~ at low speed for mid fuel 

de1ivery. 

Variations in all other parameters had a similar effect 

compared to method 2.1. 



3.5 Discussion 

The most significant findings in the analysis so far 

lie in an understanding of how the control loops of 

each type of: simulation system affect the basic inter

action"between the diesel engine and dynamometer. For 

example, the diesel engine has been shown to have a 

highly oscillatory response when the fuel delivery is 

between minimum and maximum in low gear and at low 

speed (under actual automotive conditions for an A 

series truck). This inherent condition causes problems 

for the fast response dynemometer which cannot provide 

sufficient inherent damping to enable the control 

system to accurately si~Llate these low speed con

ditions for method (2) (in which the simulated charac

toridtics are in a feedb~ck loup of the control system). 

!"or the electric dynamomF)tcr, hO"\~ever, the inherent 

damping is large enough to enable high values of propor

tional and integral action to be used without creati.a\g 

~tability problems for the control system under the 

!lame conditions. These high values of controller gains 

~;herefore enable the simulated conditions to be much 

closer to those of the actual vehicle. A further 

factor affecting the performance of the fast response 

dynamometer at low speed lies in the fact that its gain 

(K4) at low speed is very much lower ~han at high speed 

(see graph G5~). Unless an adaptive gain controller is 

used, this results in the overall effective gain of the 

fast response dynamometer and simllation system being 



low at low speed, thereby increasing the error betwee~ 

simulated and actual loading conditions. 

Also, at higher speeds for both maxinnun fuel delivery 

and under the motoring condition the low value of 

integral action necessary for stability of the fast 

response dynamometer at high speed using method 2.2 

results in the time constants of the secondary roots 

being large (although the magnitude of these roots is 

kept small by zeros in close proximity). For the 

hydrostatic dynamometer system using method 2.2 the 

secondary root time constants are fast (in the order 

of 0.5 seconds) with close correlation being ach~eved 

between the actual and simulated dominant responses. 

This is due to the high values of the dynamometer gain 

(K4) and controller gain...; (B a"'ld C) of which the systcm 

~8 capable without causi~g stability problems. The 

correlation under mid fuel del:i.very conditions (section 

3.2.5) is not as good as for the electrical dynamometer 

system due to the large lag found to be necessary on 

the velocity transducer (T5) to maintain adequate 

(tamping of the secondary roots under a11 conditions. 

'I'his value of lag is not neC(!>3sary for tbe electric 

dynamometer 'system, since the dynarnometer winding lag 

effectively filters out fast changing signals. 

For each of the three dynamometcr systems analysed it 

was found that simulation method 2.2 provided much 

closer eorrelation with the actual vehicle rC3ponse 
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than method 2.1. This \'{as du~ "1;0 the necessity of 

having a low pass filter (in the case of this analysis 

a first order lag was used) on the acceleration signal 

for method 2.1 to maintain stability of the contro~ 

system under all conditions. For the hydrostatic and 

fast response dynamometer systems the value of this 

lag (T7) needed to be considerably larger than for the 

electric dynamometer system to maintain stability, hence 

the dominant response errors (compared to the actua~ 

vehicle response) are much larger for ·these systems 

than for the electric dynamom~;;.ter system. 

One further effect of systems using simulation method (2) . 

is due to the dynamometer torque/speed elimination signal. 

This signal attempts to eliminate the inherent torque/ 

speed characteristics of the ~ynamometer so th~t they 

f,1ay be replaced by the simulated characteri3t.l"~.~. By 

using a large -value of integral action on the tiYllamometer 

controller the use of this signal becomes unnecessary. 

This is shown by the fact that the difference in root 

posi tj ons for the electrical dyna'~meter (hav::'l!g high 

integral action) with or li'i thout the torque/spd.)d 

olimi:nation signal 'W'as found to be negligible 1'or both 

method 2.1 and 2.2. F'or the hydrostatic dynamometer 

with method 2.2 (having high values of gain on the 

dynamometer controller) there is also negligible effect 

upon the root positions if' the torque/speed elimination 

signal is removed, whereas fo~' method 2.1 (having low 

values of gain on the dynamometer controller) the effect 



of removing the torque/speed elimination signal is to 

increase the dominant response by a factor oC 2. 

For method (1) (in which the simulated characteristics 

are in a forward "path of the contr01 system) the root 

locus analysis indicates that the slow response and 

large inherent inertia of the electric dynamometer 

system does not provide the same advantages as for 

the basic simulation method (2). For method 1.2 the 

root locus for the electrical dynamometer system (graph 

G66) shows that the dominant response to a step dis

turbance torque has a time constant of approximately 

10 seconds under all cond~tions. This indicates that 

the dynamic error may be l.arge when attempting to 

follow speed/time curves und-er transient conditions. 

Fvr method 1.1 the root Jocus ~hown in graph G65 

i:adicates that for maxiCl'tUIl fuel delivery the electrical 

dynamometer system has an. ullstable root at all speeds. 

This means that it is not possible to simulate steady 

state maximum fuel delivery conditions (i.e., for 

gradients) at any speed with tllis system using method 

~. 1 (i. e., speed con"tro.l on engine; torque control on 

dynamometer). It should be n~ted, however, that 

present legislation for exhaust emission testing, 

Ref. (1), Ref. (2) ,does not require maximum load steady 

state conditions to be simulated on dynamometer test 

system~. 
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For the hydrostatic dynamometer the dom~nant responses 

:for method 1.2 are much :faster than :for the electric 

dynamometer (approximately 1 s~cond :for maximum :fuel 

delivery and 0.4 second under the motoring condition) 
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so that the dynamic error when following speed/time 

curves' will be low. For the fast response dynamorneter 

using method 1.2 the dominant response at maximum fuel 

delivery var~es from 2.5 seconds at low speed to 0.25 

seconds at high speed (due to the inherent gain variations 

of the special purpose valve). For method 1.1 both the 

:fast response and hydrostatic dynamometer systems have 

an unstable root only at low speed. Hence the faster 

response hydraulic dynamometer systems with low' inherent 

jnertia would appear to give superior performance com

pared to the electric dynamometer system when ·the 

simul~t~~ characteristics are in a forward p~t~, of the 

control system (method (1», l~hereas the elee ~l.·i ~ 

dynamometer system with its slower response an,", large 

inherent inertia gives supe:r.·io.c per:formance wb'ln the 

simulated charal~teristics are in a :feedback path of 

the control system (method (2»). 

However, an assessment of the accuracy of simulation 

using method (t) is not easy with the root locus method 

(although it provides a clear indication o:f stability 

conditions) and it may be better to use the mathematical 

model of the system to determine some performance index 

(e.g., ISE or IAE) for the torque and speed responses 

over a given set of speed/time curves. 



The v~rtue of the root locus method l~es in ~ts ability 

to show how the performance o£ the load simulation 

system varies over the speed range, since, for a given 

torque level, the non-linear funct~ons of the system 

depend main].y on speed. Furthermore, it. is possible to 

identify the root pos~tions of various components of the 

system, such as the roots due to the flexible coupling; 

t.he input actuators for the engine and dynamometer; the 

low pass filter lags (T5 and T7); and the oscillatory 

low frequency roots at low speed resulting from the high 

governor gain. It is therefore possible to determine 

how thes~ roots are affected by changes in speed, as 
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well as changes in other parameters of the system (e.g., 

dynamometer inertia, simn.la ted friction coefficients t ate.). 

All of these capabilities with the root locus method give 

considerable insight and under~t~ding into the ov.ra~1 

~c)ture of load simulatio:·l techniques. 

The following two chapters will show briefly the eff~cts 

of load simulation techniques for the two other basic 

types of prime mover used for automotive purpo8es:-

(a) Petrol engine (Part 4); (b) D.C. traction motor 

{Part 5). These chapters are basically to be used for 

comparison lnth the work undertaken in this chapter and 

will therefore not contain the same degree of detailed 

analytical work that has been necessary so far. The 

discussion of Part 5 includes a comparison of the basic 

dynamometer systems for the three 'types of prime mover. 
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PART 4: 

PETROL ENGINE SYSTEMS 

4.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this section is to continue the analy

tical methods used in Part J for a 101.5 kW Ford petrol 

engine (model 2614E) to be tested in conjunction with 

the three dynamometer systems and two basic methods of 

load eimulation analysed in Part J. The same vehicle 

characteristics (Ford A series truck) are used with 

~light ml)di:fications due to the higher speed range of 

the petrol engine (600 + 6000 rev/min) compared ~o the 

diesel. engine (600" 3600 rev/mill). One major dif'ficul. ty 

wi th -cllis higher spec.! r.ange in connection wi th ~.'.ydro

static systems is tha r cJ,nunercial.ly available hi::,h 

power hydrostatic pump£ (> 100 kW) are not capable of 

reaching such high speeds. 

To overcora09 this diffi.~·~lJ ty it is necessary either to 

use a reducing gearbox. l '.1 connection with the b;:;dro

static pump or use a ccmbination of lower power hydrc.

static pumps (having a higher speed range) connected in 

tandem. To enable comparisons to be made with the 

systems analysed in Part J the following speed ranges 

are used:-

Low speed - 1000 rev/mini Medium speed - 2500 rev/min; 

High speed - 4000 rev/min. 
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A linear interp01ation will be made for each of the 

dynamometer systems analysed in Part 3 to give the 

dynamometer transfer characteristics at these higher 

speed ranges for use in conjunction with the petrol 

engine system. 

4.2 Hydrostatic Dynamometer 

4.2.1 Transfer Characteristics of Engine + Dynamometer 

The basic block diagram for the petrol engine and hydro-

static dynamometer system is shown in Fig. lJ:.1. The 

engine transfer characteristics were obtained from the 

Ford Motor Co. Ltd. as follows:-

Inertia of rotating and ~eciprvcatins parts, 

Jl = 0.1798 kg 
2 m 

The torque/speed characteristics (as shown in graph ~1 

for full throttle) provide the following information:-

K1 (low speed, 1000 rev/min) = +0.269 Nm s 

K1 (medium speed, 2500 reY/min) = 0 

Kl (high speed, 4000 rev/min) = -0.367 Nm s 

Under the motoring condition K.l is estitnated from half 

the ma~imum power rating, i.o., 

K1 = -95 Nm @ 5000 rev/min = -o.lBl Nm s 
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Information on the engine characteristics at less than 

maximum throttle setting was not made availabla to the 

author, although typical chara,!teristics are given in 

Ref. (10). In practice, the positive torque/speed 

slope at low speed is eliminated at low throttle 
. 

settings and the slope becomes negative throughout the 

speed range (resulting in negative feedback under all 

conditions). An estimation to this performance was 

made by choosing a torque/speed slope, Kl = -.223 Nm s, 

and a prime mover input gain, K7 = 22 Nm/v. 

Input gains (for full throttle position obtained by 

10 v signal):-

K7 (low speed) = 17.2 Nm/v 

K7 (o,edium speed) = 23.2 Nm/v 

K7 (high speed) = 38 Nm/v 

Pure time delay (bet'l~een f'irin~ cycles):-

Tl (low speed) = 0.02 s 

T1 (medium speed) = 0.008 s 

Tl (high speed) = 0.005 s 

Dynamometer characteristics:-

Inertia = .109 kg m2 (as previously) 
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Under the loading condition the following values were 

interpolated from the dynamometer characteristics of 

section 3.2.1:-

Low speed (1000 rev/min) : 

T3 = .0145 s' , K3 = 8.3 Nm s' , K4 = 241 Nm/v 

Medium speed (3500 rev/min): 

T3 = .0119 s' , K3 = 6.7 Nm s' , K4 = 197 Nm/v 

High speed (/:1000 rev /min) : 

T3 = .0082 s' , K3 = 5.1 Nm Si K4 = 149 Nm/v 

Under the motoring condition the characteristics of 

the hydrostatic dynamometer remain relatively c'onstant 

over the speed range (due to the large leakage rate 

from the hydrostatic system), hence the same v'\lues 

may be used:-

T3 = .015 s; K3 = 1.78 Nm S; K4 = 52.7 Nm/v 

The characteristics of the dynamorueter and pri~9 mover 

input actuators remain the same as given in .SE>,.;'t:1.on 

3.2.~, as well as the characteristics of the flexible 

coupling. 

Using these values a root locus was constructed for the 

speed range of the basic petrol engine and dynamometer 

system (with no external feedback loops), as shown in 

graph G74. The basic system is seen to be well damped 
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with a very fast response under both the loading and 

motoring conditions. Maximum fuel delivery conditions 

resulting in zero prime mover control will not be 

examined with this system since the petrol engine is 

normally operated at maximum throttle for only a small 

percentage of its operating life in comparison to the 

governed diesel engine. At low speed under the loading 

condition the high frequency second order roots resul.t 

not from the positive feedback effect of the left-hand 

side ef the engine torque/speed characteristic as the 

throttle setting approaches maximum (as would be expected), 

but from the increased gain of the dynamometer torque/ 

speed slope at low speed. In fact, the magnitude ot 

the torque/speed slope of the petrol engine is small 

compared to that of thu hydrostatic dynamometer under 

all conditions. 

4.2.2 Simulation Method j.1 Torque control by dynamometer 

Speed control by prime mover 

By seti.ing G 1 and G3 t;; un! ty on the computer program 

VALUES it was possible ~~ determine the effect ot 

various settings .of controller coefficients upon the 

root pOSitions of the petrol engine and hydrostatic 

dynamometer system using simulation method 1.1. 

Suitable values of controller coefficients were found 

to be:-
. 

Dynamometer ( 
( 

Proportional gain., B = 1 v/v 

Controller ( Integral gain, C .. -1 = :> s 



Engine ( Proportional gain, E = 5 v/v 
( 
( Integral gain, F = 0.3 s-1 Controller 

The low value of integral gain on the engine controller 

was necessary since higher gains caused low frequency 

roots to become unstable under the loading condition. 

This low value of integral gain (F) in conjunction with 

the high proportional gain (E) results in a very slow 

dominant speed response to disturbance torques, as shown 

in the root locus of graph G75 (using the above con

troller coefficients). This slow response is due to 

the low valued root (5 + F /E) which resu,l ts from the 

engine controller transfer function = ES + F 
S • If' the 

integral action on the e:1gine controller is eliminated 

then the low valued root disappears, although this wi~l 

result in large steady s~ate s~eed errors (to achieve . 
-full throttle setting would require a speed error of 

600 rev/min with a proportional gain~ E = 5 v/v). 

The use of derivative action on either the engine or 

clynamometer controller was not found to improve the 

rlamping of -the low frequency roots under any conditions. 

From graph G75 under the moto~ing condition the above 

values of controller coefficients result in first order 

dominant and secondary roots. By increasing the gain 

of the dynamometer controller (engine control becomes 

zero u~der the motoring condition) it is possible to 

increase the speed of response under the motoring 

condition, although, for reasons discussed in Part 1, 
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The low value of proportional gain on the engine con

troller (E) was found necessary to prevent the flexible 

coupling roots from going unstable, although it was 

possible to use a large value of integral action (F). 

This meant that together with the high gains on the 

dynamOD.leter controller the primary root responses were 

very fast for both the loading and motoring condition, 

as indicated in the root locus of graph &76. The root 

locus also shows that the secondary roots are well 

damped at all speeds under both the loading and motoring 

conditions. Under the loading condition it was found 

that higher gain values on the dynamometer controller 

(B = 20 v/v; C = 40 s-l) resulted in a :faster dominant 

response without reducin~ the damping of the secondary 

roots, although these gain values were found to reduce 

the damping of the domin~nt re~ponse under the ~otoriDg 

C'ondi tion. No values of derivative action were found 

to cause any improvement in the root.positions under 

any conditions. 

Under low torque loading cOlldi'Cions at l.ow speed (which 

l~esul.ts in the engine torque/speed charucteris~ic slope 

becoming negative and therefo~'e providing negative 

feedback), the change in root positions compared to 

high torque conditions is negligible. This is due to 

the fact that the feedback provided by the engine 

torque/speed charactex'istic is small compared to that 

provided by the hydrostatic dynamometer. 
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For this method o£ load simula'ti.oll the effect of the 

velocity transducer lag and the engine actuator lag 

become significant. At high speed under the loading 

condition reducing the velocity transducer time 

constant (T5) to 1 ms caused high frequency roots to 

become virtually unRtable <£.In. 4 Hz; ~ 0.08). Under 

the same conditions, increasing the engine actuator 

time constant (T6) to 0.1 secol~ created oscillatory 

secondary roots (Wn" 1 Hz; ~"0.4). 

4.2.4 Simulation Method 2.1 (T~~que Reference SYRtem) 

4.2.4.1 Vehicle Characteristics 

The vehicle inertia values referred to the engi~e 

shaft in each gear remain the same as in ~eet'i()'t\3. 2. It. 'le 

The friction values over the higher range of s~~ were 

obtained from graph G42 as follows:-
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Gear 
Low Speed Medium Speed H~~gh Speed 

(1000 rev/min) (2500 rev/min) {';1:0CO rev/min} 

4th 0.2 0.54 t.O 

3r4 0.17 0.33 0.87 

2nd 0.06 0.12 0.28 

1st 0.,025 0 .. 0)8 0.063 

These values were substituted into equation (4) to 

determine the time con.tants of the first order response 

of the real vehicle under all conditions as follows:-



Loading Condition (Throttle near maximum) 

Engine Speed (rev/min) 1000 2500 4000 

1st -5.03 32.2 2.85 

Time 2nd -21.9 38.1 7.06 
Constant 

(s) 3rd -151.1 45.3 12.1 

4th -381~5 48.7 19.2 

Motorin~ Condition 

Engine Speed {rev/min} 1000 2500 4000 

1st 5.93· 5.59 5.02 

Time 2nd 18.9 15.2 9.91 
Constant 

(s) 3rd 42.6 29.2 14.2 

4th 69.1 36.5 22.3 

At low speed under the loading condition the r~sponse 

is unstable in all gears with the throttle s~tting 

approaching maximum. This is due to the fact that the 

friction characteristics of the vehicle at low speed 
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have a much lower negative tQrque/speed slope than the 

positive torque/speed s10pe of' the engine cha.t'Olcteristics 

for high throttle settings. In practice this un~table 

response shows that the vehicle will accelerate at an 

increasing rate for a given throttle setting. As the 

speed increases the response becomes stable and settles 

down with the time constant which occurs at high speed. 

Lower throttle settings are not shown since under these 

conditions the engine torque/speed slope becomes positive 

throughout the speed ran8e so that the response is always 

stable. At medium speed the tilDe constants appear 
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excessively large, considering the throttle is near 

maximum. However, from equation (4) the magnitude of 

the reeponse is inyersely proportional to (F4 - K1), 

i.e., the vehicle torque/speed slope nnnue the engine 

torque/speed slope. Under these conditions (F4 - K1) 

becomes small so that the magnitude of the response 

becomes large and the actual response is faster than 

indicated by the time constant at high speed. 

Under the motoring condition the real vehicle response 

appears to be slow at low speed. In practice the real 

vehicle reduces speed somewhat faster than indicated, 

due to coulomb friction effects. Coulomb friction 

terms, however, are constant in nature and therefore 

do not affect the traIlsi.ent performance of the vehicle. 

The time constants obi;f..:i.IJ~d for the real vehicle under . 
both loading and moto~in~ conditions will be used to 

determine the performa~ce of load simulation methods 

2.1 and 2.2 for each type of dynamometer system (in 

conjunction with the petrol engine) throughout the 

remainder of Part 4. 

4.2.4.2 Analysis 

For simulation method 2.1 the following values of 

controller coefficients were found to result in 

suitable performance with a time constant for the 

acceleration signal of T7 = 1 s:-



Dynamometer 

Controller 

Engine 

Controller 

( 
( 
( 

( 
( 
( 

Proportional gain, B = 1 v/v 

-1 Integral gain, C = 1 s 

Proportional gain, E = 20 v/v 

-1 Integral gain, F = 1 s 

It was found possible to use this constant value of T7 

without creating the stability problems encountered 

with the diesel engine system, since the oscillatory 

low speed performance (due to the high gain governor 

on the diesel engine) does not occur with the petrol 

engine system. The low gain values on the dynamometer 

controller were necessary to prevent low frequency roots 

from becoming oscillatory under all conditions, although 

too Iowa value of proportional gain (B) resulted in 

oscillatory low frequency roots Gccurring unde~ the 

motoring condition at high speed in high gear. Under 

tbe loading condition lower values of proportional sain 

on the engine controller resulted in oscillatory roots 

of very low frequency occurring throughout the'speed 

range for all gear settings, whereas higher values ot 

integral gain on the engine controller resulte~ in 

oscillatory low frequency roots occurring at low speed 

in high gear only. 

Lower values of throttle setting at low speed under the 

loading condition (resulting in a negative torque/speed 

slope for the engine) had little effect upon the root 

positions except to slightly increase the damping ot 

• 
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the dominant response in high gear. Using these values 

of controller coefficients root loci were constructed 

for the range of speed in 1st ~ear (gr~ph G77) and ~th 

gear (graph G78) under. both loading and motoring con-

ditions. These root loci show that the system is well 
. 

damped under all conditions, although the dominant 

response under the motoring condition becomes second 

order in low gear. This is not a problem, however, 

since it has already been discussed in Part 3 that 

under actual automotive condii~ions it is not normal 

practice to "motor" a vehicle in low gear. The 

dominant response time constants (which may be compared 

with those for the real vehicle shown in section 4.2.4.1) 

were obtained as follows:-

Loading Condition 

(Throttle near maxinmm; E = F = 0) 

Engine Speed 1000 2500 4000' 
(rev/min) 

1st -6.1 27.5 tUn .25;); ~ .69 

Tin!e 2nd -20·.1 37.7 ;.86 
Constant 

(s) 3rd -146.1 45.9 1.1.3 

~th -374.4 49.5 20.5 

Motoring Condition 

Engine Speed 
(rev/min) 1000 2500 4000 

Time 
1st "'n. 173 ; t .87 Wn • 178; ( .85 Wn .188; t. 82 

Constant 
2nd 21.4 17.1 11.0 

(s) 3rd 45.1 31.2 15.4 
4th 71.6 38.2 23.6 



The correlation between these predicted values for the 

load simulation system and those for the real vehicle 

is quit.e close, with the greatest differences occurring 

in 1st gear under both the loading and motoring con

ditions. For this system the effect of increasing the 

accele~ation lag (T7) to 10 seconds was to increase the 

dominant response time constant under all conditions, 

as well as to create oscillatory low frequency roots 

at low speed under the motoring condition. Reducing 

T7 to 0.1 s resulted in low frequency roots becoming 

unstable in high gear under both loading and motoring 

conditions. 

Reducing the velocity transducer time constant tn 1 ms 

had negligible effect i~ low gear, although in high 

gear oscillatory roots (wn- .3.5 Hz; ~:k.06) were. created 

under the loading con~:i.tton, whereas under the motoring 

condition these roots became unstable. Variations in 
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the engine actuator lag from 1 ms to 0.1 s had negligible 

effect upon the root pOSitions under all conditions. 

~.2.5 Simulation Methoti~~.~ (Speed Reference System) 

For simulation method 2.2 no values of controller 

coefficients could be found to give good performance 

in all gears. The following values were found suitable 

for 2nd, .3rd and ~th gears:-



Dynamometer ( Proportional gain, B = 10 v/v 
( 

-1 Controller ( Integral gain, C = 3 s 

,. 

Engine ( Proportional gain, E = 30 v/v 
( 

-1 Controller ( Integral gain, F = 1 s 

In 1st gear suitable performance could be obtained 

with the same dynamometer controller coefficients but 

with a reduction in the engine controller coefficients 

as follows:-

Engine 
Controller 
(1st gear) 

( Proportional gain, E = 6 v/v 
( 
( Integral gain, F = 0.3 &-1 

In Part 3 it was discovered that the diesel engine and 
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hydrostatic dynamometer system also required mod.i.ficatiGll 

of the controller coefti'cients when 1st gear loading 

conditions were simula~ed using method 2.2. This e£fect 

is due to the lim.ited ,ability of simulation method 2.2 

to simulate low valuelP of inertia a,s discovered with 

the low po-wer simulati.t.·ll. system in section 2.3 .. 2. 

In general, for higher gear settings it was found 

possible to have higher gain values for both the engine 

and dynamometer controller without causing stability 

problems. The least favourable stability conditions at 

high controller gains were found to occur at low speed 

in low gear. Under the motoring condition higher values 

of proportional gain on the dynamomcter controller 



increas~d the lug of the secondary root response, 

whereas reducing this gain resulted in oscillatory low 

frequency roots. ~lso, under the motoring condition, 

higher values of integral gain on the dynamometer con

troller increased the speed of response of the secondary 

roots {thereby reducing their effect) and lower values 

reduced this speed of response. Using the above values 

of controller coefficients root loci are shown for the 

range of speed in 1st gear (graph G79) and 4th gear 

(graph G8o). 

The roots are well damped ~nder all conditions although, 

from the increased scale of graph G80 it can be seen 

that under the motoring condition in 4th gear the time 

constant of the most significant secondary root is large 

(approximately J secQJltis). Hence, to improve dYl1amic 

accuracy under the motcr.J.ng condition an increase in the 

integral gain of the d>namometer controller is required 

as this condition is eDtered. Slow secondary roots also 

occur under the loadiug condition and to improve overall 

dynamic accuracy it is .ecessary to use the largest 

value of integral acti~l in each gear consisteat with a 

well damped response (i.e., higher values in high aeur 

reducing for lower gear values). 

2Qa. 

The primary response time constants (which may be com

pared with those for the real vehicle in section 4.2.4.1) 

were obtained as follows:-
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Loading Condition 

(Throttle near maximum; E = F = 0) 

Engine Speed (rev/pUn) 1000 2500 4000 

1st -4.36 32.1 4.29 

Time 2nd -20.7 38.0 7.71 
Constant 

(s) 3rd -148.3 115.3 12.4 

4th -377.4 118.7 19.5 

Motoring Condition 

Engine Speed (rev/min) 1000 2500 4000 

1st 6.89 6.49 5.87 

Time 2nd 19.6 17.7 10.) 
Constant 

(s) 3rd 43.1 29.6 14.4 

4th 69.5 36.7 22.4 

These values are ~igni~i.cantly closer to those of' the 

real vehicle response th~n for the system using simulation 

method 2.1, although (as with method. 2.1) the greatest 

differences occur in 1at gear. 

The effect of reducing the velocity transducer time 

constant to T5 = 1 ms ""~l,'i to create high frequ~ncy osail

latory roots (wn:O= 3 Hz;~eO.3) under all conditions, 

except tor ~der the loading condition at high speed in 

high gear. Variations in the engine actuator lag from 

0.1 s to 1 ms had negligible effect upon the root 

positions under all conditions. 



The hydrostatic dynamometer has been shown to provide 

satisfactory performance for simu1ating automotive 

loads on the petrol engine system, with few of the 

stabi1ity problems encountered by the governed diese1 

engine system ana1ysed in section 3.2. This is 

basica11y due to the de-stabi1ising effect of the high 

gain governor of the diesel engine upon the contro1 

100ps of the various 10ad simulation systems. The 

effect of using the fast response dynamometer upon the 

performance of the various 10ad simu1ation systems in 

conjunction with the petro1 engine is ana1ysed in the 

following section. 

4.3 Fast Response Dynamomete~ 
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4.3.1 Simulation Method 1.1 :torque contro1 by dynamometer 

Speed control by prime mover 

The basic block diagram for the fast response dynam~me~er 

used in conjunction with the petrol engine is identica1 

to that shown in Fig. 4.1 (for the hydrosta,tic dynamometer 

system). As with the hydrostatic dynamometer the coef

ficients for the fast response dynamometer at the higher 

speed ranges of the petrol engine were interpolated from 

the values obtained in section 3.3.1 as shown:-

Loading Condition: 

Low speed (1000 rev/min) 

T3 = .0081 S; K) = 2.07 Nm s; K4 = 123 Nm/v 

• 



Medium speed (2500 rev/min) 

T3 = .0030 s; K3 = 0.75 Nm s; K4 = 423 Nm/v 

High speed (4000 rev/min) 

T3 = .0024 s; K3 = 0.55 Nm s; K4 = 610 Nm/v 

Motoring Condition: 

Low speed (1000 rev/min) 

T3 = .011 s' , K3 = 2.07 Nm s' , K4 = 72 Nm/v 

Medium speed (2500 rev/min) 

T3 = .0188 s' , K3 = 0.50 Nm s' , K4 = 15 Nm/v 

High speed (4000 rev/min) 

T3 = .0245 s' , K3 = 0.15 Nm s' , K4 = 5.0 Nm/v 

~sing these values suitable magnitudes were determined 

for the controller coefficients using simulation method 

1.1 af' follows:-

Dynamometer 

Controller 

Engine 

COl1troller 

( Proportional g~in, B = 0.1 v/v 
( 
( Integral gain, C = 30 a- 1 

( Proporti(,nal gain, E = 10 'V/v 
( 
( Integral gain, F = 12 s-.t 

As with the diesel engine system of section 3.3.2, the 

low value of proportional gain on the dynamometer con-

troller is necessary to maintain stability of the 

flexible coupling roots at high speed under the loading 

condition (due to the high gain of the special purpose 

valve under this condition). A high integral gain is 
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necessary on the dynamometer controller since lower 

values create oscillatory low frequency roots at low 

speed under the looding condition as well as to 

increase the dominant response time constant under the 

motoring condition. For the engine controller, lower 

values'of proportional control (E) result in oscillatory 

low frequency roots at high speed under the loading 

condition, which become unstable at low speed. Lower 

values of integral action (F), however, increase the 

dominant response time constant (and therefore increase 

the dynamic error). 

Using these values of controller coefficients a root 

locus was constructed for the range of speed, as shown 

in graph GB1. The dominant response is fast and well 

damped under both the :loading and motoring cond,itioDS 

and the secondary roots {not shown) were found to be 

fast enough to have neg~igible effect upon the response. 

Under the motoring condition all secondary poles were 

found to have zeros in close proximity so that higher 

values 'of integral gain on the dynamometer controller 

could be used to increc~I:':J the dynamic accuracy without 

creating stability problems. 

It was shown in section 3.3.1 that for the fast response 

dynamollleter the magnitude of the dynamometer torque/ 

speed slope (K3) is proportional to the level of torque 

set up on the engine sbaft. Also, in section Q.2.1, it 

was shown that the engine torque/speed characteristics 
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are similarly affected by the torque level on the 

engine shaft. By varying these coefficients to 

determine the effect of simulating low torque levels 

upon the performance of the load simulation system it 

was found that low torque levels created no detrimental 

effects and actually improved the damping of the 

dominant response at low speed under the loading 

condition. 

The effect of increasing the velocity transducer lag 

(T5) to 1.0 s was negligible under the motoring con

dition, whereas under the loading condition highly 

oscillatory low frequency roots were created at high 

speed, becoming unstable at low speed. Also under the 

loading condition the effect of increasing the lag of 

the engine actuator to O. 1 s WaS to create osci,llatory 

-:. 'Jots having high frequency at high speed ((.0 lA 2 lIz; 
n 

~~0.4) and low frequency at low speed .(Wn~ 0.5 Hz; 

~~0.6) • 

4.3.2 Simulation Method.1.2 Speed control by dynamomet~~ 
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1:2:-91.1e control by prime mover 

For simulation method 1.2 it was found that under the 

loading condition a low value of proportional action on 

the dynamometer controller (B) was necessary to maintain 

stability of the dynamometer actuator roots (i.e., the 

electrohydraulic servomechanism) at high speed. However, 

at high speed under the motoring condition a high value 



of proportional gain on the dynamonleter" controller is 

necessary to maintain an adequately damped ,dominant 

response (due to the low value of dynamometer gain (K4) 

which occurs under these conditions). Hence the 

following values of controller coefficients were found 

to be most suitable:-

Loading Condition: 

Dynamometer 

Controller 

Engine 

Controller 

~!otoring Condition: 

Dynamometer 

Controller 

( Proportional gain, B = 3 v/v 
( 
( Integral gain, C = 30 s-1 

( Proportional gain, E = 0.3 v/v 
( 
( Integral gain, F = 30 s-1 

( Proporti~nal gain, B = 2~ v/v 
( 
( Integral gain, C = 30 s-1 

The high values of integral action on both controllers 

were found to produce a fast response without creating 

stability problems throughout the speed range. The low 

value of proportional gain on the dynamometer controller 

was necessary to prevent the tlexible coupling roots 

from becoming unstable at low speed under the loading 
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condition. Using these values of controller coefficients 

a root locus was constructed for the range of speed under 

both loading and motoring conditions, as shown in graph 

&82. The response is very fast under both the loading 

and motoring conditions (indicating good dynamic accuracy) 

with all roots being well damped. 



The effect of increasing the ve~ocity transducer lag 

to 1 s was to create oscillatory low frequency roots 

under both the loading and motoring conditions, becoming 

unstable at high speed under the loading condition. 

Increasing the engine actuator lag (T6) to 0.1 s was 

found to increase the speed of response under the 

loading condition throughout the speed range (although 

the response became second order at high speed). 

4.3.3 Simulation Method 2.1 (Torque Reference System) 

Using a lag on the acceleration signal (T7) of 1 second 

it was found necessary to have a lower va1ue of propor-

tional gain for the dynamometer controller (B) under 

the loading condition than under the motoring condition. 

The following values of controller coefficients were 
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found to give suitable performance.under each condition:-

Loading: 

Dynamometer 

Controller 

Engine 

Controller 

Motoring: 

Dynamometer 

Control1er 

( Proportional action, B = 0.1 v/v 
( 
( Integral action, C = 3 s-l 

( Proportional action, E = 30 v/v 
( 
( Integral action, F = 2 s-1 

( Proportional action, B = 1 v/v 
( 

( Integral action, C = 3 8- 1 

• 



Under the loading condition h~gher values of propor

tional gain on the dynamometer controller (B) resulted 

in the flexible coupling roots becoming unstable at 

high speed for all gear settings. Under the motoring 

condition, however, lower values of proportional action 

(B) resulted in oscillatory secondary roots with low 

damping in high gear. 

Higher values of integral action on the dynamometer 

controller caused the roots due to the electrohydraulic 

servomechanism to become unstable at all speeds in 

4th gear under the loading condition, and reduced the 

damping of the secondary roots under the motoring 

condition. For the engine controller the high valuo 

of proportional gain (E) was necessary to prevent the 

dominant response from becomiD.g too oscillat('",ry ill 

high gear under the loading condition. Higher Y.'1lues 

of integral action (F) were found to have a simi.lar 

effect upon the dominant response under the same 

conditions. 

Using the above values of controller coeffici6n~s root 

loci were constructed for the range of speed, as shonl 

in graph G83 (1st gear) and graph G84 (4th gear). 

Under the motoring condition the secondary roots are 

fast and well damped, whereas under the loading con

dition the secondary roots are slower and therefore 

have a more significant effect upon the response. 

This is due to the speed control system for the engine, 
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which modifies the characteristics of the overall load 

simu1ation system as discussed in section 3.2.4. The 

dominant responses of the systp-m (for comparison with 

the real vehicle responses of section 4.2.4.1) were 

obtained as follows:-

Loading Condition 

(Engine control zero; throttle near maximum) 

Engine Speed (rev/min) 1000 2500 4000 

1st -3.84 33.06 3.77 

'rime 2nd -20.4 39.0 8.06 
Constant 

(s) 3rd -149 46.3 13.1 

4th .-379 49.7 20.26 

Motorin~ Condition 

Engine Speed (rev/min) 1000 2500 4000 

1st 7.25 8.54 12.0 

Time 2nd 20.4 17.9 14.2 
Constant 

(s) 3rd 43.9 31.3 16.7 

4th 70.4 38.3 24.7 

The values are reasonably close to those of the real 

vehic~e with the greatest errors occurring at high speed 

under the motoring condition. This is due to tho fact 

that the dynamometer coefficients were interpolated 
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from the low speed values of section 3.3.1. In practice, 

however, the special purpose valve would need to be re

designed tor use with the higher flowrate requirements 

of the petrol engine system (due to the higher speed 

• 



range). This wou1d result in higher values for the 

torque/speed characteristics (K3 and K4) than were 

interpolated from the low speed values, thereby 

increasing the dynamic accuracy at high speed. 

The effect of increasing the velocity transducer lag 

(T5) to 1 second was to create oscillatory low frequency 

roots in low gear which become unstable throughout the 

speed range in high gear under the loading condition. 

The effect of increasing the engine actuator lag (T6) 

to 0.1 s was to create oscillatory high frequency roots 

throughout the speed range under the loading condition. 

For the acceleration lag (T7) increaSing T7 in high 

gear was found to improve the damping of the secondary 

roots, as well as reducing T7 in low gear. HQwaver, 

increasing T7 also caused an increase in the dt.,."inant 

response time constant, thereby increasing th~ dynamic 

error between the real vehicle response and thut for 

the simulation system. As with basic simulation 

method (1) (vehicle characteri stics in forward p'l,th), 

the effect of simulating low torque values in the- system 

by varyj.ng the coefficients K1, K7, T3 and K3 ..8illl'..\l

taneously was found to have negligible effect upon 

the root positions. 

4.3.4 Simulation Method 2.2 (Speed Reference System) 
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As with method 2.1 it was found that for an acceleration 

signal 1ag e·f T7 :: 1 sit became necessary to have a low 



value of proportional gain on the dynamometer controller 

(B) under the loading condition, and a high value of 

gain under the motoring condition. This is because 

higher values of gain (B) caused the roots due to the 

dynamometer electrohydraulic actuator to become unstable 

at high speed under the loading condition, whereas low 

values of B created low frequency oscillatory secondary 

roots at all speeds under the motoring condition. 

Suitable controller gains were found to be:-

Loading: 

Dynamometer 

Controller 

Engine 

Controller 

Motoring: 

Dynamometer 

Controller 

( Proportional gain, B = 2 v/v 
( 
( Integral gain, C = 10 s-l, 

( Proportional gain, E = )0 v/v 
( 
( Integral gain, F = 1 8- 1 

( Proportional gain, B = 10 v/v 
( 
( Integral gain, C = 10 s-1 

Using these values root loci were constructed $~jtl" the 

rang€ of speed~ as shown in graphs G85 (1st gear) and 

G86 (4th gear). Under the motoring condition the 

secondary roots in 4th gear have a greater influence 

upon the response than those obtained using method 2.1, 

whereas in 1st gear the secondary roots are slightly 

less significant. The high value of integral action 

on the dynamometel:" controller was found to redu.ce the 
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signifi~ance of the secondary roots under all con-

ditions by moving these roots away from the origin on 

the complex frequency plane. As with method 2.1, it 

was found that lower values of proportional action on 

the engine controller (.E) created a highly oscillatory 

-dominant response in high gear Under the loading con-

dition, although for method 2.2 this effect also 

occurred at low speed in low gear under the loading 

condition. 

The low value of integral action on the engine con-

troll er (F) was necessary for the same reasons as with 

method 2.1, in that higher values created an oscillatory 

dominant response in high gear under the loading con-

di tion. The dominant l.'esponses for the system using 

these values of conT.ro.~.lp.r coefficients were det~r .. in~d 

as follows:-

~~~ng Condition 

(Throttle near m~'lXi J'l'lU.J11 ; engine control zero) 

Engine Speed (rev/min) 1000 2500 4000 

1st -5.03 32.2 2.8t. 

Time 2nd -21.9 38.1 7.05 
Constant 

(s) 3rd -151 Lt5.5 12.1 

4th -382 Lt8.8 19.3 



MotorinSj Condition 

Engine Speed (rev/min) 1000 2500 4000 

1st 5.93 5.50 4.72 

Time 2nd 18.95 15.1 9.72 
Constant 

(s) 3~4d 42.7 29.2 14.1 

4th 69.1 36.5 22.2 

Comparison of these values with those for the real 

vehicle (section 4.2.4.1) shows very close correlation 

under all conditions with the greatest errors occurrin~ 

at high speed in low gear under the motoring condition 

(for the same reasons discussed in the previous section). 

Outside of these conditions the maximum error for this 

method of simulation is l.ass than 0.5". 

At low speed under the l~ading condition the simulation 

,S low torque values had negligible effect upon the root 

positions in high gear, although in low gear the damping 

of the low frequency secondary roots was reduced. The 

effect of increasing the velocity transducer lag (T5) 

to 1 second was to create highly oscillatory roots at 

high speed under both the loading condition (W ='= 1 Hz; 
n 

~6.15) and the motoring condition (Wn~0.15 Hz;~.o.J) 

for all gear settings. At lo,~ speed these oscillatory 

roots became unstable under the loading condition, 

although under the motoring condition the damping of 

the seeondary roots was greatly increased. The effect 
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of increasing the engine actuator lag (T6) was negligible 

at high speed, although at low speed slightly oscillatory 



secondary roots <Wn:O: 2 Hz; ~~O.45) were created in all 

gear settings. 

It was shown in the previous section that the hydro

static dynamometer provided satisfactory load simulation 

performance for the petrol engine with few stability 

problems. In this section it has been shown that the 

fast response dynamometer has a superior performance 

for both basic simulation methods (1) and (2), since 

the response under method (1) is faster than for the 

hydrostatic dynamometer (with a consequent smaller 

dynanlic error). For method (2) the secondary roots 

are also much faster than for the hydrostatic dyna

mometer (and therefore less significant) and the 

dominant responses usiftg method 2.2 are closer to the 

real vehicle valu~s (although for method 2.1 tQe errors 

between real and predict~d responses are approximately 

the same for both the hydrostatic and fast response 

dynamometer systems). 

4.~ Electric Dynamometer 
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4.4.1 Simulation Method 1.1 Torgue contro1 by dynamometer 

Speed control by prime mover 

The block diagram for the basic electric dynamometer and 

petrol engine system is shown in Fig. It.2. As with the 

hydrostatic and fast response dynamometer syatems, the 

coefficients for the electric dynamometer were 
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interpolated from -the lower speed values of section 

3.4.1 as follows:-

Loading Condition 

Engine Speed (rev/min) 1000 2500 4000 

K3 (Nm s) 

K4 (Nm/v) 

-1.9 

198 

-.74 

80 

-.39 

43 

Notoring Condition 

Engine Speed (rev/min) 1000 2500 

.062 

80 

4000 

K3 (Nm s) 

K4 (Nm/v) 

.154 

198 

.035 

43 

Using these values, toge~&;::1er witb the same dynalllometer 

time constant (T) = o.a s), suitable values of controller 

c,)efficients for both th~ load"\.ng and motoring .collditions 

,.:dre found to be:-

Dynamometer 

Controller 

Engine 

Controller 

( Proportional gain, B = )0 v/v 
( 
{ Integral gain, C = 15 s-1 

{ P.roportiQnal gain, E = 10 v/v 
( 
( Integral gain, F = 8 s-1 

Unlike the diesel engine system of section ).4 no values 

of derivative action on either the engine controller or 

dynamometer controller were found to improve the root 

positions of the petrol engine system. Using these 

controller values a root locus was constructed for the 



range of speed under both the loading and motoring 

conditions, as shown in graph G87. The system roots 

are well damped with the dominant response under both 

conditions considerably faster than for the hydrostatic 

dynamometer (graph G75) and nearly as fast as for the 

fast r~sponse dynamometer (graph G81). 

This is due to the high values of controller gains 

which are possible with this system (resulting in low 

dynamic errors). Under the loading condition lower 

values of proportional action 0.."1, either the dyna

mometer or engine controller caused the secondary 

roots to become highly oscillatory at higb speed and 

lmstable at low speed. Under the motoring condition, 

however, lower values o£ proportional action .n the 

~ynamG~eter controller (D) caused the dominant ,response 

to become highly oscillatory at high speed. 
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Under the loading condition, lower values of iwtegral 

action on the dynamometer controller (C) had ·tu,lgligible 

effect on the dominant response (although a low'valued 

pole was created it was eliminated by zero callc.I.~ation), 

whereas under the motoring condition lower values of 

integral action (C) caused the dominant response to 

become first order (although, once again, a low valued 

pole was created which was eliminated by zero cancellation). 

Reducing the integral action OR the engine controller 

(under the loading condition) resulted in the dominant 

response becoming slower, since a low valued pole was 



created without any zeros in close proximity. 

As with the fast response dynamometer the simulation 

of low torque values results in a reduction of the 

dynamometer torque/speed slope K3 (as well as to cause 

the engine torque/speed slope to become negative at 

low speed). By simultaneously varying K1, K7 and K) 

it was found that the simulation of low torque ~~lues 

had little effect upon the root positions compared to 

the si~lation of near maximum torque conditions. 

The effect of increasing the velocity transducer lag 

(T5) to 1 second had negligible effect under the 

motori~g condition, whereas under the loading condition 

oscillatory secondary r.ots were created at high epeed, 

becomdng unstable at ~ow speed. Increasing th~ lag of 

the engine actuator (T6) to 0.1 second created 08cil-

latory secondary roots ~broughout the speed range under 

the ~oading condition. 

4.4.2 Simulation Method 1.2 Speed control by d:ynamometer 
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Torque control by 'prime ~~ 

For simulation method 1.2 suitable values of controller 

gains were found to be:-

Dynamometer 

Controller 

( Derivative action, A = 5 s 
( 
( Proportional gain, B = 30 v/v 

( Integral gain, C = 30 s-1 

• 



Engifte 

Controller 

{ 
{ 
( 

Proportional gain, E = 1 v/v 

Integral gain, F = 30 s-1 
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The use of derivative action on the dynamometer controller 

enabled high values of proportional gain to be used 

without creating highly oscillatory secondary roots under 

both the loading and motoring conditions (although high 

values of derivative action caused the dominant response 

to become second order with low damping under all con-

ditions). Using the above values of controller coef-

ficients root loci were constructed for the range of 

speed under the loading and motoring conditions, as 

shown in graph G88. As with method 1.1, the response 

is well damped and fast, although not as fast as Cor 

the hydrostatic dynamometer (graph G76) or the fast 

response dynamometer (~raph G82). 

The low value of proportional gain on the dynamometer 

controller (E) was necessary to prevent the flexible 

coupling roots from b~corning unstable under the loading 

condition. The use of derivative action on the engine 

controller (D) was found to make these roots go unstaole 

for even lower values of proportional gain (E). 

Simulating low torque va1ues on the system (by simul-

taneously varying K1, K7 and KJ) had little effect upon 

the root positions, as was the case with method 1.1. 

The effect of increasing the velocity transducer lag 

(T5) to 1 second was to create unstable roots under 

both the loading and motoring conditions, whereas 



increasing the engine actuator lag (T6) to 0.1 shad 

negligible effect under all conditions. 

4.4.3 Simulation Method 2.1 (Torque Reference System) 

For simulation method 2.1 suitable values of controller 

coefficients were as follows:-

Dynamometer 

Controller 

Engine 

Controller 

( 
( 
( 
( 

( 
( 
( 

Derivative action, A = 1 s 

Proportional gain, B = 30 v/v 

Integral gain, C = 30 s-1 

Proportional gain, E = 30 v/v 

Integral gain, F = 2 -1 s 

As with simulation method 1.2, the use of derivative 

~~tion on the dynamometer controller (A) enabled high 

""<llues of proportional gain (B) to be used without 

creating highly oscillatory secondary roots. Low values 

of integral action on the engine controller (F) were 

n~cessary to prevent the domin:lnt response from becomi.ns 

EH:lcond order with low damping under the loading con-

~ition in high gear. Derivative action on the engine 

controller (D) was, once again, not found to cause any 

improvement in root positions under all conditions. 

Lower values of integral action on the dynamometer 

controiler (C) have little effect upon the dynamic 

performance, since the low valued root which emerges 
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is eliminated by zero cancellation. However, lower 

values of proportional gain on the engine controller 

(E) caused the dominant response to become second order 

with low damping at low speed for all gear settings, 

as well as throughout the speed range in high gear 

under the loading condition. Using these controller 

coefficients root loci were constructed for the range 

of speed, as shown in graphs G89 (1st gear) and G90 

(4th gear). Under all conditions the secondary roots 

are fast and well damped. In particular, under the 

motorin~. condition, the secondary root nearest the 

origin (time constant approximately 1 s) has negligible 

effect due to a zero residing in close proximity, so 

that all secondary root effects are very small under 

this condition. The primary root responses (tor com

parison with the real v.b~cle response of sect~on 

4.2.4.1) were obtained aa follows:~ 

Loa~.ng Condition 

(Throttle nr~ar maxitmlm; E = F = 0) 

Engine Speed (rev/min) 1000 2500 4000 

1st -4.27 32.9 3.60 

Time 2nd -20.9 39.0 8.02 
Constant 

(s) 3rd -150.1 46.3 13.1 

l}th -380.4 49.7 20.3 
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Motoring Condition 

Engine Speed (rev/min) 1000 2500 4000 

1st 6.79 6.38 5.73 
• 

Time 2nd 19.93 16.1 10.85 
Constant 

(s) 3rd 43.6 30.27 15.22 

4th 70.1 37.5 23.3 

These values are in reasonable agreement with the real 

vehicle responses, although the error becomes large at 

low speed under both the loading and motoring conditions. 

In most cases the difference in time constant between 

real and predicted values is of the order of 1 second. 

This is due to the lag on the acceleration signa.l (T7) 

which is necessary to prevent instability of the flexible 

coupling roots when simulating large inertia values (i.e., 

in hiSh gear). Increa~ing the lag of the velocity trans-

ducer (T5) to 1 secon~ c\~ated unstable roots under all 

conditions and increasins the lag of the engine actuator 

(T6) created oscillatory secondary roots at high speed 

for all gear settings under the loading condition as 

well as a1. low speed t·or low gear settings. 

4.4.4 Simulation Method 2.2 (Speed Reference Control) 

For method 2.2 the following values of controller coef-

ficients result in good performance under all conditions:-

Controller 

( Derivative action, A = 10 s 
( 
( Proportional gain, B = 30 v/v 

( Integral gain, C = 30 s-l 

Dynamometer 



Engine ( Propor"tional gain, E = 30 v/v 
( 
( Integral gain, F = 2 s-l Controller 

As discovered in the previous analysis, the use of 

derivative action on the dynamometer controller (A) 

enabled high values of proportional gain (B) to be 

used without creating highly oscillatory roots under 

both the loading and motoring conditions. Also. low 

values of integral action on the engine controller (F) 

were necessary to prevent the dominant response from 

becoming second order with low damping under the 

loading condition in high gear. Although the controller 

gains are similar to those used for method 2.1 in the 

previous section, the secondary roots are faster, as 

shown by the root loci of graphs G91 and G92 (1st and 

4th gears respective::y) and the dominant responHe tilllQ 

constants are much clo$er" to those for the real vehicle 

(given in section 4.2.4.1), as shown in the following 

table:-

Loadin~ Condition 

(Throttle ne·v maximum; E ::: F = 0) 

Engine Speed (rev/min) 1000 2500 400'l) 

1st -5.05 32 .. 2 2.93 

Time 2nd -21.9 38.1 7.07 
Constant 

(s) 3rd -151.1 45.3 12.1 

4th -381.5 48.7 19.2 

2)0. 



Motoring Condition 

Engine Speed (rev/min) 1000 2500 4000 

1st 5.96 5.62 5.06 

Time 2nd 18.96 15.2 9.92 
Constant 

(s) ,rd 42.6 29.' 14.2 

4th 69.1 36.5 22., 

Increasing the velocity transducer lag (T5) to 1 second 

created oscillatory low frequency roots under all con

ditions, becoming unstable in ~ow gear under the loading 

condition. Hence the electric dynamometer has been 

shown to give good performance for each of the methods 

of ~oad simu~ation with the petro~ engine system. 

4. ~j Oiscussion 

2'1. 

F~amination of the root ~oci for each of the dynamometerl 

petrol engine systems (graphs G74 ~G92) shows similar 

trends compared to the diese~ engine system. For basic 

simulation method (2) (with the simulated vehicle 

characteristics in a feedback path of the system) the' 

ase of speed reference eontro~(method 2.2) results in 

dominant responses much closer to those of the real 

vehicle than for torque reference control (method 2.1). 

This is due to the lag on the acceleration Signal (£or 

simulation of the inertia characteristic) which is 

necess~ry to prevent low frequency roots from becoming 

unstab~e using method 2.1. 



For basic simulation method (1) (with the simu1ated 

characteristics in a forward path of the system) the 

dominant responses are much faster using method 1.2 

(speed control on dynamometer; torque control on prime 

mover) than method 1.1. Although for the diesel engine 

system-the dominant responses were marginally faster 

for the hydraulic dynamometer under the loading con

dition using method 1.1. 

One major difference between the control of the diesel 

and petrol engine systems is that for the petrol engine 

system the second order roots maintain a reasonable 

degree of damping even with high gain values on the 

engine and dynamometer controllers. For the diese1 

engine system under mid fuel delivery conditiQ~s, 

however, the high gain governQr was shown to create 

highly oscillatory secondary roots at low spc~~ 

regardless of the gains of the controller coef:icients. 

Comparison of dynamometer per£ormance for the petrol 

engine system shows taat for meth~d 2.2 the f.~t 

response and electric dynamometer systems proVi4e 

dominant responses much closer to ·those of the actual 

vehicle than for the hydrostatic dynamometer system, 

and have faster secondary roots under all conditions. 

However, for method 1.2 the situation is reversed and 

the hydrostatic dynamometer provides a faster response 

that the electric dynamometer, under both the 10ading 

and motoring conditions, resulting in a lower dynamic 
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error. The relationship between speed of response 

(to a step disturbance torque) and dynamic error for 

simula-r-ion method (1) is due to the length of time 

taken for the integral action of both controllers to 

integrate out the torque and speed errors, resulting 

-
from the step disturbance torque, as shown in Fig. 4.). 

In general, slow responses (low dominant roots) were 

due to the necessity of having low values of integral 

action to prevent instability of the secondary roots. 

Although it was originally considered that the positive 

torque/speed slope for the petrol engine under low 

speed, high torque conditions might result in unstable 

operation (especially with the positive feedback' ef'fect 

of the electrical dyn~rnometer system), it was found 

that this slope If"llS ~nul? in comparison to the ,e-t'fect 

of the engine torque/:3,,~~d control loops (due to the 

high controller gains) and unstable operation was only 

encoun-tered with low ccntroller gain settings. 

One possible difficulty with the testing of spark 

ignition engines using ny~rostatic systems is due to 

the limited speed rang~ of' high power hydrostatic units 

commercia11y available at present (generally less than 

4000 rev/min for power ratings greater than 100 kW). 

Although a gearbox may be used to overcome this 

difficulty, this increases the complexity of the basic 

mechanieal system, as well as increasing the torquo 

"noise" on the engine shaft (due to gearbox chatter) 

2)). 



and possibl.y creating torque cO:"ltrol problems when 

changing from the loading to motoring conditions 

(due to backl.ash in the gear train). 

As with the diesel engine system the use of derivative 

action"was not found to improve the root positions for 

the hydrostatic and fast response dynamometer systems. 

Also, for the fast response and electrical dynamomcter 

systems, larger values of the velocity transducer lag 

reduced the stability of the ~econdary roots (so that 

modifications to the control.ler coefficients are 

necessary if slower response transducers are to be 

used). Under certain conditions increasing the engine 

actuator lag (T6) by up to a factor of 10 created low 

frequency oscillatory secondary roots, whereaf' for the 

diesel engine such·an increas~ had negl.igiblrl effect. 
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The time constants obtained for the real vehicle response 

(as well as for simulation ~et~od (2» were fOlwd to 

give a misleading indication of the speed of ~as~onse of 

the vehicle at 10li' and medium cpeeds. By exa!l1.i.n~tion of 

Fig. 4.4 it can be seen how the variation of t~~a 

constant with speed affects the overall perforr~nce. 

At low and medium speeds the dominant roots are close 

to the origin and therefore have a high gain in response 

to a step input. As the speed increases the dominant 

root moves away from the origin so that the gain and 

time constant both reduce, resulting in an actual 

response with all average time constant slightly faster 



than the high speed value. 

Having examined the performance of various load 

simulation systems for the two main prime movers used 

for automotive purposes (namely, the diesel and petrol 

engines), a brief analysis will be made in the following 

section for an electric traction motor, the use of 

which, for automotive purposes, is presently being 

encouraged for both economic and environmental reasons, 

Ref. (31). 
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PART 5 

ELECTRIC PRI1-1E HOVER SYSTEM 

5.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this section is to continue the analy

tical methods used in Parts 3 ~nd 4 for a prime mover 

which is becoming increasingly advantageous (from both 

economic and environmental viewpoints) for use in short 

haul vehicles, namely the electric traction motor. 

Manufacturers of electric vehicles are currently 

attempting to improve battery/motor/transmission/load 

~haracteristics for certain duty cycles for which the 

use of a vehicle load simulator in the laborat.ory 

providds obvious advantages, kef. (30). 

The analysis of, this section will be to show the 

suitability of the previousl,y ~nalysed dynamoln-:-ters 

and simulation methods for the simulation of ~ 7.5 

tonne delivery vehicle (Silent Karrier develop~d by 

Chloride Ltd.) on a 75 kW separately excited d.·~. 

traction motor with regenerative control. To increase 

the distance capability of the Silent Karrier the 

current supply is limited to give an effective power 

rating for the prime mover/controller of 48.5 kW. The 

speed range of the motor is 0 ~ 3000 rev/min so that 

the same speed ranges can be used as for the diesel 

engine systems of Part 3, i.e., low speed, 600 rev/mini 
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medium speed, 1500 rev/mini high speed, 3000 rev/min. 

5.2 Transfer Characteristics of Mo"tor and Vehicle 

(Information supplied by Chloride Ltd.) 

Vehicle weight = 7.5 tonnes 

Transmission ratio = 6.81: 1 

Efficiency of transmission = 96% 

Maximum vehicle speed = 64.4 km/hr 

Maximum motor speed = 3000 rev/min 

Hence vehicle inertia referred to motor shaft 

= = (J3; J4) 

(1 m/s vehicle speed = 17.57 r/s motor spuAd) 

Vehicle friction characteristics referred to I'lt.lt ... r shaft 

obtained from graph G93:-

Low speed, F3 = F4 = 
Medium speed, F3 = F4 

High speed, F3 = F4 

Motor armature inertia 

= 

0.0425 Nm s 

= 

= 

0.11 Nm s 

0,.248 NDl s 

2 
m 
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From the motor torque/speed characteristics of graph G3:-

(a) Loading condition: 

Low speed 
( Kl 
( 
( K7 

= -15.6 Nm s (maximum) 

= 175 Nm/v 
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( K1 = -1.7 /J: Nm s (maximum) 
Medium speed ( 

( K7 = 58.3 Nm/v 

( K1 = -0.21 Nm s (maximum) 
High speed ( 

( K7 = 22.0 Nm/v 

The values given for the motor torque/speed slope (K1) 

represent the maximum values obtained under maximum 

power conditions. It will be necessary to check 

throughout the analysis whether or not lower values of 

K1 affect the performance of the load simulation system 

for values of controller coefficients determined at 

maximum K1. 

(b) MOtoring condition: 

Uader the motoring condition the effect of simulating . 
~he regeneration of power to the batteries may be 

a~hieved by retaining the same value of K7 and setting 

K1 positive with the same maximum magnitude as under 

the loading condition. 

Also, for an electric prime mover, it is not necessary 

to use a flexible coupling to connect to the dynamometer 

system, as with prime movers of the internal combustion 

engine type. 

Hence K2 = 1; F2 = J8 = 0 

Due to thyristor control, the lag of the prime mover 
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actuator becomes negligible, i.e., T6 = O. For the 

prime mover field windings there is an inductance of 

4.5 H and resistance of 6.5.n resulting in a prime 

mover time constant of T2 = 0.692 s. Substituting the 

motor and vehicle coefficients into equation (3) enables 

the dominant response time constants for the real vehicle 

(speed response to a step disturbance torque) to be 

evaluated as follows:-

(a) Loading: 

Prime mover speed 
(rev/min) 600 1500 3000 

Dominant response Wn .945 r/s r = 12.547 s t" = 54.85 s 

~ .765 

(lD) Motoring: 

Prime mover speed 
(rev/min) 600 1500 3000 

Dominant response l' = -2.149 s ,= -16.79 s 1':.: -:668.9 s 

" ... , 
Unstable roots 

At very low speeds (less than ~OO rev/min) the current 

limit causes the prime mover torque/speed slope to 

become zero (graph G3), which results in the same 

dominant response time constant under both the loading 

and motoring conditions of ~ = 594.5 s. As with 

previous analysis these time constants do not provide 

a very good indication of the real time response of the 
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vehicle (to a step disturbance ~orque) for the same 

reasons given in the discussion of Part 4 and shown 

in the responses of Fig. 4.4. In fact, under the , 
motoring condition, the dominant root remains fairly 

close to the origin throughout the speed range. This 

indicates that, under the motoring condition, the 

dominant speed response of the vehicle to a step change 

in disturbance torque will be in the form of a ramp 

change rather than the exponential responses of the 

previously analysed prime mover systems. 

5.3 Hydrostatic Dynamometer 

Since the electric prime mover can achieve a very high 

torque at low speed, it is necessary for tbe hydrostatic 

Wli ts ,to have a much higher power rating than -,h038 

analysed in Parts 3 and 4 in order to be able ~ simulate 

this high torque/low speed condition. As an approximation 

to this higher power rating the dynamometer coefficients 

K3, K4 and J2 were increased by a factor of 2.~ ~nder 

all conditions, with all other <lynamometer coet1'icients 

remaining as given in section 3.2.1. 

5.3.1 Simulation Method 1.1 Torque control by dynamometer 

Speed control by prime 'mover 

For simulation method 1.1 suitable values of controller 

gains were found to be:-



Dynamometer 

Controller 

Prime mover 

Controller 

( 
( 
( 

( 
( 
( 
( 
( 

Proportional gain, B = 1 v/v 

Integral gain, C = J 

Derivative gain, D = 

Proportional gain, E 

F J Integral gain, = 
F = 0 

-1 s 

10 s 

= 10 

s -1 
v/v 

(loading) 
(motoring) 

It was necessary to zero the integral action 011 the 

prime mover controller (F) under the motoring con-

dition, since the use of integral action in conjunction 

with the positive feedback effect of the prime mover 

(under the motoring condition) created two unstable 

roots at low and medium speed. Under the loading con

dition higher values of integral action (F) could not 

be used, since this cauBed the dominant response to 

become second order wit-b low damping for loW' va.lues of 

the prime mover torque./speed slope (these occur at very 

low speed due to the current limit on the prime mover, 

and ~t high speed). 

The high value of proportional gain on the prime mover 

controller (E) was neco~~ary to stabilise the ningle 

unstable root which occurs throughout the speed range 

under the motoring condit~on (due to the positive feed-

back effect of the prime mover torque/speed slope). The 

use of derivative action on the prime mover controller 

(D) improved the damping of the secondary roots under 

all conditions. 



On the dynamometer contro11er the 10w va1ue of propor

tiona1 gain (B) was necessary to maintain the stabi1ity 

of the e1ectrohydrau1ic actuator roots under a1l con

ditions. Higher va1ues of integrator gain (C) resu1ted 

in osci11atory 10w frequency roots throughout the speed 

range under the 10ading condition and at very 10w speed 

under the motoring condition. The use of derivative 

action on the dynamometer contro11er (A) was not found 

to cause any significant improvement in root positions 

under al1 conditions. 
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Using these contro11er va1ues root 10ci were constructed 

for the range of speed under both the 10ading and motoring 

conditions. as shown in graph G94. The roots are we1l 

damped under a11 conditions except at 10w speed under 

the 10ading condition. Also, the dominant respoRse is 

~low at low and medium speeds under the loading condition 

(indicating possible large dynamic errors) and it is not 

possible to maintain steady state conditions at 10w 

speed under the motoring condition (600-800 rev/min), 

as indicated by the single unsLab1e root on the rigbt

hand side of the complex frequency p1ane. However, this 

effect is not a problem for the purposes of 10ad 

simulation, since the dominant response of the rea1 

vehic1e under the motoring condition has a1ready been 

shown to be represented by a single unstab1e root at 

10w and medium speeds (for maximum power regeneration). 

The simu1ation of 10w torque values (determined by 



reducing the prime mover torque/speed slope, Kl) was 

f'ound to have little ef'f'ec·c upon the root positions 

under all conditions, except to stabilise the dominant 

unstable root at low speed under the motoring condition. 

The ef'f'ect of reducing the time constant of' the velocity 

transducer (T5) was to improve the damping of' the low 

frequency roots under all conditions at the expense of' 

an increase in the dominant response time constant. 

5.3.2 Simulation Method 1.2 2P.eed control by dynamometer 

Tor~ue control by prime mover 

For simulation method 1.2 much higher controller gains 

were possible than for method 1.1 as shown:-

Dynamometer 

Controller 

Prime mover 

Controller 

( Proportional action. B = 15 v/v 
( 
( Integral action, C = 20 .-1 

( Deriv24tive action, D = 10 8 
( 
( Proportional action, E = 20 v/v 
( Integral action, F 20 

•• 1, 
= s 

These high controller gains resulted in a f'ast response 

(hence low dynamic error) with well damped roots, as 

indicated by the root loci of' graph G95. In particular 

the high values of proportional action on both controllers 

resulted in no unstable single roots under the motoring 

condition (as occurred with method 1.1). The use of 

derivative action on the prime mover controller (D) 



enabled high values of proportional and integral action 

to be used without creating osci~latory secondary roots 

under all conditions, although derivative action on the 

dynamometer controller (A) was not found to cause any 

significant improvements in root positions. 

Due to the use of high values of proportional action 

on both controllers it was necessary for the integral 

gain of both controllers also to be high, since low 

values resulted in a slow dominant response under all 

conditions. The effect of simulating low torque values 

(by reducing the magnitude of the prime mover torque/ 

speed slope, K1) was found to be negligible throughout 

the speed range under bo~h loading and motoring con-

ditions, and the effect of reducing the velocity trans

d~cer time constant (T5) to 1 ms was to create high 

:l"equency roots (Wn 6 3 -of- 6 Hz) with very low damping 

uader all conditions, becoming unstable at low speed 

uRder the motoring condition. 

~.3.3 Simulation Method 2.1 (T",rgue Reference System) 
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For this method of load simul~tion it was found necessary 

to use low values of controller gains as shown:-

Dynamometer 
Controller 
(Loading and 
motoring) . 

( Proportional gain, B = 1 v/v 
( 
( 
( Integral gain, C = 1 8- 1 



Prime mover Controller 

(Loading) 

(Mo~oring) 

( 
( . ( 

Proportional gain, E = 30 v/v 

Integral gain, F = 2 -1 s 

( Proportional gain, E = 1 v/v 
( 
( Integral gain, F = 0 

Higher values of proportional gain on the dynamometer 

controller (B) caused high frequency roots to become 

unstable under both the loading and motoring conditions. 

Although a high value of proportional gain on the prime 

mover controller (E) was necessary to prevent oscillatory 

low frequency roots under the loading condition, under 

the motoring condition a low va1ue of E was necessary 

to prevent oscillatory roots of very low frequency 

(~ 0.1 HzJ from occurring at low speed. Highe~ value. 

of integral action on tbo dynamometer controller (C) 

created oscillatory low frequency roots ~ .0.7 Hz) 
n 

under all conditions, and higher values of integral 

action on the prime ~ver controller (F) resulted in 

the dominant response becoming oscillatory at high 

speed under the loading condition (whereas any value of 

F under the motoring condition resulted in 2 unstable 

roots at low speed, which become highly oscillatory at 

high speed). 

The use of derivative action on either controller was 

not found to improve the damping of the secondary roots, 

which would enable higher values of proportional plus 



integral action to be employed. The root loci obtained 

for these controller gains are shown in graph G96, from 

which it is shown that under the motoring condition the , 

dominant response is slow and the secondary roots have 

low damping. It was found that the damping of these 

secondary roots could be improved by reducing the time 

constant (T7) on the acceleration signal (for the 

simulated inertia effect), although under the motoring 

condition this reduced the damping of the secondary 

roots. 

Also under the motoring condition, the dominant root 

remains unstable for the major part of the speed range. 

This means that steady state motoring conditions cannot 

be simulated with this method, -although in practice, 

the r~al vehicle also cannot remain in tb~ steady sta~e 

motoring condition at law and medium speeds for maximum 

power regeneration (as indicated by the real vehicle 

responses of section 5.2). By zeroing the prime mover 

controller coefficients the dominant responses for the 

load simulation syste. (which may be compared with the 

real vehicle responses) were obtained as shown:-

Prime mover speed <:600 600 1500 3000 (rev/min) 

Time ( Loading 595.1 2.92 14.9 56.2 
Constant ( 

(s) ( Motoring 595.1 -0.495 -13.3 657.5 



Due to -the low gain val.ues on the dynamometer controll.er 

the correlation of these val.ues with those for the real 

vehicle is not very close, especial.l.y at l.ow speed 

(600 rev/min). 

The simul.ation of l.ow torque val.ues in the system 

(determined by reducing K1) had little effect upon the 

root positions under al.l conditions. Reducing the 

velocity transducer time constant (T5) to 1 ms resulted 

in oscillatory high frequency roots under the motoring 

condition (Wn =:l.3 HZj ~.0.3) which become virtuall.y 

unstable under the l.oading condition (Wn • 6 Hz; ~ tAr. 05) • 

5.3.4 Simulation Method 2.2 (Speed Reference SY!IItem) 

As with previous systeJllsusing simulation methoc! 2.2 :tt 

was found possibl.e to ~.& high controller values under 

the loading condition without creating stability 

prolilems:-

Dynamometer 
Controller 
(Loading) 

Prime mover 
Controller 
(Loading) 

( Proportional. gain,B = )0 v/v 
( 
( Iutegral. gain, C = )0 &-1 

( Proportional. gain, E = )0 v/v 
( 
( Integral gain, F = ) 8-

1 

The somewhat lower value of integral. gain on the prime 

mover control.ler (F) is necessary to prevent the 

dominant response from becoming too oscillatory at high 



speed under the loading condition. Derivative action 

on either controller did not result in any significant 

change of the root-positions. Under the motoring 

condition lower values of controller gains, together 

with the elimination of integral action on the prime 

mover controller, were necessary to maintain stable 

performance throughout the speed range:-

Dynamometer 
Controller 
(Motoring) 

Prime mover 
Controller 
(Motoring) 

( Proportional gain, B = 10 v/v 
( 
( Integral gain, C = 1 s-1 

( Proportional gain, E = 5 v/v 
( 
( Integral gain, F = 0 

This is because any v.~ue of integral action (F) creates 

two unstable roots at 1"", speed which become h:i:a.hly 

oscillatory at higher ~peeds. Low values of integral 

action on the dynamometer controller. (C) were necessary 

to prevent the creation of OSCillatory low frequency 

secon~ary roots which hecome unstable at low speed. 

This e~fect was also obtained with lower values of 

proportional gain on taA dynamometer controller (B). 

Higher values of propol."tional gain on the prime mover 

controller (E) created oscillatory low frequency roots 

at low speed. As with the loading condition, no values 

of derivative action were found to improve the root 

positions under the motoring condition. 
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Using U~ese controller values root loci were constructed 

for the range o"f speed, as shown in graph G97. Under 

the lo~ding condit!on the dominant response is relatively 

slow throughout the speed range. From the following 

table the correlation between the real vehicle response 

and the response of the load simulation system with 

zero prime mover control is closer than "for method 2.1 

(although the error is still large at low speed, 600 

rev/min). 

Prime mover speed <600 600 1500 3000 (rev/min) 

Time ( Loading 594.4 2.04 13.9 55.27 
Constant ( 

(s) ( Motoring 594.4 -0.561 -14.17 661.6 

Under the motoring condition from the root locus the 

dominant response at 10'W' speed is given by a single 

unstable root under maximum regeneration conditions 

(although "for lower regenerative torque levels this root 

become~ stable). At higher speeds the dominant response 

is st~ble but very slow (time constant greater than 25 

seconds) for all torque levels, which indicates the 

possibility of large dyn~~ic speed errors. There will 

also be a steady state s~eed error for this system at 

high speed under the motoring condition due to the 

elimination of integral action on the prime mover con-

troller (necessary to prevent an unstable second order 

response). For a controller gain of E = 5 v/v a speed 

of 3000 rev/min is necessary to obtain the maximum 

prime mover control signal of 10 volts. 



Reducing the velocity transducer time constant (T5) 

had negligible e££ect under the motoring condition, 

although under the loading condition a value of T5 

= 1 ms resulted in high frequency roots becoming un

stable at all speeds. Also, under the loading condition, 

the simulation of low torque values resulted in slightly 

oscillatory secondary roots (Wn 6 1 rls; ~ -60.5) at low 

speed. 

Hence the use of the hydrostatic dynamometer in con

junction with the electric prime mover was found to 

result in good performance only for simulation method 

1.2 (speed control by dynamometer, torque control by 

prime mover). This is dl1e to the large difference in 

the torque/speed characteristies of the two devices, 

especially at low speed, creating difficulties,when 

~peed control is applied to the prime mover. 

The effects o£ the torque/speed characteristics for the 

fast response dynamometer upon the per£ormance of the 

load simulation systems are examined in the following 

!'Section. 

5.q Fast Response Dynamometer 

As with the hydrostatic dynamometer, it is necessary for 

the fa~t response dynamometer to have a higher power 

rating than for those used in the internal combustion 

engine systems, due to the high torque capability of 
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the electric prime mover at low speed. As an approxi-

mation to the necessary higher power rating the dyna-

mometer coefficients J2, K3 and K~ were also increased 

by a factor of 2.5 under all conditions with all other 

dynamometer coefficients as given in section 3.3.1. 

5.4.1 Simulation Method 1.1 Torque control by dynamometer 

Speed control by prime mover 

The fast response dynamometer using simulation method 1.1 

enables much higher values of integral action to be used 

on each controller than the hydrostatic dynamometer system, 

under both loading and motoring conditions:-

Controller 

( Proportional gain, B = 0.1 v/v 
( 
( Integral gain, C = 10 .-~ 

Dynamometer 

Prime 
( Derivative act~on, D = 30 B mover ( 
( Proportional gain, E = 30 v/v 

Controller ( Integral gain, F 30 s~t" = 

As with previous systems it wa~ necessary to hav~ a low 

value of proportional gain on the dynamomet-er cot\"troller 

(B) to prevent the roots due to the electrohydraulic 

actuator from becoming unstable at high speed under the 

loading condition (at which point the dynamometer gain 

becomes very large). The use of a high value of integral 

action on the dynamometer controller (C) in relation to 

the magnitude of proportional action (B) had little 



effect upon the dominant respoftse of the system under 

all conditions, although the secondary roots were made 

consid~rably faster. Derivative action on the dyna

mometer control1er (A) did not create any improvement 

in root positions, although derivative action on the 

prime mover control1er (D) enab1ed high va1ues of 

proportiona1 and integra1 gains (E and F) to be used 

with creating osci11atory 10w frequency roots under 

a11 conditions. 
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Root loci were constructed using these contro11er va1ues 

(graph G98) which show that the system response is fast 

and we11 damped under all conditions. For this system 

the effect of simulating 10w torque va1ues can bo 

determined by simultaft~ous1y reducing the magnitudes of 

the dynamometer torqup./8~eed s10pe (KJ) and time constant 

(TJ) as we11 as the pr:C,JREt mover torque/speed slope (K1). 

Under all conditions the simulation of 10w torque values 

was found to have negl.igible effect, except to slightly 

increase the speed of re~ponse of the dominant roots at 

101~ spf!ed "lnder both 1oa"ting and motoring conditions. 

Increasing the ve10city transducer time constant (TS) 

created highly oscilla·t.ory low frequency roots under 

a11 conditions. 

5.4.2 Simu1ation Method 1.2 Speed control by dynamometer 

Torque control by prime mover 

For method 1.2 even higher values of contro1ler gains 



were possible than for method 1.1, although it was 

necessary to change the dynamometer controller gains 

between the loading and motoring conditions:-

Dynamometer 
Controller 
(Loading) 

Dynamometer 
Controller 
(Motoring) 

Prime mover 
Controller 
(Loading and 
motoring) 

( Proportional gain, B = 3 v/v 
( 
( Integral gain, C = 30 s-1 

( Derivative action, A = 0.2 s 
( 

Proportional gain, B 20 v/v ( = 
( Integral gain, C = 30 s -1 

( Derivative action, D = 10 s 
( 
( Proportional gain, E = 30 v/v 

( Int~gral gain, F = 30 s-1 

The high value of proportional gain on the dynamometer 

controller (B) is necessc:.'\ry under the motoring condition 

to prevent low frequency secondary roots from becoming 

highly oscillatory at high speed (due to the low gain 
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of the fast response dynamometer under these conditional. 

This high value of gain, however, results in high 

frequency oscillatory roots <tunA 11 HZ;'~~O.t5) at low 

speed under the motoring condition, although the 

damping of these roots was gr~atly increased by the use 

of a lO\f value of derivative action on the dynamometer 

controller (A). Values of A greater than 0.2 s were 

found to reduce the damping of these high frequency 

roots, ,becoming virtually unstable at apprOXimately A 

= 1 s. 



Under the loading condition it "~as necessary to reduce 

the proportional gain B to prevent the high frequency 

roots due to the elec"trohydraulic actuator f'rom 

becoming unstable at high speed (although a much higher 

value of B is possible than for method 1.1, since the 

dynamometer is now in a speed control loop as opposed 

to torque control). Under these conditions the use of 

derivative action on the dynamumeter controller (A) 

created no improvement in root positions. Due to the 

higher values of proportional action B it was necessary 

to maintain a high value of integral action on the dyna

mometer controller (C) to keep a fast dominant response 

~nder all conditions. The use of derivative action on 

the prime mover controller (D) enabled high values of 

proportional plus integral action (E and F rc£pectively) 

to be ·o.ls~d without creating high frequency Q:::C lU.atory 

roots (Wn aQp 5 Hz; ~~ .2) at low speed under bot;! t~o 

loadin~ and motoring conditions. 

The root loci for these controller gains (gra~h n99) 

show the system to have a fast and well damped :J.~csponse 

under all conditions. The effect of simulatint!o low 

torque values in the system (determined by redl;..cing K1, 

K3 and TJ) was to cause a slight improvement in the 

damping of the high frequency secondary roots under all 

conditions, together with an increase in the speed of 

response of the dominant roots throughout the speed 

range under the motoring condition. The effect of 

increasing the velocity transducer time constant to 1 s 
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was to increase the speed of response of the dominant 

roots at low speed under the motoring condition, as 

w'ell as to improve, the damping of the high frequency 

roots, although at high speed the low frequency 

secondary roots became unstable under both motoring 

and loading conditions. 

5.4.3 Simulation Method 2.1 (Torque Reference System) 

Suitable controller values for method 2.1 were found 

to be:-

Dynamometer 

Controller 

(Loading) 

Dynamometer 

Cc'ntroller 

(Motoring) 

Prime mover 
Cor .. .I.;roller 
(Loading and 
mo'toring) 

( Derivative action, A = .001 8 
( 
( Proportional gain, B = 0.3 v/v 

( Integral gain, C = 30 8- 1 

( Del.·ivative action, A = 0:1 8 
( 

Fr~portional gain, B 10 v/v ( = 
( Integral gain, , C 30 -1 = 8 

( Derivative action, D = 0 
( 

Proportional gain, E 30 v/v ( = 
( Iu-e:egral gain, F 5 -1 = s 

The low values of derivative action on the dynamometer 

controller (A) prevent the creation of virtually 

unstable roots at high speed under the loading condition 

(~~ .03; ~n~ 40 Hz) which become unstable at low speed 

under the motoring condition. However, too high a 

value of A results in the creation of oscillatory roots 
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throughout the speed range under the loading condition 

«(.) n ~ J Hz; ~. 0 • 1 :r or A = O. 1 s). 
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Under the loading condition the low value of proportional 

gain on the dynamometer controller (B) prevented the 

electrohydraulic actuator roots from becoming unstable 

throughout the speed range. Under the motoring con-

dition, however, a high value of B is necessary to 

prevent the creation of oscillatory secondary roots 

throughout the speed range (Wn • 1 Hz; ~.O .15 at high 

speed). Lower values of integral action on the dyna

mometer controller (C) had little effect under the 

motoring condition except to improve the damping of the 

dominant response at high speed, although under the 

loading condition lower values of C created o~cillatory 

secondary roots at high speed. 

No value of derivative action on the. prime mover con

troller (D) was found to imlJro've the root positions 

under either the loading or motoring condi tio·as.. The 

value of integral action on th~ pl'ime mover co)."!. troller 

(F) was limited to 5 s-1 in order to prevent the creation 

of oscillatory low frequency roots (c.,)n.o. 0.06 H::.:; ~~O.4) 

at high speed under both loading and motoring conditions. 

The root loci for these controller values (graph G100) 

show the dominant roots to be well damped under all con

ditions. Removal of the prime mover controller gains 

enables the predicted dominant responses for the 

simulation system to be compared to those for the real 
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vehicle (section 5.2) as fo11ows:-

Prime mover spee~ 600 600 1500 3000 (rev/min) 

Time ( Loading 595.4 2.06 13.99 55.0 
Constant ( 

(s) ( Motoring 595.4 -1.44 -15.16 667.4 

These values show slightly better corre1ation with the 

real vehicle response than for the hydrostatic dynamometer 

of the previous section, although the error is still large 

at low speed under the loading condition due to the In· ... 

gain of the fast response dynamometer under these con-

ditiollS. Increasing the lag on the sinmlated inertia 

signal (T7) resulted in a slower dominant response as 

well as to create oscillatory low frequency secondary 

roots (Wn!!lr 1 Hz; ~ ~ 0.3 for T7 = 10 s) throughout the 

3peed range under both the loading and motoring con-

ultions. Lower values of T7, however, caused the electro

hydraulic actuator roots to become unstable under all 

conditions. Simulation of low tox'que levels in the 

~ystem was found to improve the damping of the high 

frequency secondary roots under all conditions. 

Increasing the velocity transducer lag (T5) to 1 s 

resulted in the low frequency secondary roots becoming 

highly oscillatory under all conditions (unstable at 

low speed under the motoring condition). 



5.4.4 Simulation Method 2.2 (Speed Reference System) 

For method 2.2 the following controller values gave 

suitable performance throughout the speed range:-

Dynamometer 
Controller 
(Loading) 

Dynamometer 
Controller 
(Motoring) 

Prime mover 
Controller 
(Loading) 

Prime mover 
Controller 
(l-'Iotoring) 

( Proportional gain, B = 3 v/v 
( 
( Integral gain, C = 30 8-

1 

( Proportional gain, B = 30 v/v 
( 
( Integral gain, C = 30 s-1 

( Derivative action, D = 20 s 
( 
( Proportional gain, E = 20 v/v 

( Integral gain, F = 2 s-1 

( Derivative action, D = 20 s 

~ Proporti~~l action, E = )0 T/v 
( Integral gain, F = 2 s-1 

Using these values root loci were constructed, as shown 

in graph G101, which indicate a very similar performance 

compared to simulation method ~.1. Althougb a much 

higher value of proportional gain on the dynamometer 

controller (B) could be used than for method 2.1, it was 

found that under the loading condition increasing B 

above 3 v/v caused the electrohydraulic actuator roots 

to become highly oscillatory at high speed. Under the 

motoring condition, however, too Iowa value of B 

created oscillatory secondary roots at low speed. The 

use of derivative action on the dynamometer controller 
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(A) produced no improvement in root positions under 

any condition, whereas derivative action on the prime 

mover controller (D) was used to improve the damping 

of oscillatory secondary roots (""nb 1.5 HZ;~60.25 

with D = 0) at low speed under the loading condition. 

Under the motoring condition, an increase in the 

proportional gain on the prime mover controller (E) 

was necessary to improve the damping of the dominant 

response throughout the speed range. Higher values of 

integral action (F) reduced the damping of the dominant 

roots under all conditions. The dominant response time 

constants (with zero prime mover control) were obtained 

as follows:-

Prime mover speed <600 600 l.~OO 3000 (rev/min) 

Time ( Loading 594.4 ~.8 r/s;~.66 tJ.~ 54.8 
Constant ( 

(s) ( Motoring 594.11 -1.97 -16.0 668.2 

The correlation between these values and those t'or the 

real vehicle (section 5.2) ar<:- much closer than :f.or any 

of the previously analysed systems and the secc,udary 

roots (with zero prime mover control) are fast and 

relatively insignificant. 

Higher values of velocity transducer time constant (T5) 
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reduced the damping of the low frequency secondary roots, 

which became unstable at high speed under the loading 



condition for T5 = 1 s. The effect of simulating low 

torque values in the system was negligible under a11 

conditions, except to reduce the speed of response at .. 
low speed under the motoring condition. Hence the 

fast response dynamometer system provides superior 

performance for simulating vehicle loads on an electric 

prime mover compared to the hydrostatic dynamometer 

system. It has been noted, however, that in order to 

use the hydrostatic and fast response dynamometer 

systems in conjunction with the electric prime mover, 

the power rating of the hydraulic units has to be much 

larger than tbat of the prime mover in order to achieve 

the high torque/low speed capability of the electric 

prime mover. 

One f'l:.rther possible d::.sadvantage is that the SPded 

range of the electric 'pr~;'me mover extends to zero rev/ 

min under normal operating conditions. For positive 

displacement hydraulic units there exists a critical 

speed below which stick/slip conditions become large, 

Ref. (20). It is possib.le that these conditions may 

have a large effect UpUl'l the operation of high power 

dynamometer systems, although for the low power systom. 
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analysed in Part 2 the effect was small. In the following 

section an analysis is made of the electric prime mover 

used in conjunction with the electric dynamometer 

system for the purposes of comparison wi.th the hydro-

static and fast response dynamometer systems. 



5.5 Electric Dynamometer 

The same electric dynamometer may be used for this 

system as for the diesel engine system of section 3.4 

(100 kW d.c. motor/generator with thyristor control). 

However, due to the much higher torque capability at 

low speed it is necessary to modify the torque/speed 

slope values for the dynamometer under both the loading 

and motoring conditions. 

At low speed (600 rev/min) the maximum torque capability 

of the prime mover = 765 Nm, and for the dynamometer = 
1590 Nm. Hence the torque/speed slope for the dyna

mometer at maximum power (-24.7 Nm s from graph G6J) 

must be reduced to the maximum power level of the prime 

mover, i.e., K3 (low speed) == -24.7 "1~6~0 = -1~.88 Nm s 

similarly, K3 (medium speed) = _/i.05'.1.!,g, = -2.006 Nm s 
630 

KJ (high speed) = -0. 931 * 160 = -0. 473 Nm B 
315 

(these being the maximum pos&:lble values of K3) 

and K3 (very low speed) = 0 « 600 rev/min). 

Under regenerative conditions the magnitudes for K) 

remain the same although the sign becomes positive in 
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the same manner as for the electrical dynamometer system 

of section 3.4. The values of J2, TJ and K4 remain as 



given in section 3.4, a1though an extra va1ue for K4 

is required for speeds 1ess than 600 rev/min:-

K4 (very low speed) = 191 Nm/v (from graph G63) 

The second order terms for the f1exib1e coup1ing and 

dynamometer actuator are eliminated:-

K2 = K9 = 1; F9 = J9 = F2 = J8 = 0 

The basic b10ck diagram for the e1ectric prime mover/ 

dynamometer system is shown in Fig. 5.1. 
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5.5.1 Simulation }lethod 1.1 Torque control by dynamometer 

Speed control by prime mover 

For the electric dynamometer using simulation method 1.1 

it was possible to use very high values o€ c~n<rnl~er 

coefficients under both the loading and motor·:'~ 

conditions:-

Dynamometer 

Controller 

Prime mover 

Controller 

( Proportional gain, B = 30 v/v 
( 
( IntegraL gaLn, C = 30 s-~ 

( Derivative ac·tion t D = )0 s 
( 
( Proportional gain, E = 30 v/v 

( Integral gain, F = 30 s-1 

The use of derivative action on the prime mover con-

troll er (D) was necessary to maintain the stability 

of the secondary roots throughout the speed range, 



whereas derivative action 011 the dynamometer controller 

(A) caused little change in root positions. The root 

loci using these controller values (shown in graph G102) 

indicate a fast and w'ell damped response with similar 

characteristics to the fast response dynamometer system 

using method 1.1 (graph G98). This is due to the fact 

that the high controller gains overcome the effect of 

the large lags and ine: .. ~'tia values inherent in the 

system, as well as the de-stabilising influence of the 

positive torque/speed slope of the dynamometer under 

the loading condition. 

The effect of simulating low torque levels in the system 

is negligible at high speed, whereas at low speed the 

dominant response becomes faster, together with an 

increase in damping of i'he dOTuill.ant roots under the 

~otoring condition. The effect of increasing the 

velocity transducer time constant (TS) is to cause the 

dominant response to become highly oscillatory under 

all conditions. 
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5.5.2 Simulation Method 1.2 ~orque control by prime mover 

Epeed control by dynamometer 

Very high controller gains were also possible with 

method 1.2 under both tho loading and motoring conditions:

( Derivative action, A = 3 s 
( 
( Proportional gain, B = 30 v/v 

( Integral gain, C = 30 s-1 

Dynamometer 

Controller 



Prime 
( Derivative action, D = 10 s mover ( 
( Proportional gain, E = 30 v/v 

Controller ( Integral gain, F 30 s-l = .. 

In this case derivative action on the dynamometer 

contro~ler (A) was necessary to prevent oscillatory 

roots occurring at low and very low speeds (W ~ 1.5 Hz; 
n 

~~.25) under both the loading and motoring conditions, 

although too high a value of (A) reduced the speed of 

response of the dominant roots at high speed. The 

magni "!'ude of derivative action on the prime mover con-

troll er (D) is lower than for method 1.1, since this 

lower value increased the speed of response of the 

dominant roots under all conditions, although too low 

a value of D created a further reduction in the speed 

of rebponse. The effc,("t of simulating low torque 

values (determined by r&d;ucing Kl and K3 simultaneously) 

was negligible at high speed, although at low speed the 

dominant response became slightly faster under the 
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mo·toriIlg condition and slower under the loading condition. 

The root locus for th~ system using the above controller 

values (shown in graph G103) indicates that the systAm 

will have a fast response with well damped roots 

(resulting in low dynamic errors). The performance 

characteristics are similar to both the hydrostatic 

dynamometer system (graph G95) and the fast response 

dynamometer system (graph G99) for the electric prime 

mover usi.ng method 1.2. The effect of increaSing the 



velocity transducer time constant (T5) to 1 s was to 

cause the low £requency secondary roots to become 

unstable under alL conditions. 

5.5.3 Simulation Method 2.1 (Torque Re£erence System) 

Although high values o£ proportional plus integral 

action were possible on the dynamometer control~er for 

method 2.1, it was necessary to have a lower value of 

integral action on the prime mover controller (F) than 

for simulation methods 1.1 and 1.2. This was in order 

to maintain adequate damping of the dominant roots at 

high speed under both the loading and motoring con-

di tions. The following controller values were :('ound 

suitable:-

Dynamometer 

Controller 

Prime mover 

Controller 

( 
( 
( 
( 

( 
( 
( 

Dl3rivative action, A = .3 s 

:Proportional gain, B = 30 v/v 

Integral. gain, C = .30 s -1 

Pl:':>portional gain, E = .30 v/v 

-1 
!u~egral gain, F = 5 s 

Derivative action on the dynamometer controller (A) was 

used to increase the damping of high frequency secondary 

roots at high speed under both the loading and motoring 

conditions although, in practice, these roots would 

have little effect upon the system response without the 

use of derivative action (Wn~.3 Hz;~~.lJ:5) due to the 
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large dynamometer and prime muv~r lags (T3 and T2 

respectively). The use of derivative action on the 

dynamometer controller (0) had little effect upon the 

root positions. 

Using these controller values root loci were constructed 

for the range of speed, as shown in graph G104. The 

root loci show the system to be well damped under all 

conditions with similar performance characteristics 

compared to the fast response dynamometer using method 

2.1. The dominant responses with zero prime mover 

control (which may be compared with those for the real 

vehicle in section 5.2) were determined as follows:-

Prime mover speed <600 600 1500 3000 (rev/min) 

Time ( 
Loading 595.3 2.07 l,*.O~ 55.8 Constant ( 

(s) ( Motoring 595.3 -1.45 -15.20 669.05 

These time constants are very similar to those ~btained 

for tbe fast response dynamometer system (sectlton 5.4.3), 

and show reasonable correlation with the real vehicle 

respo:;ises, although the error is large at low speed 

under the loading condition. Unlike method 1.2, the 

effect of simulating low torque values was to increase 

the speed of response at low speed under the loading 

condition and reduce the speed of response at low speed 

under the motoring condition. Also, the effect of 

increasing the velocity transducer lag to 1 s was to 



create oscillatory low frequency roots under all 

conditions, becoming unstable at low speed under the 

motoring condition, 

5.5.4 Simulation Method 2.2 (Speed Reference System) 

As with method 2.1 it was possible to have high values 

of pro~ortional plus integral action on the dynamometer 

controller, although it was necessary to reduce the 

value of integral action on the prime mover controller 

(F) in order to maintain adequate damping of the 

dominant roots:-

Dynamometer 
Controller 
(Loading + 
mc;,toring) 

Prime mover 
Controller 
(Loading + 
motoring) 

( 
( 
( 
( 

Proportional gain, B = 

Integral gain, C = 30 

30 v/v 

-1 s 

( Derivative action, 0 = 30 s 

~ Proportional gain, E = 30 v/v 

( Integral gain, F = 3 s-l 

In this case the use of ~erivative action on the dyna

mometer controller (A) provided negligible improvement 

in root positions undet.' all conditions. Ho'wever, a 

high value of derivative action on the prime mover 

controller (D) was necessary to improve the damping of 

low frequency secondary roots <tun ~ 1 Hz; ~::at 0.3) at low 

and very low speeds under both the loading and motoring 

conditions. For these controller values the root loci 
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for the system throughout the range of speed are shown 

in graph G105. The root positions indicate that the 

system is well damped under all conditions, although 

the speed of response is much slower than for the 

fast response dynamometer system. 

The dominant response time constants with zero prime 

mover ~ontrol were obtained as follows:-

Prime mover speed <600 600 1500 3000 (rev/min) 

Time ( Loading 594.4 ~.75 r/s; ~ .73 12.9 54.8 
Constant ( 

(s) ( Motoring 594.4 -2.05 -16.15 668.6 

These values are even closer to those for the real 

vehicJe (section 5.2) than the values obtained for the 

fast response dynamo~et~r system using method 2.2, 

although without control on the prime mover oscillatory 

secondary roots {(Jn~ 1.5 Hz; ~~O.25)" are obtained at low 

and very low speeds under both the loading and motoring 

condi t.ions. The effec"t of simulating low torque level s 

in the system was small. under all conditions, with a 

slight increase in the speed of response at low speed 

under the motoring condi'{;ion, and a slight reduction at 

l.ow speed under the loading condition. Increasing the 

velocity transducer time constant (T5) to 1 second once 

again resulted in low frequency roots becoming unstable 

under all conditions. 



5.6 Discussion 

One effect of eliminating the flexible coupling and 

the input lag for the e~ectric prime mover system is 

that the order of the system is reduced by 3 in com-

parison to the internal combustion engine systems. 

Also, with the electrical dynamometer system, the 

elimination of the dynamometer input lag (due to 

thyristor control) further reduces the order and com-

plexity of the system. Hence the choice of controller 

coefficients is made much easier for the electrical 

prime mover system (especially with an electric dyna-

mometer) since there are fewer root movements to cause 

stability problems throughout the range of speed of tha 

system, under both loading and motoring conditions. In 

fAct, with the electrica~ dyn~ometer system, using . 
lie.sic sinrulation method (1) the system becomes fi:fth 

order (as shown in graph G103) with all roots residing 

within a time response band of 0.1 .. 1 seconds (assu!!dng 

velocity transducer lag negligible). Also, since a 

g-earbox is unnecessary for a bg,ttery powered vehi'cle, 

the range of conditions which may adversely affect the 

root positions (for given controller values) is much 

reduced for basic simulation method (2). 

Thus from Parts 3, 4 and 5 it may be gathered that from 

the control point of view the governed diesel engine 

provides the greatest di:fficulties t since the root 

positions vary throughout the range of speed under three 



different loading condition8 (loading mid fuel delivery, 

loading maximum fuel delivery, motoring) in each gear. 

Also, for mid fuel delivery, the high governor gain 

causes the basic system to be highly oscillatory at low 

speed. In comparison, the petrol engine creates fewer 

difficulties since the basic engine transfer function 

remains first order under all conditions, although a 

single unstable root occurs under the high torque low 

speed loading condition. The electric prime mover, 

however, has been shown to have fewer roots than the 

internal combustion engine systems, which vary with 

speed under the loading and motoring condition for one 

fixed gear ratio only. 

Although the electric prime mover has fewer roots to 
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cause control problems than the internal ~o.bGstion 

engine, the torque/speed characteristics of the olectric 

prime mover have much higher changes. in slope throughout 

the speed range than do the internal combustio~ engines. 

Under the motoring condition the slope becomes positive 

(i.e., the torque required to regenerate a given power 

level becomes lower as the speed increases). Tbis results 

in positive feedback, the magnitude of which becomes 

maximum at low speed (at which point the torque/speed 

slope is steepest). For the real vehicle the effect 

of this positive feedback is to create a single un$table 

root at low and medium speeds, although at high speed 

the negative feedback effect of the vehicle load is 

sufficient to overcome the positive feedback of the 



prime mover. Thus if maximum regeneration conditions 

are applied at high speed (i.e., maximum braking) the 

vehicle deceleration will become more rapid as the 

speed reduces until the very low speed condition is 

reached, at which point the torque/speed slope of the 

prime mover becomes zero. 

Attempting to simulate these effects can create problems 

for the control system of a vehicle load simulator. For 

example, with the hydrostatic dynamometer having a 

velocity transducer lag of T5 = 1 s (section 5.) it 

was found that the use of integral action for speed 

control of the prime mover under the motoring condition 

resu1ted in a secondary root as well as the dominant 

root 'occurring on the right-hand side of the comple~ 

frequency plane at low speed. At higher speeds, the tl"'O 

unstable roots become ooaplex conjugate, so that instead 

of a smooth transition to 10w speed occurring, the 
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syst~ wil1 oscillate with increasing order of magnitude. 

For the fast response dynamometer the system roots are 

sufficiently far to the left of the imaginary axis to 

"pullover" the unstab~. single root of the prime mover 

so that this problem does not arise. Also, for the 

e1ectric dynamometer system it is possible to have very 

high controller gains (since there are no high frequency 

roots which can go unstable) which once again cause 

the single unstable root of the prime mover under the 

motoring condition to be moved to the left-hand side of 

the complex frequency plane. 



It should be noted that under the loading condition 

the electric prime mover torque/speed slope also becomes 

positive, thereby resulting in positive feedback. It is 

for this reason that single unstable roots were obtained 

under maximum fuel delivery conditions with the diesel 

engine- system in Part 3. However, for the petrol engine 

and electric prime mover systems it was possible to have 

sufficiently high gains on the dynamometercontroller to 

stabilise this root without creating stability problems 

for the remaining roots of the system. 
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One further effect of large changes in the electric 

prime mover torque/speed slope throughout the speed 

range is that of choosin~ constant controller coef

ficients which give suitable performance at all speeds. 

This is especially difficult at low speed, at which 

r)oint the slope becomes very steep. It is for this 

roason, coupled with the higher inherent inertia and 

winding lag of the prime mover, that the correlation 

between the real vehicle response and that for the 

simulator using basic method (2) is not as' close as 

t;btained with previous systems, especially at low 

speed ~nder the loading condition. 

For the electric prime mover using basic simulation 

method (1) the use of method 1.2 (prime mover control 

of torque; dynamometer control of speed) results in 

slightly better performance than method 1.1 (dynamometer 

control of torque; prime mover control of speed) 



especiaJly with the hydrostatic dynamometer system. 

Also, for basic simulation method (2), the use of the 

speed reference system (method 2.2) resulted in better , 

performance than the torque reference system (method 2.1) 

for all dynamometers. Thus method 1.2 provides superior 

performance to method 1.1, and method 2.2 provides 

superior performance to method 2.1 for everyone of 

the prime mover/dynamometer systems investigatod~ 

Another difficulty which arises with the electric prime 

mover system using basic simulation method (2) is in the 

determination of the system performance by comparison 

with the real vehicle responses. For the governed 

diesel engine the maximum fuel delivery condition is 

frequently encountered in practice. This enables 

meaningful comparisor.s to be made with the rea1 ,,"ehicle 

response for zero pri."'.e '~ver control on the load 

simulation system, since this condition will frequently 

occur on the simulator. Also, there will be zero prime 

mover control for both the diesel and petrol engines 

when operating under 1.~\.3 motoring condition. 

For the simulation of vehicle loads on the electric 

prime mover, however, zero prime mover control does not 

occur under either the loading or motoring conditions. 

Hence the most suitable approach for the electric prime 

mover system is to choose dynamometer controller coef-

ficients which give the closest responses to those of 

the rea~ vehicle under all conditions, and then choose 
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the maximum prime mover coef£icients consistent with 

stability. 

Although the hydrostatic and fast response dynamometers 

have no difficulty in reaching the maximum speed of the 

electric prime mover, it has been noted that there may 

be a problem at very low speed due to stick/slip in the 

posi tj_ve displacement hydraulic unit (Ref. 20). Also, 

for all dynamometer systems, it is necessary to have a 

zero speed sensing device plus control routine in order 

to prevent possible backward motion of the prime mover, 

or "hunting" at zero speed, as indicated by the torque 

response of the low power system in grapb G27(b). For 

the fast response dynamo~eter system it is necessary to 

supply a make-up flow of hydraulic fluid to the high 

pressure side of the hydl."ostatic unit in order to 

replenish the leakage fl~w if high torque/pressure con

ditions are required at very low speed. Furthermore. 

since the electric prime mover can provide very high 

torques at low speed, it is necessary for the hydro

~tatic unit (pump/motor) to have a power rating much 

higher than the prime mover, in order that the high 

torque requirement may be met. 

As with previous systems it ,~as noted that high values 

of integral action on the dynamometer controller 

eliminated the need for the torque/speed elimination 

signal (G4). Also, when low values of integral action 

were necessary for stability purposes the dominant 
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response time constant became n~ch higher. For the 

electrical dynamometer/prj.me mover system it was found 

that the elimination of the mechanical actuators 

(necessary for the other systems) allowed high values 

of derivative action to be used which, in turn, enabled 

the controller gains to be very high. It is for this 

reason that the electrical dynamometer, with its slow 

response and large inherent inertia, can provide a high 

standard of performance in comparison to the hydrostatic 

and fast response dynamometer systems (for which the 

clectrohydraulic actuators soon create instability if 

high values of derivative action are used). Finally, 

it has been shown that signal filtering (necessary for 

the speed and acceleration signals) can have a large 

effect upon system performance. It is advisahle to 

use the highest cut off frequency possible fu):' the 

fil ter consistent with adequate damping of ex't!:"("~leous 

signals (e.g., tachogenerator ripple) and taki~g into 

account the amplifying effect of the prime mover and 

dynamometer controllers upon such signals. 
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PART 6 

ANALYSIS A.~D DESIGN OF THE FAST RESPONSE DYNAMOMETER 

6.1 Introdu~tion 

It has been shown in previous sections that a fast 

response dynamometer has an advantage over other dyna

mometer systems, for the purposes of simulating vehicle 

loads on a prime mover, in that the secondary root 

effects (created by the dynamic characteristics of the 

dynamometer and control system) can be made small. 

(Although it was also noted in Part 3 that the fast 

response dynamometer had a limited ability to da~pen 

the oscillatory roots of a governed diesel engine at 

low speed under the lo:-.ding condition.) Further need 

for fast response dyn~~~ileter systems arises in the 

experimental testing o£ internal combustion engines for 

identification purposes. 

In the past steady stat.e tests using electrical eddy 

current or water brake type dynamometers (having 

inherently slaw response times) have been used to 

provide experimen~al data for the development of 

mathematical models and simulations of internal com

bustion engines. However, a large amount of work has 

recently been undertaken to improve mathematical simu

lations of the eng~ne dynamics and combustion process, 

especially for turbocharged diesel engines (Refs. tt~, 
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<16), h 7), (18 ». In order to enable comparisons to be maue 

between the theoretical techniques and experimental 

observations, it is essential that the engine load is 

controlled to the required conditions with the inherent 

dynamic effects of the dynamometer kept to a minimum. 

fIence for transient testing, frequency response methods, 

or pseudo random techniques, where dynamic changes in 

load are required, the dynamometer should have a fast 

response with low inherent inertia. It was shown in 

Part 1 that hydrostatic dynamometer systems can have n 

much faster speed of response than other types of dyna

mometer system (e.g., d.e. generator, eddy current, 

water brake, friction brake or electro-mechanical dyna

mometers) coupled with a low inherent inertia. In 

particular, a very fast response may be achieved by 
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means of electrohydraulic servo valve control of the 

pressure on a hydrostatic pump, as ShQWIl in the simplified 

schematic diagram of Fig. 6.1(a). The pressure may ~e 

controlled by the restriction of oil flow with a needle 

valve arrangement of the type shown in Fig. 6.1(b). 

The needle position in relation to the valve seating 

will produce a certain pressu~e drop at a given flow-

rate of hydraulic oil, which, in turn, is dependent 

upon the prime mover speed. 

Depending upon the losses involved in the hydrostatic 

pump there will be a direct relationship between the 

controlled pressure drop across the pump and the torque 



on the ~onnecting shaft to the engine. Hence the torque 

may be controlled indirectly in this way, or directly 
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by means of a torq~e transducer placed in the connecting 

shaft (for which a torque signal takes the place of the 

pressure transducer signal of Fig. 6.1(a». Similarly, 

a speed transducer may be used to control the prime 

mover speed as long a.s the overrun (motoring) condition 

is not required. 

Systems of this type have proved very effective for 

testing of diesel engines at Bath University, Refs. (21), 

(22). It was found, however, that a highly non-linear 

relationship was achieved between needle valve settings 

and the torque produced on the engine shaft. Al~o, 

large torque changes were obtained for very small 

variations in needl.e .... ll.ve setting, which resul t'3 in 

this type of valve havi.ng low discrimination. It was 

therefore decided to d~velop a special. purpose val.ve 

which had greater discrimination in its positioning 

arrangement. 

It is well known that 11 linear relationship exists bet

ween volumetric fl.owrate and pressure drop in straight 

ducts for laminar flow after passing through the entrance 

region, e.g., Refs. (35), (36). Thus by controlling the 

length of a duct through which hydraul.ic fluid is flowing 

it is possible to control the pressure drop across the 

duct. One method of doing this is to cut the duct out 

of a solid cylinder in a helical manner, as shown in 



Fig. 6.1(c). The helical duct is, in fact, the groove 

between the shoulders of a square thread machined on 

the central spool. By moving the spool from its central 

position the length of duct between the inlet and outlet 

ports is reduced, so that £or a given flowrate there 

will b~ a corresponding reduction in pressure drop 

across the valve. 

A small scale valve working on this principle was con

structed at Bath University and initial tests performed, 

Ref. (37). This work has been continued at Kingston 

Polytechnic with a view to determining design parameters 

for the construction of a full scale valve for use in 
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the fast response testing--.of internal combustion engines. 

6.~ ~nalysis of Fluid Conditions 

Although no previous work has been reported on a fast 

response dynamometer valve of this type, a great dea.a. 

has been written on the effects of fluid flow through 

curved ducts. 

6.2.1 Previous Work 

The large amount of work published on fluid flow through 

curved ducts stems from the widespread industrial use 

of sucb ducts for heat exchanger purposes, since it has 

been found that an enhanced convective beat exchange 

arises for curved ducts in comparison to straight ducts, 



Refs. ()8), (39). It is, there£ore, important to be 

able to obtain an accurate determination of the pumping 

power required for such applications (i.e., nuclear 

reactor coolers, industrial refrigerators). 

Other applications arise in reverse osmosis and in 

certain chemical mixing processes where it is necessary 

to minimise axial dispersion, Uefs. (40), (41). Also 

it has been suggested that flow through porous media 

has similar characteristics to flow through strongly 

curved tubes and that it may be possible to model the 

porous media as a bundle of such tubes, Refs. (42), (4). 

Furthermore the analysiS of flow in curved ducts has 

many applications pertaining to the flow of blood in 

the human arterial system, e.g., for cholesterol 

deposition OIL the vascular wall resulting in a,tcrio

sclerosis (Ref. 44), or for the distribution ~f 

injected substances and effects of wall sheari~.lg stress 

on arterial lesions (Ref. 45). 

One 01' the earliest investigations into fluid flow 

througb curved pipes was made by Dean in 1927 (!'3f. 46) 

and 1928 (Ref. 47) in which he solved the Navi~r-Stokes 

equations analytically using a successive approximation 

technique for laminar flow in round tubes with large 

radii of curvature. He found that secondary flow 

occurred across the plane of the main downstream flow 

(as shown in Fig. 6.2(a» and that this flow was 

characterised by a dimensionless parameter now known 
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as the Dean number, D = R (aIr)! 
e e 

where R e = Reynolds number 

r = radius of curvature 

a = radius of tube 

Dean's analytical procedure was only valid for small 

Dean numbers (<:17) due to the difficulties in cal-

culating the higher order terms necessary for conver-

gence. Thus Dean's results were limited to very low 

flowrates, although qualitative agreement was reached 

with the earlier experimental results obtained by 

Eustice in 1910 (Ref. 48). The first reliable resis-

tance law to enable pressure loss information to be 

determined for flow in helical tubes was developed by 

White in 1929 (Ref. 4?). Using experimental data he 

showed how the resisi,ti"ee coefficient varied with the 

Dean number for values u, to 2000. 

This work was extend€d by Prandtl in 1931 (Ref. 50) 

who showed that for De~n numbers between 20 and 1000 

the resistance ratio bet'!leen flow in straight and 

curved pipes in given ~pproximately by:

= 0.)7D 0.36 
e 
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This work was translated into English in 1954 (Ref. 51). 

In 1934 Adler (Ref.52) obtained experimental results 

for a range of curved tubes and solved the Navier-Stokes 

equations using boundary layer approximations to obtain 



the rol10wing resistance ratio:-

Barua, in 1962 (Ref. 53), extended Adler's boundary 

layer techniques and obtained a similar resistance 

ratio:-

,\ /\ = 0.0918De
O• 5 + 0.509 c I\s 

In 19h7 Topakog1u (Ref. 54) developed the following 

relationship for the ratio of flow in a curved pipe 

to the flow in a straight pipe having the same cross 

section and pressure gradient:-

r lo~- (curved) 
Flow (straight) 

where (j = aIr 

= (_1 2~e2)2 1 - 0.030575 \5'76 v 

This relationship is claimed to give good agreement 

with Dean's results aA~ is valid only for low Dean 

numbers. In 1969 Ito ,qef. 55) used boundary layer 

theory and Poh1hausen's approximate method to solve 

the Navier-Stokes equations and obtained the following 

friction factor:-
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Ac/~s = 0.1008De
O

.5(1 + 3.945De -· 5 + 7.782De - 1 + 

9.097De - 1 • 5 + 5.608De - 2 + •••• ) 



He also performed experiments for a range of curved 

pipes and obtained a similar expression with a modifi

cation only to the first term:- 0.10330eO.5. These 

expressions give close agreement to White's experi

mental results for Dean numbers ranging from 10 to 4000. 

In 1971 Baylis (Ref. 56) presented experimental results 

for fluid flow in strongly curved ducts of square cross 

section. For ratios of duct width to radius of curvaturo 

ranging from 1.75 to 17.5 and Dean numbers ranging from 

500 to 70,000 he fotwd the friction factor closely 

fitted the following relationship:-

= 0.107Deo. 5 

which is in close agreement with Adler's resu~~. At 

Dean numbers lower than 500, however, this re~ai.tonship 

gives an under-estimate of the friction factor. Also 

in 1971 Austin (Ref. 57) produ~ed experimental results 

to show the effect of flow development in the ~J\trance 

region of curved tubes. He fov.nd that the entra"lce 

length fitted the following empirical. equation.-

o = 

(where D is the entrance length in degrees). 

In 1972 Lin (Ref. 58) used a Fourier series expansion 

of the Navier-Stokes equations (based on tbe method of 



NcConalc:gue and Srivastava, Ref. 59) as well as an 

extension of Ito's method to obtain friction factors 

for strongly curved tubes over the range of Dean numbers , 

20 to 1000. In 1973 Austin and Seader (Ref. 60) solved 

the Navier-Stokes equations using finite difference 

techniques for flow in curved pipes having curvature 

ratios from 5 to 100 and Dean numbers from 1 to 1000, 

achieving close agreement with White's results. The 

following year Yao and Berger (Ref. 61) extended the 

boundary layer model of Barua to determine pressure 

losses for fluid flow in the entrance region of curved 

pipes. Their analysis indicates that the entrance 

length for curved pipes is much shorter than for 

straight pipes, and that pressure losses in the entrance 

region are lower than for fully developed flow. 

Recent work by Josepb 8.1. :ll. 1975 (Ref. 62) and Cheng 

et al. 1976 (Ref. 63) £hows that for helically coiled 

tubes of square cross section two pairs of vortices 

occur as the Dean numb~r is increased (rather than the 

single pair obtained i'n c.ircular helical tubes), as 

shown in Fig. 6.2(b). Tbe result of two pairs of 

vortices occurring in a square duct is shown to incrnase 

the resistance ratio compared to a round tube. The 

friction ratio for a square duct developed numerically 

by Cheng et al. is given as:-

= 0.1278Deo.5(1 - 0.257De -O. S + 0.669De - 1 + 

187.7De-1.5 - 512.2De - 2 ) 
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where, in this case, the Dean number is defined as 

D 
e 

Cheng's ana1ysis shows ~hat as the 

Dean number is increased further the extra vortices 

disappear, although the ana1ysis is on1y valid for 

Dean numbers up to 700. (The analysis of Joseph et al. 

is for Dean numbers up to 300.) 

6.2.2 Initial Investigations 

It was initially decided to perform experimental inves-

tigatiolls upon an existing valve of the type shown in 

Fig. 6.1(c), using a range of square thread sizes on 

the central spool, in order to verify the results of 

previous workers. A mic:t'ometer device was manufactured 

to enab1e the spo01 valve to be positioned to an 

~~..!curacy of ± 50 microns, as snown in the schematic 

~iagram of Fig. 6.,. The dimensions for each of the 

spo01s tested are given in Fig. 6.~~· 

'T"O enable accur.ate determination to be made of the 

Heynolds and Dean nun,bers it is necessary to be a1l1e to 

~~curately measure the oil flC'"'aate and to have a 

m.easure of the oil viscosity throughout the temperature 

range. For the oi1 llsed in the experiments (Shell 

Tellus 27) the manufacturers supply temperature/viscosity 

charts, although the claimed accuracy is only ± 15%. To 

determine the viscosity to a greater degree of accuracy, 

oil samples were taken from the test system and viscosity 



measureTllents were made at a x-ange of tenlperatures 

using a reverse f~ow viscometer to B.S.188 The 

dynamic viscositie~ obtained were converted to kinematic 

viscosity and plotted against temperature on ~ogarithmic 

graph paper as shown in graph Gl06. 

To determine instantaneous volumetric flowrate with a 

high degree of accuracy a positive disp~acement flow

meter provides improved accuracy over turbine type 

flowmcters, since the former is little affected by 

viscosity changes in the measured f~uid. However, 

limited funds prevented the purchase of a positive 

displacement meter and arrangements were made with tbe 

manufacturers of a range of turbine meters to supply a 

flowmeter calibrated ever the required temperature and 

:flow range using5hel.~ Tc,llus 27 oil. 1.'he manu£acturtlU"E 

claim a repeatability ~£ ± O.5~ for this type o~ 

instrument. To obtain instantaneous volumetric f10w

ratt': measurements, a magnetic pick-up was used to 

provide pulses (from 'the rotation of the turbine blades) 

which ure cOllverted to a d.c. level and displayed on a 

meter. The use ot: a magnetic pick-up did not create 

magnetic drag effects (".n the turbine blad~s over the 

required flow range of the instrument (1.8.+ 16 litres/ 

min). Lower flowrates, however, become increasingly 

affected by magnetic drag and viscosity changes. To 

avoid the possibility of swirl affecting the turbine 

meter accuracy, a flow straightener was us·ad at the 

inlet to the turbine. with at least ten pipe diamet'ers 
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of straight pipe before and after the tux'bine to ensure 

uniform oi.l movement. 

Pressure measurements were made at the inlet of the 

special purpose valve using a standard test gauge for 

which the manufacturers claim an accuracy of' ! O.25~. 

The oil system is in a closed loop, as shown in the 

schematic diagram of Fig. 6.5. The oil temperature is 

controlled by manual adjustment of' the water flow 

through the heat exchanger so that the tank of oil is 

at the required temperature prior to the test run. For 

each setting of ·the spool position the pressure drop 

across the valve ",as measured for a range of flowrates. 

By this means the oil temperature throughout a test was 

maintained within! 'le). C. It was soon diseove'l.""ed that 

the tetRp~rature of the special purpose valve body had 

a large effect upon the pressures obtained. 

For example, if the temperature of the oil in ~he tank 

is much higher than that oC the valve body, t:,en 08 the 

oil flows through the duct formed by the threv~ed spool, 

a high proportion of beat is passed from the oil to the 

surroll.llding valve body, causing the oil tempcrttture to 

reduce. This causes the oil viscosity to increase, 

which consoquently increases the pressure drop across 

the valve. To avoid this eCfect the oil was passed 

through the special purpose valve before each test until 

the valve body temperature (measured by a mercury in 

glass tnermometer mounted in the valve body) reached the 



level o£ the oil temperature in the tank. This action 

enabled a high degree of repeatability to be obtained 

from test to test • 
• 

By this means tests were performed for each of the 

threaded spools over a wide range of conditions. 

Typical results of pressure against percentage spool 

engagement are shown in graph Gi07 for each of the 

threaded spools. The slopes obtained in each case are 

linear with an offs~t from the origin due to the 

increased pressure drop in the entry region. Hence 

these initial tests indicate that the special purpose 

valve can fulfil the requirements ·of linearity aDd high 

discrimination. Throughout the range of tests the 

Reynolds number." l.ay within the band 600 .. l.tooo and the 

Deal'l mumbers 200 .. 1.;00.. (Although turbulellceoc~urs 

in straight tubes for ReYAolds numbers greater tban 

2000, Baylis (Ref. 56} has shown that for strongly 

curved ducts Reynolds numbers as high as 105 can be 

achieved before turb~ence occurs.) To enable a theo

retical analysis to b. p.rformed for the purpoaes of 

comparison, it is fteCbl:UIAry to identif'y two flow 

regimes within the valve:- (i) entry f'low, (ii) fully 

developed :flow. 

Comparisons were made between the predicted entrance 

lengths using the theoretical approach of Yao and Borger 

(Ref. 61) and the empirical method of Austin (Ref. 57). 

(The entrance length of a duct is defined a8 tbe length 
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at wh:i.cj~ the ct;!ntre l.ine vel.oci ty reaches 99% of its 

fully devel.oped val.ue, so that separate anal.yses must 

be made for the pressure losses in the entry region , 

compared to those for the downstream region.) For 

each of the threaded spool. valves the entry lengths 

predicted by the Yao and Berger method were far greater 

(approximatel.y a factor of 15) than for the values 

predicted using Austin's method. 

Since Austin's method is obtained from experimental data, 

wherens the method of Yao and Berger is based upon 

approximate solutions to the Navier-Stokes equations 

(using approximations which the authors themselves 

question), it is expected that Austin's method wi.l.l 

prove more accurate (especially as the range of Dean 

numbers in his exporim~ntation l.ie within the be·.nd 

200 + 2000). The entra-Ilea lengths using Austin's 

method are marked on tl'a curves obtained for each of 

the +.hreaded spools in graph G107, and are shown not to 

conflict with any of 'he linear fully developed regions. 

(Whereas Yao and Berg~ls method indicates that fully 

developed flow is not ~e.ched in any of the tests, 

which is obviously not the case.) 

Pressure measurements were not obtained over the spool 

engagement range of 0 .. ·10% since the manually adjusted 

pressure relief valve could not be controlled to suf-

ficiently low pressures to enable the .reQuired flowrate 

to be reached. For the fully developed flow region it 
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was decided -to use the empirical fornmla for friction 

factors g~vcn by Baylis (Ref. ~6), since this covered 

a wide range of Dean numbers~'nr strongly curved ducts 

of square cross section. A computer program was 

liTit.ten to provide the follow"ing information for given 

spool dimensions and flO1~ cOllditions:- Curvature ratio, 

Reynolds number, Dean number, entranco length (Austin), 

entrance length (Yao and Ber~er), friction factor 

(Baylis) and pressure drop for laminar flow in a 

straight duct having the same dimensions and flowrate 

as the curved duct. 

Thi..::; pressure drop value was dei:ermined using -the well 

known Hagell-Poiseuille formula ld th a modified friction 

coefficient 1'or square ducts n.fl given by Pnrd:\-y' (Ref. 35):-

rlP 
- = dZ 

28.61.tu 
I 

(de)2 

wh(Jre P == pressure 1.035 

Z = duc~ length 

)J. ;:: dynamic viscosity 

u - average fluid velocity in duct 

de - effective diameter of duct 

-- 4 x cross sociionul area of duct 
. . ---------------------Wetted ~crimeter 

The computer program to determine -the above informu·tion 

is given in Appendix C( 1). l'he program was US(~c.l to 



determine tile fully developed pressure losses for each 

of e.x..f;(:~rimeJltal test::; performed on ·the threaded spools 

without an allowance being mado for tho entry region. 

For the typical experimental results ShOWll in graph G107 

the pressure losses were determined using the computer 

program for the same conditions and the results super

imposed upon the actual responses. These graphs show 

·that the theoretically predicted slope of pressure 

against spool engagement for fully developed flow is in 

close agreement with the values obtained by experiment. 

Further analyses were made usin.g the friction factors 

of other workers (Prandtl, Barua, Ito and Cheng} and 

the resul·ts obtained were also in close agreement with 

those obtained using the f'ornruln du.e to Baylis (except, 

as pointed out by Baylis hims..,l.f', his formula gives an 

unner-·\;;s+,imate of' the pressure drop at Detln Ilumhp..!"s 

less than 500). 

To further increase the reli.abi1.i ty of the experimental. 

data it 'Hl!": decided to undertake fur-thar expm.'im"p-ntal. 

investigations of the :four spool valves. Thes.l] experi

ment.s w(;}re performed using tw-o dif'ferent press'.1.'t'~ gauges 

at the ~nlet to the valve, as well as a replQc~d turbine 

flowmetor .:.i.l1d a ne1" frequency to d. c. converter (whic.h 

'\vas further colibruted for an accuracy check). Also, 

the temperature gauges wero checked against it calibrated 

mercury in glass thermometer and found to be withi.n 10 C 

(as cla~meJ by the manuf'acturcrfi). The results of' this 

repeated se1; of experiments ~howed no detectable 
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i<'urU1cr tl!'~vretical o.[ •. C11ysis lyaS Rlso undex''t;akcn 'using 

worst. cas\.1 errors i.n (~ach o:f t!JC valve dimensions and 

fluid coefficients. No r(!aso!l:J.b.lc chnnge in these 

pa:r'amote:rs C.:oatcd .:\ si.gnit'iGu.ht difference in the 

correlation between the theoretical and oxperimental 

results .. 

:':'he previous £: ection art.' valid it was decided. to 

determine thc-: effects 01' variall,~ pa.t'umeters upon the 

pcrf'ormance of the valve. P~rameters having possibly 

large effects were suggested ns follows:-. 

t • ) 
1.:.1. Oil viscosity ch;:)ngcs due t.o t:emp{~ratur\J .i.r!crHuscs 

in the duct. 

in t!"lC d·u.c t .• 

t L1 j ~ Oil viscofli ty changi.~s due. to tempera ture d:l rf'erencf~ 

and therm:.l.l CO!"1 r..i,".lct"Lvit:r 0(' valve b·:'Hly. 

(iv) Leakage lossos Rcro~s the threads. 



As the oLL flo\~s :from the inJ.fJt to the exhaust ot: the 

Vi:i.lve a.l.oJ\f~ the helical. du.ct, the pressure ~~nergy of' 

the oil is converted to heat e:nergy which, in turn, 

creates a temperature gradient along the length ot: 

the duct. If all the pressure energy :is converted to' 

heat energy in the oil, with negligible heat transfer 

to the surrounding valve body, it can be shown that 

there is a direct relationship between pressure and 

oil temperature~-

A pressure of' 1 bar (105 N/ru2 ) is equivalent to an 

energy ot: 105 Nm per cubic metre :: 100 kJ per cubic 

metre of oil. But the density of Te11us 27 (calculated 

from data supplied by Shell) is approximately 870 kg/al). 

(The density actually varie~ from 850 kg/mJ at 50° C 

and ntDl(,spheric pressure to 837 kg/m.3 at 200 C and 3'50 

bar). Also, the specific heat of Tellus 27 id ~rprox

imately 0.465 cal/g °c (although it actually v~r!es 

from 0.45 at 20° C to 0.48 at 50° c). 

Hence the specific heat = 0.465 • 4.1868 kJ /kg Cc 

= 0.465 * q. 1868 '" 870 kJ/mJ °c 

at a pressure ot: 1 har an oil temperature increase of 

:: 0.05901:1:° C is created in the 

leakage fluJ,J (provided the heat loss from the oil is 

neg;ligi'ble). Thus for a given pressure s;rndicnt along 

the Jength of the square duc-t there is an l"quivalell,t 



temperature grad~ent, as ShOWfi in Fig. 6.6(a). This 

temperature gradient will cause changes in the oil 

viscosity which will result in a viscos~ty gradient 

occurri.ng along the length of: the duct, as shown in 

Fig.6.6(b). 

In order to compute the effect of: this viscosity 

gradient upon the pressure drop across the valve it is 

necessary to obtain a relationship between the oil 

temperature and viscosity. Such a relationship may be 

obtained from the logarithmic vi.scosity chart of graph 

G106 as follows:-

Above 30° C, viscosity V ~ 287a6T- 1 •8347 

Below 300 C, viscosity V _ 2168T- 1 . 075 

(where V is in cs and the temperature T is i~ QC) 

The viscosity obtained using these equations has an 

accuracy better than 4" over the temperature range 

15 + 60° C. To incorporate thp temperature d~peRdent 

viscosity effects into the unalys:i.s an iterati\l".e 

proce~ure was adopted to ~etermine the changes in 

pressure at ten points along the length ot: the duct 

(n"glecting entrance conditions). The first step of 

thn iterative procedure ,.,as to determine the pressure 

gradient .for constant viscvsi ty at. ten points throu.gh 

the duct. Then, for each point, the change in tam

pnrilturc was determiHed, followed by the change in. 
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visco':::'it-y and i'riction ra-cio (which is viscosity 

depenrtcnt). Using the new viscosity and i'riction 

f~ac.tor at each poi.nt a new pressure gradient was -
obtained working backwa.rds from the outlet of the 

duct ·to determine the new maximum pressure at the 

inlet. If a large difference existed between the now 

maximum pressure and the previous maximum pressure 

(> 0.1 bar) then t:he iterative procedure was repeated 

using the new pressure gra.dient. The computer program 

is given in Appendix C(2). 

In general, the program achieved convergence within 

five iterations. The reduction in pressure drop was 

i'ound to be as high as 10% for low inlet temperatures 

(200 C), reducil!g i~o 5')[. !"~or high inlet temperatures 

(500 C). In practice, the actual reduction in p~Dssura 

would be even lower, gicce heat would be lost fr~m the 

oil to the valve body. The beat exchange is made 
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greater as a result of the secondary flow (Refs. 38, 39), 

so that for a sudden increase ill f'lm( the initial tem-

perature effect upon the viscosity gradient is quite 

small. 

!Iowever, since the greatest temperature difference 

between the oil and valve body occurs at the dOWTlstre:"nl 

cad of the duct, t,h0l1 the heat flow to the valve and 

spool body -wil.l be greatest :~n that region. The tem.~ 

perature ol' the valye will increase at the down.st.cccuD 

cnd and consequently create u flow of beat thlA ough tho 



valve body to the in.let regi.on. This heat flow creates 

an increase in the temper'ature of the oLl at the inlet, 

which results in a.gradual reduction of the pressure 

drop across the valve (at a rate which depends upon the 

thermal conductivity of the oil and valve body). 

However, under worst case conditions, the maxinrum 

reduction :1n pressure will not be as high as for the 

case of negligible heat loss from the oil, so that the 

computer program gives an indication of the greatest 

possible effects of temperature dependent viscosity 

changes. 

During ·t.he course of the experimental investigations 
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this effect was observed in that the initial pre~sure 

(obtained as a result of a sudden increase in oil :flow

rate) gradually r~rlucE'd over a time period of approxi

mately 20 seconds. This time dependent responsE-; will 

have negligible effect upon the tra.nsient charactcristj.cs 

of the loading valve, since the basic time response will 

be at least a factor of 1000 times faster than this. 

Ho,v-cve:r., to avoid the J)o.::isibili ty of such leHgt}lY delays 

creating largo temperablI"C changes during the tests with 

the clODed loop syBtom 1 the experi.mental resul ta \'{ere 

each obtained within 2 seconds of applyj.ng the change 

in flow conditions. This actl.on eliminates the need 

for including complex h'cat exchange equations in the 

theoretical analysis of the valve, as well as resulting 

in more accurate transient mag.nitude characteri!:5tics 

(necessary for the theoretica.l e,nalysis of the load 
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simulation systems in Parts 3 to 5). 

The other parameter which has a large effect upon the 

oil viscosity (besides temperature) is the oil pressuro. 

Information supplied by Shell show's that the viscosity 

increases by approximately JO~ per 100 bar pressure 

increase. Hence this effect tends to reduce the 

pressure loss created by the temperature effect. To 

determine the relative magn:itude of the combined pre:;;sure 

and temperature effects the computer program of Appendix 

C(2) was modified as follows~-

343 V(N) = V(N) * (1 + 0.3 * P(N)/100) 

This modi:fication waS found to change the pressure drop 

from the original program (w"i thout the inclusion of the 

temperature or pressure <;f:fects upon viscosity) by only 

a very small amount (approximately 1%) throughout the 

temperature and flow range of each threaded spool. 

This is due to the fact tbat the viscosity under inlot 

toamperaturc and atmospheric pressure conditions is a 

reasonable average of the actual Viscosity gradient, as 

shown in Fig. 6.6 (c). Hnncc :lot is reasonable to ignol:'o 

thn effects of viscosity changes in the special purpose 

valve. 

'The tw-o remnining parame'cers '\·rhich may have an important 

effect uIlon the valve performance both depend upon the 

leakage fJ.ow across the threads of the contral spool. 



A simpli.fit~d theoretical analysis :is possible to 

determi.!le the mabrrli tudc of the leakage :fl0'., by 

approximating the leakage path to the t'orm shown in 

Fig. 6.7(a), where the length of the leakage path is 

equivalent to the sum of the thread widths along the 

length of the spool. The height o~ the leakage path 

is the clearance between the spool threads and the 

cylinder \\I·alls and the li"idth L,3 the circumf.'erence of' 

the spool. The pressure drop across the leakage path 

is therefore equal to the maxinrum pressure drop across 

the spool valve. ~'or fully developed flow through a 

path of this type the Hagen-Poiseuille formula has a 

modified friction coe:ffici.ent (Ref. 35) as shown:-

dP 
dZ = 

",'here Z becomes L1/2 and d - clearance. 

Hence th0 leakage i'low, QL = iidlTD 

(,,,.here D -= spool diameter) 

Using this equation for a pressure drop of 200 bar and 

an oil tempera.ture (If 50° c , ... ith a clearance of 10 

microns tho leakage rate is ~~pproximately 0.017 litres/ 

min. A reduction in the main flowrate of each spool by 

this value has negligible e~fect upon the pressure drop 

Clcross the "ul.ve f'or any oC tlw cxpor:i.mental te~t 
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conditions (al though j_ t sho'l'lld he noted that the leakage 

flow j~ proportional to the third power of the clDurance, 

so that for a clearance of' 30 ~icrons the leakage flow 

is approximately .47 litres/min, which is significant). 

The last effect which may create important changes in 

the valve characteristics is that if the spool clearance 

is large the leakage flow may change the pattern of the 

secondary flow and thereby reduce the magni i:ude of its 

eff'ect. A possible structure for the secondary flou 

pa ttern ,,ri th leakage flow' is 5hown in Fig. 6.7 (b), in 

which the secondary 1'10'" effect is much reduced. It 

is also possible t.hat large vahlCs of' leakage f'low 

could set up turbulence in the main stream even at 

Reynolds numbers less than the critical value :fo:!" 

strai~ht ducts (2020), so that the secondary fImf effect 

becomes negligible. The ~riction factor for laminar 

:flow is given in Ref. (66) as Al ::: 57/Ret whereas for· 

turbulent flm" At = o. J 16/11.e l. Hence the friction 

ratio between laminar and tur~ulent flow in straight 

square section ducts bect:llnes:--

R 
O. J 16 '" e i- -

J" 57 Ho 
= I -' 0.0055*Re " 

r£his eq,!!ltion may be used. t.o obtuin an indication of 

the incr~ascd pressure drop duo to induced turbulence 

,vi th HcynoJ.ds nUlIlbers less than the critical value 1'01' 
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curved ducts us given in R.ef. (56). The equation 

becomes increasingly inaccurate for RFlynolds numbers 

less than 2020 (critical value for straight ducts) 

and gives a ratio less than unity for Re< 1020. 

However, using this equation, the pressu.re/spool 

engagement characteristics £or turbulent flow with 

negligible secondary flow effects were found to be 

approximately 30% lower than t~e experimentally 

obtained values. 

Since the secondary flow creaLea the greatest pr~ssures 

towards the outside of the circular duct (i.e., near 

the cylinder wall), it ~as envisaged that any possible 

leakage offects wou.ld be nmch diminished i.f ·the 

helical duct could be cut into the cylinder. v·<;,:tl t 

ra th~;r l·nan on the body of tht; spoo 1. 

advantage o.f having the duct in ·the cylinder .va:.. r 

result~ from the fact that the great majority ~f the 

resistance to the oil flow' :i..:.; provided by th(> ,.tationary 

cylinder wall. With the duc~ on the central Jpo01 the 

tangeil ~ial component of the reBis t:.ance force (' ""a:-oes 

the Slwol to rote. te at high speed. Rotational ~pends 

')r up t.0 6000 rev/ruin 'vere rccord<::d during illi t'ia.l 

invest.i.~-;;<:lLioH!; of t.he val,re (Ror. 37), al though the 

il SSU!:Ip :-.1. ,)ll \'1'118 made that tho fm:·(7.o involved in 

cre{1·till.~ th.i. s ro-;.:n t ion )''<:t s du,:! to the change in 

momentum ,,,) f the o:i . .l. as :1. t. 1 cave s the thrn:'Hlcu spo al. 
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T}-.e i'orce involved is, in. i'a<;t. the tangential com-

panent of the pressure acting on the cross sectional 

aroa of the duct (p *L2 * LJ)sinQ, where 0 is the helix 

angle. The force available for rotat~ng the spool will 

be somewhat less than this, since a proportion of U'le 

resistance is provided by the stationary cylinder ''1al1. 

The rotational speed at 200 bar (500 C) for each of 

the spools '"fas obtained by balancing the torque due to 

this force with the resistive torque created by the 

fx·ic~ion between the spool and cylinder wall" This 

Inay be approximated by using the formula for the 

r·esisti ve torque of an oiled 1h'Ul.'ing:-

T = 

"'!H~.("e D _. spool diameter (.0127 m) 

L - length o€ bearing (.0371 m) 

N -= speed of rotd.t-.i.Orl 

d"= c1earanc9 (10 microns) 

Using th~se TormLllae the rotat.ion<:ll speeds ()f uach 

spo~l (ut a prosDure of 200 bar) were obtained as 

Spool A B C D 

Speed (rev-/min) 1,:1.55 2,070 3,1.07 4,866 
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Although a certain level of rotation has the useful 

feature of overcoming stiction effects in the spool 

valve, these high .speeds are more likely to create 

problems of wear and overheating of the spool surfaces 

(with the resultant possibility of seisure). 

By having the helical duct cut into the cylinder wall, 

·then only a small proportion oJ: the total 1'ric cion 

force is applied tb the spool. Hence the rotational 

speed 01' the spool should be much lower wi-lh an 

internal thread in the valve body. Such a val.ve 'vas 

constructed having a spool diameter of 0.0127 m and 

internal square thread of 0.00140 x 0.00140 (m) ':\8 

30:! . 

shown in Fig. 6.7(c). With a clearance oJ: 20 microns 

bet'vcen the spool surfaces and the cylinder wall the 

spool showed no t.f.mrlcn!'y to rotate w'i th applied prossurtlfJ 

of up to 200 bar, even though the output shaft could be 

rotated freely by hand. This indicates that the fric

tiol\<Jl J:orces acting on the inside wall of the curved 

duct nre much smaller 1:ho.n on the other ,.,alls. The 

benefi-ts obtained by \.'li(ninating stictioneffccts, 

however, indicate that a rotating spool could well be 

useful in a wide variety of fluid metering applications, 

and further research in this area is recommended. 

To verifY the previous analysis on leakage dependent 

prcssur'e losses (wi thou t affecting the secondary flOld 

a range of solid spools was manuf'actured with varying 

clearance sizes. Each was tested with the internal 



thr~~ad valve at a flO'\~rate of 1.81 litres/min and an 

uil ten~eratl]re of 40.5° c to determlne the pressure 

loss due to leakage:-

Spool 1 2 3 /J: 

Clearance (microns) 10 25 38 51 

PrCf!sure (bar) 183 166 131 103 

Calculated Leakage 0.010 ().. 1lJ:-6 0.403 0.766 
(litres/min) 

For a clearalh~e of 51 micron:-, a.~most half th~ :flow is 

lost in leakage, causing the pressure drop across the 

v~].ve to full by the sam~ proportio~. The e££ect is 

j~rge with this valve, since the flow range i~ fairly 

small. A :full scale loading v:')}.ve used for engino 
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i:esti!lg lLay have a flow range in the ox-deL' of ::'00 litres/ 

nd.n, wr!i\~h means that a spoo]. clearance Cl': up "b.t 50 

microns would have n(~gligibl<3 ~f'f·ee·t. upon the 'wlve 

performLl.:'1.ce. Tho vulves and equipment u~cd :f(.l~' 1:h1.s 

range of tests are shown in PInta 6.1.. 

b.3 !:2i:I.CU.ll,l!5 Valve Des:l,sn 

:£ t \w.s shm-rn in the previous sect:i. on ·thi.l. t a load i.:ng 

valve ba.~'ed upon the princ.iple of' (.ont;.t'o11ing -Lho 

length of a r(~stricting duct could ha:'lc certain 

advdntagc:""-; over standard needl.0 or spool val v·cs ,d th 

rc~pcct to linearity and discrimination. A simple 

!1J~~thod l>y.dLich the dud.: length could be controlled 
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was l'cu:1d to be in the form of a square -thread cut on 

the c0:ntraJ. spool of a spool valve, for ,,,'hich expcr-i-

mental tests sbolVed high linear:j. ty and good discl.~irrdnatio.n. , 

HOlv-eve:o:", due to the uncertainty 01' the lcal<:uge e1~fect 

upon -r.he secondary fJ.ow in such a valve, as we~l as the 

problem of the spoo:l rotating a·t high speed, a j\lore 

~ui table design ~'laS found to be for th") square thread 

to be ~ut into tho valve body_ Rather than construct 

another small f'cale model based on this p:rinciple of 

operation (for further experiment~J. tests) it \\"<'18 

dcci(k.j to construct the full scale loading valve for 

ust:; in the eng.inu te.:;t cell d(~;:;(';.t~:ibed in Part '7. The: 

r.\esign of the valve is to be bc'.s(:~d upon the exisd ng 

theori6S for fuJ.ly developed ~econdary flow, together 

wi th I\.ustin! s eml)ir:i.cal i'ornrula £'or the entrance length. 

6.).'1 Cons idera.+ l{)~i::: . ... ...... --

Alth0U~h the special ~lrpose valve can provide a very 

higl\ s!JHod of respons(~ (for engine testing purposes) in 

cClmpa:r':i SOH to hydrost .... ti.,: or electric p:l'ime mover syst. ·,HttS, 

thero drc two possible disadvantages:- (i) the inabi.lity 

to provide the motoring condition to prime n~verh, ft~ 

well DS the loading condition, (~i) the inability to 

provide :full torque down to zero speed (necef,;:3ary :('or 

test:i..ll.~ of olectric prime movers, or internal combus·tion 



The first of these dLff'ic1.l.lties may b0 overcome by 

thn use of by-a spcc.~l.al purpose valves, as shnwn in 

the simpli i'ied schematic diagram of Fig. 6.8. With 

the spoo]. of the motoring valve set to minimum 

engagement the pressure on the inlet to pump (2) is 

maintained at 10 bar (to avoid the possibility of 

caVitation) by the use of a spring loaded non-return 

valve. This valve also prevents recirculation from 

the outlet of pump (2) to the inlet, which would 

create overheating in the oil when under load. By 

controlling the spool position of the loading valve 

the torque or speed of the engine under test may be 

controlled (as discussed in section 6.1). 

Wi th the louding va]~ve fully open an increase in the 

spool engagement on the motoring valve causes an 

iacrease in pressure OIl the inlet to pump (2) 

rpsulting in the motoring condition. Hence both 

J.oading and motoring conditions can be controlled with 

~his system. The disadvantage with the system is that 

t~·m speciaJ purpose val "f,~es arc requirecl, t.ogether with 

t~o sarvo amplifiers a~d serve valves plus feedback 

-transducers, as ,,,"ell as a con-crol system whiGh changes 

cont~o] from one valve to the other as the motoring/ 

looding boundary is crossed. To overcome these 

difficulties a valve was designed which combines all 

the requ.irements for the loading and motoring conditions. 

r~_)(' valve is shown in the simplified schematic diagram 

() f It' .l .s . G. 9 • 



Und~r the loading condition the spool is mo-,red to tho 

left of centre to restrj.ct the outflow from the hydro

static pump/motor unit and unload the pressure on the 

inlet of t.he unit to 10 bar. Under the motoring con

dition the spool is moved to the right of centre to 

unload the out flow' from the pump/motor and increase 

the pressure at the inlet. Hence, servo control of 

the spool can be used to create full loading or motoril1g 

conditions to the prime mover. 

The second possible problem with the special. purpose 

valve arises when full torque capability is required 

at I01·r speed (including s·tandstill). In or.der to 

J06~ 

create torque 011 the prime mover shaft, a certain level 

of pressure is required on the outlet of the pump/motor 

nni t. In order to maintain the required pressure it l.B 

necessary to have a flow of oil into the pressurised 

volume in order to make up for the leakage 11ow. 

Normally the idling speed of internal combustion enginos 

js sufficiently fast to enable the flowrate from the 

}'ydros ta tic pump/moter to make up :this leakage, al thou$h 

tbis i,s not the case :fot" very low prime mover (or trans·· 

mission output) speeds. 

To overcome this problem it is necessary either to havo 

a separate make up supply to the outlet of the pump/ 

motor .( w'hich has the disadvan tage of being undor load 

at all speeds for the load~ng condj.tion) or have a 

modified loading/m()to.t'.~.l'~g valve of t.he type ShO~"ll in 
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Fig. 6. 1(). If' the servo sup))ly system has .a. sufficie-.ntly 

high flo, ... rate and operating pressure , it may ba possihle 

to use this as the make up sup.ply by allowing the spool 

of the system shQwn in Fig. 6.9(a) to' move suf'.ficiently 

fur to the left to let the serve supply feed into the 

presBurised volume ou t.he outlet 01: the pump/motor. 

Another problem which l'ltay be encountered by the spool 

valve is that of' hydrauJ.i.c lock (Ref. 61:l). This can 

occur when a non-uniform clearance exists around the 

periphery of the spool, allowing a greater flow of 

:l.eakage oil across Qne side of' the spool compflred to 

the other. The result of this non-uniform leakage flow 

is to cause a pressure d~fference across the spool 

Ltiametcr which can force the spool hard int.o the 

cyliuder wall, creating sei.z\lr~ (hyclrau.lic lock). To 

avoid this possibility it is necessary to keep the 

l.ang-t.h of' contact bei.:ween the cylinder wall and spool 

as short as possible and, where necessary, cut groo'\~s 

in the cylinder wall to equilise the pressure distri·· 

bution. It should be noted that the threaded section 

of the valve provides an improvement in this respect. 

In order to' measure the position of t~he spool w'ithout 

having SOn1<'l linkage arrangement to the outside of the 

valve (which may crea·t.e seali.ll.g problems as well a s a 

possib~e reduction in the speed of response or the spool) 

it .n:I.S r!ecid.cd to have the position tra.nsducer It:onnted 

inside the valve body. A cOHl:c!.crcially ,\vaj.lable LVDT 



(li.:ncar variable· differential transforu\Qr) \"as purchased 

with linear characteristics over the required range of 

displncement (f 0.0254 m). The transducer was stripped 

from its outer casing to avoid possible problems with 

pressure distribution, and the LVDT winrlings were cCH~ted 

in epoJl,.-Y resin to prevent possible disturbances due to 

the oil flow". A sectional view of the compl .. ete valve 

is shown in Fig. 6.11. The thread and spool dirnensionf; 

sui table for control of the 70 kW diese.l engine system 

are de·termined in the follo\ving section. 

6.3.2 Ana~lytica1 Desj.gn 

Of first importance in the design of the valve it is 

necessary that the maximum required load torque can be 

achieved throughout the ~peed range. In effect the 

In"cssure which creates this torque must he achieved by 

the vaLve at the oil flowrate delivered by the engine 

running at its minimum loaded speed (with the oil at 

its working temperature). Thil3 results in 10'" valve 

discriminai:ion at hi~he:r engine speeds (rt;,sult.l.ng in 

higher flo1drates), as f;!10wn in the theol:'ptical linear 

characteristics of Fig. 6.1.2 C:d. To improve the 

discrimination of the valve 301.: high f'lowrates j.t wOl1.1d 

be necessary to have a variable duct cross sectional 

area along the length of the spool (e.g., a tapered or 

variable pitch thread), wh~ch wou~d have the theoretical 

non-lincilr' characteristics shown in Fig. G.12(b). 

Howev(!:t:, since tbe entry conditions will become 
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increasingly important at high :t'lowrates (with low 

val' ... ·o dl.seriminu"tion) for which th!~re is nt) reliable 

method of obtaining the pressure drop in this region, 

it was decided to design the vdlve with a constant . 

cross sectional. area duc t. Although "this will res'U.l t 

in low discrimination at high speed, it is expected 

that the experimental results obtained "from such a 

valve wil.l. prove of benefit in the design of a 

variabl.e thread valve baving greater discrimination. 

From the torque/speed characteristics of the diesel 

engi.ae an estimated torque of 1110 Nm may be achieved 

at a speed of 600 rev/min. Th_is represents a power 

level of 8.8 kW which, from the manufacturers t cha~~ac

teristics for the hydrostatic unit acting as a pump, 

.1:os11l t s ill a pro ssure level of approxill1l1 tcly 110 bar. 

At 600 rev/min the pump produces a nominal flow oC 

110.8 l~.tres/min less the J.eakage flow at 110 'bar. From 

Part 3 the ] ea}.:age flow from the system becomos 
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110 * .087 ;: 9.57 litres/min, so that the spec:id.l purpose 

valve must have a flO'WT.ate of 40.G - 9.57 :::: ,31.23 litres/ 

min. In ot.her words, at max.imum spool engagem.ent. (::oay 

O.025:l m as previously) the square thread must have the 

dimensions such tha.t a pressure of 110 bar is aChieved 

at a 1'1owrate o:f 28.6 li.tres/min with the oil at its 

maximum 'Wo.rking tomperat't'tre. 

For convenience o.c machining the internal threa.d 1. t WiUJ 

decided to use a spool diameter of 0.01905 nt. Using 



t.he computer program of' Appendix C (2) for Cl squal~e 

thread o£ 0.002616 x 0.002616 ru a pressure drop of 

125 bar was predicted at 50° C (normal working tem-

perature). Using Austin t s empirical fornmla an 

entrance length of' 20% of' the maximum spool engag(;~ment 

was obtained at 50° e, which indicates that the effect 

of t.he entry condi.tion may be higher than for the 

threaded spools tested earlier. At high engine speed 

(.3000 rev/min) to achieve the maxinrum torque of 200 Nm 

a pressure of 17 f.l: bar is required. This pressure 

produces a leakage rate of' .121 * 174 ~ 21 litres/min 

from the hydrostatic system, so that the {low required 

through the valve becomes 204 - 21 = la) litres/mi.n. 

t;sing the computer program of Appendix e(2) to achieve 

a pre~sure drop of 174 bar at a flowrate of 183 ~itres/ 

ruin th0 !)ercentage spool engagement of' the valve is 

l'e quired to be 9.8%. 

Under these conditions the entrance length predi.cted by 

Austin's method becomes )5. 3r. of' the maximum :upool 

engage,jlent, so that the spool QPo:ration is we1-!. within 

the entrance region. Sj nee the pressure drop 1."'~ the 

~ntry region is highly dependent upon the form 01' the 

:flow at the ontrance to the duct (Her. 1.1:5) und since 

the inlet to the duct is of a complex geometrical shape 

(due to the angle of the he:lical t.Ill'oad in relation to 

the spool valve), it is unlikely that any initia1 

analysis o£ the entry cOll(.lj.tiaus 'vi.ll prove ·to be very 

accurate. Furthermore s the Heynolds numbc .... ;,t i"h' u ..~. _ 1.,;:0 
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higher fJ_owrate is 52000, which is approaching ·the 

poi.llt o£ transition to turbulent £low (Re.f. 56), so 

that e:~perimental r.esults are necessary to determine 

the valve pcr£ormance in this region. 

However, it seems likely that since the Reynolds number 

is hi.gh throughout the speed range of the diesel engine 

(a value of' 8100 is obtained even a.t 600 rev/min) the 

ini tial flow' may well be turbulent in the entry region 

before the secondary flow becomes established under al.l. 

loadin.g conditions. This would result in a much higher 

pressure drop :Ln the entry region compared to the 

previous experimental rcsul.ts which had much lower 

Reynolds numbers. 

Under the motorin~ coudit ion it was decided to v.se l;h~~ 

same thread size as necessary for the loading co~dition, 

si.nee the required preL-'sure levels and corresponding 

£1 ("H·{ra Les are of' the same order. At 10'" sIleed (600 revl 

min) ~'l estimated torque of 16.7 Nm is required to motor 

the engine (from Part ;). From the man.ufacturers' 

characteristics for th~ hydrostatic unit used ~s a 

mot.or, this torque req1Jires a prc:::sure level of approxi·· 

mately 18.6 bar. From Pc.\rt J the leakage from the 

motoring side of the system at this pressure becomes 

18.6 .0.]4 = 6.3 litres/min. ~he hydrostatic motor 

re quires a nominal flowr\J. to of' 'fO. 8 ii tre s/min a.-t 600 

rev/mill., whereas a nominal m.ake 'up supply of 2.8 ,,68 : 

190. 1!: li.tresimin is provided by a Rimilar make U.p pump 
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'~ .• t) 
~ :1 ..... 

powc.rod by Cl three phn.cH.l mo-i;;or ru.nning at 2970 ~'f!v/ 

min (as sho\Yll i .. n Fig. G. <) • Hence undc.t" th0 se con-· 

di tions the valve is required to produc0 Cl press1.l.re 

drop 01~ 22.6 bar at a flowrate of 190. 11 - (lto.o·t·6.3) 

::: j 43 l:i. tres/mi.n. 

Using the program of Appendix C(2) a spool engagement 

of' t.85% is required ·to ill'ovide this pres~"ure le·vel. 

HO\>lever, since the program indicates a Reynolds number 

of 31,000 together with an entrance length of 29.0% of 

the maxinrum spool ~m.gagelllcnt ~ under the.t;c condi ti.ons 

t.he flo\o[ will probably be turbulent and un even smalle~~:" 

spool engagement will be re~lircd. 1.n fact., it j.s 

poss~ble that the spool 1w.Lll. have 'i:;o be cc.mplctely. w;tt~~-

drawn from the threaded cylinder to achieve the re~lired 

p::·essure. At high speed ·l.u~de:l.· thlJ motoring condi-Lio.lI. 

i~· only sufficient to run the (~ng:Lne ll.pto 2800 r<.~'(/ 

mil'!. if' no flow is lost dllC to leu]H.~ge ox' I;hr·ongh the 

valve. However I due to the lcnkage l.~BS created by thA 

f'~~ess-;.trG noe essal~y to motor t hI.; cngint::, D. :::; Ltnp].e 

w:.;.. th no a.1J.owal1ce f'or en Ll:Y· cr.,nJ..i. tions) sho'-fs that even 

·w·ith IGO% spool i.'lllgagemcnt the lIiaximum mQtoring SIH)I.)d 

will be less than 2200 rev/min. 

'rhi.s is bE-:cause a pressur(: O)~ 73. t bar is rc~quirod at 

~JO~~ ()f 2~ ]iL·~c~1 ' _ ,~ Ii:.) .. , " _ .\. .;:) 



hydrostati.c motor this J.oaves a f'lowrato of' 12.5 

li tres/min for the valve. H01.;rever, ut this flowra'te 

and with 100% spool engagement the valve can only 

achieve a pressure of' .32 bar (l~hich is not sufficient 

to enable a speed of 2200 rev/min to bo reached). In 

practice a tapered thread could be used to ef'fectively 

prevent any fl.ow through the valve at high speed under 

the motoring condition. Also a higher fl.o\vrnte make up 

supply could be used, although in this case the same 

result can be achieved by reducing the s\'1ashplate angle 

on the hydrostatic unit (corulccted to the diesel engin~) 

if high motoring speeds are required. 

Hence the linearised analysis indicates that a uniform 

duc-t area based on a square sect:ion thread should be 

cdpable of providing the required range of loading 

v.>Ildi tions, although the discrimination will be low <It 

hi g;h spe cd under the loading candi tion. Also, the 

discrimination will be low at low' speed under the 

motoring condition, as well an a limit bein~ placed 

on the maximum spec:i. under the motoring conc.l:i t ion. 

To improve the accuracy uf' mU.11uf:acturing and measuring 

the dimensi ons of the in ternal ~,: qual,'c thread, the 

internal components were machined in sections, as shown 

in FJ,g. 6.1). The components having muting surfaces 

lvi tll the spool wel.-e machined to 100 microns undersize 

on tho inter::l.:ll diameter and 100 microns oversize on 

the externa], r\.i.ameter. 
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hardAned (to reduce the abra8:1.v;::- effect of the 011 

flowing at high velocity) and ground to size (i.e., 

tight fit into valve body and ~lide fit for spool). 

After mnchin~ng the valve d~mcnsions were measured 

as follows:-

L1 :::: 0.0254 01; 

L4 :::: 0.00244 m' , 

L2 :::: .00259 m; 

L5 = 0.01905 m" , 

L3 -- .0026l1 m; 

clearance = 10 

The t.heoretical analysis was repeated using these 

microns. 

dimensions and the difference with the previous results 

wa s found to be negl igible. The LVDT housing c.'nd t.he 

servo 3upply connections were machined to act as end-

stops for the spool at t 0.025~ rn from the central 

Ijosi t"i.on" For the inj.tial eAi.":t1rilllental tes·ts (prf:)sentcd 

in the followilig section) the spool was pcsitionpd 

ins:i.de the v('\l ve by means of' a threaded stud C()t:·~l.~cted 

to the .si~ool tlu'0ugh the servo supply side o:f the v~1.].,,\"'c 

body (fig. 6.13). 

This method o~ pO$itioning the Hpool was nece~saLy 

since; nt the tint(' o'f ·the j.l'-.:i.tial tests, a ser,,-,:) .Jupply 

system HJ.S not available in conjunction with the hi gh 

pO\.·;3r liIiJin .fJ.t).~ratc supply for te~ting the valve. The 

LVDT o:3ci.l.lat.or/domodulcltor and. associated cutput 

?rnp.U.l:·Lcr Syst.CHi \·,".:.~s adJll::>tcd to give a 10 volt sigunl 
~ .. 

Cor fld 1 scale c:uJJ'lstment of tho spool in either 

direction, .['or lvhich the lIl'U1UT.c:.cturers clrtim a li:n(~a:cj ty 



of O.~-~,,; (at constani: temperature). 'I'he combined 

t.)I;1pex·ature coefficient i'or the transducer plus 

oscillator/demodulator and an~lifier is O.05~ per °c, , 

so that it is necessary to adjust the output gain at 

the required operating temperature (i.e., 50 °c for 

LVD'l', room temperature for oscillator/demodulator and 

amplifier). 

6.4: Experimental Results and Discussion 

Since the engine test cell was still under construction 

at the time i.he .special purpose valve \'ias ready fOI' 

testing, it became necessary to find an existing system 

which 'fitted the necessary flow al1d preSS'llre con-iitiollS .. 

By gOQd 1'ortune the main aircre.f't test frame at Hawker 

Sidde] I~y Aviation Ltd. (Kingston) was undergoing 

extensive modifications a't that time, for which t.·he 

hydraulic supply unit aet the requirements exactly:-

i.e.: flow capability of up ,to 230 litres/min of Shell 

Tellus 27 oil at a working temperatux'e of ~5 - 500 C 

wi th a pro~:;sure capa.bili.ty of over 200 bar. Perm:i.ssio-.:, 

was kindly .g:canted by th~ Company to aLl.o"l the aut.hor 

to test the valve with th.is system. 

The a})paratus was set up in an identical manner to the 

initial experimental system (s'hO\in in Fig;. 6.5) ''1i th 

the following cxceptions:-

(i) The Ill.i.crometer adjustment of the spool position 
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w,'1.s rt1placed by a threaded stud using an. LVD'r 

plus odcillutor/demodulator and amplifier for 

~osition indication on a digital voltmoter. 

(ii) A turbine flowmeter was fitted having a flow 

capability of 30 + 270 litres/min. 

(iii) The hydraul~c supply system consisted of four 

separately powered var~Lable capacity hydraulic 

pumps each having a flow capability of' 57 litres/ 

min. 

The experimental procedure followed was identical to 

that o.f section G.2.2 in that readings of pressure 

were recorded within a two second time period of setting 

up the required fJowrate (by adjustment of tbe p:essurF} 

relief valve) at a given spool position. For greatest 

accuracy the experiments were peri'ormed at exactly th(~ 

same- flow.cates as used by the manufac·turcrs of the 

turbi.nl~ .f l(lwmet.er in the ir calibra ti.on procedure. 

Identical results ~ere obtained for both the lo.ding 

and motoring sides of the valve, as shown in graph G106 

(pressure plotted against spool displacement at each 

flowrate). 
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For the 10\i f1.owrate characteristics once the fully 

developed flow has become established the theoretically r 

predicted slope ot: pressure against spool engagement i~ 

~i;01 .. n to be in c].ose agreemcn·t \,'ith the actual slope. 



In the ~ntry region, however, the performance is highly 

non-l~near and the flow conditions are thought to 

develop as fol10ws;-

In the first 5% of the spool engagement the flow path 

is probably better described as an orifice (rather than 

a given 1eng·th of duct), as shown in Fig. 6. 14(a) • 

Hence the pressure drop in this region is relaiive1y 

small (for flowrates up to 130 l.itres/lllin) and the 

slope is linear. As the spool approaches 10% engagement 

(equivalent to the duct ,"tidth, L3) the flow path is 

much closer to that of a duct, as shown in Fig. b.ll.db). 

At this point the secondary flow effect is still insig

nificant and the conditions may be represented by 

turbulent i'low due to the complex path of the duct and 

the hi.gh Heynolds U'..l.mbors involved. The sl.ope of: the 

pressure/spool engageiuent characteristi.c therefo:..~e 

becomes very steep ut tbis point. 

As the spool engagcme~t is increased further the centri

fugal f!)rl~eS become important and secondary flow bO[:;.i.h.:J 

to develop. 110nce a transition takes place fr?w 

turbulent to lamina:r. flow with a much 10l'fCr 510;"0' fo~" 

the pressur~/spool cllg<'1.gemcnt characteristic. !<'urthel" 

speol engagement causes the Becondary £low to become 

more established gradually in(~reasing the pressuro 

drl..'p uutil the fully developed eoudi tion is reaclwd, 

at hhieh point the sleJpe remains ~onstant. This last 

region, having <.\ grad'w.Lly increasing res.istance as 
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the secondary flow builds up, is predicted in the 

theoretical analysis of Yao and Bergor (Ref. 44) and 

:i.s in agreement ,,,·i..(:;h the only recorded experimental 

data for pressure losses in the entry region of gently 

curved pipes having a curvature ratio ~1000 (Ref. 65). 

For Ilowrates greater than 40 litres/min (graph Gl07) 

the characteristics all reside well within the entry 

region of the duct, where the turbul.ent fl.ow region 

creat€.<; the largest drop in pressure and secondary .flow 

effects are negligible. It wo~ld therefore not be 

expected that the empirical. formula for the pressure 

drop in a curved tube would result in iUl accurate 

prediction of the pressu:re drop in the entrance region. 

This j.s particularly lloticeable f'or the characteristics 

obtained at a flow·rate 0.:( 65 l.i tres/min for which the 

theoretical pressure drop at a spool engagement of 13% 

is approximately a quart(!r of the actual pressure drop. 

At the higher flowrates, how·ever t a much closer cor

relation between the actual and theoretical pressure 

losses is achieved. 
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By interpolating the presslrre values from the experi

mel:tal resu.lts the approximate torque/spOOl engagement 

characteristics were determined at low, medium and high 

diesel engine speeds, as shown in graph G54. The 

characteristics were obtained by determining the Ilressur~ 

difference across the hydrostatic pun~/motor, which shows 

that at low speed the zero torque position of the spool 



is offsot from the centre. Referring to Fig. 6.9 this 

is ~lC to the flowrate on the motoring side of the 

val ve hcing much h~.gher than on the loading side at low 

speed, so that the pressure (and therefore torque) is 

higher on the motoring side with the spool in its 

central position. At higb speed the flowrate on the 

loading side of' the valve is much higher than on the 

motoring side, so that the pressure builds up on the 

loadin~ side with the spool in its central position. 

Al thou6 h the characteristics are high.J.y non-linear, 

graph G54. shmvs that the required torque levels can be 

achieved by the fast response dynamometer under a.ll 

conditiQDS with the exception of the high speed limit 

under the motoring condition. If the turbulence in 

·the entry regio;.. of t~\{' valve could be eliminated, the:) 

the characteristics 'w'0\11d become nruch more lineal.~, as 

well as improving the di£crimination of the valve for 

higb flowrates (i.e., ~t high engine speeds). 

One meJ:hod of r'O<ducin~ tJ.le magnitude of the ~~nitial 

prGssurf~ drop i.s to in:;/,,·~::U'se the cross s~ction:"l a.rea 

:f'0r very lar~e duct areaf' ~ c.l.JIn'oaching the cross 

soct:i..cnal area of the spool) the Heync)lds number ls 

still much higher than 2000, so that the turbulent flow 

CFlna tb\:~ l~ J iminatcd, al thou:;l1 t.ho pr(';ssure drcp cwn bo 

\~Cld') vcry sj~:~ll. 1\.lso, to achieve the ncces,s,)ry 

pr'(':,SlJT('; nt lo"{ fl()"\'rratcs (:l.c., m.:txinnllll t.0~·'1ltA <.tt. 10\\ 
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cngjne :;peed) a small cross sectional area is nece&s<.\ry. 

It there£ore seems probuble that a variable area duct 

(i.e., tapered thrpad or variable pitch) could be 

designed to achieve linear pressure drop characteristics 

throughout the range oC operating conditions with 

reasonable discrimination at high speed. 

A suit.:.ble design could be based on obtaining the 

maximum pressure drop at maximum speed by using the 

empirical formula of Baylis for a constant duct area 

at 30~':' of' the maximum spool engagement. 'rhe area 

obta:ined f'rom this exercise '\'I'ould then be used to 

give the d:i.mensiOlls o:f a square thread for which tho 

depth of the duct is reduced to zero over the required 

lengtil of spool engagement, as shown in F:ig. 6.14- (c) • 

Al though, due to the t.;.J.pm.~ed i;hread, the required 

maximum conditions will be obtainl~d at something less 

than 30% spool engagem0nt, tbe discrimination should 

stiJ.! be greater and the characteristics more linear 

th~n for the constant duct valve. Hence, it has been 

foun~ in ~bis cbapter thut the follow~ng par~neters arc 

of' :i.mport ..... uce in the d0~:d.gn or the special pu·t;'pose 

lOC:ld.~ng va.lve;-

The eff.'act of curvature in the ;::quare section duct 

greatly increaslo,s the resistance to flow by creating a 

~ccondi).ry l' J. 0'" pattern whieh rnns across the ax~:'3 of' 

For fully de·voJ.oped flow, empiric;,ll 

for!:1ii.1;' (J to dwtormine th0 incre.'ts(~ in x ('sistancc 
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compared to a straight duct have been well confirmed 

by theoretical analysis and may lIe used with confidence 

in the d2sign calculations. :Machining the square thread 

on the spool i.s not recommended, since the leakage 

.:~.c:t'os.s the threads of the spool could induce turbulence 

and the ~rictional resistance of the spool causes it to 

rotate at very high speeds. 

The most significant non-linear featur~ of the valve 

occurs foJ.' small spool engagements (at dj.stances 

DpproAching the duct width). At this POi.llC Cl very 

sharp increase in pressure occurs due to turbulence 

induced by the high Reyui..)lds numbers Clnd complex 

geometry of the fluid pa&~ in this region. In order to 

Jinearisc the characteristics at this point a ]arg~ 

rluct area is necessary a~ the inlet ~hich tapers down 

,; _n>,ards tho outlet to en.::..bl.c high pro s r-mre/lo\i flmvrt\ t e 

rr-:quirer;lonts to be met. Furtb\.~.r work is necessary in 

this respect to determine the effect of the taper upnn 

1 he :flow c.ond:.i. tions. Finally, the cffec t ot' t""!,!lI'Cratl: ~'e 

r.:"'..d pressu:ce ind1..lceo.'ri,~coGity changes in the valve t~;"l 

,n be self-cancelling. 30 that these eft~cts c~n be 

j_2;nored in the design st':Age. 
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PART Z. 

DEVELOPHE1'IT OF ENG.INE TEST CT~LL 

7.1 I11troduc·tio,!!, 

First considerations in the development o£ the dyna

mOInoter system i'or the a:(t.~:i.!lO test cell w'ere to enable 

either a h~drostatic transmiss~on system to be used as 
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the dynamometer (of the typ-o sho-wn in Part 2) or the 

special purpose loading/motoring valve analysed in Par ..... t). 

To enable comparisons to be mado between the performance 

of the two types of dynanlO1l1oter, it is nec.essary to be 

able to change f'rom one '~~ystem to the otht~r "'i~-ith the 

minimum of inconvo-nienc(:. Also 1 due to the limi teo. 

e lec·trical power availabl e in "t;h.:: vi.cini ty of -the c:1lgino 

~.0St cell, it is necessary to provide some means of 

r-::dllcing the leve). of power reseneration wh(~n full l()o.d 

is opplied to the engine using the hydro3tatic trans-

!u.i s.E:ion ::; 1s t em. I t will be sh(/"'i\l'n in the following 

s~ction how the BpccidJ purpose loadjng/ruotor~ng valvp 

\....)n perfol'm this f'unct.::i on. 

P~rticular attention has been pajd to the design of the 

OV(~.t·;:-d.l sys t01n :Crom tile sarety poj nt of vi C1'f. TIH~ 

follo~lng sections ShOh how each SUb-sYRtem was d~veloped 

to cnahlu safe ~tartin;~ and run do\vn prclccd'urcs to he 

followed for rnch enginD test. The fin~J se~t~Gn ~~OWG 

the inl tied 'jcv01opmenL of a nd.c.t'oprvce.<::;';ot'-h':l.sod 
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monitol~ing system \;rhich wil.l h(~ \.u::ed f'or SLH .. ~h f'catu.re::. 

as monl tor:i.!1g to!1~pc.ro.turc, pr.cssu.r(', torquo and spoed 

levels l~or sufety purposes, as well as dU'la ncquisi tion 

during transient tests. l'h(~ sY's·cem will be extended 

to provide duty cycles for engine test purposes, and 

pcr'form on-lille centroJ. :func·tions i'or tile simulation 

of vehicle characteristics. 

System 

1'0 enable easy interchange bebmcn the use of the 

hydroH Latic dynamome-c;t:.r' system and the fast re::.pouse 

dynamometer system n hydraulic circuit was Jcvi&ad as 

SbOWll in thc sinwllfied s~hcmatic diagram of Fig. 7.1. 

Nanual tluju s·tmen t of' th ,~three valves (A, B and C) 

c"ablos tht") system to bt: changed t'rolD' onE:! dynamometer 

I.e the other. For example, lrrith vulves A und C clo.5cd 

a·:d B 0j?el1 the dynamomete.c is c:i' t'i1.0 hydt:·o;-:; ta. t.ic t ran.s-

mis:.-;ioJl typ.;). lV-hc.d. tho 3po(').1 of t.he spec.L:-ll purpo::H' 

"l'ulvp is Bet to maxinnlln cngagorJ.e.at on th(; motoring .3id<.) 

(.;£' th~ 'val v;"~ ilnd tho hyd.r·o:3tut.:'~ dynamomctc;[" is PCH--

')rming the rnot.o.l·l.:lS f''tn~c· tioD. t!lcrc is ouly a small 

Also, t.1L' 1oadL"l..1S :::.idc o:f t11u val~.rc ,·r.ill he fully 

rliseng,,:,.;ed :.:ndel.' !:.hes'J cOllcLi.tic,ns (refer to Fig. 6.9) 

;:~o l.:lw.t p.lWp J :is u1J.luaded" 

(thorobv rG~c~oratj~v l~\-··.·\~r +0 i'11'~ 
oJ '-1 - ':::l .~ '" '\- -~ v "" ~ """ 



J ~ mains) thon as the maxi~Lm power level 1S approached 

it is necessary to engage the load~ng side of the 

special purpose valve. (Although this will canse the 

motoring side to be disengagod, this is not a'problem, 

since under the loading condition the prossure is 

reduced on the motoring side of the hyrlrostatic trans-

mission system. Hence leakage through the motoring 

si.de of the valve lv-ill only oc.c.ur if the pressnre is 

greater than the 10 bar rating of the spring loaded 

non~return valve.) As the loading side of ·the special 

purpose valve i~ engaged the pressure will build up on 

the outlet of pump 3, causing it to take power from the 

J pha.se motor and reduce ·the level of rcgenerat:i_on. 

Although thig action is nocossary :i.n this case, due to 

the limited electrical power supply available in the 

vIcinity of the test celt, su~~ a sy~tem may ba 

",dvantageous 'where the regen.~ration of large values ne 

electrical power is not feasibl~. 

With valves A and C open and B closed as well as the 

f',;vashpJato o:f pump 2 ~,et to its centrCt.l po~dtion, the 

in Fig. 6.9. \vi-th pump :-:!. set to zero flm-r (~H""D.shplai.:e 

cen t~:"al), thi s part of' the circ'Ul t is et' .fee. t i ye Iy S!lU.t 

of'f' f:r.om the rest of the ::::ys!:cnl, and the oil. ~upply to 

the specJnl nux-pose va.lve is mDdo from {l1.UHp 3. '.1ith 



vJi th the spool engaged on the motoring side of: the va:1:,·.~ I 

t~l~ .·pressure builds up on that s.-l"de al1d t)1~ lo·\(3J"-l~ .. (1 1 ... '" <- 1.J. 0 IS J .t e 

or the hydrostatic pump is unloaded (giving the motor.ing 

condition). 

The make up supply is necessary to maintain a minimum 

pressure in the hydrostatic transmission loop o£ 10 bar 

to avoid cavitation at the inlet to pumps 1 and 2, and 

the boost pump is used for the same reason in conjunction 

with pump J. The servo supply pump is used for the seY.'vo 

actuators of' the throttle control, special purpose va]. ;'.f.\ 

control, and the svrClshplate (;ontrol :for pumps 1 and 2. 

The make up supply is limi tad to 10 bar by u .1:'ol1.ef 

valve internally mounted ill pump 2, and the boost supply 

to pump J is limited to 10 IJar by an external high flow' 

s:pring 10ad,~d non-return valve (2.70 11 tres/min) • Cro!.:'s 

purt re.lie£' valves are mi)u.l1.t\~d internally in p'llmps 2 

and 3 to limit the maximum pref!sure across these units 

(lnit.ially set ·to 200 bar). These cross port relief 

valves arc pilot. operated and arc vented h~cl{ to tank 

V-:.d a solenoid valve to enable the hydraul:i.c s~rstem to 

1, f~ rcmoJ~e ly controlled. 

'ine -pres~urc relief' valve 1'or the H ervo supply system 

is aJ 1';0 pj lot operate,l and vented back to tank via a 

solenoid valve. The control o:f the solenoid valves i.,; 

through an electrical ~nterlock syst0m (describ0d in 

the follow.lng sect-i():n)~~hich L'11~1.U'e~ thnt all tho 

~:,rvo aetna-tors may IJo SI.:tI;O their l:cqu:irt-3d positions 
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be.fore t.he main hyd.raulic power sys·torn comes i.nto 

operation. The fU.ll circuit. di.agram for the complf~t.e 

hydraulic sy stem is shown in Fig. 7.2. 'rhe accumu].a t.OJ1 

in the servo supply system is used as a back-up to the 

servo actuator during transient condi tions as we.11 as 

to maintain servo power for a short period of time if 

the electrical 3 phase power fails or is "tripped" 

under emergency shut down conditions. 

The pressu.re is maintained ~or this short period by 

using a small bore pipe on the pressure relief outlet 

(app~:,oximately 0.01 m) to reduce the :flo'\I"rate :from the 

accumulator, which has thi:! cdditional advantage o:f 

reducing the back pressure in the return pipe :from the 

l.',.1.l cooler. However, to prevent the accumulator from 

fpeding oil back to the servo pump when the 3 phase 

p0'fer soes off (which mal cause the 3 phase motor to 

r,',n backwards at very high spc~d) a one-way valve is 

necessary on -the outlet of the ~ervo pump. TIH~ rea~ ')n 

for maintaining the servo pressure noS the pow·or goes 

(,f:f is to enable the th:-:ot-tJ.e servo to be mov-ed back 

';~~rough the idling pOS;.;tiOi1. fer the dies 91 engine, and 

C\ctuate the _fuel shut 01'1 lever. This functioll is 

performed by using an electromagnetic relay to discOnllGct 

the current supply to the torq'..l.e motor of i~he throttle 

servo. By setting a mechanical offset on the servo 

valve,.thc hydraul~c actuator can be made to uuto-

maticaJly !!love ~n the direction of the 01Cl s~u1. ff .. 0 .. 

lover when the electr~cal po,~-cr i.s shut down and the 
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relay contact.s open. A photograph of the throttle 

servo system is ~:;how'n in Plate 7.1. 

As with t.he low power hydrostatic transmission system 

described in Part 2, a manifold was cOllstructed in 

order to reduce the volume of' oil bct;~een the primary 

and secondary hydrostati'c units (thereby reducing the 

hydrcstatl c loop time cons·tant under the loading con-

dition). A photograph showing the close positioning 

achieved between these units is illustrat.ed ltl Plate 

7.2 and th~ position of the loading/motoring vulve in 

l"el;lt:ioH ·to the primary hydrostatic unit j.B i lJ.us·i;rated. 

in Plate 7.6. To improYf) the damping of the hy<!rostatic. 

ctynamomet.er when used in conjunction with the governed 

dj.eso1 engine , it was shown in Part 3 that it is 

n.~cessary to increase tht: lea.k:l.gtl rate from the 

h~drostatic loop. 

• 

From the loading side of the loop an increase in the 

ll:l;ojkugc rate of: 0 .03 ~i tres/minlbar is required. Us:'n~; 

~ tl1bc bore of .0014 m at an c~l tempcra~urc c~ 500 C 

"he f lo\y- becomes turbul('nt Llbove J li tres/min. However, 

a;~ a pressure of 150 bar tbe l~equired f'lowra te of '*.5 
litres/min is achieved with <l tuhe 1ensth o:f 0.'12 m. 

for turbu.lent f10\. in Cil'CI1:LrJ[' t.uhes {F.ef. 66):-

dP 
dz = , WhOl'" 2 -. t'll.lid densi .... :y. 

, 
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Usin~~ thl~ same f'iethod foX' the motoring side of the 

hydrostatic loop, the r!;-1qllired :I.nerease in leakage • 
rate of 0.07 li·trcs/min/bur- is obtained using Cl tube 

length of 0.096 m. Although all increase in tho tube 

diameter may be used to obtaiu lamj.nar i'low ·throughout 

• the pre~tsurc range of' the sys·t:em, the necessary tube 

length to obtain the required leakage rate becomes 

excc5si··.ro «70 In for ~Cltoring side). 

7·J Ei.cetrj.c al -_._- Syste~ 

• 

'The J'l khT th.cee pha.se motor used ·to power tht.; hydrauli.c 

system may be started either inside the test cell, or-

remotely from the external control bay, using a star-

del·ta starter ",ith automa·tic change over. 1'ho windill~s 

of' the f~olenoid.s :for the ~:;ervo o.ud cross port r01icf 

v~lve vents are fed from ~he·J phase motor side of the 

o';crload circuit breaker via the interlocking control 

circuits in the control bay area. This prevents the 

motor fro,', bel.ng started under load nnd enablos. tho 

~~rvo Eystcms to be corr~ctly ~hsitionod before 

'H'.gaging the main hydra·nlic po\{cr sys r.om. The \.:ircuit 

diagram for the elcc"tric<"l iJ:terlock sys tern is shown 

in Fig. '7.3. • 

The solenoid supply line is t<'licen be t~'cen the: c.l.l'c-ui t 

uTcakcr alld overload d(~tec to.!;':::; co end bIe maxi!lit.litl PO\Y"(:..l' 

In the interJ.ock 

syoitt.>m ·rhe "start but;tOll" can only p ... ·ovi.de puweT' to the 

• 
• 

• 



reJay it' s\d tell 54 :Ls open an.cl the t.hroe phase motor 

is l.'ttnEing. This cn.::;'u.rosl:~lat tilO hydrr.II..l.l:i.e coni~l'ol 

solenoids provide an open path for the vent lines of 

the serve and cross port rellef valves, whlch causes 

the system to remain in a low pressure state. Having 

pressed the st~rt button the relay cOlltacts close, so 

that tIle live connection through RJ holds the relay i.n 

until th(~ system i8 sh'J.t clown or a po,,,c:r failure occur::" 

A further interlock is provided ~lich prevents switch S3 

from operating the solenoid for the cross port relief 

valve uiltil switch S11 is closed. 

Tlms under normal start up conditions the three pha~e 

motor is initially run u1-' to speed, after which the 

interlock system start button is pressed, followed by 

sl~-itch Sl± being turned cr.. Thu ~;crvo ac1;uator.3 arc 

t~'len set to their requix\!d start positions, and finally 

s~ltch S3 is turned on. The system can thon be usod to 

pcovide the required :i.~unning conditions for the dicL:'JI 

eng:ine by means of the servo control signuls. Under 

~·.orma]. shut dm\'-n conai tio:ns Sl~':' t.ch S J i~3 openc..J und the; 

~hrottle serve operate~ the fuel shut off lever on the 

Once the engiuc has stopped switch s4 ~ 

is opt~ned, d."i.d the delta \""'i:~HJi:ng <.~ircui t bre;-Ihu!' is 

tri.llped. LTnJer pow'er fail or emergency shu:: tlO\Vll co:u

ditj.')TJS ':i ,safe shut down will occ'ur as the del ta l"rinding 

ciro;;,.tl t In~c::tker opens, unde:c any of the dyrw.rn.olneter 

r'.c',n:i:ng CO!1:1itions, since the] oss of pOhor to the 

soleLoi \,U"i'i'i ],1 caus 0 the relief val vo:') 1:,) 0fi~;n :~:n(l th() 
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thro-t;Lle lever to move to the :fuel shut ol.'!' position. 

The control circui t for each of the se:t'Vo systems is 

shown in Fig. 7.4. l'he meters :i.ndicate the pos! tions 

of each ef th~ servo actuators on a console 

in the e,Hd;roJ. l},'l.Y. The consolt;~ also housost.he elcc-

trical interlock system previously described. Each 

meter is of the centre zero type giving £ull ~cale 

def'.lectiou f'ur a ± 10 vol'(' signal. For the throttle 

actuator ~he central position indicates an idling speed 

.~~0 t ting, with maximum deflec tiol} in ono direc tion to 

indica'ce ruax::!..nfum t'uel delivery, and maximum def'lec·tion 

i~ the opposite d~rection to indicate ruel shut off. 

For the meters indicatin& tho swashpJ.ate po~it~ons of 

i'hl) hydro.5r.atic unit:s, the cent cal posi i:ion i.ndica tes 

that the swashplates are sot over centre (zero fluid 

SinCl~ the :-5washp.1.ates arc mQasur€'~ by rotilry cl. c. LV.)T~ 

having a voltage output range of:fset from ZE:t'O, it ; ., ... ~, 

j.e;:;\~.s.':.\:d'y to use operat:i.onal a . .lp].it'icrs ·to co:ccect th~ 

For thE 

10;1'.LLlj~'; v.dv'.::, the central posi .. tion J..ndicat0s no loau 

to onc ~id8 ~iving ~ho motoring conditicil, and to the 

Op;-J1Jsi te ::ir:l':: the . .Loading cOlldi tion. 
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For each meter t.here is a separate output i'or external 

monitoring of the actuator positions, and an i.nput line 

for transient testing or computer control purposes. A 

potentiomcter control at each meter enables the servo 

actl.lutors to be 1nl tial.ly set up before the main 

hydraulic power on se~l~nce, and also to enable steady 

s·tate tt-~sts to be p C3ri'ormed on the system. Throughout 

the cOllstruction of the serVQ control system earth 

loops have been avoided, and screened laads have been 

u:3ed, makin.g sure that the control signals cannot 

create interference in the feedback signals (this is 

of' part.icular im~ortallce when high gailJ. controllers 

aJ;'e us ed) . Other transducers necessary for preliminary 

testing of the engine/dy~amometer system incD~ded:-

(:-\) Turbine flowmeter' pJ ns ma£:,ll£·tic pick up and 

frequency to d.c. cG.1lvertor to measure the output 

flow from the loading motQ~~ng valve. 

(b) Strain gauge type pressure tranAducers + umpli£1~rJ 

to measure the hydrc1ulic 011 pressure on both sidE',~~ 

of the hydrobtatic loop 39 ysil as in the supply 

1 inc to t~le ::_(.adill.~/'t,o tQ.l'-':"ng valve. 

(c) D. r;. TH_~rmanen t m~gnet tachogencra tor, COIUlected to 

thE' front end .)·C the enp;ilw cruxtlcsnaft, giving o . .ik~~ 

r.m.s. smoothing for cl time COD$tant of 1 rus nt an 

o"!1.gin() speod aI' .3000 r·.:\r/L'1.il1 \rcd 1!cing to 0.6% 

smoo-ch-;ng at i). speed of 1..500· revjmill). 
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Al·t:h0ugh it '~-"H; o.r:iginally intended to count pulses 

from a rotating disc connected to the engine flywheel 

to obtain a measure of tho engine speed, this method 

is still under development. The instrumentation in 

the control bay of the engine test cell is illustrated 

in Plate 7.)· 

The cooling system for the test cell has two basic 

:ccquirements: - t.o maintain the hydraulic oil temperatur'') 

at a worl<ing level of 50° C (with a maximum of 60° C); 

and to ma.intain the engine oil and water i:cmperatures 

at their normal runnin~ level. 

For the engine cooling, f' header tallk (800 litres 

capaci ty) provides a maximum. flO\~rate o·r cooling wu tOl:' 

to the system of 40 litres/min. as shown in the c1rcuit 

diagram of Fig. 7.5. The engine water circulator and 

therlJlostatic control ar.e used for metering the engine 

water to heat exchal1~:(;l' (A). ror the enghle oil a 

temperat.ure sensor and \,;alve actuator arc 'l.lsHd to 

control the flO'..- of coo::'..,in.~ '\-,"lter to heat exchanger (3). 

To absorb 1~he hea t frvm thc; hydx"aulic 1'luid a high 

capacity heat exchanger is used, through which coolant 

is pumr,ed at a lli<:lx.imll.m rate of 1.80 1i tres/min. This 

cl)olant forms a closed loop system '\Vi th Lhe .~r()rtnd 

level tank having a capacity of 1.150 litres~ The oil 
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temperature ~D the hydraul~c reservoir is measured by 

a t(.'j"rrperatuxe sen.-Jor l~-hich actuates a valve in the 

cool.ant line to control the rate of fJ.ow. A bypas!'l 

bleed l~ne is used to prevent the high capacity 

c;oolant pump f:com overheating 'when zero coolant flow 

is required (yalve sbut off.>. A float switch is incor-

porated in the ground level tank to return the water 

(at 50 litres/mjn) when the maxinmm tank level is 

roached. 

The temp'.)ra:tnrl."s of the hydra~,tl:i.c oil as well. as the 

3J3. 

engine oil and cooling water are also meuzured separately 

awl displayed on larg(~ indicc:" t01.1 gauges in th.,") tost cell 

(visible frorn the cOlrt.rol bay \rindow). Thermocouple 

~cnsing of these variables will also be used for the 

J.:icror .... (.-(:essor monitoring of' the overall. ~~y;s ~.i~m 

\ . .lescrib!d at the end of thi5 chapter). 

7.5 Fuel Systel~ 

A S cht;'llati C diagram of' the f'u\:,]. s:" !'":tern for th ~ c1'1,gine 

test ce:1.l is shown in Fig. 7.6. A ::..tandurd method of 

mete.t.·.i.ng Cl gi veIl quanti t~y of fuel to the engin0 is 

used, in \vh::i.ch a c.alib:~ated glass buretto tub!:! supplieg 

fuel Lo thn engine pump wben solenoid valve (:i.) is 

closod. A" the fuel level. reducos ill. the bU.l.~ette tube 

pa::,.d~ the li.ght sensitive dC1:0Ct.;Ol' (n) 1 a trigger :,;ignal 

is passed to~he monitoring RYbtem. 

cOlldi Li ons urn then performed until 'tht) fuo1 leveJ. 
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1-HlSf~"6 tiotc('.(.or (b), thereby j.lh1.icatillg with high 

accuracy' tho vol.umt~ of' .fuel u03odthroughou.t the tc"t 

(150 ml in th1S case). At thi~ point solenoid valve 

(1) is re-opened to take over the fuel supply to the 

engine and refil.lthe burette tube. 

Solenoid valve (2) is placed in close proximity to the 

'.Hlgine fuel p' .. unp as a safety mbasure to shut down the 

engine fuel supply if the e~ectrical power supply to 

the test cell fails. This acts as a back up to the 

electrohydx'au1j .. c actuator control of the f'ue) .. shut 0:1:'1' 

lever (described in section 7.2). The solenoid control 

of the fuel ~upply at this point is not by 1tself EUr-

LLcientto halt the engine inunediately, since the small 

amollnt of' fuel available :in the galleries (If ~.lJe fuel 

pump "1",E.1.>le ·the engine to continue ri.l.nnin.~ C,'r 1\ short 

while. 'l'he overflow from the injectors is f't::t.i ~=.ck 

into "t.t-le fuel system at the poin·t shown j.n Fig. -;.6, 

so tha t t.he fuel metering systeln indicatf;!s tht-o. volume 

of oil used by the engino in.::;1.ead of the volul1lt~ 

ac t·,l.3. L1 y fed to thl:~ fuo 1. pump. 

7 6 l:-1icroproc{"~ssor-ha~.;od Moni to~iJl$ Svstem • __ •• _ ._ .... ____ ••• _'" ad 0Ii ~._ ... , __ ~ 

To fa(;ilitate the data collt~ctj .. on and genora:l .3upe~'-

VJ..siOll of the engi.ne test (.;cl1 (.'\. 10,1/ cost micro-

procct...;sor-·basotl system has been dev('.loped. Tlle SystC:li 

is ba':;ed "'pon a :Motorola' {iCoo Evalu:ltioa Car<l,rhich 

c.onta:i He; t,he oo.sic mi.c.('()prOCB;'~':;O:r chip "n(~ cont:t'ol 



logic ptus 500 bytes o~ 8 bit random access m~mory 

The card also contains 

a mask programmed l:ead onJ.y memory which aids the 

progrn!nmill.g and de-bugging of the system by enab~ing 

access to and modif'ical;io:n 01' the memory and control 

registers o£ the system. Of the two periphera~ inter-

face ports provided on the card one was modified to 

enable f'ull du::-)lex da-ca transfer capabilities w:;.th a 

teletype having an RS232 interface. The other port 

was u~~a to provide a paralle~ data interface to n 

high speed (3.56 m/s) digital cassette recorder ~or 

which ;.;he intert'ace control programs are presented in 

APPcl1dix D ( 1) • 

The eva.luation card '.if,~: .'!1odified to intp.:t'l'aGe to Cl 

bu.;st.ractnred daif\, ~ . ."-;: H'll1 by allo·,,,.:i.ng external .;ontr('l 

of t~10. 'tri-state data i~JPu·t bufJ'erR 011 the ct1.r(~. }I'or 

this purpos(:.l lIT!.ll ti -way s(\:::kets ',,'ere soldered to a 

pri]I-.:el~\ circui t extcr.d:.. r card lv-hi'Gh 'Was· then mounted 

on ,) C:lf:\'~ c(lntainin.~ .j OH' nCCH!'>sary :power supplies 

(:!:15 v; ±:~2 it; +~; v). A schematic di.:.l.gram 1",)r the b\lS 

st;:cucLirc~~~ ;.;~:r~;;tcm is Sn')~'r.l in Fi,:;:. 7."7 and ~he comple·~f.~ 

r;licropro,~'es.soX' sy~3tel11 is il.1.u.str£\ted:in P.lt1.te ~·.4. '1'0 

erli.l.'ble p::'o :.;rams to be wri ttcu :in ass emhl.er langu.a~c 

(1.'..1 t.hee than u.sing the hcxadec:Lmal 1)ase maclii"lc languo.ge, 

v/hich 'HJ(';OlUOS tedious to r,rcparc and diff'icuJ.·;~ to d.e··'i.J1J~<; 

for 1 C.1I.:~ thy pri),t~rt:lms) an oxtencted memory c<:t:cd 0.1' 8 l'~. 

f!ighthi. t -I"ords 'vas used to cont,,-L"Ln the ncccf>[,;:):Cy 

cditer n.nd [J;-o:.:-:elllbler soft·warb. This permittt~d ou-1LHo 



prepqration and de-bugging of programs. 

However, since thc·8 K momory resides in the same 

memory locations as the 0.5 K memory on the micro

processor evaluation card, it became necessary to 

change the memory locations on this card. This was 

done by re-assigning the address lines fed to the chip 

select inputs of the 0.5 K memory so as to prov~de 

consecut~ve memory locations from 0000 to 227F (hcxa

decim<J.J). The 8 K memory card is mounted on the 

extern~l data bus and, during a microprocessor READ 

HEHORY operation, enables data to be entered to the 

data lines of the evaluation card by sending an 

!tenable" si.~nal via the control bus to the data i.nput 

tri-state buffers on t.he card. 

To f'ac.il itat.e furtber per:i_pheral interfacing a prog

rammable twin port inpl1 t/oui:pu.t module was also con

nected to the external bus lines. The "enable" Signal 

for this module (to allow data through the evaluation 

card t.:;:-i-state buffer) was taken from the peripheral 

HEAD line OH the module .. One of the ports was inter-

faced to a low cost 16 channel multipJexcd analogue to 

digit:n.l convertor system) for which the software control 

routi.nen are prnscntcd in Appendix D(2). The convertor 

has a j~ hi t QC clJ.racy for :i_npu.t siL~nals of up to ! 10 

vol tg and has n throughpt!.t rate of 30 kHz. A i'a::;ter 

rate t~1.:tn this ].'3 unneces!':;nry f'or the microproccBsor

based .sy,:;tcm, since the rE~la.tivcly slow ilJl'::'tru(~ti()n 

3.36. 



time.',; for t.hc MPU l:imi t the speed at \~hich i.t can 

process the data. 

The second port of' the progranunable input/output un:i t 

is reserved :for expansion of the output control 

facili.ties of' the ~ystem, although one output channel 

may be used as a "trip control u to the test cell 

electri.cal power system. This can be used to Rhut 

down the system if' the analogue data on any of the 

input channels exceeds certain preset conditions 

(i.e., speed, power, temperature levels, etc.). 

To provide analogue output signals frorn the micro

processor-based system a twin channel dig~tal to 

analogue convertor plus interface circuitry (all on 

a single chip) was connc(".ted diroct.ly to the external 

1)us. Each chnnnel rep.resents a singl(.~ memory locatiou 

to the microprocessor, so that it is unnf.)ccssary to 

write detailed peripheral interf'ace control sof'tware 

In order to output the required analogue signal lcvol 

on either channel. These channels may he 'Used 1(,t' 

providing the required speol! and torque lev'els to thE:l 

engine/dynamolllet C'r syst nrlJ f'or si mulation of: vehiele 

duty cycles, ".for examp.le, as required by the 1977 

Cali£ornian emiS2lon control legislation (Ref. 1). 

For fUl:-ther development o.f the microprocessor-based 

system a PROM (Programmable Read On].y Memory) pror;rnrmncr 

system has alBO been interfaced to the f~xte]'na.l bus. 

J37. 



This sy:3tem enables 8 K bit DVE PRONs (Ultra Violet 

Erasable PItONs) to be programmed under software control 

of the microprocessor evaluation card. These PROMs 

may then be used to provide a minimal configuration 

microprocessor system for monitoring and control of 

the engine test cell once the necessary software 

routines have been fu1ly de-bugged on the development 

system. For example, a one card system containing onc 

8 K PRO}! plus a twin channe~l D/ A convertor and one 

microprocessor chip (with on-chip clo~k plus control 

logic and random access memory) may be used to providn 

the torque/speed signals to the engine/dynamometer 

~ys·tem. A simLlar configuration including a Imll ti

plexod A/D convertor plu~ peripheral interface chip 

may be used for data acquisition and general supervisi.on 

of the test cell. 

Since the peripheral inter:('acc chips o£ the PROM 

progranmlCr occupied memory locations used by the ma;:.k 

nrogrammed ROM on the evaluation c.arct t it was necesso.!-y 

(;0 clwnge the address assignments of these chips. Also:> 

it was necessary to modii'y the programming software. to 

enable the programming proce.ss to be s;ontrollnd from 

the teletype h:eyboard via the mask programmed monitoring 

RON. To enable the data on the PROM to be verified, the 

READ line of the PRO~l programmer system was used as the 

cnable. line, via the control bus, for controlling the 

t.cl-statcl:aJ:a buffers of -the microprocessor ()valul:ltioH 

card. 
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Furthor. developments in th:-:.l ':d.croprocessor-basod 

system are to replace the teletype with a visual 

display terminal, and the digital cassette handler 

with a miniature floppy disc system. Both of these 

units have much higher perf'ormance charactcris tics 

than the t(~letype and cassette handJ.er at C\ lower 

cost. This wj.ll enable much faster program development 

on the microprocessor ~ystem since the dehl.ys in 

edi ting, assembling and :t'llm.ing programs will be 

virtually eliminated. 

:339. 
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J/,tO. 

Pi\.HT 8 

of SvstelllParam(~ !',ertl 
---'---.._ ..... - --

It was initially decided to perform stead)' state tests 

on the system to verify the predicted parc).rTleters for 

the engine as we].l as the faBt respOXlBe ':'1nd hydrostGtt.i.c 

dynamometers. On first running up the sy~1.:Cnt, howev0."', 

a majur problem was soon enc~untered. The :flexible 

coupling recommended by the manu1'acture:r.s t'or this tYPf1 

0;1' applica'tion 'HlS found to l.'i)ctch reSOfU'Jnce at f.lPPt"ox:i.-

ma-teJ.y 2000 rev/min. This Lecomes apP,:u'6Ht ;t'rom the 

ftnalysis of' Part J, which sho\v€!d that th£:.~ floxible 

coupling roots roside at cq}:prr",,;(j '!1at(~J.y 1/* :!: J200. 

r:Hlians per :;;econci- (32 IlZlh'h;idl iUdicnte that resonancl'! 

will occur at a shaft speed of 1914 rev/M~n, this b~i~~ 

in close c?~greem.ent , .. i th thf.' ac tual rosu.l.t. 

t i).OO\) rev/m~n nw.xirm.lI~). 

i'it .:1 c()upl.ill,Q; which U<'1e~:; :l.leXJ.ld.8 m01:aJ. di:.,;cs ;~O ul101',r 

;-,;h<'lft;-; iJu-t \~·h.i.ch remaj.tl!·; Lorsi on.,.l.1y ., tiff c., !lOll. ~ch to 
~ . 

have .lJ.c~r,J.:LSibJ.c cf'.f.'ect. 



this coupJ.i..,!~; under tranf;icn:t condi t.~. ons i:he rubber 

conIlect.iol~S. Having j.JIade these modifications the 

system cOl!Jd be manually cont.rolled throughout the 

SP(; co rnnge.\-i tJwut further problems. 

Initial tcs~s were performed to determine the steady 

statn tor~u~/.:!peed characteristics of' the engine under 

both the lo.cHling cOlldi tion with the fuel control rod 

at maxilml1TI, ?nd tIle motoring condition Kith the fuol 

control rod set to the idling position. The ro!:!u.lts 

of' thcs c V~.:;t;3 =:lre ShO'\'l1 ill graph G 1.09, 'whi.ch -i ndica te s 

t~at unrler th0 louding condition the slope at low speed 

is much steeper for the .~ ... lg_L\le tlwn indi.ca t8d by graph 

(~2. Aj.S~l, u rv:.l er the motorins cOlldition, ·the: coulomb 

Fur-the:c 

~ C;3 t<:. \{.)J",: L)(": £ ormed to v('r:i fy th(~ IH'prl i et od ;.~ oef'-

. t ' t'h ~. r" .1-.' J 1,,- fl ) :. - - ." h ~ t .I_C).0r)_.S -, r:'1~' t:; ~o'.rE': nnr \.1...1. 19 '.l.~ij d.r.d, .... I.-. 

tll" "'tlgjn(~ ~1;'1:'llt ,l~i:.; .. l<\Lor vol~';';ge throllSh the torque 

Al;:.;o, by 

". :' ,;,' ",' . :".'.'_ ( ..... -_~ " ","l~. -o·,r( .-.-, ~l' )- .. or." i" . _ .. ~ " ;,:, • ~L '4(~. ':a1:1 nS .\\() ...... u!-; 



c1e-tc1.',-;-i:ed at low, ncdium Dno hiS;h speed!:>, as shown in 

, (" -10 (b' grapn u 1 _t \. ) • It should be noted that the large 

torque/speed slope oE the engine at low speed roduces . 
the accuracy of this method o£ determining K8 (at low 

speed only), a1 th.:'HIgh t.he vaJ.ue obt.ained is still a 

reasonable approximation. 

The en:rine coefficients determined in this way are 

corupared to the values predicted in Part 3 as follows:-

Experimenta.l Predicted 

( Lo\-v speed _. 1.53 Nms o. 122. Hms 
K1 (lo;:~d.Ln.r;; ) ( Nedium ;:.peed - 0.393 Nms 0 

( !.r' ... , .... ;. s},e 8(;' -0.297 Nms --0. 15'1 Nms J L~L ~::--"l -
K.:1 (mot~H'iHg) ( All s:'')8f:':ds -0. 1C9 NliiS -0. 2(:; ~~n!~'i '. -

t Lo-,IT speed =:: 163 Nm/v !J: ?~l Nm/v 
1'.} t !'radium spee'::! 267 Nm/v 279 Nm/v , -

( Iii6h ~ IH3 0t1 - 235 Nm/v 383 Nm/'~" 

( Lo'.·; ':lJ~ed = 5.62 Nms 13.2 Nms 
1\.8 ( ~.t ':' i-] ~ l<~(t;. .~: t' 12; e (~ '- Il. 15 Nms '/ • 4 Nm;~ 

lh,.;h ::,. J..~ 0.-: \ • t:"J. - 6.8 Nms .' ( 
.1._ • .3 NJT18 

S i:cacly .c.:-(n 1: (!r; e~; t~ 'were then. peri'ormcd on the hydrosta t:L.: 

By holdi r .. ~ the 

;';ccondDry hyd:rost;atj.c unit s"\"'ashplate constant, the 

dynamotn0t0r f'huf1: spp.ed was v:lri ed to determil',~ low~ 

G "1 t t (r-d • ~lso, by holding the dynamomcter ~hnft ~PGed 



constan-t; and varying the seco:ndary unit swashplate 

con trol voltage, the dynamometer input coef'fic iellt (Kl~) 

was de~erm~ned for-each range of speed, as shown ~n 

graph Gl11(b). By the same means the coefficients for 

the t'ast response dynamometer were obtained as shown 

in graph G112. The non-1inear transit~ol1 effect of 

the special purpose valve {discussed in Part 6) can 

clearly be seen at medium speed in graph G112(d) and 

at low speed in graph Gl12(b). Using suitable linear 

apprOXil1,ations for ·these g1.opes the eA-pcriment.aJ.ly 

deterll'Ll'ed dYlwmomct.C'r coefficients are compared to 

the predicted values of Part 3 as 10110ws:-

Hydn.") static Dynarnomcter 

( LOl" £:P{H~I"i 

KJ (luadLng) O·icd:i.lHI ."p(:e.l 
HIi::::h <:1' 0 (' ~1 

(Lo"," sl'f')e~l 

K.'! ( lc-::.ding) (Hcdium sl".ed 
(High SP"'l~r{ 

F "1.:'3"L l1.espollsc Dyno.m0!'ll'>t er 

KI! (loading) 

(Lo'.r spt. "d 
01edium sp .. HHl 

(High S1-.H·d 

(1..0'., speed 
(Medium .~peed 
(High speed 

Experimental 

::: 8.63 Nrns 
= 11.94 Nms 
=: 7.46 Nms 

.. 286 Nm/v 
::: 286 Nm/v 
= 157 Nm/v 

Experimental 

- 2.5) Nms 
.- 1.32 Nms 
.. O.~7j± Nms 

-- 10 Nm/v 
- 333 I\m!v 
.- 500 Nm/v 

Predict~~d 

EL57 Nms 
-. .'J"" ( ,0 ( Nms 
6.17 NU13 

~ "t) 
,":';Jw Nm/v 
22.8 Nm/v 
181 i-;m/v 

Prediet<C!d 

') '1 
.J.~ .Nms 
1.27 Nw,s 
c.637 Nm~ 

20 N;-,',' v 
::!50 Nmiv 
500 Nm/v' 

The agreement bobveen these ·va.l.ues is qui t.e cl.ose CXCcl,t 

~OJ' the low .speed value of K~ £or the fast rc~ponse 

h;::-~~H!.r eng.inc tOYqllC capabLU ty at } CH" speed. In 



per:forrrc.ng these tests it was found that the hydrau1:tc 

oi 1 temperature cou]_d be C'oHtrol1ed lyoJ_ thin the ra.nge 

50 .... 5:;0 C for t.he, hydrostatj_c dynamometer system. For 

the fast respons~ dynamometer system, ho'waver, in which 

the cngine pow'er under the loading cQndi tion is dis

sipated in heating the oil, the oil temperature 

increas~Hl up to a value of 600 C under high speed 

ccnditlons. This variation i,n temperature was found to 

have a much higher c~fect upon the fast respol1se dyna

mometnr characteristics than on the hydrostatic dynnmometcr. 

Having completed lohe st..::ady state tests for the system 

i t l~as decided to verify the transient charactcr'L'3t:i ,cs 

,-:here I),)ssible. No instrur.wntation \~as availabl~ to 

determine the t~ansiopi' ~haracteristics of tha i~jection 

pump and governor <:tyr.,t ... :~, or for the oil compre.?sibil::'::':y 

char;,H',tcristics in the hydrostatic ,~ystem. 

these effcc:.i~s may "lnu:-y cC;lsiderably under normal 

oper~t~ng conditlons (~specially in the case of tho 

goverT'·:n.-) and further wcrk 'Hou.ldbe vi' bcne:f:i .. t in -this 

area. Othpr t.r.~nsil::.!1t cltaracteri sties were i ny{~.s·tigatcd 

using stPj; response tes+,3 :for the engine and d.:nL'lr.J0i!18 ~.(:;j' 

:i,nput ac t112.. tors. It ,,,as decided to use step r('.~po:nsc 

tests .3incc fi~·Dt <.tnd secon(~ order aI)I~roximation,~; '\-icre 

bc:i ng 30\~?;~1 t for th(J cngin(;~ und dynDm(-,me ter o.c tua tor 



TIle ;,:,-t.e..: changes ,,"ere Dppl:i.od fo:c both inc:cec, .. ::"d.ng and 

rcduc::.ng signal levels, and the magnitude::> of the appltcd 

levels were chcsen~to be characteristic of normal 

operating conditions. For the engine input actuator, 

the servo loop gain ...... as adjl.lsted to produce all approx-

ima to first order response, with time cOllstant T6.a 0.01 s, 

f'or step changes of up to 1 volt (which can. achieve full 

torque changes throughout the speed range, as ShOWll in 

graph Gl10(a». For the fast response and hydrostatic 

dynamoMetcr actuators the servo loop gains were adjusted 

to gi~e the fastest possible responses consistent with 

adequate dampi.ng. The hydrostatic dynamomet(H' actua tor 

(secondary unit swashplatc servo) was provided ~·ith step 

signal changes of up tu ± 1 volt under loaded, T'~ load 

and motoring c0ndii;ic·p~ 1 which resulted in an a.verag,~ 

111lUaml-'.;).:i i:atural f:C0'"-11]..;;lCY of 50 IIz bcd.ilg vbtairF,d.~H ·1..;1 

a damping ratio of ap?ro~iruDtely 0.7. This fre~uency 

is considerably higher (factor of 17) than that pre-

<.1:lC t 0d usi.ng info1 me. ti.0n supplied by Luca.s (graph G5) 

due to the following ~rasons:-

Th8 servo sapply preSSI!1:e used in the Lucas t~st Wet.':! 

;:tpproxi ma tcJy one '1uar·:.er of the pressure used in th0 

dYU<lJnometer syste:a. 

T):":(} rlo\'i )'".1ti.n!; of the eic.ct.rohydraulie. va:lve used by 

LclC;IS i..o ,-:'r,l'. (u:iIUHtel} half that of the one uS(l(l in thtl 



The s croke u::;ed in tlH~ Lucas t.est ~ ..... a:::; ~ 80% of the 

maximulU, whereas the stroke used in t.J.'.c dynam.:>meter 

step reSp0J1.Se tests (suitable for achieving maximum 

torque changes) was approximately 6% of this value. 

Hence the hydrostatic dynamomeLer has a considerably 

:faster speed ef respolLse than ·that predicted :for tbe 

fast respons{~ dYllalllOmeter. In fact, the application 

of step control voltage.:; u.p to 10 volts to the fast 

response dy~amometer actuator (special purpose valve 

servo) \-rhich is necessary to achieve £"1.:1.11 torque at 

low speed~ result in an average undamped natural :frequel1i';;y 

of 19 Ez ueing obtained, with 0. damping ratio of' 0.5. 

The resulting parameters £or the transient charac-

teristics of the dyI\dmOm~Ler actuators are compared to 

the values predicted in Part J as follows:-

IIyd.ro3 tatj c Dynamometer Experimental Predicterl 

K9 98.7 0.4 
K9 0.4398 0.028 

Ff"\st Re::,ponse Dynamomcter 

K9 14.25 24.6 
K9 0.1194 o " I) ......... 

(11l(~ furth>:>r change in the syst~m paramoters pr~~dictod 

jn Part J arises in the use of a tachogenorRtor to 

ratin~ of ~C volt~ per 1000 rev/min, lrllich results in 

u cc ... ~f:'idcnt o:f K5 ;..:: 0.382 volts per r/8. Using thnse 



thl~ lH'ctiic'led por:CormDTlC (' OL the syst em U/o',l.llg i~ltt~ 

fJ.nalyt iea::" to chnLqu('}S of Par t 1 and the actual pcr-

formunce of the system for a wide variety of conditicn~. 

For thes e p.relilllinary investigations it \.,ras decided to 

use simulation methods 1.2 and 2.2, 8ince the thco-

rei;ical analysis of Parts J ..... 5 in<.ii.catcB that these 

methods provid e superior perfo~'mance c()mpured to 

s inl'uL::d;i or. methods 1..1 e.Jld 2.1 respecti.vely 1'01:' both 

dynamometcr systems. 

Tile root locus method ,,::1 i; en~pJ"'Y ~d to determi.ne C011-

~roller gains for the hy~rostatic dyuawomctcr using 

rr~thod 1.2, ~hich r~sulted !n cscillatory roots being 

Controller 

En~~:i.(te 

Co it ;.:1:'0 11 er 

( 
( 
( 

l 
( 
( 

This was done j'1 

Propor'tio !lal $c':1. in, 

Integral gain, C = 

Froportion~l ~ain, 

}) ::: 0.5 v/v 

-1 
1 s 

!~ - 0.3 

.1 
-t 

f:'. 

v/v 



'l.'h.' roo i. lo(~us :Cor ·the system using these controller 

c(lEJLi.cL(mts ::i.5 shown in graph G113 for ·I:-.he ra.'1~~'2 of 

Slv>.ed under all condi tions. Uud er maxinmm fue 1 

delivery condi.tions the roots are actually well 

~l:',jnJ.H~d throu.,:;hol.l"l. t.he speed range. 'Wi 1::h the f'uel 

COlll.:['(:1 rod oet\>{ecn mini mu III and maximum, h()~;;eV'cr, second 

orrler roots with low damping occur at all speeds. On 

the ;H~ tuaJ. system the 1: equ:i.red controller coefi.'iciencs 

v:~:t·p ,-set UIJ llEilLg an a:na10,'l:'~l\~ computer Ulld steT! 

r(~SpOIl~C tes'!:s 1'{('::;"C ,performed at 700, 1.500 and 2500 

r8v/rni~ engine speod. The results of t~Ase tcst~ £01' 

stop i:!'lCl-e;'U;e~" .Ln dJ:::;iuriJance torque, upplied. throug!l 

700 rev/nd.nthe step dis,-.·.:_:~bance torque ~al.l.ses suf'-

rlc~ent oscillation of t~o engine speed (due to the 

:""ot;.~ ,-;-:1. th 10\\1' damping) ;: or t.hp. l.oading/motoring 

The motoring 

tI'~e lq;J.J.;_':-::: cO·:l.:l:i.T.lon, [.,;3 indicated by the I.oot locu~; 

;.,,·.:v·eral ,':";;"r'SftOot2 o{'-~·u.t·. 

o~>ci.]J.;:-(t.():cv re5pon~e uT!.der the motor:!.:!!!,; cf)~fl.ILi.·I:ion is 

,.,... 7 + -") ") J , ') .. .... d.'. t .. J :i 11 . i.I.Ilclnr i .. h:: motoring f:·.'y~d·~ '.:i.(.;t 
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At higher speeds for mid fuel delivery 

the root locus indicates that there J,s an illc.l'QDse in 

both the damping and frequency of the oscillatory root~ 

which is also shown by the actual responses of graph 

Gl1<1~ The step change in ·torque at these higher speeds 

causes t.he i'uel control rod to move ·to i'ts maximum 

exten't I which results in the initial response being \~cll 

damped, as indicated by the root locus f'or maximum fuo] 

deLi \"ery. Once the control rod moves back from its 

maximum position the response bccolnes oscillatory, as 

ill~icated by the root locus for mid fuel delivery. 

'I'ne low' frequency roots .indicated by the root lo.;us 

plots under all conditions c·un just be seen :from the 

lllE::dium and high speed torque responses of graph G 11/;l, 

a~lhough the oscillatory natura of the responso at low 

~peed tends to hide these roots. Normally the low 

frequency 1:'oots 01' El system are the most dominant in 

response to a step input. However, the effect of 

integral action 011 both the dyuamometer and engine con-

traIlers is to create a zero a~ the or~giD of the con~]ex 

1.'requency plane. This '~ero c~.HIccls th(~ ef'fect of the 

pole at the origin (result~ng from the application of 

a step disturbance torque) upon the pol,cs of the system. 

Hence the roots closc.st to Lhe origin are not necessarily 

the Illost dominant. In i:act, the closer poles move 

towards the ori.gin (a~av frc)m tt'le ot~er ~oo+s) J ~. ,~ •• , UH.l less 

domiHant they become under thc::;e cirCUhI'3tanccs. 



The relative magnitude of the response o£ each pole in 

this case is determined by its residue (zero vectors lo 

pol<¥(pole vec tors) • Applying this criterion to the 

root locus for mid fuel delivery (graph Gl13) shows 

that the oscillatory roots most dominant on the actual 

responses are also the most dominant on the complex 

f'requ~ncy plane. These roots have an order or magnitude 

approximately twice that of the low :f.'requency roots 

(shown in the increased scale for mid fuel delivery) 

and approximately four times that of the real root 

near the origin. 

To further validate the theoretical results under the 

motoring condition the :fual control rod was held at 

the idling position and step response tests were 

parformed for a range of' dynanmmoter controller coef

fi~ients, as shown j_ngraph G 115. The ·transient 

cilaracteristics obtained from these tests are in very 

close agreement w:t th those 01' the root posi tj.ons given 

by the motoring condition of graph Gl13f'Qr p.ach of the 

controller values. ThiR would indicate that the mathe

m~tjcdl m0del for this system is highly accurate when 

the fuel control rod is at e~ther end of its stroke. 

With the fuel control rod in its m~d position, however, 

the model i:::-: not so accurate but still provides a very 
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good indication of the root. movements under trnHsient 

conrlittolLS • This rCHult "h'QuId be expcet.:~d, sirlcc no (h:ta:lled 

:LnVi!Ht:i.g<.'. Lion has heen Inadt;-l u!' the transt.ent <..:li:1racte:r

i::;tics of the governor and injection pump :for this ~ystcm. 



Since the hydrostatic dyuamometer has be~n found to 

have a very fast speed of responRe (up to 100 timos 

faster than an equivalent electrical sYStCL'1.), it was 

decided to determine the effect of rcducing the tacho-

generator time constant upon the system performance. 

For the same controller coefficients tho root locus 

method indicates that reducing the time constant to 

T5 ~ 0.1 s eauses the ,~ystem to become virtually 

unstable at low speed (~ 0.04Ii; W 35 rls) with a 
n 

slight increase in damping at high speed (~ 0.169; 

W '±2 rls) under the loading condition. Undor the 
n 

mctoring condition the roots remain oscillatory, 

a1 though with an increased frequency (~ 0.25; w 14.8 
n 

.1'/5). The actunl responses under these conditions are 

show"n in graph G 116, which show that the low dam.ping 

causes the oscillatory respons~ to be sustained with 

the greatest oscillations occurring at low ~peed {in 

a.~.roementw-:i"th the root locus prediction). To improve 

the damping of these roots a 1~eduction in the contrrJller 

gain is necessary, which has a corresponding det:rimental 
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b£fect upon the transient perfarmance (speed of respoDse)_ 

Hence the root locus met,hod has been £OUlld to be very 

effective in predicting the p .. ~rforlUance of the diesel 

engine and hydrostatic dynamometer for simula-t.ion 

method 1.2. Further comparisons arc made :for the fast 

response dynnmometer (using method 1.2) in the following 

SCCtj"O~l. 



8.2.2. Fast ResI!ol1;';e Dynamomc.!er 

In common wi.t,h the previous section, va·lues o£ control ler 

gains which gave oscillatory roots throughout the speed 

range were detormined for the fast responMe dynamometer 

(using simulation method 1.2) so that comparisons could 

be made with the actual responses of the system:-

Dynamometer 

Controller 

Engine 

Conlroller 

( 
( 
( 

( 
( 
( 

Proportional gain, B ~ .05 v/v 

-1 Integral gain, C = 1 s 

Proportional gain, E = 0.1 v/v 

Integral gain, F = 1 s-1 

The root locus for these controller gains is shown 3.U 
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gT"aph G117 throughout t!-H!l spec'n .i.'an.ge under all conditi.ons. 

The dominant roots are Sh01VT.l to 'he most oscillatory ~t 

low speed for mid aud maxinmm fuel delivery under the 

loadi.ng coucli t:i..on, and at high speed under the motol'1.ng 

eonditiol1. This is in agreement with the tl.ctual respO'tlE:1CS 

shown in graphs G118 (loading) and G119 (m.otoring).. lbder 

t~e loading condition the actual response has slightly 

higher d:H~pitlg at h:i.gh .'::'llced and lower at low speed than 

i.ndicated by the root locus (for mid fuel delivery), 

al though the agreement shO'\ .. ~n by the movement of the 

dominant roots is ~lite reasonable. 

Under the mot.oring condj.tlOll the change in damping of 

the c1om:i.nant roo I;s throughout th~ sp~.~d ranso is in 
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close agJ:cemeut with the uctu~l system damping ShOWll 

in graph G 119. The undamped uat.ural :frequencies 

indicated by the actual responses, however, (obtained 

from ~ = Wd = actual measured 

i'rcquency) are much higher than indical:ed by the root 

locus plot. This is probabJ.y due to erro.l'S in the 

estimation of the dynamometer characteristics under 

the motoring condition which have not been vurif"ied due 

to the dif:ficul ty of' changing t~he load tOl"q'Hl (under 

the motoring condition) at constant speed. In fact, 

variations in the dynamomcter parameters K3 and K4 

\-{ere .found to crea Le large chal.lg~s in the 1"requellcy of 

the dominant roots using the root locus method f:or the 

r.!otoring condition. 

ilenec th(l hit;hly non-linear c!luract.eris·~i(.;s '-Jf tbe fast 

response dYl1Ulllometer \ihich arc i.nfluenced gJ:'~C\t;y by 

tempera turc changes result i.n the analy~,is for tt.is 

5yS1:em being less accurate thall for the hydrostatic 

dynamcmeter system. The roo·i~ locun method ho.s ~ however, 

been s~ccessful ~n show~ng how the basic Systh~ ~harac-

ter:isti cs vary throughout the spc(~d range of .L:1" ::iystem. 

F'Ul"tlt.~r comparisons for the t.,."o dynam6m(~'ters u::;:ir.:.g 

Rimulation mothod 2.2 ~re made ~n the following sections. 

8.3 SinnllatioIJ Nethod 2.2 Breed Uci.'erenco Sy::-:;t.e!~. 

8. :3 • 1 

For the hydl'osL;1tic dynumometer using method 2.2 it was 



decided t.o simu1t:<te the 10\\" speed londing condi ti.ollS of 

Q Ford A scr~es truck in fourth gear, ~n order that 

compari:;,;ons could be Itk"'\de between the ·theoretical res-

ponses i.ndicated by the analytical techniques [\l1d the 

actual responses of the system. Using the root locus 

technique the following controller vC\lues \o[ore found 

to give sui table perforn4"'\nce under all conditions:-

Dynamometer 

Controller 

Engine 

Controller 

( 
( 
( 

( 
( 
( 

Proportional gain, B = 1 v/v 

Integral gain, C = 2 -1 s 

Proportional gain, E = 0·5 

-1 Integral gain, F = 0~2 s 

v/v 

At low speed in fourth gear the root posit.i,)u 3 ~"or aLl 

loading conditions are given in the com.P\J.tf:.r ):ri"l:itout 

of Appendix B(i). The step responses of the aC~lal 

systeill using these controller coefficients arE' shown 

in graphs G120 (loading), G1.21 (motol'ing) ancl fi122 (1" .. 0 

control over engine input). Under the loadi'.l"I.g condition 

for m~d fuel delivery thG COnrp\lter printout il.lft:icates 

t.'h'O p~,i.rs of osc:i.llat,ory roots ha"Ting a large {,ffeet 

upon the system response (w 1.22 x-/s·' 0.56 r!\nd t.'\ n 'J ~n 

Both of these roots may be observed 

~n the aclual step response of the system under tbis 

concliti(,n j.:: grclph Gt20. 

The somewhn t nrra Lie J;'('sponse o~r the system to "l step 

stop change ill the 
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dynamom~tcr input signal is probably due to stiction 

ill thp fuel control rod and governing system of the 

engine. The suddeJ} :increase in load torque 011 the 

engine causes the spoed to fall at a steady rate, 

although the governor does not create an increase in 

fuel delive:::'y t thereby increasing the engine torque 

to correct the fall in speed) until over a second 

later. This effect is also due, in part, to t".e low 

value of integral action on the engine controller 

necesB~ry to maintnin stability throughout the speed 

range. 

Under the motoring condition the fuel control red is 

at :i 1;S minimum settin~, which eliminates the efft:'ct of 

the integral action U~0n the engine controller. This 

CVUSCb a pole to app0d~ at the origin which canee~s 

the effect of the zero ~~ the origin (discussed ~n 

section 8.2.1). Hence under this condition the roots 

nenrcst the origin haV0 the greatest effect upon the 

sys·tem res!,onse. The ;~c.mputer printout (Appendix B( i) ) 

indicates that. under t,lG motoring condition there is 

a Vt')ry El,~''''' fi"rs·t orde ," :iomi:lant re.spon:3c {1:'::.~ 92.8 s) 

with oscillatory secon 1 axy roots (t O.25~; W 6.02 r!s). 
~ n 

This ~ivos quite a reasonable agreement wi.th the actual 

respon~c und(.!r this condition shown in graph G121. 

The performance of the sys"Lem without feedback control 

en the engiE0 illP'll.t :i.s of' inrportiHlcc to cn~~ble com' 



vehicle. S~ncc the ~ntegral act~on on the engine 

controller is cl~mil1.ated, theu the roots closest to 

the origin also have the greatest effect upon the system 

response (as under the motor~ng condition). The com-

pute.r. printout :for this cond:i.t:i.on shows the domillhnt 

response to be first order (1;'= 6.5 s) with oscillatory 

secondary roots (~ 0.55; w.n 15.7 rls). Secondary roots 

closer to the origin than this are al so shmm, although 

zeros reside in close proximity and make their effect 

small. The actual step response under this condition 

for a step increase and a step reduction of the engine 

input are shown in graph G122. 

Even for such relatively sma11 changes in the engine 

input {resulting in a speed change of approx:i mn·lely 

200 re~'·/mird the :fuel ~;01ltr01 rod moves to Cl m,j.xi.l1lUm 

for a step increase and a minimum f'or a step ..ceduetioll 

in the engine input. The oscillatory secondary roots 

obtained as the motori.ng condition is entered Flhow f'air 

agreement with those given by t.he computer prLntout Cor 

the motoring condition. With the control rod 3t Maxinrum 

the ape !~d :respons e :i.s ·fa:Lrly 1ir,(>(~r, indicat in.::; that a 

ramp change (rather than exponential) is takin:?; place. 

This is In ag:ceemcn·t with the computnr printout .for 

maxinrum :ful,l delivery, which ShO'\'5 that the dominant 

root is first order and very close to the or~~in (even 
'" 

tho.ugh on the unstable side of the complex i'rcqacncy 

p lanc). Onc e the control rod moves Lack f'~~om it!:) 

maximum posi tion (as indic';lted by the ·torque re 'Sponse) 
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the ~~peed curve ro.llo.rs .Ut expunential decay. Duct() 

the satunltioll effect upon the control rod movemont tho 

actual time constants measured t:or these two responses 

were found to reside just either side of that indicated 

by th(~ computer printout. 

Hence the analytical model developed in Part 1 has (once 

again) been found to provide a good indication of the 

performance of the hydrostatic dynamometer system using 

simulation method 2.2. The eff0cts of using the fast 

response dynamometer .for s:inrulcltion method 2.2 on the 

diesel engine are examined in the follow'ing section. 

8.3.2 F'ust .Response Dynamometer 

As l'ri th 'the hydrostatic dynamoll:eter the ~oi.h.tin,; ~oaf-

fJ.cients of' a Ford A series tru~k in fourth ge:tr '1'I~~re 

chosen for simulation purposes, although, in 'this ;::asc, 

the mid speed (1500 rev/min) wa~ used. Suituhl" cont-

roller coe£.ficicnts for the system lillder these co~ditions 

were do-!"Crl!1ined by the i'oot locl..1.s 1;1cthou as i'oJIows:-

DYlnmOTI1cter 

ControlJ.cr 

Engine 

ContruJ,I er 

( 
( 
( 

( 
( 
( 

Proportion.stl ,~';D.int 

Integra.l gain, C -

ProportionRl guin, 

Integral gain, f -

B . _, o. I .. v/v 

0.) -1. 
S 

E ::; 0.05 v/v 

-·1 0.02 s 
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The Toot positions for the system us~ng these con-

troller coeft~icien-ts are given for all loading con.-

di_tiOJlS in the COl!:~>uter printout of Appendix B(ii). 

The actual step responses of the system under these 

conditions are shown in graph G1.23. Undol' the motoring 

condition the con~uter printout indicates a dominant 

first order response (1;' = 52.6 s) with secondary roots 

W J.5 rls}. 
n 

The actual response of the 

system to a step reduction in the engine input setting 

(thro~:tle) is to cause the motoring cond:i. t.ion t.o be 

elltex-t:'d and a gradual fall in speed takes place. When 

the speed reaches a certain level the governor increases 

the ~uel control rod setting, thereby returning to the 

loading condition. An estimate of the time con~:taIlt 

obtained whilst under -th(> motoring condition from the 

actua~ response is in tha order of 50 • 60 seconds (in 

agreement with the compu{;e~' printout). The SE:~~Ol1dal~Y 

roots indicated on the computer printout can also ju.st 

be ~een on the actual response. 

Under t.he loading comUtion for mid .fuel d(~livery t.he 

dominant response indi cRTed by the computer ar.~,\l_YEi~~ 

is first order with time constant : 0.606 s (the roots 

near the origin hnve negligible dynamic ei':t:ect, as 

discussed in section 8.2.1). The actual response under 

this cOl!dition for both a step increase and reduction 

in t.he dY-llamometer input signal causos sut'f-icien-t chnngo 

in the fuel control rod for the load1n~ and motorin~ - '-~ 

conditions to be entered initially. Howover, in torpoJ_aU-ng 
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the response under these conditions leads to an e.5till!,ar.o 

of the tjme constant = 0.4 + 0.6 seconds. 

With no feedback control on the engine input the com-

puter printout indicates a dominant first order response 

with time' constant - 6.2 s. The actual response under 

this condition for a step increase in the engine input 

sett.ins (sho,\\'11 j.n graph G12J) is also first orllc-r. wit.h 

a time constant :: 6. 11 s showing good agreemen t ",'1. th the 

analytj cal result. The high f':C'equency SeCO;lQary rOt) 1:8 

indica :t~::l on the computer output (~ .85; W 30.5 r/g) 
n 

can also just be observed on the actual respon~e. 

Henl;6 tile analytical techniques dovoloped in Par-t: 1 

have b(~<m successful in indicating the dynn.m'ic enarac-

teris~ics of' the dies01 engine and the two dynnillometer 

systems under a\dQe v~ri~ty of' loading condi tic..~tS fc;,r 

hoth of. the basic load f; imula tion methods. 

Disc''Js.~.-jon -------

t;w engi!.!~~ test colI h:l,~ !'~hO\m thnt the hyctrosratic 

dynamQIneter has 0. veryfrlst speed of.' response (in 

c c;rlparison to the :::pecia~:.ly" dove.loped :fast response 

dyn~momcter) and also has certain other advantages. 

In par1:ieulnr the torqlHJ/speed characteristics of the 

F·;lr<.lIt'~:rmorc l a hi.;f;h d(~gree of discrimin;ltion is 
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ohta:in,::!,l throaghout the speed range, as bhown in grcLph 

Gill (l». For the fast. response dyn<:tmome t()r (based 

upon the operatioll.of the special purpose loading/ 

motoring valve) it was shown in Part 6 th;:; t linearity 

and discriminQ tion <.\l'e mutually exclusive through,out 

the speed range of a prime mover (see Fig. 6.12). 

However, it was suggested that botll the linearity and 

discri~lnation of the fast response dynamometer could 

be improvl-::d if a variable p~il(;h t.hread is used :L:n the 

special purpose valve (rather than the constant pitch 

thread vC the valve used in this investigat.ion). 

'\ Another possible adva:atagc of the hydrostati.c, d'Y~Hl-

mometer is that only a small. proportion of the (H'g i ne 

power goes into heating ~he hydraulic ail. 

that locQlised to!i;pc'l"-I',llr-\~ changes are not exccf.":dVO, 

so that the performalh:e::f. the hydrostatlc d.yn::Hl·~.:me t,0l:' 

remains fairly COllstan'i;, l'.t normal 'vox'king tempel~atl.l .. r,~:;. 

For i;h::-, fast response l'ynamometer, nowevE;:r', in which 

virtu.il 1..11 hll. th;~ eng-:"u€ power is dj s sipa t ed in be.') t:~.ng: 

the oi.". I .ia1.~g(> ch8.:n~~e.s in t,emperaturo of tho val'vo bCH't,)," 

cB.n \,")c::;ur. under norm."l '.,.:,:t:'ld.n.g Gonclit iOllS wld Cl,; can, 

crea t(~ large change s ip the dynat\~onwter cha racb~:i.s-L ~G .. ~. 

For tc~;ti:n.s or engine o,nd t:t'n.!l;3mis:"D.O.n systen.::; (i.e., 

on a cha~:;t;is <lynamomctcr) or :fcr tcs~~:~~l::,,~ of electric 

;) i '1"1~ tOL~('l:UO val,,,o;,,:; (It lo'\'\" .~;;.'peed ('i [}clud'illlr ,,·1 ··'Il(j,.,:t'''l· )' J 'I .... ~. b" . ... '.") ~- '.,~. ""-" ... .. - of 



Althou.g:' hydx'o s ta t:i. G systems call perform tILtS fune tion, 

there may pOEHibly be control problems resulting from 

the stick-sli.p ope~ation of hydrostatic units at very 

low speeds (although no difficulties were cllconntered 

with the low power system investigated jn Part 2). It 

\'TaS sho\'ln. in Part 6 that for the fast response dyna-· 

mometer to perform this function some means must be 

emploY(1d for making 'u.p the leakage flow from t~-.e 

pressurised side of the system at low speed. In 

gener<:.' 1., :for electric prime movers, very high torque 

leve.ls ruo..y he obtained at low speed, ", ... hich mo.y lead to 

some in~omp3tibility of the pOW-Cl' r~t:ing ll(!CeSsary for 

a hydrostatic system to ac.hj.eve such levB] s {si.nee 

hydrostntic units have an approximately constant 

maxim!lm torque thr0Ut,!!C'}. t the speed r.::m.ge). 

Al though i~h(; hydros t;.l i~i~ dynamomet.er \<{as f ound t~) have 

an und,<"o'mped na turnl frn q1.:.~ncy of npproxima t ely 50 Hz ~ 

the ).a.s involved jr.~ G,")":nressing 'che oll in the hydro-

static 100p makes the ov,"raIl re sponSl~ much s 10'lI"er 

tha~ {:},.:s (a factor oC five approxinntcly). It wn::; 

Sh')\,/11 in i'r;.:"t.'t 2 that ed .. S la!?~ i.s prorOl:-tiofl,·d. l-O t~\.~ 

voInInc of oil ill ·the hyclrostn:tic loop and. invcr;"'1 .. :1y· 

proport.ional to the effcctive hulk mo(i-.l1.us and leak~Ji~'~ 

ri':' t 02 from the hydrostatic loop. 

liml tnt~;. o.ns th:;re is a tninimu.m to "illicit the 011 volamo 

CC:HI uc red1.!cccl and the e f fecti .... e hnlk modu . .l.u~ (::i111 h,", 

361. 
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must be increased. The maximulll aJ.lo\.;rabl.e leakage rat.e 

is govern.ed by the requireu ma:ci.mu.m torque (and hence 

maximum pressure) ?t the required maxinrum speed oC the 

system. The values used for the hydrostatic system 

incorporated in the engine test cell resulted in a 

time consta.nt within the range 0.01 ~ 0.015 s under all 

conditions, , .. 11ich is approximately a factor of' fifteen 

tim(~s :faster ·than an equivalent electrical system (with 

a time constant of, say, 0.2 s). This speed of response 

coUld easily be increased by a factor of three on the 

preseDt system tby increasing the leakage rate) without 

affec·t:ing the max:imum tor-que requirement. 

For the fast response dynnmollwter it w'as shown in 

sectinn 3.3.1 that the lag ~nvo]ved in compressing the 

"J either sidA or ~~e hydrostatic unit has a non-o:L.. 01: 

linear time constant which increases in proportion to 

the oil pressure. AlL;"otl:;h the time con::.; tant can be 

redr~e~ on the motoring side of the Aystem by reducing 

the oil volume on thi.;: side, it is unlikely that the 

time cons~ant on the loading si.de can be reduced by 

morethnn a £actor of t~~. The speod of response of 

the serve system t'or tI:ae spool of the sp€c~Lal P'_lI~pOS,~ 

valve could, however, be significa)ytly increased by 

sui table val v'<) sizing, al·though the ovcraLl ~tpeed of 

re,sponse would be of the same orrler as .for the hydj:o-

static dynamomoter. 

EXI.cri:)l\..·ntul ,:'n:vostj.gations of t}H~ hydro~ta·t·i.c dynamomete:r 



and d.:",~~:el engine system sho,\'"ed ·that n reduction in the 

Jag on the tachogenerator signal required a reduction 

in the speed control system gain to maintain stability. 
# 

\ 

This reduction in gain also reduces the effect of the 

tuchcgcnera tor ripple upon the s,,,,ashpla to control 

mechanism, so that the hydrostatic dynumometer can be 

\ used in the "fast response" mode :i.f required. How~)ver, 

it was shown in Part 3.3 that a fast response ~ystem 

had dii'ficulty in damping the inherent oscillatory 

characteristics of the governed diesel engine at low 

speed .. In ract, the high gain governor has an cver-

riding influence on the transient characteristics of 

the dynamometer controlled diesel engine system cIue to 

its hi~hly non-linear characteristics (i.e., val":able 

sprin~ rate, stic tiol! t'f'f'ec'l:.:;, cte.) as ''''ell as to 

creat,"> saturation ::'11'.,i';.tions (i.e., f'ue1 con·trcl Y'orl 

at maxi:tnun or min.imuu l :foX' small changes in spec'.l ].evels. 

To p',~ovidc a more eft'ec·tive mathcm.::.~tical description of 

the governing system (for inclusion in the gcneralj.sed 

model for prime mover/dynamometer sys~ems developed il! 

Part 1) it i~ sug~ested ~hat a second order trn~sfor 

funct.ion may be used which can incorporate g,d.n (Hld 

phase changes throughout the ~peod rans:~) of the cr:6iJ\"~' 

as well as for small changes in signal level, (for 

which ;=d;iction effects become il::portan t) • 

in the development of the geue~ulj.sed model will be to 

use a ~tate space description for e~ch of the basic 
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r{~concJ~' de'l/eJ.opod modern cont . .l"ol theory techniques 

(Hei:'. 8,~ •. ) C<:I.Il p.:·ovide imprOVCn10n·ts in system peJ:'f'ornlCllu:.~. 

It has been found that the use of the root locus IUf;!thod 

in conjunction with the generalIsed model for prime 

l11ove:c/dynamoJllcter sy:;:;tems h:115 given considerable i!udght 

into the way in which the 8YBtcm characteristics vary 

througdout the .speed :cange. Since the mnJo.r.it:l of' the 

syst.em non-lil1(;ari ti8S '-lere :Ccund ·to vary ..... i t:h speed, 

thnn ~ root locus varying with speed provides an obvious 

mctho~ 0f dA~cribing the system charactoristics under 

normal'.vorld.ng conditions. Also, since othe£ non-

linearlties vary with changes in torque or signal 

amp.iit:'Hle th-en 'chese ().ffects can be sHporimpose6 upon 

the root loclls pl.:>t. c.J,,'s>-Jough tlv:' aXHd.ys:i .. 5 fl.ppliC'd in 

litt~.e effect upon the ~~o~ positions. 

A"tOj,nc::~ ad'Vc',ntage or 1;;;C .root .i.')CU~5 m0.thod is i:hat 

the X'oo ts due .!.: 0 t ho 

controil.er gDin, torquo level, c~c. Such l.r\~:h,'d,i.qtl.(:'.1.5 

c:. r' e 01. 8;.1"0 a t b '~n(: J:::i.·t il., d. eve 1.0 I) .in ;~).: illlpr 0'\' r;m'.~n t din 



It. hns heen shown thDt. tho systom performance can be 

judged from an examinatioll of th~ root positions on 

the co.r:pl.cx frequency plane ,,111ch have the most sj.g

nificant effect upon the system response to an input 

stimulus. In particular, it has been shown that the 

type of stimulus determines which root8 are most 

dominant. With integral control over both the engine 

and dy~lamome·ter servo systems it was fOlxnd tha t: a zero 

resides at the origin of the complex t'requency plane. 

This L'J.s the ei'fect of e].iminating the steady state 

respOl:<;=;e to a step disturbance torque a!ld t.he sYF5tem 

roots respond as if to 'In impulse input (i.e., the 

maznitude of the response of each root is determined 

by th<', !Jroximi·ty of surrounding poles and zeros). 

Hence, in such cases, tll~ proximity of the roots to 

the origin does n~t cf~~ct their relative imporianco 

in thr overall transien~ re5pon~e. 

If, t10I'YeV€r, a step change is made in the required 

·torque lov{'J of the s:.,r;;; t- ':-m, thl~n the ef'f' cc t of the 

integr~J. control actio~ ~s to initially conv~rt this 

signul to .::t ramp (velo..; I.i.:r ) distuJ:-bnncc, pJ.us <\ st~l' 

d:isturbLincc thrc.lugh th,_ vroport:i.on.:"d contro:1.1er. The 

effect of il ramp distllrbitllCe is t;o ·::!rar~·te an ex·tra 

pole ut ·the origin, so that, in this caSe, the dom::.llcUJt 

roots ,.u~c do term:i.ned both from Lh~;i.r prox Lmi'ty ·1:0 sur

round:in,<1, pol es ::l1\d zeros, as weJJ as to the origin 

(dc'pr·:nc'i.n:!, npo:l i:hl"..: r()l~t:'_'le m::1g11itudes 01' the proJlu"c-



in either ·tho roquired tor~~c or speed levels the 

dominant root.s are those c:losest t.o the origin (this 

type of input bein~; most often obtai:ncd under normal 

simulated running conditions, i.e., torque/speed curve 

:f'o11owing) • For the governed diesel engine under 

maximum f"Lle 1 delivery or motoring condi tions the roots 

nearest the origin give the most dominant response for 

all changes in the required torque/spe(.~d levels under 

all condit.ions. 

III Part 2 it was found that for basic si.mulation meth'.;d 

(:2) (in which the simulat.ed vehicle characteristics rl."\:.'e 

in a feedback path of. the system) the tortIlla/speed 

slope of the dynamometer could create 1arge error~ in 

,3GG. 

the simulated characteristics if stability considerat·ion~ 

required the integral acLion 01' the dynamometer con

troller to be kept small. To overcome this problem s 

torque/speed slope eli.mination signal wa:,; introduced 

which cf1'ectively negated the feedback ef.'f'ect of the 

d.ynamometer torquo)/speed characterLstics. For the f'Ct.~t 

):'08 ponse dynamomei.;cr (u':.d ng the spocial purpose loa<ii.:n:r,/ 

'·,('i-.oring valve::) the ch.1 rac t('r~_~ti cs have b(Hc~n found to 

be highly non-linear nn~ v~ry with temperatuve. Above 

J O"\v speed, hO\>r0.ver, the required eliminat.ion ~:;ignal 

becomes very small (due to t~e high gain of the loading 

valve), so that errors in the sinnllated characteristics 

are likely to occur onl~/ at low· ,~!peed for t.his (ly)'~a-

momcter. 



For the electric dynamometcr (separately excited, 

thyristor controlled, d. c. type) j.·t \~.:\s faun.} possibl.~ 

1.0 use a high enough integral aC'f:ion gain to make the 

use at' the dynamometer torque/speed elimination signal 

unnecess(1.I'Y· In general, it wns found possible to use 

higher proportional and :i.nt cgral action ga:i.ns for the 

electric dynamome·ter cont.roller than i'or the bydro-

s ta tic and fast re SPOll':H'. dynumometer cOlrtrollc.rs due 

to the use o£ derivative action. The winding lag of 

the electric dynamometer t1uables high values of deri

vative action to be used without transmitting high 

l'requency disturbances to the mechanical pal't of the 

system (resulting i'rom " no i::;c" amplification of the 

dcri va tj.vc controller). For the hydrostatic and £ast 

response dynamometcrs, however, the high speed of 

r,,~sponBe of ·the elec. t-roL,ydrau.J.Jc actuators enables the 

hjgh frequency dist.l1rbances to be transmj tted direetly 

to the hydro-mechanical system. This is why the analysis 

for the electrical dynd.momctcr systP.l'llS in Pnrts 3 ..,. ') 

indicates just as high a standard of performance may he 

(/L.tained as for the hyrlraulic dynamolhClel's ~ 

la fact, for simulat.ion :~cthvJ (2) h:.i.1h the simu~Lated 

charactE:ristics in Lt .feudbaclc pi'i.th of (;!t ... ~ !:lystGra) the 

high inor'i:ia of the olec·tric dY.tl<lmOrrwt(l.:" tends ·to be 

more of an advantage than the 10~~ inertia of ·tJle 

hydrau~ic d.ynamomet0r~" since i1; 1.ies r,nH',h clos(!r i.;._) 

the re qu.i.red range o.f inertia to bo sim" ::",1. t ()d. l'or 
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• -;:Llli1..I.1ated char<'lct.erin·U.c.s in a forwa.rd path of the 

':'~y3tem) 1.11(:: high i.::tGJ.~-Lt<1 o:f the cle c -I:r1. c dynC:tlJ1oll!cter 

is more er a disadvantage, sjncc the dominant response 

roots become some",'"h'-l L slo\v'cr thun those for thc 

hydraulic dynamometers. 

In general, the theoretical ana.lysis has sho"\m that 

Hi~~lution method 2.8 ~Fpecd reference system) has 

superior dyrwmic performance compared to method 2. 1 

(t;or<tue reference system), i'or , ... hich the 1 m ... ' pass 

~'iJtor, IHeCt)ssary to f:11iminate high frequency oscil-

J ;:;:t::i.or;:s, (Teates er:(,01:'5 in the simulated vehicle charac-

t.erl_S tlCS. Tht1thcoreti,;;11 analysis has also shown 

tha t Binrulation method 1.2 (f;peecl cont;rol by dynamome-c(!r, 

i;orqu_A control by prime mover) results in superior 

T~"Cforlll;;mco (;ompared to :"".lI~thu(l ·.i...l (torque control by 

'I~·no.momet(:r, speed cont.rol hy prime l1l0V'CH'), for which 

• 
Erom origin) nncl. fer ,vhich u:nstabJ_e operation. ;TiRY OI;,:'.U:." 

;:re cnconntered • Fu:r"th~r 0xpcr:i ment.al analys i;-3 is 

. -,.pces:-;ary to vorij'y tb;;:.::e t1.cn!"0.tiCDl Eind:i.ngs. 
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CHLORIDE Ltd. "Silent Karrier" 
prime mover characteristics 
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LOW POWER SYSTEM GRAPR G5 

determi nation of k1 

(a) zero prime mover input 
{b)medium input 
(c) high input 

torque (Nm) 
16 

12 

8 

4 

o 

(a) 
- ·466 

( b) 
-·376 

:. let k01 = -·376 Nms 

(c) 
-·376 

90 120 
speed (r/s) 



LOW POWER SYSTEM GRAPH G7 

determination of k 3 

sWQshplate control held canstant:-

rang e (a) 0 val ts (lo'vv speed) 
range (b) 1 volt (medium speed) 

range (c) 2volts (hIgh speed) 

tor ue(Nm) 

20 

/ 
(a) (c) 

15 

10 

5 

0 30 60 90 120 
speed (r/s) 

(a) k3~2·ONms 

(b) k3~ 1·267Nrns 
(c) k3~ 0·75 Nms 



LOW POWER ~YSTEI-1 GRAPH G8 

determination of k4 

prime mover speed:

(a) 20 rls 
(b) 50 rls 

(c) 100 rls 

tor gue (Nm) 
20 

15 

10 

5 

o 0·5 1·0 1·5 2·0 
servo input (volts) 

(a) k4 = 64 Nm/v 

(b) k4 = 55-7 Nm/v 

(cl k4=41 Nm/v 



c.- .a 
{j-c 
0')-



LOW POWE R SYS TEM §..8APH G10 

-00 

proportional gain, 

b= -01-.1 v/v 

-1 

-3 

increased scale 
1 (}01 

-j··O -·5 
1 0·1 (}01 

J50 

o 

-J50 

J2 

o 

-J·2 



/ 
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LOW POWER SYSTEM GRAPH G11-

-100 

sim u tated inertia, 

J4 = ·1 --.. 30 kg m'l. 

10 

1 

·1 

·1 30 10 3 1.1 
){ H .). _lE 

-50 

10 

·1 

increased scale 

·1 1 3 10 30 
- . -·2 

-

J100 

o 

-J100 

J ·1 

o 

-J'1 



"" LOW POWER -S·YST~~~~~~··~""'-·~~ "(,RliJS-R-·· G12 

speed lrey/min) 

1000 (a) 

500 J4=1kgm~ 

I o " 5 

speed (rev/min) 

1000 (b) 

500 

o 5 

speecl(r v/min) 

1000 (c) 

500 

o 15 

torque{Nm) 

30 (d) 

15 

o 15 

(:=4·7 s 

I I , 

10 15 20 
time (s) 

J4=10 kgm" 
~=12·75s 

10 15 20 
time (5) 

J4=30kgm?" 
t=28·1s 

30 45 50 

J4=30 kgm').. 
t=28~ s 

time (s) 

30 45 60 
time(s) 



LOW POWER SYSTEM GRAPH G13 --------------

speed (rev/min) 
. 800 (0) 

400 

o 

speed (rev/min) 
800 (b) 

400 

o 

speed (rev/min) 
800 (c) 

400 

o 

5 

5 

speed (rev/min) 
800 (d) 

40 

o 20 

( Pg=O·24) 

P6 = ·03 gain10 

effective inertia=·5kgml. 
viscous frictio n="13 Nms 

1 

10 15 20 
time (5) 

P6~·12 gain10 

effecti ve i nertia=1-0kgm'" 
viscous friction=·13Nms 

10 15 20 
ti me(s) 

P6= ·63 gain10 --------
effective inertia= 3 kg m"" 
viscous friction:·13Nms 

10 15 20 
ti me (5) 

effect ive inertia=10 kgm:t. 
viscous friction: ·13Nms 

40 60 80 
~,~_ t i melsL '" , 



LOW POWER SYSTFI..-t 

sirnulated i nertio
l 

j4 =0·1--.10 kgm~ 

·1 10 
>8( 1 

-100 - 50 

increased scale 

GRAPi-i G14 ---- -

'1 
(zerolOX 

10 

·1 

J100 

J50 

~10 
·1 0 

10 
(ze r 0) OX 

~ 

1 3 10 

-J50 

-J100 

J·4 

-2 -1 0 

-J'4 



LOW POWER SYST"EM 

speed {rev /min) 
1000 (a) 

GRAPH G15 

------'------
500 

o 5 

speed {rev/min) 

100 (b) 

500 

o 5 

speed (rev/min) 

100 (c) 

50 

o 5 

speed (rev/min) 

100 (d) 

50 

o 15 

J
4 

=0·1 kgm?. 

(l'=1-0s) 

10 15 

J
4 

=1 kgm~ 

('t= 3·1 s) 
, i 

10 15 

JL. =3 kgm~ 

(1"=7·2 5) 

10 15 

. J4 =10 kgm~ 
(1:=243 5) 

2'0 time(s) 

i 

20 time(s) 

20 time (5) 

30 45 60 time(s) 



0·01 0 

-100 

integral octi on gOI n, 
c= 0 ~20 5-1 

o 
20 3 L. 

o 

o 
1 

1 

o 

L. 3 0 

increased scale 

20 1 0'3 0" 

-2 

:1100 

20 3 

0'01 

:150 

o 

-:150 

-J100 

o 
-·1 



LOW POWER SYS TEM GRAPH G1Z 

-50 

simulated inertia) 
j4 = 0-1 ~1 0 kgm~ 

~'1 
10 

10 

'1~ 
-25 '1~ 

10 

~-1 

10 

increased scale 
0-1 

1 3 10 

-2 -1 

~50 

J25 

o 

-J25 

-J50 

J'4 

o 
J'4 



LOW POWER SYSTEM 

speed (rev/min) 

800 (a) 

400 

o 

torque (Nm) 

30 (b) 

5 

-GRAPH G18 

jL.=0·1 kgm~ 

(1:= 0·85) 

10 15 20 time(s) 

15 
j4=Oo1 kgm~ 

WWNtJJWNNJNNN'I'NNiNNvV'NvNMNlvVJN/'NWI 

0 5 10 15 20 time(s) 

speed (rev/min) 
800 (c) 

400 . :t 
JL.=1·0 kgm 

('t=3·2s) 

0 5 10 15 20 ti me (5) 

speed (rev/min) 
800 (d) 

400 . l. 
J4 =10 kgm 
(L=26·L. s) 

0 15 30 4S 60 time(s) 



LOW POWER SYSTEM GRAPH G19 

10 XC-1 

simulated inertia, J50 
j4 =0·1 --10 kgm~ 

(motoring condition) 

J25 

I 
-50 

0'1 '0 0'1 10 , ) .... )( 

o -25 

-J25 

-J50 
10 xo·, 

J -1 
increased scale 

1 3 10 

o 
-1 



LOW POWE R SYS TEM GRAPH G20 
(motoring condition) 

1000 

500 

o 5 

1000 

500 

0 5 

speed (rev/min) 

1000 (c) 

500 

o 15 

speed (rev/min) 

100 (d) 

o 50 

. ,., 
J4 =0,1 kgm 

(t=l6s) 

10 

j4=1 kgm~ 
(t=6·6s) 

10 

i 

15 

15 

j4=3 kgm '-

(1"=19·2 s) 

30 45 

j4-10 kgm:a. 

(t=84s) 

100 150 

20 ti me(s) 

60 ti me (s) 

200 fime(s) 



bOW POWER SYSTEM GRAPH G21 

oil temperature =23- ~70 °C 

70 

70 23 

-100 -50 

70 

increased scale 
70 55 40 23 

-·5 -25 

J100 

~50 

23 70 0 

-J50 

-J100 

J ·1 

o 
-J·1 



LOW POWER SYSTEI>1 GRAPH G22_ 

proportional go in
l 

b=Q'01 ... 15 v/v 

0'01 
15~ 

10 3 

3 

O{)1 1 2 1 ·3 

-100 -50 

10 3 

15~0()1 

increased scale 

0'12 

-·5 

J100 

~50 

o 

-J50 

-J100 

o 
-J·1 



LOW POWER SYSTEM 

speed (rev/mi n) 

100 (a) 

0 5 

speed (rev/min) 

1000 (b) 

500 

0 5 

speed (rev /mi n) 

1000 (c) 

500 

o 5 

15 

- 0 

GRAPH G23. 

b= 0·1 v/v 

10 15 

b=1 v/v 
(t=2·84s) 

10 15 

b=10v/v 
(,=2·845) 

10 15 

20 ti me(s) 

20time{s) 

20 time(s) 



LOW POWER SYSTEM GRAPH G24 

simulated inertia, 
j3= 0·1 10 kgm'" 

J100 

10 

o.~ J50 

o 1 

-100 -50 o 

0-1 

~1~ -J50 
10 

-J100 

increased scale J'2 

0'3 

-·5 

-J'2 



LOW POWER SYSTEt-1 ~RAPH G25 

speed .(rev/min) 
800 (a)J----------__ _ 

400 

o 5 

speed (rev/mi n) 
800 (c) 

400 

o 5 

speed (rev/min) 

80 (d) 

o 5 

speed (rev/min) 
80 (e) 

40 

o 15 

10 

10 

10 

30 

j3 =0,1 kgm:l 
('t =0·75 5) 

15 

j3=1 kgm'" 
(1'=3'1s) 

15 20 ti me(s) 

. 
J3=3 kgm'" 
(t=9'1 s) 

15 20time(s) 

j3=10 kg m'" 
(t=29·4 s) 

45 60 time (s) 



LOW POWER SYSTEM GRAPH G26 

01~10 

si m ut at ed i nertio
J 

j3=O·1 ... 10 kgm" 

J50 

(motori ng cond i tion) 

-50 

0'1 ~L' 
"'-X10 

J25 

10 1 0-1 

-25 o 

-j25 

-J50 

increased scale 

-1 

0'1 ~.4 

0'15 03 1 3 

o 
J'4 



LOW POWER SYSTEM GRAPH G 27 
(motoring condition) 

speed (rev/min) 
600 (a) 

300 

o 5 
torque(Nm) 

16 (b) 

o 

speed (rev/min) 
600 (c) 

300 

o 5 

speed (rev/min) 
600 (d) 

300 

o 15 

speed (rev/min) 
600 (e) 

300 

o 50 

10 15 

10 15 

j3=1 kgml 
(t=7s) 

10 15 

j3=3 kgm'-
(~=19s) 

30 45 

j3=10 kgm'" 

('t=64s) 

150 

20 ti me(s) 

20 ti me(s) 

20 time(s) 

60 time(s) 

200time~s) 



~ow POWER SYSTEM GRAPH G28 

30XO 

integral action go in .. 
c = 0 --3D 5-1 

30 0 0 

-50 -25 

increased scale 

o 

-·5 
0-01 

J50 

J25 

-:125 

-J50 

J·2 

o 
, ~~ 

-J·2 



LOW POWER SYSTEM QRAPH G29 

10 

simulated inertia" 
j3=O'1 ~10kgm" 

0-5 

10 1 

-50 -25 
0'5 

increased scale 
0-1 

0·1 

J50 

J25 

10 

o 

-J25 

-J50 

J'2 

3 10 

o 

-:J ·2 



LOW PQWER SYSTEM 

speed (rev/min) (0) 
60 

300 

o 5 

speed (rev/min) (c) 

GRAPH G30 

j3=O'1 kgm~ 
(~=0'7s) 

10 15 20 time(s} 

600 -----------------
. j3=1 kgm~ 

300 (1:"= 3 s) 

o 5 

speed (rev/min) (d) 
600 

300 

o 

speed (rev/min) (e) 
600 

300 

o 15 

10 15 

j3=3 kgm.t. 
('t=8'8s ) 

20 time(s) 

10 . 15 20 time(s} 

j3=10 kgm" 
(1:'=30 s) 

30 45 60 t; me(s) 



LOW POWER SYSTEM GRAPli .. G31 

speed (rev/min) ( ) 
1000 a 

500 

o 5 

speed (rev/min) (b) 
100 

o 5 

j3=0·1 kgm '" 
(1'=0·85) 

10 15 

j3=1 kgm~ 
(1"=2·755) 

10 15 

20 ti me(s) 

20 time(s) 

speed (rev/min) ( ) 
10 c~ ______________ _ 

j3= 3 kgm"" 
('t= 8 5) 

o 15 30 45 60 time(s) 

speed (rev/min) ( ) 
1000 d_--------

500 satu~ation 

o 50 100 150 200time(s) 
torque (N m) ( ) J- -10 k ,. 

30 e 3- gm 
15 ._._.Jrellef valve opens) 

o 50 100 150 200 time(s) 



LOW PPWER SYSTEM GRAPH Q.32, 

(a) open loop response to sinuscidal 
swashplate control signal 

swashplate 
position 

frequency = 0·03 hz 
input si gnal= 1 vol t pk -pk 

(b) closed loop response to 
prime mover step input 

speed (rev/mi n) 
60 

, i i o 15 45 
tor1~ue (Nm) 

5 
i 

45 
I 

60 ti me(s} 
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DlESEL ENGINE 
l:UDROSTATIC DLN~~0t.v1E1fR GRAPH G34 

(i ncreased leakage) 
speed range.;.low-..high 

(a) loading 

HIGH 

-100 -50 

(b) motori ng 

x 
HIGH 

-100 LOW -50 
x 

HIGH 

LOW 

~40 

J20 

o 

-J20 

-J40 

J20 

0 

-J20 

(c) loading (EXTRA LEAKAGE;:a'03LlTRES/MINIBAR) J 40 

J20 

LOW LOW 

-100 -50 o 
-J20 

-J4Q 



DIE SEL ENGINE 
HYDROSTATIC DYNAMm-1ETE:R GRAPH G35, 
method 1.1 

torque control signal gainl . 

b =0 ~10 v/v 
7 J 60 

J30 
0·3 

low speed 0·1 

7 

-100 0 
0 10 

0-1 

0-3 

-J30 

7 -J60 

high speed 
0 :J 30 )3 1 

10 0 

0 

-100 -50 10 0 

}3 
0 

1 

-J30 0 



DIESEL ENGINE_ 
HYDRQSTATIC nYNAMOMETffi QRAPt1 036 

method 1.1 

varying speed control gain1e J60 
(torque control gain1 b=O·3v!v) 

J30 
low speed OX60 

o 50 

-100 -50 

°X60 
. -J30 

.-J60 

J60 

high speed 200 

J30 

5 40 

-100 o 

o -J30 
200 

-J60 



DIESEL ENGINE. 
HYDROSTATIC DYNAMOMETER GRAPH G37 

method 1.1 

effect of integrator gai n,c, J 30 
on torque control signal 

o~. )(10 
3 

low speed 

o 

-50 o 

-J15 

-J30 

high speed 

J15 

1.0 30 20 
5 

o 
-50 -25 5 0 

-d 30 



DIESEL ENGINE 
HYDROSTATIC DYNAMOMETER GRAPH G38 

method 1.1 

effect of integrator goinJ f J 

on speed control signal 
OX40 

low speed 

-50 -25 

OX40 

high speed 
OX300 

-50 -25 

OX300 

J 30 

J15 

-J15 

-J30 

J30 

o 

J15 

-J3Q 



DIESEL ENGI NE 
HYDROSTATIC DYNAMOMETER ~RAP'H G39 

method 1.2 

(low speed) 
dynamometer input 
b =0 ..-70 v/v 

. 
gain, 

70~O 
5 

o 

-50 -25 
o 

5 

J30 

7 J 15 

o 

3~0 ~15 
70£ 

-J30 

. 
mover input 

. J30 
prime gain, 

e=O ~3v/v 

3 J15 o~ 

3 0 

-50 -25 o 
o 

0-3 

-J15 o~ 
3 

-J30 



DIESEL ENGINE 
HYDROSTATrC--r5YI~AMOMEn;R 

method 1.2 . 
GRAPH G40 

speed range+ lovv -.high 

HIGH J40 

loa din 9 MED! t Ho1 

condi tion ~20 

I 1 

-50 -25 o 
increased scale

J1 
HIGH~LOW 

LOO 

-2 MEDIUM -1 o -J20 
_ )lLOW 

HIGH)f"" . -J 1 

-J40 

motoring condi tion 

, 
-50 

1 

-25 

LOWXHIGH 

LOW 
HIGHX 

J15 

HIGH X 0 
LOW 

lOWXH!GH -J15 



DlESEL E!'lGINE 
HYDROSTATIC DYNAMOMETER GRAPH G41_ 

control rod at maximum 
speed range.;. low --.high 

LOW 

method 1.1 \ 
HIGH 

LOW 

-50 -25 

increased scale HIGH 

J-015 f 
LOW 

HIGH MED UM LOW 

--03 0 -03 

-J-015 

method 1.2 

LOWXHIGH 

-50 -25 

LOW XHIGH 

J30 

j15 

LOW 

o 

-J15 

-J30 

J20 

J10 

LOW" 

x 0 

-J10 

-J20 



GRAPH G42 

friction charocterist ics 
{referred to eng i ne shof t} 

Ford A series truck 

, 

engine torque (Nm) gear 
4th 200 

150 

100 

5 

o 

I 

I 
1 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I . 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 2nd 

I 
I 

I 1st 

1 
I 

I I 
I , 

lidling maximum! 
I speed speed I 

:(600 rev/min) (3600rev/mi n)1 

100 200 300 400 
engine speed (rls) 



DIESEL ENGINE 
HYDROSTATIC DYNAMCMETER GRAPH G43 - . 

method 2.1 
high speed t:hgear. 
max i n1 un1 fuel delivery 

dynamometer Input 
proportional gain, 
b =0--.10 v/v 

0 

-100 -50 

inerea sed scale J'1 
1 0·3 0·1 0 

-·5 -·25 • 10 0 
-J·1 

dynamometer input 
integrator gai nJ 
c = 0-+100 5-1 

1 

0-3 

1 

o 

o 10 

o 100 100 30 10 0 

-100 -50 

100 o 

increased sea le 

-5 - -2,5 

-J2 

J30 

0 

-J30 

o 
-J20 

:140 



DIESEL ENGINE 

HYDROSiATI C DYNAMOMETER GRAPH G44 
method 2.1 

speed range-:-low -.high 
( 4th gear ) 

LOW¥ 

HIGH)( 

J40 

maximum fuel delivery J20 

HI H LOW LOW 

-100 -50 MEDIUM HIG 0 

HIGH~ 
J·2 -J20 

LOW HIGH 

increased scale \ 
LOW 

-J40 
-·25 0 

LOW 
-J ·2 

HIGH/' 

HIGH~LOW ~40 

normal fuel del ivery J20 

HIGH MEDIUM LOW 

-100 -50 
MEOIuyLO 0 

-J20 
HIGH 

HIGH~LOW 

increased scale 

o 
-J·1 

-J40 



DIESEL ENGINE 
HYDROSTATIC OYNAMOMETEH 

method 2.1 
GRAPH G4.2_ 

speed range +low ~high 

( 1stgear) 

norm al fuel del i very 

HIGH 

-100 -50 

increased scale 
J ·2 

-1 HIGH_·5 0 
-J·2 

LOW J40 

\HIGH 
HIGH~. J20 
MEDIUM 

LOW 

HIGH IHIGH 
LOW 

LOWl 

o 
-J20 

-J40 

J40 

, HIGH 
J20 maximum fuel delivery 

HIGH LOW 

-100 -50 HIGH 0 

-J20 
HIGH 

\ 
LOW -J40 

increased scale J'1 
HIGH 

--25 



DIESEL ENGINE 
HYDROSTATIC OYNAMOt-1ETER 

method 2.1 

GRAPH G46 

speed range -:- low ~high 
(motori ng) 

x J20 

th 
4 gear J10 

-50 -25 HIGH 0 

increased scale .12 
HIGH~ .. J" 

LOW 

-J10 

x -J20 

-·5 
J-.. OW 

)f" -J'2 
HlGH 

x J20 
nd 

.2 gear J10 

-50 -25 

increased scale J.2 

x 

--5 

LOW 

x 

o 
-J10 

-J20 



Dl ESE L ENGINE 
HYDROSTATIC OYNAMOMETER GRAPH G47 

method 2.1 
'varying prime mover controller gains 
( 

th 
low speed; 4gear; loading) 

OX30 

proportional gai n,e =0+30 v/v 
( f = 0 ) 

o 30 

-100 -50 

30 
increased scale 

3 
o 

-5 3 o 

-J3 

aX30 

J40 

J20 

30 

-J20 

-J40 



DIESEL ENGINE 
HYDROSTATIC DYNAMOMETER GRAPH GL.8 

method 242 
varyi ng dynamometer controller gains 
(high speed; 4

th
gear) 

(ma ximum fuel delivery) 

proportional gain l b=O+100v/v 
.100~.. ~o 

(e = 0) ~ 
50 30 

0 10 
20 

-50 -25 20 

X 100 0 

increased scale 
0'1 J ·01 

0 

0 
()O1 

-J·01 

integral gain, c =0 ..... 1505-1 

150 

( b=20v/v) :j 
0 

150 

-50 -25 

increased scale J·01 
o 1 0 

-·05 150 o 
-Jo01 

~ 
150 

0 

-J10 

-J20 

J20 

o 
-J10 

-J20 



DIESEL ENGt Ri 
HYDROSTATIC DYNAMOMETER GRAPH G49 

method 2.2 -
.varyi ng dynamometer controller gai ns 
(low speed; 1stgear; fuel rod m ox.) j 30 

t 

-50 

b=O+50v/v 
(c =o) 

o 

o 

I 

-25 
o 

o 
increased 
scale 

-0'1 

o 

200 

50 

0 

increased 
scale 

0-5 

'-1 

c = 0+200 5-1 

(b= 3 v/v) 

1 

0·7 

0'7 

'50 

J15 

50 

:D 0 

0'1 

0 

-J10 

-J20 



DIESEL EN Glilj.E" 

GRAPH G51L HYDROSTATIC DYNAMOMETER 

method 2.2 
speed range + low ~high 
(1st gear) LOW 

I J20 
LOW HIGH 

fuel rod maximum J10 

HIGH MEDIUM LOW 

50 25 0 

-J10 

LOW 
HIGH 

\ -J20 LOW 

~M 
LOW J20 

LOW fuel rod central 

MEDIUM MEDIUM HIGH 

50 25 

-J10 

~LOW -J20 
EDIUM 

J15 
LOWXHIGH 

fuel rod minimum 
(motori ng ) LOW 

50 25 HIGH 0 

l..OWXHIOH 

-J1S 



DIESE L __ I!'~GIN£_ 
HYORQ.~TATIC OYNAMOMETER 

method 2.2 
GRAPH G51 

speed range.;. tow-..high 
( 4 gear) J 20 

HIGH 

~ 
fuel rod LOW . 

maxImum 

MEOIUM LOW 
4 i)( .. )( 

-50 
lOW 

( -J10 
HIGH 

-J20 

J40 

J20 
fuel rod central ~H 

LOW 

-100 -50 f 0 
HIGH 

-J20 

-JL.O 

LOW}{HIGH J15 

fuel rod minimum 
(motoring) 

x 

-50 -25 x 0 

LOWXHIGH 

. -J15 



D!ESEL ENGI NE 

HY[JROS1ATlC OYNAMOMEiER GRAPH G52 
method 2.2 . ----

varying prime mover controller gains 
'( high speed; 4th g'ear) 
(normal fuel delivery) 

e = 0-+350 v/v 
(f = 0 ) o 

0'1- ~ J1'S 
350 ~ 

j n creased 10 5 19 
5 ca 1 e _}P3 ...... --H-JE10~O:--

J~o -J1'5 

OX500 

f= O~ 500 5-1 

(e=10 v/v) oXSoo 

-100 -50 
oXsoo 

o 

-J20 

-J40 

J40 

-J20 

increased 
scales+ 500 

(a) 

OX500 

500 ~1 -J40 
(b) °Qo 

-15 

-J10 

5 5 3 1 

-1-5 A10 0 

o~ ~oo -J1 



DIESEL ENGIHE 
HYDROSTATIC DYNAMOMETER GRAPH G53_ 

,', .. ~ .. method 2.2 
speed range + low ~high 

( ft .. gear) 
,( normal fuel deli very) 

HIGH 
J40 

LOW 
J20 

LOW 

HIGH 

MEDIUM MEDIUM 

-50 o 

HIG 
LOW 

LOW 
-J20 

HIGH 
-Jt.o 



GRAPH G54 

fast response dynamometer 

predicted characteristics 

600 REV/MIN 

relief valve opens 
200 

100 50 . 0 : 50 100 

torque (Nm) 
motoring+l~ loading 

relief valve 
opens 

1 0 

200 

1500 REVI MIN 

relief val ve opens 

-engine limit - - --

i o 0 50 
I 

motoring ..-: ---.loading 

3000 REV/MIN 

reli ef valve opens 

200 - engine limit-- ---

, 2200 REVI M 1 N ) 

100 50 : 0 50 
motoring '-l~loading 

100 

sgOOI. engagement (0/01 



DIESEL EN GINE 
FAST RESPONSE DYN~MOM£TER GRAPH G55" 

no feedback 

speed range.;. low -+high 

J30 
normal fuel del i very 

J15 

-50 -25 o 

-J15 

-J30 

maximum fuel delivery J4 

M EOIllM LOW MED 

-20 -10 0 

-J4 

motoring J4 

MEDIUM LOW M L H 

-20 -10 



D1ESEL ENCl NE 
FAST RESPONSE OYNAMOMET£R GRAPHG56 

method 1.1 

speed range+ low • high 

J30 
H 

normal fuel delivery J 15 

.H M 

-50 -25 

-J15 

-J30 

maximum fuel delivery JO·4 

L 

-2 -1 

motoring 

L H 

-2 -1 

H 

L H 

M L 

o 
... JO·4 

JO·L. 

o 
-JO·4 



DIESf::L t:N(ji Nt: 
FAST RESPONSE DYNAMQ,METER GRAPH G57 

method 1.2 

speed range + low, ~ hi gh 

H 

normal fuel deli very 

motoring 

-5 

J50 

, J25 

J1 

o 
J1 



DIESEL ENGIN~ 

FAST RESPONSE DYNAMOMETER ~RAPH G58 

basic sytem with dynamometer 
torque correction signal 

speed range -:- low ~ high 

normal fuel delivery 

H H 

-50 -25 

maximum fuel delivery 

J25 

o 

-J25 

J1 

L H M L 

-5 -2·5 

motoring 
. l 

-5 -2·5 

o 
-J1 

J1 

o 
-J1 



DIESEL E~lGINs. 

EAS T RESEQNSE OYNAi10METER GRAPH GS9 

method 2.1 t!hgear 
speed range + low ~hjgh 

J30 

normal fuel deli very 

M L L 

-50 -25 H 0 

-J15 

-J30 

maximum fuel delivery 

H 

-25 

motoring 

-25 

-12·5 

M 

-12·5 

o 
-J5 



Dl !.:5 E 1:.51:& 1 ~.~~ 
FAST RESPC:6E. DYNAf\10METER GRAPH G6Q 

method 2.1 rtgear 
speed range + low ~high 

, normal fuel delivery 

-50 

INCREASED SCALE 

maximum fuel 

-20 

motoring 

-20 

o 

-J1 

-10 

J30 

-J15 

-J30 

J4 

L~ J4 

L M7' 0 
~ ~4 



DIESEL EN9.l.N~ 
FAST RESPONSE DYNAMOMETER 

st 
method 2.2 1 ge.or 
speed range..;. low ~high 

H 

normal fuel deli very 

-200 
1 NCREASED SCALE 

H 

:'),2 

o 

-J'2 

-100 

H 

l 

maximum fuel delivery 
L 

-2 -1 

motoring 

L 

H H 

-0,2 -0,1 . 
l 

GRAI?H G6j 

J100. 

-J50 

-J100 

~O'4 

L 



9J E SEh .. !J:!Gt NE 
[AS T RESPONSE DY NAt-10)v1E TEB 

method 2.2 th 
l, gear 

speed range.;. low - .... .,. high 

H 

normal fuel delivery 

H· M L 

-200 -100 
INCREASED SCALE 

H 

~o·, 0 

-JO'2 

maximum fuel delivery 

-2 -1 

motoring 

-0·2 -0·1 

GRAPH ~62 

H L 

J100 

~50 

0 

-J50 

-J1OO 

L 

o 

-JO·4 

J·04 

o 
-J·04 



GRAP\J (3 (2 3. 

electric dynamometer characteristics 

100 KW de motor Igenerator 

(maximum power curve) 

torque (Nm) 
2000 .. 

"'current limit 

1500 

1000 

500 

o 1000 2000 3000 

speed {rev/min} 



!!IESELENG_~tiE . 
ELECTRIC DYI'>lAMOMETER -------.-.---------

basic system (no feedback) 

speed range-:- low t> high 

mid fuel delivery I' J3 
'-

M H M 

-10 0 

maximum fuel delivery 

H L 

-5 -2-5 

motoring 

L 

-1 - -5 
H 

-J3 

J1 

H M L 

o 
-J1 

JO·2 

o 
-JO·2 



DIESEL f='NGINE 
ELECTRIC DYNAMOME TER . --

method 1.1 

speed range + low - .... high 

mid fuel delivery ., 

~, H 

-10 -5 

maximum fuel delivery 
JO·2 

J5 

o 

-J 5 

L M L 

-05 0 "'0·5 

motoring 

l 

-1 -0-5 
M 

J 0-2 

o 

-JO'2 



01 ESEL ~liGJNE 
E LEe T RI C 0 Y N A M 0 t-1 E T E R GRAPJj G6.6. 

.method 1.2 

speed range + low.. .... high 

rnid fuel delivery 

J6 

H L 

. M 

-20 -10 
L 

-J6 

ma ximum fuel delivery 
L J 6 

-20 -10 

motoring 

M 

-20 -10 

H 

L L 

H 

H 

l 

H 

H 0 

-J6 
J6 

-J6 



DIESEL ENGINE 

EI_EC TRJC DYNAtv10l'-1ETER pRAPH G67 

'basic syste!TI with dynamometer 
torque elimination signal 

speed range..:- low -~~ high 

mid fuel delivery 
L J 3 

----~ 

M 

-10 o 

-:13 
. 

fuel delivery maximum 
J·02 

H 

M L 

0 +-05 
H 

-J ·02 

motoring L J-02 

M H 

-·1 -·05 o 

L -J·02 



OIESEL ENGINE 
ELECTRIC DYNAMOMETER GRAPH G6.a 

·method 2.1 1stgear 

speed range+low ..-high 

mid fuel delivery J10 
L 

H 
M H L L 

-20 -10 
H 

o 

-J10 

maximum fuel delivery 
H J 0·1 

L M 

-·5 . - ·25 

H 

motoring H 

-·5 

H 

M L 

o 
-J 0·1 

J 0·1 

o 

-JO'1 



DIESEL E NGl~ 
EL E C TR I C DY NAM ot-1 ETER 

method 2.1 4thgear 

speed range+ low • high 

mi d fuel del i very ·J10 
L 

H 
M H L l. 

-20 -10 
H 

o 

L 

-J10 

maximum fuel delivery 
L~H JO'4 

L 

-2 -1 

motoring JO·4 

-2 -1 

l~ 
~ ...... - ~XH -JO-4 



OIESEL Et-iGINE .-----
ELECTRIC OYNAMOMETER GRAPH G70 
method 2.1 4thgear 
speed range -;- low e> high 

no derivative act.ion on dynamometer 

mid fuel delivery J10 

M L l 

-20 -10 H 0 

-J10 

maximum fuel delivery J 0·1 

H l H l 

·5 ·25 o 

-JO'1 

motoring 

H l 

-·5 --25 

-JO'1 



DiE SEL ENGI NE 

E LE eT RI C DY N At-'lOMCTER GRAPr-1 G71 

method 2.1 4thgear 
speed range"+ low ~ high 
acceleration lag = 1 s 

mid fuel delivery 

L 
4 3( 

-2 
i 

-1 
L M H 

maximum fuel delivery 

L 

motoring 

L 

-1 

-1 

L H 

L H 
) .. ( 

J1 

o 

-J1 

JO·4 

L 

-JO·4 

L 

-JO·4 



DIESEL ENGINE -----
ELECTRIC DYNAMOMETER GRAPH G7.2 

method 2.2 1st gear 

speed range + low -...,.~ high 

mid fuel delivery 

M 

-20 -10 

maximum fuel delivery 
L 

M 

-20 -10 

J6 

L L 

o 

-:.16 

J6 

H 

H 

-J6 

motoring L J6 

M L L 

-20 -10 HLH 0 

l -J6 



DIESEL ENGINE 
ELECTRIC OYNAMOMETER GJ3.APH G~.3 

method 2.2 

speed range + low --I1P'" high 

mid fuel del ivery 
J6 

H 

M L L 

-20 ·-10 H 0 
H 

-J6 

maximum fuel delivery 
L J6 

H 

M l. 

20 10 
H 

o 

-J6 

motoring J6 

M 

-20 -10 H H 0 

L .. d6 



PETROL EN~;;i;L 
--- ---- .----- . --~-

HYDROSTATIC iJYNAMOMETER - -

basic systen) (no feedback) 

speed range + lovv -~ high 
(1000 -~ 4000 rev/rnin) 

loading L J25 

L 

® 
H 

H 
• 

-50 -25 o 

L 

® 
H 

L -J25 

J25 

motoring L 

® 
H 

L 

-50 -25 H· o 

L 

® 
H 

-J25 



GRA8:I G75 

speed range ~ {ow-+ high 

J30 

loading 

J15 

L H 

-50 -25 0 

INCREASED SCALE J1 
H 

-J15 
H 

r-
0 -2 H 

-J1 -J30 

L J20 
® 

H 
motoring 

-50 -25 H H 0 
J1 , , 

INCREASED SCALE 

L 
-2 H 0 ® J20 ' H 

-J1 



HYDROSTATIC DYNAt-.10t-.1ETER ------- -~----------.------ .... --------. 

method "1.2 

speed range+lovv ---.-~ high 

J30 

load ing 

~L 
J15 

M 
H 

M M r- H L 

-50 -25 0 
H 

~L 
-J15 H 

-J30 

motoring 
J20 

i 

-50 -25 LXH 0 

L®H 

-J20 



method 2.1 1st gear 

speed range7 \O\N .,. high 

load i ng J30 

J15 

L 
4)( 

-25 0 -50 
I NCREASED SCALE 

J·S 
-J15 

H L 

-1 
H 

l-J30 -J·5 

motoring J20 

L L 

-50 -25 H H 0 
IN CREASED SCALE 

l: J ·1 

L®H 
-J20 -·2 0 

¥L 
XH -J·1 



PE '; :<OL ENU~'lF:: 
--.~~---.-----.--- GRAPl-l G78 .. _--.-...._--_._--

..... 
method 2:1 4(" gear 

s p e e d ran 9 e..;. [0 V'/ ~----1> hi 9 h 

loading 

-50 -25 

INCREASE: ~CALE [ 

-·1 L I 0 

LJ '05 

motoring 

-50 -25 

INCREASED 
SCALE ["01 

H M 
)(1 4 )( 

H --04 
4(l 

-J OO1 LXO 

L 
X 
H 

L 

* 
, 

L 
X 
H 

H 

~ 

J30 

J'15 

o 

-J15 

-J30 

J20 

0 

-J20 



PETHOL EN:}I NE . --- -----.-------
H 'tJ~f{O~I AT I L __ QYJ~AM_QMJ~.I.~B. GRAPI-l G7S) 

_:Io~_ .. _ ........ '*_._~ __ ... _ .. 

method 2.2 

d l t - t spee range+ OW·· ·~'lgf) 

loading 
L 

H-

-50 -25 
INCREASED SCALE 

H~ J1 

L L 0 

1 -J1 
H 

3 

L 

motoring 

-50 -25 

INCREASED SCALE J-OS 

,..H~~L 
--2 0 

-J·OS 

¥L 
*.H 

L 

H 

L~H 

J25 

, 

-J25 

J15 

HH 0 

-J15 



~ETROl:...~!mll'!E. 

H Y QBQS TA TI C_..QY N At-10M_E T E R 

method 2.2 

speed range+low -----. high 

L 

-50 

motoring 

-50 

INCREASED 

-.'5 
L 
)( 
H 

L 

-'4 

L~ 

H 

-25 

INCREASED SCALE 
H 

J·1 

L 
M L H 

0 
M L 

-J'1 
H 

-25 

J30 

J15 

o 

-Ji 5 

-J30 

J15 

L L 

H H 0 

-J15 



PE TRQ~ EN GI I~E 

FA~) -, RE SPONS~_DYN At--l0Mf,IEFl GRAPH _G81 

rnethod 1.1 

speed range.;. to\v-.... ~high 

loading 

-5 

motoring 

M 
i ~ )( 

-5 

-2-5 

er - i . fill 
(m) -2-5 

J2 
L 

M H 

o 

L 

J2 

H L H 
)(0 * o I h) 

-J 2 



1:'[ T RO L F ~ G I NE 
FAST RESPONSE DYNAMOMETER GRAPH G82 ---. _._---

rnet hod 1.2 

speed range 710w ~~ high 

J 20 
loading 

-40 o 

-J20 

motoring 
H 

JO·6 

1-1 L 

-2 o 

-J 0·6 



PE TROL ENGI NE 

method 2.1 

speed range .;.low -~ high 

loading 

-1 
H M 
)( )~ 

motoring 

-5 

-.'5 

r 
-2-5 

J·3 

o 

-J'3 

J2 

L 

H 0 
H 

-J2 



PJ:,-TP~L E NGl NE 
L~ST --.R~SP.9NSE DYNAMot,1ETER 

IT\ethod 2.1 

speed range -:- low·· .... high 

J·3 
loading 

L 

-r------------~l------.~~-
-1 --5 J~ 0 

L 

motoring 
-J'3 

J2 

M L L 

2-5 H 0 

-J 2 



PETROL ENGINE 
FA~T R£SPC~SE DYNAMOt~ETER ~RAE'IH G85 

ITlethod 2.2 1 st gea.r 

speed range -:-low ---I> high 

load ing J3 

L 
t I 

-10 -5 H 0 

J.Q5 r L 
INCREASED SCALE 

l H -J 3 0 H 

-j'05 

motoring 
J·6 

L H l 

-2 -1 o 

-J o 6 



~~.L~OL ENGI Nf_ 
FA~L. RESP0ti?E_ DYNAMOJ-1EJEfl 

rnethod 2.2 

speed range+ lovv -------. high 

loading - J3 

• -10 o 
• INCREASED SCALE L F::'05 

H M ~ H X,U!1 41 -IJII! L ~ 
_~ 0 

L 
-J·05 

-J3 

motoring 
JO·6 

L 

-2 H 0 

-JO·6 



PETROL ENGINE 
ELECTRIC DYNAMOMETER GDAPH G0.7 ~_~ .... . !.Y--__ 

method 1.1 

speed range+ {ow ----'Do. high 

J4 
loading 

L 

-1 -5 H 0 

-JL. 

motoring J O-f. 

-1 -0,5 o 

-JO"4 



.E~TRQ.L..E:!J~. 
ELECTmC DYNAMOf'.1E rER GRAPH .088 

method 1.2 

speed range..;.-low ----. high 

J2 
loading 

-5 o 

-J2 

J2 
motoring 

L 

-5 -2-5 o 

-J2 



PETROL ENG.ll!,L 
ELECTRIC DYNAMOMETER GRAPH G89 

p ... 

method 2.1 1st gear 

speed range -=- lo\v .high 

loading J12 

H 

J6 

-20 -10 

INCREASED SCALE 

L~H ~t 
-1 

-J6 
H 

-J12 

motoring 
J4 

H 

L L 

-10 -5 

L -J4 



PE TROLENGI NE 

ELECTRIC DYNAMOMETER PBAPH G9Q 

method 2 .. 1 4th gear 

speed range+ low .. high 

loading L J30 

H 

J15 

-50 -25 0 

INCREASED 
SCALE L [JO

O

2 

L~H -J15 
-1 

Hi 0 
L H 

-JO'2 

-J30 

motoring L 

J20 
H 

L L 
i 

-50 
I 

-25 o H 

H 

-J20 



PETROL ENGINE 

ELECTRIC DYNAMOMETER GRAPH .Gs'l 

method 2.2 1st gear 

speed range + low - ..... high 

1 aad ing 

J1 

L 

-2 -1 H 0 

-J1 

motoring J1 

H L 

-2 -1 o 



PETROL ENGINE 
ELECTRIC DYNAMOMETER GRAPH G92 

method 2.2 4th gear 

speed range -:- low .. higD 

loading J1 

H 

L 
H 

-2 -1 
H 

-J 1 

mat or i ng )t., -+< >r M H . J 1 

-2 -1 l 0 

-J1 
L 
~ M H 

)( .. ~ 



GBAPtj G93 

resistance characteristics of 
"5 i I e n t K a r r i er" de li v er y v eh i c (e 
(referred to motor shaftl 

motor 
torque (Nm) 

80 

60 

40 

20 

0 

. 
maximum speed 

1000 2000 

t 
I 
I 
J 

J 
I 
J 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
t 
I 
I 
f -I t 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I , 

3000 
motor speed 
(rev/min) 



ELECTRIC PRIME MOVER 
HYDROS TAT! C DYNAMOMETER 

method '1.1 

GRAPH G94 

speed range+ very low (0 ~ 600 rim) 
+low -+high 
(600 .3000 rev;/min) 

J2·5 
loadi ng 

H M L l 

-5 v .. -2-5 o 

-J2-5 

motoring Ov.1. J2 

M l 

-4 H~"- .' o 

<> v.t. -J 2 



ELECTRIC PRIME MnVER 
HYDROSTATIC DYNAMOMETER 

method 1.2 

speed range.;.very low 

GRAPH G95 

+ low ~ high 

load ing 
L J1 V'\'XH 

H L , 

-5 v.t. 0 

v'k H -J 1 L 

motoring 
H 

J3 

J 1'5 
L xvl. 

H 

L L H 

·5 -2-5 v.t a 
H 

LX".I. 

-J1·5 

-J3 
H . 



ELECTRIC PRIME MOVER 
HYDROSTATIC DYNA!::1QMEIER 

'method 2.1 
speed range+ very low 

+ low • high 

loading J5 

H 

L 

-10 -5 '0 

INCREAESED H SCALE[JO'OS 

~ ~HL 
H 

-J 5 

mo-tori ng J3 

J 1-5 

M H H M 

-2·5 v.1. v.1. 0 

-J1·S 

-J3 



ElEC TRI C PRIME ~OVER 

HYDROSTATIC OYNAMOMETR GR.APH G97 

method 2.2 

speed range+ very low 
+ low .. high 

loading 

J1 

-2 -1 H o 

-J1 

motoring 
<> v.l. . 

J1 

-1 +1 

-J1 

<>v.l. 

l 



ElEC TRIC PRIME MOVER 
FAST RESPONSE DYNAMOMETER GRAPH G98 
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ELECTRIC PRIME MOVER 
FAST RESPONSE OYNAMOMETER . GRAPH G..9.9. 
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ELECTRIC PRIME MOVER 
FAST RESPONSE DYNAMOMETER . GRAPH Gl00 
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ELECTRIC PRIME MOVER .... -
EAST RESPONSE OYNAMOMETER. GRAPH Gl01 
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ELECTRIC PRI ME MOVER 
ELECTRIC DYNAMOMETER 

method 1.1 

GRAPH Gl02 
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ELECTRIC PRIM~ MOVER 
ELECTRIC DYNAMOt-'ETER 

method 1.2 
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ELECTRIC PR! ME MOVER 
ELE CTRI C DYNAMOMETER 

method 2.1 

speed range~ very low 
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ELECTRIC PRIt-1E MOVER 
ELECTRIC OYNAMOMETER 

method 2.2 

GRAPH 0105 
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oil calibration 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF 
LOW POWER SPOOL VALVES GRAPI-J G107 

CURVATURE RATIO = A; VISCOSITY (cS) = V; FLOWRATEOitreslfni~: Q 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF 
HIGH POWER VALVE C3RAPH G10a 
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diesel engine characterlsti:ts GRAPH, G.1Q~·. 
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diesel engine characteristics GRAP'HG110 
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HYDROSTATIC OYNAMOMETER 
CHARAC TERISTI CS 

GRAPH G111 
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FAST RESPONSE DYNAMOMETER 
CHARACTERISTICS 

GRAPH G·112 
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PJ..ESEL ENG I NE 
HYp ROSIATI C OYNAMOMETEB. GRAPH G113. 
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DIESEL ENGINE:. 
HYDROSTATI C DYNAMOMETER GRAPH G11L. 
TORQUE AND SPEED RESPONSES TO STEP DISTURBANCE OF 

OYNAMOMETER INPUT SIGNAL 

( B = 0·5, C = 1 E = 0·3; F = 1 ) 
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DIESEL ENGINE 
HYDROSTATIC DYNAMOMETER GRAPH G115 

TORQUE AND SPEED RESPONSES TO STEP DISTURBANCE OF 
DYNAMOMETER INPUT SIGI-IAL 
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DIESEL EN&n~E 

HYDROSTATIC .DYNAMOME TER 
GRAPH G116 
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DlE SEL !NGtNE 
FAST RESPONSE OYNAMOMETER GRAPH G112, l 
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DIESEL ENGif\l'E _ b 

FAST RESPONSE DYNAMOMETER GRAPH G118 

TORQUE AND SPEED RESPONSES TO STEP DISTURBANCE OF 

DYNAMOMETER INPUT SIGNAL 
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DI E SEL ENGI NE 
FAST RESPONS~ OVNAMOMETER 

GRAPH G119 

TORQUE AND SPEED RESPONSES TO STEP REDUCTION IN 

THROTTLE LEVER SET TING 

METHOD 1,2 
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DIESEL ENGINE 
HYDROSTATIC DYNAMOMETER GRAPH G120 

TORQUE AND SPEED RESPONSES TO STEP CHANGES IN 

DYNAMOMETER CONTROL SIGNAL 

METHOD 2.2 LOADING CONDITION 

SIMULATED CHARACTERIST ICS + F'ORO A SERIES TRUCK 
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DIESEL ENGINE 

HYDROSTATIC DYNAMOMETER 
GRAPH G 121 

TORQUE AND SPEED RESPONSES TO STEP CHANGES IN 
DYNAMOMETER CON TROL SIGNAL 

METHOD 2.2 MOTOR IN G CONDI TION 
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DIESEL ENGINE 

HYDR05TATIC DYNAMOMETER 
GRAPH G122 

TOR~UE AND SPEED RESPONSES TO STEP CHANGES. IN 

THROTTLE LEVER SET T IN G 
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DlESEL ENGl NE GRAPH' G123 
FAST RESPONSE DYNAMOMETER 

TORQUE AND SPEED RESPONSES 
TO STEP DISTURBANCE TORQUES 
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Appendix B 

values 

1 REM SYSTEM 'PARAMETERS 
2 REM 
3 REM 
4 REM GAIN VALUES 
5 Kl = 1.53 
10 K2=1 
15 K3=8.68 
2A K4=286 
25 K5=.382 
30 K6=. 00667 
35 1<7-163 
40 1<8=5.62 
45 K9=98.7 
47 REM INERTIA VALUES 
50 Jl=.3~ 
55 J2= .B2 
60 J3=26.14 
62 J3=J3*K6/K5 
70 J9=.001 
71 REM VISCOUS FRICTION VALUES 
75 F3= .178 
77 FJ,=F3*K6/K5 
80 F4=1 
85 F9= ./139R 
87 REM TIME CONSTANTS 
90 Tl=.033 
92 T2"=TI 
95 T3=.(H52 
10A T4=.5 
105 T5= I 
110 T6:11.01 
143 REM CONTROLLER GAINS 
150 B=.5 
155 C-I 
165 £:1.3 
170 F-.l 
175 G I-I 
IR5 G3-1 
187 G4:11 
189 REM TELETYPE OUTPUT (IF REQUIRED) 
190 AS="DHLO" 
192 FIL£V II:uTTYt"'PRINT "I,'PRINT '11 
195 PRINTII:AS'CLOSE " 
196 G2:1-Ge 
197 DIM AC2A)lg(20),Q(20) 
19R REM CHECK IF ZEROS REQUESTED 
199 IF U9=1 THEN 1500 



app. B (contd.) 

coef 

2~A REM VARIABLES USED IN BLOCK DIAGRAM REDUCTION 
2~2 W7=T2*T7*Jl*T4*T5*X6 
21~ W6cJl*T7*(T2*T5*T6~T4*T5*T6+T2*T4*T5+T2*T4*T6) 
212 W6=W6+Jt*T2*T4*T5*T6+Kl*T4*Tl*T5*T6*T7 
2?A ~5=Jl*T7*(T?*T5+T4*T5+T2*T6+T4*T6+T2*T4+T5*T6) 
222 W5=W5+Jl*(T2*T5*T6+T4*T5*T~+T2*T4*T5+T2*T4*T6) 
224 W5=W5-Kl*T4*CT5*T6*CT7-Tl)-Tl*T7*CT5+T6»_CKR_Kl'*Tl*T5*T6*T7 
230 W4=Jl*T7*(T2+T4+T5+T6)+Jl*(T2*T5+T4*T5+T2*T6+T4*T6+T2*T4+T5*T6) 
232 W4=W4-Gl*K5*K7*Tl*T7*n-Kl*T4*CCT7-Tl)*(T5+T6)_Tl*T7+T5*T6) 
234 W4:W4+(K8-Kl)*(T5*T6*CT7-Tl>-Tl*T7*(T5+T6» 
24~ W3=Jl*T7+Jl*(T2+T4+T5+T6)+Gl*K5*K7*(D*(T7-Tl)_Tl*T7*E) 
242 W3=W3-Kl*T4*(T7-Tl+T5+T6) 
244 W3=W3+(KR-Kl)*CCT7-Tl)*(T5+T6)-Tl*T7+T5*T6) 
250 W2=Jl+Gl*K5*~7*(E*(T7-Tl)-Tl*T7+D) 
252 W2=W2-Kl*T4+(K~-~1)*(T7-Tl+T5+T6) 
26~ Wl=(T2+T7>*Gl*K5*K7*F+Gl*K5*K7*E+K8_Kl 
27A W~=Gl~K5*K7*F 
280 X7=JR*J9*T3*J3 
29A X6=T3*J3*(JR*F9+F2*J9)+JQ*J9*CT3*F3+J3) 
3~~ X5=F3*J8*J9+CT3*F3+J3)*(JR*F9+F2*J9)+J3*T3*CJ8*K9+F2*F9+K2*J9) 
310 X4=F3*(J~*F9+F2*J9)+T3*J3*(F2*K9+K2*F9) , 
312 ~4=X4+CT3*F3+J3)*(J8*K9+F2*F9+K2*J9) 
32A X3=F3*CJS*K9+F2*F9+K2*JQ)+(F2*K9+K2*F9)*CT3*F3+J3) 
322 X3=X3+K2*K9*T3*J3+K6*G3*K4*K9*F2*A 
330 X2=F3*CF2*K9+K2*F9)+K2*K9*(T3*F3+J3)+K6*G3*K4*K9*CF2*B+K2*A) 
340 Xl=F3*K2*K9+K6*G3*K4*K9*CC*F2+K2*S) 
350 X0=K6*G3*K4*~9*C*K2 
356 REM CHECK IF ZEROS R~QUE5TED 
357 IF U9=1 THEN 510 
36~ Y6=F2*J3*T2*T4*T6 I 

370 Y5=F2*J3*(T4*T6+T2*T4~'f2.T6+G2*K6*K7*Tl*O)+T2*T4*T6*(F2*F3+K2*J3 
38~ Y4=F2*J3*(T4+T2+T6+G2*K6*K7*CT1*E-O»+F3*K2*T2*T4*T6 
382 Y4=Y4+(F2*F3+K2*J3)*CT4*T6+T2*T4+T2*T6+G2*K6*K7*TI*O) 
390 Y3=F2*.13* Cl +G2*K6*K7* eT 1 *F-E) ) 
392 Y3=V3+(F2*F3+K2*J3)*CTb+T6+T2+G2*K6*K7*CT1*E_O» 
394 Y3=Y3+F3*K2*CT4*T6+T?*T4+T2*T6+G2*K6*K7*Tl*O) 
400 Y2=-F(;-J3*G2*K6*K7*F+eF~.F3+K2*J3)*Cl+G2*K6.K7.CT1*F_E» 
402 Y2=Y2+F3*V.2*CT4+T6+T2+GP'.~6*K7*(Tl*E_D» 
41A Yl=-G2*K6*K7*F*CF~*F3+~2~J3)+F3*K2*el+G2*K6*K7*<Tl.F_E) 
42A Y~=-F3*K2*G2*~6*K7*F 
430 l7=J2*T3*J9*T5*T7 
440 Z6=J2*T3*J9*CT5+T1)+T5*T7*(J2*T3*F9+J2*J9) 
450 Z5=J2*T3*J9+ (T5+T7)* C ,J2*T3*F9+J2*J9) 
452 1.S=Z5+TS*T7*(J2*T3*Kq+J2*F9+~3*J9) 
460 Z4=J2*T3*F9+J2*J9+CT5+T7)*(J2*T3*K9+J2*F9+K3*J9) 
462 Z4=?4+T5*T7*CJ2*K9+K3*F9) 
470 1.3=J2*T3*K9+J2*F9+K3*J9+CT5+T7)*<J2*K9+K3*F9)+K3*K9*T5*T7 
472 Z3=?3+K4*K5*K9*A*(J4+F4*T7) 
4RA 7.2=J2*K9+Kj*r"9+K3*K9* (T5+T7) 
481 Z2=Z2-K9*K3*T7*G4 
4~2 Z2=?2+K4*KS*~9*(A*F4+E*(J4+F4*T7» 
490 7.1=K3*K9+K4*K5*K9*CB*F4+C*(J4+F4*T7» 
491 Zl=?1-K3*K9*G4 
5!'J0 Z"'=K4*KS*K9*C*!"o'4 



app. B(contd.) 

5~7 REM BLOCK DIAGRAM REDUCTION (CONTO.) 
510 A(14)=W7*X7 
520 A(13)=W7*X6+Y6*Z7 
53~ A(12)=W7*X5+W6*X6+W5*X7+Y6*Z6+Y5*Z7 
540 A(11)=W7*X~+W6*X5+W5*X6+W4*X7+Y6*Z5+Y5*Z6+Y4*Z7 
55~ AC1~):W7*X3+W6*X4+W5*X5+W4*X6+W3*X7 
55? AC1~)=AC10)+Y6*Z4+Y5*l5+Y4*7.6+Y3*Z7 
56~ A(9)=W7*X2+W6*~3~W5*X4+W4*X5+W3*~6+W2*X7 
562 A(9)=AC9)+Y6*7.3+Y5*Z~+Y4*7.5+Y3*7.6+Y2*Z7 
57~ A(8)=W7*Xl+W6*X2+W5*X3+W4*X4+W3*X5+W2*X6+Wl*X7 
572 A(8)=AC~)+Y6*7.2+Y5*Z3+Y4*7,4+Y3*Z5+Y2*Z6+Yl*1.7 
5~~ AC7>=W7*X0+W6*Xl+W5*X2+W4*X3+W3*X4+W?*X5+Wl*X6+W0*X7 
5~2 AC7>=AC7>+Y6*Zl+Y5*Z2+Y4*Z3+Y3*7.4+Y2*7.5+Yl*1.6+Y0*Z7 
590 A(6)=W6*X~+W5*Xl+W4*X2+W3*X3+W2*X4+Wl*X5+W~*X6 
592 A(6)=AC6)+Y6*7.~+Y5*7.1+Y4*1.2+Y3*1.3+Y2*Z4+Yl*Z5+Y0*Z6 
600 A(5)=W5*X0+W4*Xl+W3*X2+W2*X3+Wl*X4+W0*X5 

6~2 AC5>=A(5)+Y5*Z0+Y4*Zl+Y3*Z2+Y2*Z3+Yl*Z4+Y0*Z5 
61~ AC4 >=\J4*X(.lI+W3*Xl+W2*X2+Wl*X3+W0*X4 
612 AC4>=A(4)+Y4*Z0+Y3*ZI+Y2*7.2+Yl*Z3+Y0*Z4 
620 A(3)=W3*X0+W2*Xl+Wl*X2+W0*X3 
622 A(3)=A(3)+Y3*Z0+Y2*7.1+Yl*Z2+Y0*Z3 
63~ A(2)~W2*X0+Wl*~1+~~*X2+Y2*Z0+Yl*Zl+Y0*Z2 
640 ACl>=~I*X0+W0*Xl+Yl*Z0+YA*ZI 
65~ AC0>=W~*X0+Y~*Z0 

655 REM NORMALISE PROCEDURE 
660 IF A(0)~0 THEN 680 
670 GOTO 700 
675 REM REDUCE LEADING ZERO COEFFICIENTS 
6Rii FOR N=0 TO 14\.ACN)=ACN+l)\.NEXT N 
685 G9=G9+1 
690 GOTO 660 
700 N=1~\Cl=0\C2a0 
103 REM PRINT LEAOING lr.aOS (IF REQUIRED) 
705 IF G9=0 THEN 710 
707 FOR 1=1 TO G9\PRINT ~\NEXT I 
710 IF ACN)=0 THEN 730 
720 GOTO 740 
725 REM FIND ORDER OF POLYNOMIAL 
73~ N=N-l\GOTO 710 
740 ?1=N 
750 FOR N=0 TO Pl\ACN)=ACN)/ACPl)\NEXT N 

-799 REM- FIND COMPLEXifOOTSCnNTs METHOrST -:- - - - -- - - -
800 GOTO 1000 root s 
805 REM LIN'S METHOD HI'.sN'T CONVERGED 
806 REM FIND REAL ROOT <NEWTON-RAPH50N) 
81~ FOR N21 TO PI 
820 M=N~ACN)*St(N-l)+M 
83('1 NEXT N 
840 FOR N=e TO Pt 
850 52=ACN)*S'N+S2 
860 NEXT N 
870 51=S-S2/CM+t0t-S) 
675 52=0\M=0 ~:: 

877 REM CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE 
8B0 IF ABSCS-Sl)<ABSCS1)*1~'-6 THEN 925 
890 5=51\GOTO ~10 
920 REM PRINT REAL ROOT AND OBTAIN REMAINING COEFS. 
925 PRINT 51 
927 FtLEV :flt"TTY:"\PRINT '1:51\CLOSE 11 
93('1 BCP1>=CtJ\FOR N=l TO Pl\ACPl-N)=tl(PI-N+l>+Sl*SCPl-N+l'\NEXT N 
935 Pl=Pl-l\FOR N=0 TO Pl\ACN)~BCN)\NEXT N 
940 IF Pl:0 THEN 1170 



--

app. B (contd .) 

999 REM LIN'S METHOD FOR COMPLEX ROOTS 
1~00 N=Pl\Nl=Pl+1 
10~2 FOR 1=1 TO Nl\BCI)=A(NI-I)\NEXT t 
1005 FOR 1=1 TO Nl\ACI)=BCI)\NEXT I 
1~10 L=0\Rl=1\R2=A(~1-1)/A(NI-2)\R3.ACN1)/ACNI_2> 
1020 L=L+l\Tl=~Cl)\T2=AC2)\T3=AC3)\K.l\Q(K).Tl 
1~22 IF L<2~~ THEN 1030 
1024 Pl=N\FOR 1=0 TO Pl\ACI)=BCNI-I)\NEXT I 
lR26 S=-. 1 
1~27 REM NO CONVERGENCE. TRY NEWTON-RAPKSON 
1028 GOTO 810 
1~30 S2=Tl*R2\S3=Tl*R3 
1040 FOR 1=4 TO Nl\Tl=T2-S2\T2=T3-S3\T3=ACt> 
1~50 K=K+l\QCK)=Tl\S2=Tl*R2\S3=Tl*R3\NEXT I 
106~ IF .OA01-ABSC1-S2/T2)<=0 THEN 1080 
1~70 IF .A001-ABSC1-S3/T3»0 THEN 1090 
1080 R2=CR2+T2/Tl)/2\R3=(R3+T3/Tl)/2\GOTO 1020 
lAR5 REM CONVERGENCE ACHIEVED. PRINT ROOTS 
1090 GOSUB 1300 
1095 IF Pl-2=A THEN 1170 
1100 N=~-2\Nl=N+l\IF N-2<=0 THEN 1130 
11le FOR 1=1 TO Nl\A(I)=QCI)\B(I)=QCI)\NEXT I 
1120 GOTO 1010 
1130 IF N-2<0 THEN 1160 
1140 Rl=Q(1)\R2=QC2)\R3=QC3)\GOSUB 1300 
1150 GOTO 1170 
1160 PRINT -0(2) 
1167 FILEV 11:"TTY:"\PRtNT 11:-Q(2)\CLOSE #1 
117" STOP 
1299 REM PRINT ROUTIN~ FOR COMPLEX ROOTS 
130~ IF R2*R2-4*Rl*R3<n THEN 1340 
131A PRINT -R2/2+SQRCR2~R2-4*Rl*R3)'2 
1315 PRINT -R2/2-SQRCRe*RP-4*Rl*R3)'2 
1323 F ILEV 11: "TTY:" 
1324 PRINT 11:-R2/2+S0RCR2*R2-4*Rl*R3)/2 
1326 PRINT 11:-R2/2-S@RCR2*R2-4*Rl*R3)/2 
1327 CLOSE 11 
133~ RETURN 
1340 PRINT -R2/2J"+-J"JSORC4*R3*RI-R2*R2)/Q 
1353 FI !..EV 11: "TTY:" 
135/~ PRINT '1:-R2'2J"+Jo·:'St.lRC4*R3*RI-R2*R2)/2 
1356 PRINT 11:-R2/2J tt -J"JSQRC4*R3*RI-R2*R2)/8 
1357 REM TELETYPE OU'fPUT C IF REQUIRED) 
1358 CLOSE '1 
1360 ~URN __________________ _ 

T500 PRINT "7.EROS" 
1510 FILEV 11:"TTy: tt \PRINT Ilz\PRINT 11: zeros 
1520 PRINT 11: "ZEROS"\CLOSE '1 
1530 W6=T5*T7*T4*T2*T6 
1540 W5=T2*T4*T5*T7+T6*T4*T2*CTS+T7)+T6*T5*T7*CT4+T2) 
155A W4=T4*T~*(T5+T7)+T5*T7*CT4+T2) 
1560 W4=W4+T~*CCTS+T7)*CT4+T2)+T5*T7+T4*T2) 
157~ W3=CT5+T7)*CT4+T2)+T5*T7+T4*T2 
158~ W3=W3+T6*CT2+T4+TS+T7) 
1590 ~2=T6+T2+T4+T5+T7 
161CiJ Wl-! 
162~ W0a0 
1630 GOTO 260 
2000 END 



Appendix B(i) 
diesel engine + hydrostatic dynamometer 

th 
low speed 4 gear 

MID FUEL DELIVERY 
DlitO , 
-~.496R 

~A.6~5511 +J 1.01296 
-~.6~5511 -J 1.01296 
"'3.15942 
-R.75~5 +J 12.7137 
-R.75A5 -J 12.7137 
-39.6146 +J 16.758 
-39.6146 -J 16.75~ 
-99.9961 
-22~.485 +J 224.375 
-220.485 -J 224.375 

ZEROS 
-".999999 
-2 

\ 

-2.191R4 +J P..~816~ 
-2.191R4 -J 2.~RI6R 
-3A .3025 
"'6P-.A 143 
-IA~.A.2 

-22A.589 +J 224.247 
-22A.589 -J 224.247 

MAX IMUMUM FUEL DELIVERY 
DHLO 
~.(.J53R4S7 

-2.0A015 
-2.39693 
-IA.AR~l +J 12.A431 
-lA.08~1 -J 12.0431 
-3R.637R +J 16.4977 
-38.637R ... J 16.4977 
-99.9751 
-22~.4R5 •. ) 224.375 
-22A.485 ... J 224.375 

NO THROTTLE CONTROL 
DHtO 
-A. 1 SlI231 
-2.11496 +J A.555R32 
... 2.11496 -~ ~.55S~32 
-R.R4143 +J 13.3793 
-R.B~143 -J t3.3793 
-39.R5~3 +J 16.7762 
-39.RSg3 -J 16.7762 
-99.97AI 
-P.2~.4RS +J 224.375 
-22A.485 -J 224.375 

MOTORI NG 
DHMO 
-A."'107799 
-2.3', HHJ 
-1.73172 +J 6.59996 
-1.73172 -J 6.59996 
-61.RSl24 
-P.2~.0~9 +J 224.372 
-2P'(I}.A("9 -J 224.372 

7.EROS 
-0.999999 
-2 
-2.191 R4 
-2.1<HR4 
-3A.3025 
-6~.A IlI3 
-IA0.02 
-22t'1.5~9 

-P.20. SR9 

ZEROS 
-0.999999 
-2 

+J 2.0R16fJ -., 2.08168 

.. J 224,9"7 
-J 224.2l17 

-2.t9184 +J 2.08168 
-2.191~4 -J 2.08168 
-3".3~25 
-60.cIt143 
-IAA.A2 
-22~.58q +J 224.2l17 
-22A.SR9 -J 224.247 

ZEROS 
-1 
-A.37R9"'1 +J 1.1914R 
-0.37R9~1 -J 1.1914~ 
-65.6571 
-220.029 +J 224.35 
-?29.029 -J 224.35 



Appendi x B (j i) 

diesel engine +fast response dynamometer 
medium speed 4thgear 

-

MID FUEL DELIVERY 
DFME 
-0.17116~ +J ~.227~29 
-~. 17 1168 -J 0.227829 ZEROS 
-1.65~~8 -0.24?536 +J 1.1s:J774 
-17.3126 +J 25.R963 -A.242536 -J 1.18714 
-17.3126 -J 25.8963 -14.2851 
-1~7 .. 153 +J 29.6671 -75.1111 
-Hn.153 -J 29.6671 -IA0.A92 
-44.8941 +J 80.21"9 -192.054 
-44. ~9" 1 .. J ~C3.2109 -59.5~1 +J 103.011 
-161.336 -59.587 -J 103."'11 
-1000.13 -999.988 

MAXIM UM FUEL DELIVERY 
DFME 
-0.A0AA15~2 ' ZEROS 
-3.4749 -0.242536 +J l.i~114 
-14.2861 -A.242536 -J 1.18114 
-5f.'1.646 -14.2851 
-88.4823 -15.1111 
-99.1828 -IPHhA92 
-42.7308 +J 78.7485 -192.054 
-L12.7308 -J 7fh 7485 -59.587 +J tc"3.,r,11 
-160.017 -59.587 -J 103.A77 
-1000.11 -999.988 

NO THROTTLE CONtROL 
DFME 
-0.161356 
-2.27787 
-25.9186 +J .6.1446 
-25.9186 -J 16. 1-446, 
-If.'10.269 +J 1.39264 
-100.269 -J 1.3~264 
-44.1616 +J 78.694 
-44.1616 -J 18.694 
-J58.922 
-100".11 

Z'EROS 
-&.242536 +J 1"18174 
-0.242536 -J 1.18774 
-lIh~SJ57 
-75.1171 
--100. "92 
-192.054 
-59.587 +J 103.A77 
~59.5R7 -J 103.077 
-999.988 

-~ MOTORING 
DFMEMO EROS ZoO 
-0.A19AA61 
-2.~5464 +J 2.s:J5367 
-2.A5464 ~J 2.85367 
-67.7891 
-99.9591 
-59.~824 +J lA3.138 
-59~RR24 -J 1~3.138 
-999.9813 

-0.0348742 +J 0.417572 
-0.~34R,"42 -,10.417572 
-71.9A71 
-99.952 
-59.72~4 +J 103.342 
-59.7204 ~J 1~3.342 
-999.987 



AppendixC(i) 

5 REM FLOW C~4RACTERISrrCS 
6 REM FOR SPECIAL PURPOSE VALVE 
7 REM 
R REM 
9 REM 
1~ REM VALVE DIMENSIONS 
2~ L? •• 102 
3~ L3= .104 
4A L4=."96 
y., L511. 75 
55 REM VISCOSITY 
601 V=22.43 
7A V=V*.A~155 
75 REM EFFECTIVE DIAMETER 
R~ 01=~*L?*L3/(L2+L3) 
Q~ A=D 11 (L5+L~D 
I",A PRtNT "CURVATURE RATIO.flIA 
I~S REM OIL FLOWRATE 
11C1 Q-6.29 

. 115 REM AVER~GE OIL VELOCITY 
12~ W=4.62*Q/CL3*L2) 
13", Rl=Dl*W/V 
14'" PRtNT "REYNOLDS NO.""JRl 
15A D2=R1*At.5 
16A PR I NT "DEAN NO •• 1t J Da 
17A El=.1361*CL3+L4)*C02*A)t(1/3) 
1~t-t PRtNT "SPOOL ENTRY LENGT~ CAUSTIN)="JEl 
lq~ E~=CR*A+1.7)*snRCDR*A).Dl*CL3+L4)/(3.14!59*(L5+L2» 

2c;,0 PRINT "SPOOL ENTRY LEN-GTH C,(+8)."IE2 
alA F=.1~7*D2t.5 
220 PRINT "FR1CTtON FACTOR~"JF 
225 REM ENG~GED LENGTH OF SPOOL· 
23'" PRINT "SPOOL LENGTH";\INPUT Ll 
235 REM DUCT LENGTH. 
240 L=S~R(CL3+L4)t2+C3.14t5q*(L5+L2»t2)*LI/CL3+L4) 
25~ P=.361*W*V*L/CD1*Dl*lAtS) 
26~ PRINT "PRESSURE DROP IN STRAIG"f'r TURE.";P 
27A ?RTNT "PRESSURE DROP IN CURVED DUCT=";P*FJ"PSr" 
2~~ GOro 23"'" 
290 END 



A ppe nd i x C { i i ) 

5 REM 
6 HEM 
7 REM 
R REM 
9 REM 

VALVE C~ARACTERtSTtCS INCLUDtNG' 
TEMPERATURE EFFECT ON VISCOSITY 

l~ REM VALVE DIMENSIONS 
2'1 1.2=.tH~6 

3<' L3=.083 
4'1 1..4=.068 
5(.1 L5=.3326 
53 REM OIL INLET TEM?ERATURE 
55 T=5B 
6~ IF T>3~ THEN 67 
63 V=216~.Tt-l.~75'GOTO 70 
67 V=2~726.T'-1.~347 
6A REM CALCULATED OtL VISCOSITY 
7'1 V=V •• ~0155 
75 REM EFFECTIVE DIAMETER OF DUCT 
R~ Dl=2*L2*L3/CL2+L3) 
90 A=D1/(L5+L2) 
lc;,~ PRINT "CURVATURE RATIO-"lA 
1~5 REM OIL FLOWRATE 
11~ t:}=3 
115 REM ~VERAG£ OtL VELOCITY 
12A W=4.6?*Q/CL3*L2) 
130 Rl=Dl*W/V 
140 PR I Nf "REYNOL.DS NO •• " J R 1 
15A D2=ill*Af.5 
16'" PRINT ttDEAN NO.="J02 
170 El=.1361*(L3+L4)*(02*~)t(1/3) 
lA" PR INT "S?OOL Ef.JTRY LENGTJ.f C AUST IN )." J E 1 
19~ E2=(~*A+l.7>*SQR(O?/A'*Ol*(L.3+L4)/(3.14159.(L5+L2» 
2~r:J PRIN~' "S?OOt. ENTRY LE~\1TH (Y+B)="'E2 
21 '" F =. 1 (.)17 * 02 , • 5 
220 PR 1 NT "FRl CTtON FACT()~:s"; F 
225 REM ENGAGED LENGTH OF SPOOL 
23CJ L I-I 
235 REM DUCT LENGTH 
24f.l1 L.S~R«L3+L4)t2+(3.14159*(L5+L~»'2).L1/(L3+L4) 
25A P=~32.Q*W*V*L'(Dl'2*'~'5) 
255 REM FIRST PRESSU~ GRADIENT 
26e ?(~)=?*F't4.S 
265 V(A)=V 
27A FOR NAl TO lA'?(N)=?(A).(10-N)/10~NEXT N 
275 REM TEMPERATURE GRADIENT 
2R0 1(0)=T 
29A FOR N=l TO iA'T(N)=(P(N-l)-?(N»*."'59~4+T(N"1)'NEXT 1\2 
3A~ FOR N=l TO 10 
3)A tF TCN»3a THEN 330 
315 REM VISCOSITY GRADIENT 
32A VCN)=216R*TCN)t-l.07S,GOTO 340 
330 V(~)=2R7~6*T(N)f·l.~341 
340 VCN)=VCN) •• 0A155 
343 VCN)=V(N).~1+.3*P(N)/100) 
3J~5 NEXT N 
347 REM FRICTION FACTOR GRADIENT 
35'" FOR N=0 TO 9~FCN)=.107*SQR(At.5*Ol*W/V(N»\NE~ N 
36~ FOR N=0 TO <) 

365 REM 9~C~ STEP FOR NE~T PRESSURE GRADtENT 
37A PCQ-N)=P(lA-N)+343.35*W*VC9-N).L*FC9-N)/C145*Dl'2*10'S) 
3~A NEXT N 
39A IF ?(0)-Pl<.1 THEN 410 
40~ ?l=P(~)'GOTO 290 
405 REM CONVERGENCE ACHIEVED 
1J1~ PRIN't P(0l: 



A pp end i x 0 (i ) 

microprocessor program to read 
data from cassette 

LOOP 

NI 

N2 

STRt, 

STR2 

GET 

GET 1 

NEXT 

NAM 
OPT 0 
OPT S 
ORG 
LDX 
JSR 
JSR 
JSR 
CMP A 
BNE 
JSR 
CMP A 
BNE 
LOX 
JSR 
JMp 
CM? A 
BNE 
CLR 
JSR 
DEC A 
DEC A 
STA A 
JSR 
STA A 
JSR 
STA A 
LDX' 
JSR 
OEC 
BEQ 
STA A 
INX' 
BRA 
INC 
BEQ 
LOA A 
JSR 
LDX' 
JSR 
JMP 
Fee 
FCC 
FeB 
Fca 
FCC 
Fee 
LOA A 
BPL 
LOA A 
LOA B 
STA'B 
LOA B 
DEC B 
BPL 
LDA B 
STA B 
TAB 
ADD 8 
STn R 
RtS 

.....I!:1Wl 

READ 

SOr;]00 
iSTRl 
SEC'i'l7E 
GETl 
GET 
"5 
LOOP 
GET 
1'9 
Nt 
ISTR2 
SEClJ7E 
$tJ103 
I't 
LOOP 
SA00A 
GET 

$A~'6B 
GET 
$A~0C 
GET 
SAaeD 
SA00(! 
GET 
SAfJ~' 

N3 
e.x 
N2 
SA00A 
LOOP 
I'? 
SE101 
'STR~ 
SE81., ' 
SEA£3 
SD.SA;·$A 

PCD CASSETTE 

START ADDRESS 

READ TAPE REQUEST 
RESET CRA7 
READ IN ONE BYTE 
IS IT AN S1 
NO. GO BACK 
YES. GET NEXT BYTE 
I S IT A 91 
NO GOTO NI 
YES. STOP TAPE REQUEST 

START EDITOR (CHANGE AS REQUIRED) 
IS IT A 11 
NO. START AGAIN 
YES. CLEAR CHECKSUM 
NEXT CHARACTER 

TAJ<E AwAY TWO 
STORE BYTE COUNT 

TWO BYTES FOR INDEX REGISTER 
DATA LOOP 

STORE IN MEMORY 

RECORD IN 
CHECKSUM OK. GET NEXT 
CHECKSUM ERROR 
PRINT 1 
STOP TAPE REQUEST 

RETURN TO MtKBUG 

RECORD 

'PRESS REAO'MESSAGE' 
04 
SO.SA.SA 
'PRESS STOP'MESSAGE' 
04 
S80~9 
GET 
saeAR 
1536 
S8009 
IS HlJ 

NEXT 
IS3E 
58009 

SAA0A 
SAf40A 

INPUT ONE BYTE SUBROUTINE 
BRANCH BACK UNTIL DATA READY 
READ DATA INTO A 

SET CA2 HIGH 

WAtT 1~~ MICROSECONDS 

SET CA2 LOW 

UPDATE CHECKSUM 

RETURN F?~M SU8ROUTINE . 



a pp. 0 ( i ) con t d . 

. 
microprocessor program to wri t e 
data onto cassette 

SUAR 

DELA 

RED 

RAO 

Al 
A2 

JAK 

NAM 
OPT 0 
ORG 
LDA A 
BPL 
LOA A 
STA A 
LOA A 
STA A 
LOA A 
DEC A 
BPt. 
LDA A 
LOA A 
STA A 
ADD B 
INX 
RTS 
LOX 
ST,)( 
LOA A 
SUB A 
LOA B 
SBC S 
BNE 
CM? A 
BCS 
LOA A 
ADO A 
STA A 
SUB A 
STA A 
L.OX 
JSR 
LDX 
JSR 
CLR B 
LOX 
JSR 
LO"( 
JSR 
JSR 
LOX 
·JSR 
DEC 
BNE 

WRITE 

SAIA0 
5~00F 
suaR 
~ 

SR"'~A 
'S3E 
$~~OIB 

'510 

OELA 
$~A0A 

1536 
58009 
X 

$AAA2 
$A003 
SA~05 

SA010 
SA0~4 

SA00F 
Al 
1510 
A2 
'S0F 
'4 
SA011 
'3 
SAC't(lJ" 
I1E13A 
SUBR 
'SEI3B 
SUSR 

'SA011 
SUAR 
I$A~0F 

SUAR 
SURR 
SA~0F 

SUI1R 
5A00E 
JAl( 

START ADDRESS 

OCH READY? 
LOAD DATA INTO A 

INITIALISE WRITE ON CASSETTE 

WAIT 1"'~ MICROSECONDS 

SET CB2 LOW 

STORE NO. OF BYTES TO BE 
TO BE WRITTEN ON CASSETTE 
IN A AND R 

BRANCH tF B NOT ZERO 

BRANCH IF A<lC'J 

STORE aYTE COUNt 
SUB ADDRESS AYTES+CHECKSUM 
NUMAER OF BYTES FOR TRANSFER 

OUTPUT START CHARACTERS '51' 

BYTE COUNT 
OUTPUT RYTE COUNT 

OUTPUT TWO BYTES CONTAINING 
ADDRESS OF RECORD 
POINTS TO DATA 

WRITE LOOP 



app. 0 (i) contd. 

STX SAo.I0F NEXT ADDRESS 
CaM B SET UP CHEKSUM 
PSH B F3 TO STACK 
TSX 
JSR SUl3R WRITE CHECKSUM 
PUL B ADJUST STACK POINTER 
LDX SAo.I0F 
DEX COUNTER IN~ IN SU8R 
CPX SA004 ALL DATA TRANSFERRED? 
BEQ JEM BRANCH IF YES 
JMp RAD 

JEM LDX ISE13A TRANSFER '59' 
JSR suaR 
LDX 159 
JSR 5U8R END OF RECORD 
LDX ISTR3 
JSR SEf17E STOP TAPE REOUEST 
JMP SE0E3 RETURN TO MIKBUG· 

S9 Fea $39 '9 
STR3 Fca SO.SA.SA 

Fee 'PRESS STOP' STOP MESSAGE 
Fca 04 
END 



Appendix DUi) 

microprocessor subroutine to 
control 16 channel multiplexed 
AID convertor 

NAM ATOD 
OPT o .. S 
ORG CONT 1 

*CHANNEL ADDRESS STORED IN A 
*RETURN ADDRESS FOR DATA GIVEN BY INDEX REGISTER 
PIAD EQU $8010 PIA ADDRESS 
SAVX RMB 2 SAVE RETURN ADDRESS 
DATIN STX SAVX 

LOX 'PIAD 
LOA B '$38 
STA B 1 .. X' 
LOA B '$0~;oo 

STA f3 X 
LOA B #S3C 
STA B 1 .. X' 
LDA B' '$4 
STA B 3 .. X' 
STA A PIAD 
LOA A '$34 
STA A PIAO+J 

WAIT· LOA A I.X 
BPL WAIT 
LOA B K 
LOA A 2.X 
LOX SAVX 
STA A X 
STA B J .. X' 
RTS 

CONT2 EQU • 
END 

PROGRAM PIA 

ENABLE PIA REG A .. 
ENABLE PIA REG B 

TRIGGER AlP 

CONVERS t ON COMPLE.·E? 

LOAD DATA 
GE'r RETURN POINTER 
HAND BACK MS BITS 
HAND BACK LS 8ITS 
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